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Abstract 
 

We live in a world where colour pervades every facet of our lives, yet we cannot hear, smell, 

taste, or touch it. We can only see it. With this in mind, we asked three questions: (1) what conceptions 

of colour do the congenitally blind hold and how are they constructed? (2) What notions of colour 

remain in the adventitiously blind? And (3) what influence does language have on the performance of 

colour deficient individuals in colour categorisation? 

 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) offers a unique vantage point into the cognitive processes 

involved in subjective judgements between stimuli. By quantifying (dis)similarity judgements, MDS 

produces a perceptual map (or configuration) fitted with dimensions from which inferences can be 

made as to how stimuli are being distinguished from one another. A component of MDS known as 

Individual differences scaling can then illustrate the extent to which observers are employing each 

dimension.  

While some studies employing MDS have provided evidence indicating that the congenitally 

blind have a limited understanding of colour order, others have shown that the congenitally blind have 

a sophisticated understanding of colour order, one that highly resembles that of trichromatic observers; 

this thesis was partially inspired by these inconsistent findings. Studies exploring colour categorisation 

in the adventitiously blind have shown that memory of colour order is well preserved, allowing for the 

adventitiously blind to appropriately categorise colour terms. Studies involving colour deficient 

individuals have shown that simultaneously presentation of colour terms and corresponding colours 

does have an effect on categorical judgements, indicating that language influences cognition.   

 

By employing non-metric MDS this thesis first explored the cognitive structure of basic colour 

categories in samples of congenitally and adventitiously blind individuals. Both groups yielded two-

dimensional MDS configurations approximating the Newtonian colour circle. A semantic differential 

application demonstrated that the congenitally blind can learn both concrete and arbitrary associations 

of colours, these associations also correlated with the dimensions of their MDS configuration.   

The second study presented descriptive (or non-) basic colour terms to the same groups. Their 

MDS configurations again revealed an appropriate categorisation colour terms. These findings indicate 

that the congenitally blind are not only able to apprehend the order of colours, but can learn colour 

associations via linguistic properties such as metaphors, metonyms, and similes. The findings also 

demonstrate that the adventitiously blind maintain their colour memory despite of being blind for 

decades.  

The influence of language on cognition consequently led to the third study. Severe dichromatic 

observers (protanopes and deuteranopes) were presented with four sets of colour stimuli: (1) colour 

cards, (2) colour cards with the corresponding colour term printed on it, (3) colour terms presented 
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verbally, and (4) descriptive colour terms mapping onto basic colours initially presented. As expected, 

their MDS configuration collapsed on dimension-two (red–green opponent-channels) for the first 

condition. Yet, an immediate expansion of dimension-two is observed when colour terms are made 

available in the second condition; demonstrating that semantic knowledge of colours has influenced 

their subjective judgements. No significant difference was found between the dichromatic and 

trichromatic MDS configurations in the remaining two conditions. 

 

The implications of the results of this thesis are considered in the context of cognitive 

linguistics, embodied cognition, perceptual symbols, mental imagery, and philosophy.   
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 
1.0 Foreword 
 

Imagine waking up and the world you once knew is grey, every object, and every person are shades of 

grey. Given the opportunity we would most likely choose to return to our multi-chromatic world than remain in a 

monochromatic one. Why? Because we have forged a relationship with colour. A relationship that caters for our 

needs (e.g., what foods are suitable for consumption), and our desires (e.g., colours that elicit feelings of joy and 

harmony); a relationship that serves to protect us (e.g., which fauna and flora are poisonous, or chromatic signals 

such as red and green at traffic lights indicating immediate danger or safe passage).  

Imagine waking up completely blind. Would your relationship with colour remain intact, will it last, or 

will it fade? Imagine having a sense of colour different from all else. How would you respond when you are told 

that the two objects you see as having the same colour are in reality very different? Finally, imagine you were born 

completely blind. What would your understanding of colour be? 

 

In essence, these are the questions we explore. We begin by looking into the ontology of colour through 

two perspectives. The first is an evolutionary perspective; here we consider some theories for why we have 

developed trichromatic vision and how it served our ancestors. Second, we look at the physiology of colour 

perception, in particular how light is translated into the neurological language of the brain, which in-turn gives rise 

to the experience of colour. In the following section we explicate some well-established models and theories of 

trichromatic vision (CIE and DKL colour space, the trichromatic and opponent-process theories). In the next 

section we describe colour perception in dichromatic observers, specifically protanopes and deuteranopes.  

In the next section, we speak about colour as the language of nature. Here we explain how agents (flora 

and fauna) in nature employ colour for the purposes of communication; we then explain how and why humans 

have borrowed and integrated the natural language of colour into their world.  

After considering these sections it should be reasonably clear that colour adds significant and invaluable 

information to our visual perception and therefore greatly contributes to our understanding of the world. The 

pervasiveness of colour renders it part of our intuitive language. The next two sections serve as a foundation to 

understanding how the congenitally blind construct concepts of colour, they focus on the relationship between 

language and colour perception/conception through the principle of linguistic relativity and colour semantics (e.g., 

similes, metaphors, and metonyms); ultimately demonstrating how language plays an intricate role in colour 

acquisition other than direct visual experience.  

It is often assumed that the congenitally blind use their imagination or their minds eye to form internal 

perceptions of the world; in the realms of cognitive neuroscience this is referred to as mental imagery. In the next 

section we review three facets of mental imagery, and claim that the congenitally blind are unlikely to have mental 

imagery of colour. Lastly we apply the philosophical notion of tabula rasa to the congenitally blind and propose 

some alternative ways their blank slate can be filled in regards to colour.   
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1.1 The ontology of colour 
  

Vision constructs a perception of the world unrivalled by any other sense. It is the sense humans use and 

trust the most and is the principal sense we employ to define the world.  

We live in a world in which colour pervades every aspect of our lives. It is an attribute of every object that 

has a reflective property and as we will come to know, it has a language of its own. We are absorbed in thought 

when we wonder whether colours are perceived universally by humans or do each of us have a unique sense of 

colour and have learned to apply the same lexical terminology to a specific wavelength of light. The ontology of 

colour has been contested and revised throughout history by philosophers and visual scientists. There are a number 

of theories which explain what colour is. Two prominent but contrasting explanations of colour perception stem 

from colour objectivism and subjectivism. The former holds that colour is a mind-independent property of objects 

(Hilbert, 1987, 1992), the later maintains that colour is not a property of objects but an internal state of the perceiver 

or the subjective content of a perceiver’s experience (Hardin, 1988). Given the interdisciplinary efforts of visual 

scientists and the theories substantiated thus far, we maintain a subjectivist stance, that is, colour experience arises 

in the interaction of light with retinal photoreceptors in the eye and post-receptoral processing in the brain. 

 
The evolution of colour perception 
 
The evolution of human visual perception renders us visual beings. No sense do we utilise more than 

vision and no sense more than vision impedes our quality of life when it is lost. The myriad forms of information 

and benefits humans obtain from their vision is testament to its pivotal role in life. The primacy of vision is 

structurally imbedded in the cortical organisation of the human brain as one-third of the cortical surface is devoted 

to visual processes (Kupers, Pietrini, Ricciardi, & Ptito, 2011; Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). The evolution and 

physiology of human colour vision go hand-in-hand, therefore to understand the physiological structure of colour 

vision it is important to appreciate its evolution.  

 

Blue and yellow dichromacy1 is the ancestral mammalian colour vision (Neitz, Carrol, & Neitz, 2001). It 

has been proposed that the first primitive mammals which existed ~220 million years ago were nocturnal (Jacobs, 

1993) and that they lost two of the four photopigments that they shared with our non-mammalian ancestors. The 

loss of the two photopigments is associated with colour vision offering little benefit to nocturnal existence. Within 

the last 150 million years diurnal mammals surfaced from darkness with dichromatic vision – blue and yellow. 

Humans, Great Apes,2 and Old World Monkeys3 are the exclusive mammals to have colour vision beyond 

dichromacy. Trichromatic4 vision evolved at a subsequent time in the primate and mammalian world (Gilad, 

Wiebe, Przeworski, Lancet, & Pääbo, 2004). From the two original photopigments mammals started with (blue 

and yellow), the medium wavelength photopigment (yellow) diverged to develop into two separate spectral types: 

a medium wavelength (green) and a long wavelength (red). From this evolutionary adaptation humans gained a 

greater spectral range and greater chromatic perception. This divergence has been calculated to have occurred ~50 

                                       
1 Dichromacy: two functioning photoreceptors. 
2 Gorillas, Chimpanzees, Bonobos, and Orangutans. 
3 Baboons, Colobus Monkeys, and Rhesus Macaques. 
4 Trichromacy: three functioning photoreceptors. 
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million years ago, which is consistent with calculations for the separation between Old and New World Monkeys 

(Gilad et al., 2004). There are some explanations as to why this shift to trichromacy occurred. Geneticists provide 

an appealing explanation – the emergence of complete trichromatic vision for humans’ correlates with a significant 

reduction in olfactory perception. The genes that code for an articulate sense of smell comprise the largest gene 

family of the mammalian genome. When compared to the genome of other mammals nearly 60% of the genes 

responsible for the acuity and range in olfactory perception have been terminated in humans (Gilad et al., 2004).  

Of course there are other explanations as to why colour vision has evolved. The ability to detect all features 

of the visual scene, such as food, prey, predator, or potential mate is dramatically enhanced by the added dimension 

of chromatic experience (Collin & Trezise, 2004). Contemporary eutherian mammals inhabit a vast amount of 

natural habitats, for majority of the ~5000 species the visual system provides access to vital environmental 

information (Jacobs, 1993, 2009). The physiology and capability of the human eye demonstrates that it is adapted 

for day-light-vision. The remarkable quality and features of human vision that have been inherited from evolution 

is said to be adapted for forest life (Campbell, 1967). When one considers the characteristic colours of a forest, 

exceptional colour sensitivity would be a vital survival adaptation. It has been widely accepted that colour vision 

and the expression of pigments in fruit co-evolved (Regan et al., 2001). Many primates are frugivores, therefore, 

it is to the plants advantage to have its fruit untouched until the optimum time for its seeds to be dispersed, thus, 

the change of colour in a ripe fruit is a chromatic signal that plants send to animals. In turn, the animal consumes 

optimum nutrients from eating ripe fruit. A number of computational models of colour vision have been developed 

and employed to test whether primate medium and long pigments are suited for chromatic discrimination of fruits 

embedded in foliage; three studies strongly imply that they are (Parraga, Troscianko, & Tolhurst, 2002; Regan et 

al., 2001; Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996). These adaptations correlate with the architecture and expansion of visual 

areas. However, some evolutionary visual scientists disregard theories regarding colour vision and fruit pigment 

co-evolving. They claim that the evidence for trichromatic co-evolution with fruit is not sufficient and provide 

evidence demonstrating that trichromacy evolved for the purposes of discriminating the spectral modulations of 

skin, emotional states, socio-sexual signals, and threat displays in conspecifics. In support of this hypothesis, 

Changizi, Zhang, and Shimojo (2006) state that majority of Old World Primates have bare facial skin (or at least 

some other body region with bare skin, such as a bare rump), which allows for effective detection of emotional 

and other expressive states via skin colour alterations. Furthermore, monochromatic and dichromatic primates tend 

to have facial hair, whereas trichromats tend to possess bare faces. Old World Primates have a short, medium, and 

long cone. The similar spectral sensitivity between the medium and long cones allow for an additional dimension 

of sensitivity to spectral modulation; their spacing also maximises sensitivity for discriminating variations in blood 

oxygen saturation, and as a result a slight lowering or rising in oxygen in the blood is detected by any primate with 

trichromacy. Trichromatic vision not only serves for the perception of subtle alterations in colour, but for the 

perception of the absence or presence of blood. Thus, primates with trichromacy are not only capable of selecting 

potential mates due to the rush of emotion, but also detecting potential rivals when blood has been drained from 

of their face due to fear. The association between bare skin and trichromatic vision according to Changizi et al. 

(2006) may be important in understanding why humans are the ‘naked ape’ – for primates with colour vision, skin 

modulations can play a vital role in communicating with conspecifics.  
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There are many contested explanations as to why trichromacy evolved in humans. Some advocate for an 

ecological impetus, while others believe it to serve for physical communication; perhaps there is truth to both 

theories. What is better agreed upon is how the human visual system transduces light, giving rise to the experience 

of sight and the infinite perceptual experiences that follow, including colour.  

 
The physiology of colour perception 

 
Light – a form of electromagnetic energy is the physical message which is transduced into the neurological 

language of the brain that allows vision to take place. Light waves themselves have no colour, this fact dates back 

to Newton. The sensation of colour reside in the visual system of the perceiver (Santrock, 1997). The two primary 

physical properties of light are wavelength and intensity. Wavelength is the physical distance from one energy 

cycle to the next. Oscillations in wavelength of light are experienced psychologically as changes in hue (or colour). 

The human eye can detect wavelengths ranging from ~400 to ~700 nanometres (nm). Psychologically these 

wavelengths are experienced as colours ranging from violet to red. Intensity corresponds to the quantity of light 

focussing on an object. Fluctuations in intensity are experienced psychologically as increases or decreases in 

brightness5 (Nairne, 1997). The initial translation process and the primary role of the front of the eye is to channel 

light to the light-sensitive receptor cells at the rear of each eye. When light reflects off an object the reflected 

wavelengths are dispersed; they then need to be focused for a comprehensible image to be processed. These optical 

adjustments are achieved by the cornea – the protective outer layer of the eye and the lens – a flexible tissue 

capable of altering its shape. Light enters the cornea, passes through the aqueous humor, and finally the pupil. 

Surrounding the pupil is the iris; contractions of the muscles encompassing the iris alter the size of the pupil. This 

regulates the quantity of light entering the eye. After light is channelled through the pupil it arrives at the central 

portions of the lens, here the light is focussed on the sensory receptors. This process, known as accommodation, 

is dependent on the distance between the lens and the object being perceived. For distant objects muscles within 

the eye alter the lens into a long thin shape; for nearby objects the lens thickens. After the light travels through the 

lens it passes through the vitreous humor. The light finally terminates at a thin layer of tissue at the back of the eye 

called the retina. Embedded in the retina of each eye are ~126 million light-receptor cells that transduce the light 

energy into electrochemical impulses that characterise neural processing (Gonzalez & Perez, 1998), it is here where 

light is translated into the inner language of the brain.   

There are two basic types of photoreceptor cells. Rod cells number at ~120 million, they activate and 

function in scotopic light levels and are clustered on the periphery of the retina and are used in peripheral vision, 

however, their fundamental role is for night vision. Cone cells number between six to seven million, they activate 

and function in photopic light levels and are densely clustered in the fovea centralis and macula. Cone cells are 

primarily responsible for colour perception and colour sensitivity (Conway & Livingstone, 2006). Due to their fast 

response times to changes in visual stimuli cone cells are capable of perceiving fine detail and rapid changes in 

images. There are three types of cone receptors: one type generates neural impulses to short wavelengths of light 

(blue 420nm), the second type responds to medium wavelengths of light (green 530 nm), and the third type 

                                       
5 Note that variation in wavelength is also experienced as variation in brightness, due to the different sensitivities of long and 
medium cones to wavelength. 
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responds to long wavelengths of light (red). The translation process for both rods and cones is chemically based. 

Each receptor cells contains a photopigment – a substance that reacts to light. The chemical reaction results in the 

receptor cell to generate a neural impulse. This electrical signal travels along to other cells in the retina particularly 

bipolar cells and ganglion cells. Visual signals then exit the retina via a collection of nerve fibres called the optic 

nerve. The patterns of neural activation flow along each optic nerve until they arrive at the optic chiasm (after the 

chiasma, the axons are referred to as the optic tract); here neural information decussates into different tracts. 80% 

of visual signals travel directly toward a major relay station in the thalamus called the lateral geniculate nucleus 

(LGN), the remaining 20% detour into the superior nucleus (Kaiser & Boynton, 1996). Substantial extraction and 

interpretation of visual information occurs along these pathways. Parvocellular cells are neurons located within 

the parvocellular layer of the LGN; these neurons have chromatic properties for colour vision. Magnocellular 

neurons (located within the magnocellular layer of the LGN) contribute to the detection of (fast) moving objects 

(Derrington, Krauskopf, & Lennie, 1984). Visual information finally reaches the visual cortex where highly 

specialised processes occur; the colour-centre of the human brain is believed to be located in the extrastriate, 

specifically V4. 

 
1.2 Models and theories of colour vision 
 
 The study of colour vision has spanned over centuries and the creation of colour circles have been used to 

represent colour relations and mixtures. Isaac Newton was among the first to put forth the idea of association 

between colour perception and specific physical stimuli. He devised a colour circle (figure 1.0) in the 1690s to 

illustrate these relationships in a semi-quantitative manner. He recognised that various spectral lights had different 

powers to influence the perception of mixtures; he expressed these powers in a colour circle with varying sized 

circles (Kuehni & Schwarz, 2008). The circle consists of seven principal colours (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 

indigo, and violet). Newton demonstrated that these hues can be associated with specific components of refracted 

sunlight. Because he was unable to quantify the wavelengths of lights, he employed colour names to identify the 

seven salient hues and thereby approximate corresponding positions in the spectrum. 

 

 
 
Figure 1.0 Isaac Newton’s colour circle adapted from Newton (1704). 
 

Since Newton’s time visual scientists have developed enhanced theories and colour vision diagrams. The 

trichromatic theory of colour vision proposes that colour information is extracted through the activation of three 
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types of cone receptors (S-cones/blue, M-cones/green, and L-cones/red). The theory initially proposed by Thomas 

Young in 1802 and developed further by Herman Von Helmholtz posits that colours can be matched by mixing 

three primary colours (Gray, 1991). Young and Helmholtz claimed that the human brain deduces the chromatic 

attributes of an object by comparing the relative activation levels of three primary cone receptors. Another concept 

of colour vision proposed by Edward Hering, is the opponent-process theory, which asserts that increased 

activation of one type of cone receptor (e.g., red) creates decreased activation in another cone receptor (e.g., green). 

Rather than three primary colours, Hering claimed six: blue-yellow, green-red, and black-white. According to the 

theory, trichromatic observers have difficulty perceiving greenish red because activation of the green sensitive 

cones inhibits the concurrent neural firing of the red sensitive cones. However, a yellowish red would not present 

an issue because the yellow and red are not linked in an opponent fashion. During the 19th century when both 

theories were proposed, there was no physiological evidence to prove either theory. Since then evidence for each 

theory has been put forth demonstrating the existence of three photoreceptor cells and that cells in the LGN as well 

as the visual cortex coding colour signals in an opponent-process fashion (DeValois & DeValois, 1980). Cellular 

biologists have characterised the retinal basis of sensitivity of the three cone types (Brown & Wald, 1964; Dartnell, 

Bowmaker, & Mollon, 1983; Svatichin & MacNichol, 1958), and molecular biologists have isolated and sequenced 

the genes for the three cones. (Nathans, Thomas, & Hogness, 1986). Other research particularly in primates has 

contributed to the anatomical and physiological correlates of colour vision in the visual system (DeValois & 

DeValois, 1975; Livingstone & Hubel, 1984; Zeki, 1983), and psychophysicists have provided quantitative models 

for the opponent-process theory and colour constancy (Hurvich, 1985; Hurvich & Jameson, 1957; Jameson, 1985).  

 

The perception of colours on a surface is determined by pigments – chemicals on the objects surface that 

partially absorb wavelengths of light and thereby inhibit them from being reflected. Different pigments allow 

different wavelengths to be reflected. For example, a pigment that absorbs short and medium wavelengths will be 

perceived as red because only long (red) waves are being detected by the eyes. Pigments determine the spectral 

content of the reflected light – which then creates the perception of colour by absorbing (or subtracting) some of 

the light waves that would otherwise be reflected to the eye, this mixing of pigment is referred to as subtractive 

colour mixing. The opposite of subtractive colour mixing is additive colour mixing, which occurs when coloured 

lights (rather than pigments) are mixed. Additive colour mixing can be achieved by shining two or more beams of 

light, of different wavelengths, at the same spot on a white screen, which reflects them back together. The two 

general laws of additive colour mixing are the three-primaries law and the law of complementarity. The three-

primaries law states that three different wavelengths of light (called primaries) can be used to match any colour 

that the eye can perceive; however this is dependent on them being mixed in the proper proportions. The primaries 

can be any three wavelengths as long as each one is taken from the long-wave end of the spectrum (red), one from 

the medium-wave end (green, green-yellow), and one from the short-wave end of the spectrum (blue). The law of 

complementarity states that pairs (complements) of wavelengths of light when reflected and added together give 

the visual sensation of white light (Roeckelein, 1998). 

 

All the facts associated with the laws of additive colour mixing and the trichromatic theory are accounted 

for in the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) colour space (figure 1.1). The colours in the periphery 
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of the diagram are produced by single wavelengths and are referred to as saturated colours. Moving from any 

point on the periphery toward the white centre, the colour gradually transforms to white; that is it becomes 

increasingly unsaturated. The three primaries here are lights of blue (460 nm), green (530 nm), and red (650 nm). 

The proportions of red and green primaries that must be added to the blue primary to match any given colour on 

the diagram are shown respectively on the horizontal and vertical axes. The proportion of blue can be calculated 

by subtracting the other two proportions from 100%. For example, to match the blue-green produced by a 490 nm 

light, the figure demonstrates that the mixture must contain ~5% red primary, ~30% green primary, and ~65% 

blue primary (i.e., 100% - 5% - 30% = 65%). 

 

 
 
Figure 1.1 The CIE colour space derived by experiments conducted by Wright (1928) and Guild (1932). Adapted 
from Gray (1991). 

 
Complementary colours are represented if their additive mixture creates white. In the diagram the possible 

colours produced by mixing any two wavelengths lie along the straight line connecting the points representing the 

two wavelengths on the diagram. Thus, the two ends of any straight line passing through the geometric centre of 

the diagram (exaggerated by a white oval), represent complementary colours. Two such lines have been inserted 

on figure 1.1 for purposes of illustration. The facts of colour mixing portrayed in the chromaticity diagram are 

psychological facts, not physical facts. For instance, the wavelengths of three primaries do not become physically 

blended into one wavelength when combined together to match colour produced by a fourth wavelength. Similarly, 

when two complementary wavelengths are combined to produce the visual perception of white light they do not 

physically produce white light (which contains all three wavelengths). Such colour matches in which physically 

distinct stimuli look identical occur due to physiological processes in the retina, LGN and V4.  
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The spectral sensitivities of the macaque’s6 cones are similar to those of humans. To quantify the 

physiological responses of photoreceptors, Derrington and Lennie (1984a) recorded the discharges of single 

neurons in the parvocellular and magnocellular laminae of the macaque’s LGN with glass-insulated tungsten 

microelectrodes. The receptive field was characterised by its response to coloured patches on various backgrounds. 

In the proceeding study, Derrington, Krauskopf, and Lennie (1984b) introduced a new method to characterise the 

chromatic properties of neurons, which are applied to cells in the LGN. They demonstrated that these cells are 

located in distinct and homogenous clusters: two chromatically opponent classes in the parvocelluar layers and a 

separate magnocellular group. In order to illustrate the chromatic signature of cells concisely, Derrington et al., 

added a third dimension to the chromaticity diagram – luminance (or radiance) variation (figure 1.2). The study 

provides physiological evidence for cardinal directions of colour space, advocating for the opponent-process 

theory. It demonstrates three sets of pathways that respond selectively to variation in the reddish-green direction, 

a yellowish-bluish direction, and a luminance direction. 

 

 
 
Figure 1.2 Spherical DKL colour space adapted from Derrington et al. (1984b). The ‘constant B’ axis shows that 
the signal from blue-sensitive cones is constant, while signals from the red and green-sensitive cones co-vary so 
as to keep their sum constant. The ‘constant R & G’ axis shows that the signals from red and green cones are 
constant and only that of blue cones vary. Signals from all three cone classes vary proportionally along the 
luminance dimension. 
 
1.3 Colour perception in dichromatic observers 
 

The majority of humans have trichromatic colour vision, but there are some people, particularly males 

who have some form colour deficiency. There are various classifications of colour blindness; the colour deficiency 

our study is interested in is dichromacy, specifically protanopia and deuteranopia. Individuals affected by these 

conditions have only two functioning cone photoreceptors, therefore can match any colour they see with a 

                                       
6 The macaques constitute a genus of Old World monkeys of the subfamily Cercopithecinae. 
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combination of only two primary colours. Protanopes lack the long-wavelength sensitive retinal cones; 

consequently this inhibits them from distinguishing colours between the green–yellow–red section of the visible 

spectrum. Deuteranopes lack the medium-wavelength cones; again they are unable to distinguish colours between 

the green–yellow–red section of the visible spectrum. Although both suffer from similar hue discrimination 

problems, only protanopes perceive abnormal dimming of hues. A significant body of work has contributed to the 

understanding of dichromacy. The genetic and molecular basis of colour deficiency has been revealed (Neitz & 

Neitz, 2000) as well as its neurophysiology (Hurvich & Jameson, 1957; Nathans et al., 1986), and its effects in 

cognitive linguistics tasks (Nagy, Németh, Samu, & Ábrahám, 2014; Shepard & Cooper, 1992; Jameson & 

Hurvich, 1978).  

 

The general consensus holds that colour is fundamentally a psychophysiological phenomenon. The 

experience of colour arises initially from the interaction of light with photoreceptors in the eye (trichromatic 

theory) and then it is interpreted by opponent mechanisms in post-receptoral processing in the thalamus (opponent-

process theory). Of course there are other influences of colour perception such as local and global contrast and 

illumination, these visual effects on the perception of colour can still be explained by cognitive neuroscience. 

There are also a host of non-visual mediums which provide information to us about colour; they are explained by 

the principle of linguistic relativity, which claims that language determines if not influences cognitive processes. 

But before this theory is introduced, we need to understand how humans have learned, adapted, and integrated the 

natural language of colour into their world.   

 
1.4 The natural language of colour  
 

In essence, human language is a communication system with words as agents that transmit ideas. Nature 

developed a language without words but of colour, which humans have borrowed and integrated into their society.  

 

In nature both flora and fauna utilise colour for communication for two fundamental purposes: 1) to attract 

or repel conspecifics, and 2) attract or repel members of different species (King, 2005). These communications 

can be delineated with further precision: among flora – to attract pollinators or propagators, among fauna – to 

attract prey either by camouflage, or by decoy. Both flora and fauna also use colour to avoid predators, either by 

warning or by camouflage. For mating purposes – attracting the opposite sex (intersexual attraction), or 

intimidating the same sex competitors (intrasexual competition).  

Perceptual psychologists have investigated the relationship between human colour perception and food. 

With regards to innate associations between colour and flavour, the majority of results are either indecisive or 

contradictory (Moskowitz, 1978; Garber, Hyatt & Starr, 2001). What can be concluded is that colour associations 

with food have a conditional relationship – it is the product of one’s life experience with food and colour (or vice 

versa). A large number of studies indicate certain colours are perceived as unappetising and when these 

uncharacteristic or unexpected colours are added to foods it creates an unappetising perception of them 

(Moskowitz, 1978; Garber et al., 2001). This implies that humans make associations between colours and expected 

food flavours, and that these associations are acquired through gustatory and visual experience; this relationship 

can be appreciated on an evolutionary and an experiential level. Acquired personal associations between colours 
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and foods serves as a protective measure – we are naturally curious of novel foods and by tasting them we create 

an association between visual properties of the food (e.g., colour) and the gustatory experience. Foods that we 

consume on a regular basis we have learned via associative means that they are not harmful (King, 2005). There 

has been prominent difficulty with the colour blue in processed foods, and it has been demonstrated to be one of 

the most unappetising colours (Hine, 1995). The reason for this is that the colour blue does not conform to 

colour/food associations. Given that our colour associations with expected flavours are conditioned and that almost 

all natural foods are not blue, this aversion to blue foods is the product of a palette with no known natural blue 

references. What we refer to as “blueberries” is not actually blue, rather a deep indigo-purple. There are however, 

certain colours of blue that are naturally associated with food – they are in the context of decay and mould, which 

tends to make people avoid such foods, again these associations can be appreciated through an evolutionary 

perspective.  

Other than natural chromatic signals of food, animals also broadcast their own unique natural form of 

colour signalling. This could be the closest communicative medium to a natural universal language among fauna. 

The symbolic colours which animals advertise denote numerous intents. Among insects are the coloured warnings 

of venomous stings and bites, or the warnings of highly developed passive defences, such as the bright colours of 

arrow-poison frogs, coral snakes, and the lion fish. All are either venomous or poisonous to consume (or even 

touch). The language of colour in this context is universal because the majority of animals, if not all, that live in 

the same habitat of these venomous or poisonous creatures are aware of the implications that follow if these vibrant 

and blatant warnings are ignored. An analogy is apparent when one considers the co-evolution of chromatic 

signalling by fruits to animals, and the chromatic signalling between poisonous or venomous animals to other 

animals. What is being signified in the latter is mortal danger, a much more potent signal to potential predators. 

Furthermore, the creation of an association between particular colours and a deadly animal is homologous to the 

association between particular colours and ripe fruits. The colours which certain flora and fauna advertise have 

been learned from experience to denote their intention. What is interesting is that both poisonous and venomous 

creatures display similar colour warnings, again this exemplifies the universal language of these colours not only 

to the receiver, but also by the signifier. Poisonous or venomous animals employ colours which are most salient 

to dichromats (yellow) and/or trichromats (red). Black and white patterns provide an intense warning to 

monochromats (King, 2005). These arrays of colours are considered as ‘universal warnings’ which nature and 

evolution offers.  

 

Humans have integrated the natural language of colour into their societies for nearly all the same reasons 

using the same colours. The most noticeable uses of this colour pattern are on caution or safety signs. In industrial 

and/or Western nations people readily recognise the reflective yellow and black stripes used to identify hazardous 

parts of equipment and areas. In traffic, red stop signs and red lights clearly signify for us to stop to avoid imminent 

collision and green lights signify safe passage. The selection of these colours is by no means arbitrary. These 

colours have been ingrained in minds of humans through evolution and adaptation. We use colour to attract the 

attention of consumers to particular foods or ingredients. In the food industry the use of red, orange, and yellow is 

consistently used for labels denoting hot, chilli, or spicy products, whilst blue is cold, and green has a pleasant 

neutrality often associated to natural healthy foods. There are other uses of colour that people employ for 
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communication purposes such as in clothing, cultural festivals, and occasions. Then there are various cultures 

which associate different meanings to different colours. The different meanings of colours in cultures is revealed 

in their language, thus the diversity of languages equates to a diversity of colour meanings and as we shall see, 

what some argue as a diversity in colour perception. 

 
1.5 The principle of linguistic relativity 
 

In 1820 Humboldt proposed that language is the activity by which thought is produced. He claimed that: 

“The diversity of languages is not a diversity of sounds and signs, but a diversity of views of the world.” 

(Humboldt, as cited in Trabant, 2000, p.36). 

The principle of linguistic relativity (PLR), initially expressed by 19th century philosophers and linguists 

such as Wilhelm von Humboldt, has a long history which has either been advocated and defended firmly or 

disregarded in terms of a deterministic theory.  

 

The PLR predicts that our perceptions, opinions, and thoughts are influenced by language. The most 

prominent theory advocating for a deterministic interrelationship between language and thought was introduced 

by Benjamin Lee Whorf in the 1930s. Often referred to as the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis7, Whorfianism, or Whorfian 

hypiothesis; Whorf espoused his predecessor’s (Edward Sapir) idea in believing that our cognitive processes are 

dependent on the language that dominates the society we are raised in (Whorf, 1972). Three versions of the PLR 

can be identified: The strong hypothesis – language determines thought, thus, any particular language imposes 

constraints on what can be thought, with the constraints varying from one language to another. The weak hypothesis 

– language influences perception. The weakest hypothesis – language influences memory8 (Miller & McNeil, 

1968). 

 

Edward Sapir (Franz Boas’ student) maintained Humboldt’s view that languages held the key to 

understanding the various world views of peoples. Sapir believed that because languages of the world were 

overwhelmingly different in terms of grammatical systems, no two were ever comparable enough to validate a 

precise translation between them (Pütz & Verspoor, 2000). Furthermore, Sapir believed language portrayed reality 

differently, thus speakers of various languages perceive reality differently (Sapir & Swadesh, 1964). Whorf 

maintained his predecessor’s notions firmly if not more. For this reason Whorf (or Whorfianism) has become 

associated with the principle of linguistic relativity in contemporary times.  

 

Anthropologist and linguist Franz Boas not only disagreed with the notion that some languages were 

superior to others and that superior languages are able to articulate a phenomenon more accurately than inferior 

                                       
7 The term Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is a misnomer. Whorf was Edward Sapir’s student; the two never co-authored any literature 
and never stated their notions in terms of a hypothesis. Therefore, the terms Whorfianism and Whorfian hypothesis have also 
been criticised as misnomers. In this respect Whorf’s own terminology (adapted from Albert Einstein): the principle of 
linguistic relativity will be used. This term implicitly acknowledges that Sapir and Whorf were not the original or exclusive 
scholars to have recognised or theorised a connection between language and cognition. 
8 The distinctions between strong, weak, and weakest forms of the principle are also later inventions. Sapir and Whorf never 
established such a dichotomy. However, often in their scripts their notions of the relativity principle are phrased in terms of 
stronger or weaker (Hill & Mannheim, 1992). 
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languages (a theory held by linguist and philologist William Dwight Whitney), but he also refuted that the PLR as 

a deterministic theory (Seuren, 1998). In contrast to those who firmly advocated for a deterministic relationship 

between language, thought and even perception, Boas advocated for the equality between languages and cultures. 

He adamantly believed that all languages afforded the vocabulary to express the same content albeit by varying 

means. He claimed that language is a vital component of culture and not vice versa: “It does not seem likely that 

there is any direct relation between the culture of a tribe and the language they speak, except in so far as the form 

of the language will be moulded by the state of the culture, but not in so far as a certain state of the culture is 

conditioned by the morphological traits of language.” (Boas, 1911, p.196).   

 

This view is embraced by Eysenck and Keane (2005). They accept that significant differences exist among 

languages of the world and that these differences possibly influence thought. However, they emphasise that these 

differences are due to environmental conditions. For example, the Mangyans (of the Philippines) speak Hanunó'o 

which consists of 92 different words for rice and the Inuit people, which speak Eskimo, have close to 52 words for 

snow. In this sense, it is highly plausible that different environmental conditions influence the things people think 

about; this in turn influences their language. Eysenck and Keane (2005) conclude that linguistic differences occur 

because thought influences language rather than language influencing thought. A cognitive account of the PLR is 

given by Hunt and Agnoli (1991), they claim that different languages lend themselves to the transmission of 

different messages, and people consider the costs of computation (cognitive effort) when they reason about a 

phenomenon. The language that they use will then partly determine those costs. In this sense, language at least 

influences thought.  

 

Much of the key research on the PLR involves studying colour categorisation and memory9. According to 

the PLR, colour categorisation ought to vary as a function of the individuals’ native language. As we will come to 

see, the debate since the birth of the PLR has not come to an end as evidence supporting or rejecting linguistic 

determinism continues.   

 

Heider (1972) and Berlin and Kay (1969) assert that colour categorisation and memory are universal – 

they do not differ from language to language. They believe there are 11 basic colour terms and that although not 

all languages of the world contain 11 basic colour terms, they will always have words resembling black and white. 

Heider (1972) claims that English speakers exert less cognitive effort to remember focal10 than non-focal colours. 

To test this hypothesis on a non-English population Heider selected the Dani. The Dani are a Stone-Age 

agricultural people inhabiting Indonesian New Guinea, and their vocabulary only affords two basic colour terms: 

mola – bright/warm hues, and mili – dark/cold hues. In a colour memory task participants were presented with a 

random colour chip and after a 30 second delay they were asked to identify the colour on an array of 160 colour 

chips. If language determines thought as predicted by Sapir and Whorf, then colour perception and memory should 

differ between English and Dani speakers. The results indicated that both groups remembered focal colours more 

                                       
9 Colour naming as a linguistic variable, and recognition memory as the cognitive measure. 
10 Salient areas of the colour space, which are universally the most linguistically codable and most easily remembered. 
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accurately than internominal (non-focal) and boundary colours, despite the Dani not having terms to describe focal 

colours. 

 

In a colour emotion11 and preference study Ou, Luo, Woodcock, and Wright (2004) conducted an 

experiment consisting of 14 English and 17 Chinese speaking participants. 20 colours were presented to subjects 

in either English or Chinese (depending on the subject’s native language). Their task was to assign an individual 

colour to one of 10 categories: warm-cool, heavy-light, modern-classic, clean-dirty, active-passive, hard-soft, 

tense-relaxed, fresh-stale, masculine-feminine, and like-dislike. Considering the vast differences between these 

two languages (and cultures), one would expect significant differences in their preferences. Yet the only 

differences emerged was from the tense–relaxed and like–dislike categories, the remaining eight categories were 

significantly correlated. 

The above study sampled two nationalities and favoured a Universalist position. The following study 

samples individuals from eight countries: Austria, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, and the 

United States of America. These countries cover four continents: East Asia, Europe, North and South America. 

Madden, Hewett, and Roth (2000) presented participants with ten colours12 in their native language. Participants 

were asked to rate stimuli on 20 semantic differential scales, including a preference measure (like–dis-like) and a 

visual similarity, all scales ranged from one to seven. The colour blue was the most preferred colour for Austrian, 

Columbian, Chinese, Taiwanese, and American (United States) participants. The remaining three nationalities 

selected blue as their second preferred colour. There were no statistical differences with respect to the liking of 

black, green, red, and white across nations. Multidimensional scaling13 was employed to create perceptual maps 

of semantic associations for each country. The colours blue, green, and white cluster together in all eight countries; 

which indicates that they share similar semantic associations. For all countries blue, green, and white were strongly 

associated with peaceful, gentle, and calming. The colours black and brown cluster together for all eight countries 

and there is a strong consensus that it is associated with sadness and stale across cultures. Although there appears 

to be some variance between countries for the semantic associations of gold, orange, and yellow, all eight countries 

cluster them together in respects to visual similarity. The colour red was associated with active, hot, and vibrant 

for all eight countries. 

 

In a direct test of the PLR, Kay and Kempton (1984) compared English and Tarahumara14 speakers. The 

colour terminology of these two languages are quite different; English affords a lexical distinction between the 

colour categories green and blue, whereas Tarahumara lacks this lexical classification and affords only one term 

– syóname, which denotes ‘green or blue’. According to the PLR, colours near the green–blue boundary should be 

subjectively separated by English speaking individuals precisely because English affords linguistic terminology 

                                       
11 Colour emotion refers to feelings evoked by either single colours or colour combinations (Ou, Luo, Woodcock, & Wright, 
2004). 
12 Blue, green, white, black, red, orange, yellow, brown, purple, and gold. 
13 Multidimensional Scaling is a mathematical technique for the analysis of similarity or dissimilarity data on a set of objects 
(Borg & Groenen, 1997). Multidimensional scaling is the key statistical method employed in this thesis and is thoroughly 
described in chapter two and exemplified in chapter three. 
14 A Uto-Aztecan language of northern Mexico. 
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for the colours green and blue, however Tarahumara does not possess such linguistic terminology, thus individuals 

in this group should show no comparable distortion between blue and green.  A colour triad technique was 

employed; here the experimenter presents three colour chips and asks the participants which of the three is most 

different to the other two. Suppose two of the chips (A and B) were blue and one (C) was green, English 

participants would be expected to select C as the most different, but this would not be expected from Tarahumara 

speakers. This is exactly what was found, providing support for the PLR being a deterministic theory. 

In another study that contests the universality of colour categories and one that again supports linguistic 

determinism; English and Berinmo15 speakers were compared in a colour perception and memory task. In the 

colour task, categorical perception16 was considered. The English language contains categories of blue and green, 

whereas the Berinmo language contains categories of nol – covers green, blue, and purple; and wor – covers 

yellow, orange, brown, and khaki. Roberson, Davies, and Davidoff (2000) adopted Kay and Kemptons (1984) 

methodology by presenting participants with a triad of coloured chips and asked them to identify the two most 

similar. English participants were presented with two green and one blue chip, categorical perception would predict 

that English speakers would select the two green chips as most similar; but not for the Berinmo as they do not 

distinguish between blue and green. In a similar task, Berinmo speakers presented with two nol and one wor chip 

should identify the two nol chips as most similar; but this should not be observed in English speaking participants. 

The results provided support for independent categorical perception for both groups based on their own language. 

Categorical perception on memory was also considered, participants were presented with a colour chip and after a 

30 second delay they were was asked to select the same colour from a pair of similar alternatives. Categorical 

perception would be demonstrated if the participants efficiently performed this task when the two alternative 

stimuli belong to different colour categories than when they belong to the same colour category. English speakers 

showed an advantage for cross-category blue–green decisions but not for nol–wor decisions; Berinmo speakers 

demonstrated the opposite. The Berinmo showed no indication of a cross-category advantage for blue–green 

stimuli, but maintained their cross-category advantage for nol–wor stimuli. 

 

In the New York Times, Henry Fountain quotes Professor Roberson stating: “…say you have three colors, 

and call two of them blue and one green, we would see them [the two blue colours] more similar because we call 

them by the same name. Our linguistic categories affect the way we perceive the world.” (Fountain, 1999, para. 

10 & 11). There appears to be a fundamental flaw in suggesting that language determines perception. Firstly, 

taking this theory in its deterministic form implies that humans of varying languages actually see the world, 

including colour differently, which is not true unless an individual possess some form of visual impairment. 

Secondly, a clear distinction between perception17 and conception18 has not been established in literature 

concerning the PLR, nevertheless one will be established here. The term perception implies the activation of a 

sensory-modality by a stimulus, which in-turn leads to a conscious awareness of sensory input, which ultimately 

leads to feeling the stimulus or having qualia as a result of physiological experience. Conception on the other hand 

                                       
15 The Berinmo live in Papua New Guinea and their vocabulary consists of five basic colour terms.  
16 Perceiving stimuli as belonging to a given category. 
17 Awareness derived from a sensory process (Wortman, Loftus, & Weaver, 1999; Santrock, 1997). 
18 Mental rules that organise knowledge (Seamon & Kenrick, 1994).  A mental grouping of similar phenomenon (Myers, 
1998). 
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implies a thought process elicited by actual experience or by the fabrication of imagination. Therefore, to state as 

Professor Roberson and other advocates of linguistic determinism have – that language affects the way we perceive 

the world is problematic because humans with normal vision do not perceive or visually experience the world 

differently from one another, however they may conceptualise it differently, that is they may think about it 

differently. Furthermore, presenting three colour chips (two blue and one green) to a group of people that lexically 

do not distinguish between blue and green, and observing that they cannot identify the odd colour does not prove 

that they do not “see”/perceive a difference. It merely demonstrates that their language does not afford a lexical 

label to a visual property.  

 

Although studies continue to show an influential role of language in colour discrimination, memory, and 

reasoning tasks, which are in favour of the weak and weakest hypothesis; evidence for the strong hypothesis (or 

linguistic determinism) seems to have plateaued (Harley, 2001). Cognitive psychologists have developed and 

demonstrated universal models for the cognitive structure of colour categories (Regier, Kay, & Cook, 2005; Rosch, 

1973) and linguists have created models to derive these semantic universals from properties of the visual system 

(Kay & McDaniel, 1978).  

According to Hevner (1935) and Humphrey (1976), colours are known to possess emotional, 

psychological and physiological effects on humans. In the view of this thesis, the phrase colour universals should 

only be applicable to colour perception. The rationale behind this is, colours are initially experienced 

psychophysiologically, as stated above this does not vary from human to human, unless visual impairment is 

present; then colours are processed linguistically, which does vary in humans. Therefore, language influences 

colour conception, not perception. This brings us to the next section that delineates linguistic properties that explain 

how colour perception is abstracted into language.   

 
1.6 Colour semantics 
 

For trichromatic observers the comprehension that colours are contrasting hyponyms19 is made clear by 

their vision. The colour of an object may provide some information about what we are looking at; yet we know 

that the colour per se holds no absolute meaning for that object because the same light can be simply reflected 

from a different object and we will maintain to identify the two as separate entities. Colour terms do not have basic 

antonyms as some other terms have; to say that something is thin suggests that it is not thick, but to say that 

something is not blue gives no indication of any other colour. The antonyms that humans have assigned to 

particular colour terms, for example the opposite of blue is yellow, or black is to white is the product of our 

physiology, which we have been integrated into our language.       

 

Colour terms have semantic relations, relations that are derived from syntactic function (e.g., blackberry 

or blueberry), and relations idiosyncratic to each person’s experience of colour (terms). Colour terms hold relations 

with other words by virtue of what the words represent. The intuitive impression that some words are closely 

related in meaning than other words is compelling. In order to characterise that impression theoretically Gunther 

                                       
19 A term that denotes a subcategory. 
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Ipsen introduced the concept semantic field – a collection of words that form a kind of semantic unity (Simon-

Vandenbergen & Aijer, 2007).  

Jost Trier offered a more detailed interpretation of fields that integrates them into the Humboldtian notion 

(the principle of linguistic relativity). Trier’s lexical field begins with the assumption that every word’s meaning 

depends on the meanings of other words in the language, and that different languages divide reality among their 

words in different ways. The theory also posits that the meaning of each word depends on its position in a 

conceptual field relative to other words in that field. Where the meaning of one word leaves off, the meaning of 

another begins; the boundaries of the one, therefore can be understood only in terms of the boundaries of the other 

(Burnley, 1992). To understand the definition of any word the total field must be known to speakers of the 

language. Psycholinguistic studies have shown greater relevance to hierarchical semantic relations than word-

association tests. For example, when participants are asked to recall a list of words that they have heard only once, 

they organise their recall in such a way that words that are conceptually related are recalled adjacently (Bousfield 

& Cohen, 1956; Tulving, 1962; Rabinowitz & Mandler, 1983). There is evidence demonstrating that the 

contrastive field property of labels are much stronger than among precepts. For example on word-association tasks, 

if the stimulus is a colour term participants tend to give another colour-term as their response. However if 

participants are presented with physical colours and asked to give the first word that comes to mind, participants 

usually provide names of objects pertaining to that colour, not names of other colours (Dorcus, 1972). 

In regards to colour memory, a distinction can be made between intrinsic colours, landmark colours, and 

accidental colours. An intrinsic colour is a colour recalled as part of the conception of an object, for example snow 

is intrinsically white, soot is intrinsically black, blood is intrinsically red, grass green, lemons yellow, the sky blue, 

and ashes grey. A landmark colour is memory of primary hues that provide point of reference for applying the 

colour terminology to perceived colours. Such landmarks are recalled for at least black, white, red, green, yellow, 

blue, and possibly grey. Landmark colours are retained in memory by association with the intrinsic colours of 

certain objects (or vice versa). Accidental colours are remembered colours for some objects a person is familiar 

with but that it is not intrinsic to all objects of that class (Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976). 

Humans naturally categorise objects in the world and this is attributed to language. Classifying in humans 

is intimately bound with language, to the extent that anyone that classifies does it linguistically. Language could 

not exist within a non-classifying creature; no function of language is more pervasive than assigning names to 

groups of objects or events (Herrnstein, 1984).  Colours, being so prevalent in our world are also categorised. A 

distinction between warm and cool colours has long been recognised by both arts and sciences. Red, orange, and 

yellow are perceived or expressed as warm or bright colours, whereas green and blue are cool or dark colours (Kay 

& Maffi, 1999; Newhall, 1941). Designating these colours to a particular sub-group is not arbitrary, rather a result 

of the entities they represent. But not any entity will suffice; there seems to be a predilection for the entity that is 

associated to a particular colour be natural and immutable. For example, the colour of the sun is a symbol of orange 

and yellow; grass a symbol of green; the sea a symbol of blue, and blood a symbol of red. The metaphoric reference 

to warmness and coolness comes into play only when such objects allow for tactioception or haptic-experience. 

The sun feels warm, the sea and grass feel cold, and it is this perpetual characteristic shared between colours and 

objects they represent that have been engrained in the minds of humans. Colours are not only symbolised through 

entities and vice versa, but through events. These prove to be more difficult to characterise as events have no 
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physical state attributable or intrinsic to a particular colour. Yet, humans have attributed certain colours to 

particular events. For example, death is marked by the colour black, which is often the dress-code at a funeral; red 

the colour of love often represented on Valentine’s Day with red roses. Green and white are commonly accepted 

as neutral colours and used to symbolise peace and harmony.  

 

The English language predominantly divides colours into basic-colour terms (BCT e.g., red, green and 

blue) and descriptive (or non-basic) colour terms (DCT e.g., maroon, turquoise and lilac). BCTs are monolexemic, 

frequently used in both written and spoken language and are well known to all adult speakers. It should also be 

mentioned that there are BCTs which deviate from their standard sense, these terms are referred to as non-standard 

BCTs and will be explained and exemplified below. There are also distinctions within BCTs; in English some hues 

are classified as either primary or secondary BCTs; for example red (a primary BCT) feels more basic than orange 

(a secondary BCT), this is possibly due to orange being perceived as in-between red and yellow. To express the 

definition of BCTs more objectively, the primary BCT denotes colours which correspond with the six Hering 

primaries.  

Often referred to as non-basic colour terms, here we refer to them as descriptive colour terms; they are 

words secondarily used to describe a colour but primarily used to refer to an object or phenomena. In English 

DCTs can be simplex terms such as copper or lilac, compound terms such as grass-green or charcoal-black and 

phrases such as tree-bark. By considering the above examples the expression descriptive colour terms is better 

suited simply because a colour is denoted by ‘describing’ or naming an entity. DCTs and non-standard BCTs often 

contain two or more terms and are context specific. For example, the DCT blonde in the domain of human hair-

colour is a sub-set of various hair complexions such as brunette or auburn. Referring to an individual’s hair-colour 

as blonde or brunette the receiver understands that the hues yellow or brown are denoted. In saying this, sub-sets 

of DCTs can contain BCTs such as red, again using hair-colour as an example; red-hair is never the colour that a 

native English speaker would describe as the hue red or the typical red in an unrestricted context. The ‘red’ which 

occurs in this context is similar to orange; in this respect red is sense-modified and becomes a non-standard BCT.  

Linguistically speaking DCTs can be viewed as colour similes20, metaphors21 and metonyms22; they 

inform the receiver of an iconic or particular colour. The following sentences are examples of colour similes: “The 

bird’s feathers were as white as snow” or “The sand was as black as soot”. These sentences indicate that English 

speakers consider snow and soot to be appropriate symbols of the whitest white and blackest black, respectively. 

A metaphor is a word or phrase which is used figuratively or metaphorically. In the domain of colour an example 

may be: “James was green with envy”. In this case the target domain of ‘emotion’ has been expressed in terms 

appropriate to Shakespeare and the green-eyed monster. While metaphors involve an abstract link between two 

concepts, metonyms involve an actual link. For example, “She was wearing a rose-colour lipstick”. More recent 

colour metonyms retain close semantic links with their parental entities, with the entity sense remaining dominant, 

so they are likely to be DCT. Biggam (2012) further divides metonymic colour expressions, the first is called 

                                       
20 A comparison of one thing with another.  
21 A comparison of one thing with another, in which the subject is described in terms of another entity or phenomenon. 
22 The phenomenon whereby the name of an entity is replaced with a term or expression used for another entity with which 
it has close links to. 
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logical because the colour of the entity in the metonym directly refers to the colour of the paint, for example, 

lavender and terracotta. The second category is called evocative because although the colour connection is still 

apparent, there is an added non-colour element which the ‘sender’ attempts to evoke in the ‘receiver’. Colours 

such as Mediterranean Sea and lemon zest refer to blue and yellow respectively but are simultaneously likely to 

remind the receiver of summer holidays and zingy tastes. The third category is called obscure, it refers to colour 

terms which in literal terms are either non-specific or ambiguous, these include canvas and vellum which are 

logical names and evocative terms such as apple pie (pale green) or cheesecake (pale yellow). Obscure colour 

terms denote entities that are either not usually considered to have a typical colour or have no colour at all. For 

example, jetties (pale brownish-cream) and driftwood (pale brown) are taken from entities which can be found in 

a wide range of colours while the phrases homecoming (pale bluish-purple) and windswept (pale blue) are taken 

from abstractions which are void of colour. 

If colour sense remains in use for a long duration eventually the terms may take on BCT attributes, one 

example is orange. DCTs are idealisations of the entity’s colour, the concept of lime (colour) for example has 

become the hue of a perfect lime of the variety most often perceived in a particular society. Casson (1994) divides 

DCT into ‘novel/creative’ or ‘conventional’ terms. Novel terms are created for particular needs and circumstances 

and are seldom found in standard dictionaries. The following he gives as examples for women’s hosiery colours: 

desert dusk, gold coin and burnt sand. Conventional DCTs, unlike the creative ones can be found in dictionaries 

with their colour senses detailed, examples include: rose, lilac, gold, cream and navy. 

 

Metaphors are typically considered as a characteristic of language, a matter of words rather than thought 

or action. Lakoff and Johnson (2003) claim that the pervasiveness of metaphors in our everyday life means that it 

is not just an aspect of human language, but it plays an influential role in thought, emotion, and action (note the 

connection with the PLR). They go further and state that our conceptual system in terms of which we think and 

act is fundamentally metaphoric in nature. The concepts that govern our thoughts are not just a matter of the 

intellect, they also govern our everyday functioning. Our concepts structure and influence what we perceive and 

feel, how we navigate and interact with people and objects in the world. Our conceptual system is subtle, unless 

we concentrate on it or it is brought to our attention we are generally unaware of it. Since communication is based 

on the same conceptual system that we use in thinking, language provides an avenue to explore the nature of this 

system. In the following sections, we explain how the congenitally blind acquire information about colour, how 

colour terms can elicit emotional and physical states, how colour terms have the potential to shape their conceptual 

system, and how it can guide their interaction with the world.     

 
1.7 Colour conception in the congenitally blind 
 

To this point we have discussed and established that colour experience is a psychophysiological and 

comparative phenomenon; it has no real-world existence (subjectivist view); its ontology and various meanings 

are derived from nature and evolution; that human language influences our conception of colour categories (PLR); 

and that human language (at least in English) affords such a rich vocabulary to not only describe and categorise 

colour, but to generate new colour terms or phrases that signify the slightest variations in hues; and our remarkable 

linguistic ability to evoke emotions by means of colour narratives.  
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Until now we have intentionally avoided speaking about the congenitally blind and how they conceptualise 

colour. The reason for this is for the reader to appreciate and become familiar with the different facets of colour 

vision and the interdisciplinary efforts to reveal the ontology of colour, thereby narrowing down the avenues that 

a congenitally blind individual can utilise to conceptualise a phenomenon that is otherwise exclusively experienced 

by direct vision.  

 

For a moment let us forget about colour and concentrate on a stimulus to which you as a human have no 

sensory-modality to detect. Let us call this stimulus x. You are taught every cell, neurological pathway, process, 

and chemical that is involved in feeling x, but no matter the volume of knowledge you have of x, you could never 

feel x. This situation is analogous to that of a congenitally blind person and colour perception – they cannot feel 

colour as trichromats can. Philosophers call these ineffable raw feelings qualia. Our inability to connect physical 

phenomenon to these raw feelings and our inability to explain our own internal qualia, for instance what red looks 

like to you, is known as the as the explanatory gap. This is the challenge one faces when attempting to explain 

colour to a congenitally blind person. Edison (2012), a congenitally blind man talks about what colour means to 

him: “I think the best way to show you is to try and explain to someone that has never heard before what the ocean 

sounds like…and that’s what colour is for me.”  

 

An important point that needs to be reiterated is the distinction between colour perception and colour 

conception. Perception was attributed to the ability to feel a stimulus, while conception was attributed to a cognitive 

or thought processes, which is essentially the ability to think about a phenomenon. Therefore, by not only the 

definition but by the physiological prerequisite colour perception is to feel colour – applicable only to the sighted. 

Colour conception is to create visual imagery of it – applicable to the sighted and adventitiously blind, or 

speculation derived from a non-visual medium (e.g., language) – applicable to the congenitally blind.  

In approaching the question of how the congenitally blind form concepts of colour it is important not to 

delve into the diversity of answers which often fall into the realms of philosophy. The answer can be simply 

addressed by way of elimination of the appropriate sensory-modalities capable of detecting light which is cogently 

narrowed down to direct visual experience. The use of their intact sensory-modalities is futile since light has no 

sound, smell, taste, or feeling. The next logical and appropriate medium for transmitting information about colour 

to the congenitally blind is language.  

We have already extensively covered and exemplified colour terminology by way of similes, semantics, 

connotations, metaphors, metonyms, and it’s potential to evoke emotions. We now demonstrate how these 

linguistic implements act as a bridge which convey information about colour to the congenitally blind. 

 

The meaning of colour for trichromats is rooted in their visual experience. For the congenitally blind the 

meaning of colour is embedded in language. Colour is conceptualised by associated lexical categories or 

phenomena it represents. In this sense, for the congenitally blind, colour is only a term which denotes a 

phenomenon or object that is defined by another phenomenon or object that represents a particular colour. The 

task of allocating a colour to an entity becomes increasingly difficult when it is discovered that one colour can be 

attributed to more than one entity. The list of categories that colours fall under suddenly become immense, but as 
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we have shown the properties of language can create categories which are comprehensible to the congenitally 

blind. For example, reference to temperature which allows for some relevant perception, emotional (metaphoric 

expressions) and even psychophysiological experience (bright vs. dark colours) which although they do not 

experience they are still capable of learning pair-wise comparisons between perceived dark and bright colours.  

 

The congenitally blind obtain information about colour from conversations delivered by language with 

sighted people or revision of text. Colour is such an abundant visual experience that describing the features of an 

object (or even an occasion) almost always results in some narrative of its colour. When a congenitally blind person 

asks “what does ‘x’ look like”, most often than not x’s colour will be described by comparing it to another object 

with a similar colour, this is intuitive because simply stating the colour of x delivers no real world example nor 

does it elicit any mental imagery of a colour to the congenitally blind person. By comparing and contrasting the 

colour of x to y, the congenitally blind person creates lexical associations with the colour terms not only with 

relevant objects, but with relevant colour terms. A colour term is not a vocal sound that can be substituted for the 

colour it denotes; the word has its meaning rooted in our visual experience. The occurrence of a colour term 

retrieves a mental image of the actual colour (for sighted people); for the congenitally blind it creates a web of 

associated terms.  

Colour memory was described by making a distinction between intrinsic, landmark, and accidental colours 

(section 1.6). Sight is not a prerequisite for the understanding and utilisation of the above three colour constancies. 

The congenitally blind can develop associations between intrinsic colours and the objects they represent (e.g., the 

sky is blue, sun – orange/yellow, grass – green, snow – white, and black – charcoal). If they are able to form such 

associations then there is no reason why they cannot identify landmark colours. In regards to accidental colours, 

the congenitally blind with sufficient colour knowledge should also be able to remember colours of novel objects. 

For example, she may know her dress is blue and would prefer to wear matching blue or purple shoes. Through 

language the congenitally blind acquire instructions on how colour is categorised, what colours share 

commonalities with other colours, where they are situated on the visible light spectrum, which are opposites, 

primaries, complementary, which are BCTs and DCTs. In this sense language acts as a synthetic eye for the 

congenitally blind when it comes to colour perception. 

In order to apply the correct label to a perceived colour, the perceiver has to perform some form of 

comparison. The most obvious and accurate method is to compare the unfamiliar colour with colours whose name 

is familiar. Sighted persons use vision as the primary tool to compare colours, that is does colour x match mental 

imagery of colour y; if yes then the colour term associated to x is also linked to y. Adjectives may also be used to 

identify y more accurately (e.g., light green) or a descriptive colour term may be used  (e.g., lime). Granted that a 

congenitally blind person has sufficient semantic/lexical knowledge of colour terms, there is no reason why they 

cannot perform a similar task as accurately as a sighted person. In a colour categorisation experiment Marmor 

(1978) demonstrated that congenitally blind participants with sufficient lexical knowledge of colour terms were 

able to situate colour terms resembling Newton’s colour circle. In another study Shepard and Cooper (1992) 

showed that congenitally blind participants’ categorised colour terms by metaphoric reference to warm and cool 

colours. Both studies are thoroughly described and examined in chapter three.  
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1.8 Mental imagery 
 

Humans possess a remarkable ability to perceive entities or events which have no immediate material 

existence, and indeed may have no material existence at all. Imagination is a key human attribute, one that has 

provided us with an immediate evolutionary advantage (Ittelson, 2007).  

 

It is often assumed that the congenitally blind use their imagination or their minds eye to form internal 

perceptions of the world; in the realms of science this is referred to as mental imagery. The neurophysiological 

and cognitive basis of mental imagery has been well explored, yet it remains a subject of debate (Ganis, Thompson, 

& Kosslyn, 2004; Farah, 1989). In an attempt to reach a better understanding scientists explored mental imagery 

in the congenitally blind, and although this brought them closer to an understanding of the neurological and 

cognitive pathways in mental imagery, it also caused further debate (Bértolo, 2005; Zimler & Keenan, 1983; 

Knauff & May, 2006; Aleman, van Lee, Mantione, Verkoijen, & de Hann, 2001). The divisive arises when one 

considers three facets of mental imagery, first the definition: re-visualisation of a visual item from memory 

(Bartolomeo, 2002). More specifically, the re-visualisation of places, movements, people, and objects when they 

are physically absent (Zago et al., 2010). Second, the experience of visual imagery is subjective, thus difficult to 

access, and third, evidence for haptic mental imagery is inaccurately used as evidence for visual imagery in the 

congenitally blind. We will elaborate each facet briefly and use colour as an example to demonstrate that it is 

unlikely that the congenitally blind are capable of visual imagery. First, by definition, the prerequisite of producing 

visual mental imagery is to have previously experienced the item visually; in terms of colour this is obviously 

impossible for the congenitally blind, therefore they cannot have mental imagery of colour. The second facet 

touches upon philosophical notions; to prove that the congenitally blind are capable of visual mental imagery 

would mean to have a person that has never had direct visual experience of colour have vision restored and 

correctly label colours (this is analogous to Molyneux question). Third, visual and haptic mental imagery are 

fundamentally different. Visual mental imagery, as aforementioned requires previous direct perception, some 

studies claim that tactile mental imagery is evidence for visual mental imagery in the congenitally blind due to 

similar occipital activities as in sighted participants (Uhl et al., 1994), but this should not be taken as evidence for 

“visual” mental imagery as it has been shown in numerous animal and human studies that the occipital cortex is 

often annexed by other sensory-modalities such as the auditory and particularly the somatosensory cortex where 

axons from these areas infiltrate the occipital cortex (Kupers, Pietrinni, Ricciardi, & Ptito, 2011; Yu et al., 2008), 

resulting in activity in the occipital cortex due to tactile or auditory input. For example, activation of the visual 

cortex has been shown by braille readers (Sadato, 2005; Sedato et al., 1996; Wittenberg, Werhan, Wassermann, 

Herscovitch, & Cohen, 2004) and in auditory tasks performed by congenitally blind participants (De Volder, 

2001). So then if mental imagery is present, it is more likely to be recollections of haptic or auditory stimuli and 

not visual.   

 

The ontology of colour perception inevitably enters the dominion of philosophy. At the beginning of this 

thesis we stated that we hold a subjectivist view and this will perpetuate throughout the thesis, and although some 

philosophers agree with a subjectivist view regarding colour perception, others hold an objectivist view. The 
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purpose of the following section is not to enter a philosophical debate, but rather to shed some philosophical light 

regarding colour that complements scientific theories and contributes to the understanding of how the congenitally 

blind conceptualise colours. 

 
1.9 The philosophy of colour 

  
Philosopher and physician John Locke considered the human mind similar to a blank slate, which he called 

tabula rasa; he dismissed any philosophies that pointed towards humans having innate ideas (Moore & Bruder, 

2001). He believed that only through sensory experiences and reflections did humans fill this blank slate. 

Espousing to René Descartes’ philosophy, Locke made a distinction between simple and complex ideas. He defined 

simple ideas such as colour as those which originate in one sense and cannot be divided any further; complex ideas 

are combination of simple ideas or what we make of simple ideas.  

The mind of a congenitally blind person is basically a blank slate when it comes to colour, unless by some 

means sight is “restored.” But are their minds truly void of any colour experience? If we are talking about direct 

visual experience then the answer is yes, but if we are talking about indirect experience of colour then the answer 

is no. The subject suddenly falls into the realms of embodied cognition, the notion that our minds are not only 

connected to our bodies, but our bodies influence our minds. Regardless of the congenitally blind having no direct 

perception of colour, they still know that colour is a constituent of the world; just as we know atoms are a 

constituent of the physical world. Although vision is the primary route for experiencing colour, it is not the 

exclusive route; there are alternative or secondary routes which lead those with no visual experience to the same 

destination where the meaning of colours are apprehended, it is via this alternative route that the congenitally blind 

are able to fill their blank slate. We exemplify this below through two notions: colour affordance and colour 

affectances. The former describes how when colour is associated with our senses guides our interaction with the 

environment, the latter describes how colour (terms) influence or affect our emotional state.    

  
Colour affordance  

 
Affordance – originally coined by Gibson (1977), is essentially the relation between an animal and features 

of the environment (Chemero, 2003). Any interaction between the two involves and is dependent on the properties 

of the agent as well as the other system (Greeno, 1994). Gibson offers a simple example: a stool (a feature of an 

environment) placed on a hard flat surface offers an adult human (the agent) a place to sit, and the adult affords 

the physique (height) and developed cognition (proprioception) to sit on the stool. However, for a two-year old to 

perform the same action may pose a more difficult task because her physical and mental capability may not afford 

her to sit on the stool.  

 

The theory of affordance is not restricted to the physical interactions between the environment and agents, 

but extends to visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and somatosensory interactions between the two. In this 

section we concentrate on a fairly new term known as colour affordance and discuss how it can assist both sighted 

and the congenitally blind to acquire knowledge of different colours, and how to interact with entities possessing 

a particular colour. Colour affordance is a method that applies various environmental and human relationships as 
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well as various psychological theories in an overall systematic theory. Colour affordance essentially addresses 

how certain colours directly and indirectly induce human action (Sung-euk, 2012). 

We briefly explained and exemplified the concept of affordance and what it means for an environment to 

offer something and for the agent to afford it; we now place this in the context of colour. The colour of an object 

often conveys vital information regarding an entity’s purpose or intention. For a trichromat the redness (or 

greenness) of an apple, strawberry, tomato, guava, or pomegranate is a chromatic signal the fruit sends to indicate 

to an agent that it is fit for consumption. The fruit is a feature of the environment that is capable of offering food; 

the agent having trichromatic vision affords to detect the chromatic signal and creates an association between the 

redness of the fruit and its ripeness. However, a congenitally blind person cannot afford to detect the primary signal 

– red, but she can afford to detect secondary signals – taste (sweet) or touch (soft). Of course in an actual situation 

a congenitally blind person from a young age has been told that the redness of some fruits indicates that it is ripe, 

during her development she has learnt an association between the term red, the tactile sensation/dimension of the 

fruit, and the taste. As another example, consider a fireplace, visually we can see the presence of fire and although 

we can afford to touch it we avoid the fire because we are aware of the consequences. Having no vision a 

congenitally blind person, via thermoception is aware of the immediate danger of getting too close to the fireplace. 

The colours red, orange, and yellow in the context of temperature signify danger; in the context of fruit as 

exemplified above signify food.       

 
Colour affectances 
 
The theme of colour having an emotional property or affect has crept into many of the topics covered. In 

section 1.1 we saw colour changes on an animal’s skin surface may be a chromatic signal for different emotional 

states (e.g., aggression or fear). In section 1.5 we reviewed studies that showed participants categorising colours 

by emotional connotations (e.g., tense–relaxed or happy–sad). The colour red appears to be the most potent hue 

effecting human emotion. Humphrey (1976) states that red light can induce physiological symptoms of arousals, 

such as fluctuations in hearts rate and electric activity in the brain. In language specific colour terms/phrases have 

been fixed with specific emotional states, for example, “James was green with envy.”  

 

The word affectances is a fictional term based on the verb to affect in the sense of impressing or influencing 

one’s mind or emotions (Ittelson, 2007). A painting is intended to visually express an idea, emotion, event, enigma, 

object, or phenomenon. Whether the painting is fictitious or not is irrelevant, for each observer creates for 

themselves a unique interpretation of what the painting conveys (Ittelson, 1996). The existence of affectances is 

not dependent on one perceptual system as the above example may suggest; the example of an opera could have 

been used instead, nor is it dependent on immediate sensory input, that is affectances can manifest in the absence 

of direct sensory experience.  

We made the distinction between the notions of perception and conception and omitted the term perception 

when referring to theories regarding how the congenitally blind understood colour; we replaced perception with 

conception and posited that at most the congenitally blind can conceptualise colour via lexical and semantic 

associations which can be complemented by their intact senses (e.g., thermoception). The term affectances offers 

an alternative view of how the congenitally blind contemplate colour, more importantly it identifies a second 
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mutual medium (in equal place with colour affordance)23 that conveys colour between the sighted and congenitally 

blind24. The affectances of colour can be transferred to the congenitally blind by language, for example emotional 

states: “Her face turned red” (infers anger or humiliation); “James was green with envy” (metaphoric reference 

to jealousy); “He turned pale-white” (infers surprise or shock); “He feels blue” (inferring a depressive state). 

Physical state: “His arm was purple and blue from his fall” (inferring he has a bruise); “She has dark motives” 

(inferring sinister ideas). Vision is not a prerequisite for any of these affectances manifested by colour, by 

developing an association between a colour and the context it is used in a congenitally blind person can sympathise, 

conceptualise and/or communicate all these states.  

 

Trichromats by way of sight can simply recognise that colour is an attribute of an object and not an absolute 

definition of it, or that colour can be a symbol of an event or emotion. For the congenitally blind grasping these 

simple concepts may be difficult. The confusion arises when it is learned that one colour can be attributed to a 

number of entities. For example the redness of a fruit may indicate it is ripe, but the redness of a frog may indicate 

it is poisonous. This is the explanatory gap that seems impossible to be bridged between the sighted and the 

congenitally blind. Nonetheless, colour affordances and affectances can be learned and retained by the congenitally 

blind.  

First the congenitally blind need to create independent associations between colours and entities or 

anything else the colours are attributed to; this requires a mental network filled with nodes containing 

representational information. The information can be derived from their intact sensory-modalities (somatosensory, 

gustatory, and auditory) and linguistic properties (similes, semantics, connotations, metaphors, or metonyms). 

Together these experiences make-up a network that serve as the basis of colour discrimination and meaning. Figure 

1.3 illustrates a linguistic network with red and green as examples.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

                                       
23 The first and fundamental mutual medium to convey information about colour independent of visual ability was identified 
as language. 
24 Colour affordances addresses all other sensory-modalities (except vision) shared between the congenitally blind and the 
sighted in regards to mutual mediums.  
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           Colour (hypernym) 

                                                                                  

 

            Red, Green (hyponym)                                    Visual properties perceptually unaffordable 

                                                                                      Conceptually affordable 

 

Properties (physical, psychophysiological)  
                             
Attributions (infinite and overlapping)   

         

 
Concrete 
Strawberry: fruit, tangible, edible, ripe/red, sweet (unripe/green) 
“The redness of the strawberry indicated it was ripe”    

                                                                                                        Semantic and 
Poison dart frog: animal, aquatic, poisonous/harmful, small, red               lexical field                               
“The bright red markings on the small frog repelled predators”                                                              Frame   

  semantics 
Abstract  
Anger: “her face turned red from frustration (or embarrassment)” [metonym] 
Jealousy: “his face turned green with envy” [metaphor]                                              affectance 
 

 

Figure 1.3 The colours red and green placed within a linguistic network. The figure is a schematic representation 
of how a congenitally blind person may acquire knowledge of red and green via linguistic properties.    
 

For the congenitally blind it is paramount that they recognise that each colour has its own linguistic 

network and although there are overlaps between networks, attributes do not always possess the same meaning.  

For example the sun shares a common colour with an orange (fruit) but an object that is orange does not necessarily 

mean it is edible. Therefore, the closer the congenitally blind person familiarises themselves with the frame 

semantics of colours the more capable they are at distinguishing them. 

 
1.10 Summary 
 

We divide our universe into the physical and the mental. This is not entirely a matter of choice or rational 

decision on our part; it is borne in upon us by the very words we have to use and their connotations (Osgood, 

1953). Both spoken and written language is uniquely human. It is a medium by which thoughts from one individual 

can be transferred to another individual. Any sensual experience, notion, thought, or detail can be expressed 

through language. However, there is an exception, the communication of sensual experiences requires both speaker 

and receiver to have an intact sensory-modality corresponding to the relevant stimulus. Hence, why attempting to 

communicate the description and dimensions of the colour yellow to a congenitally blind person poses a near 

impossible task. Colour is purely a visual property and because a congenitally blind person has never had direct 

visual experience of colour, one is only left with the option of communicating colour through similes, metaphors, 
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metonyms, and so forth. Language in this sense is the exclusive medium by which colour can be expressed to and 

learned by a congenitally blind person, because it is the only shared medium between the completely blind and the 

sighted in which colour can be conveyed. When it comes to colour conception, the congenitally blind not only use 

language as a descriptive tool – to express colour characteristics; but as a grouping tool – a means to assign colours 

to groups. 

 Considering the wealth of linguistic information the congenitally blind can potentially learn regarding 

colour relations, we ask – how well do their conception of colours derived from a pure linguistic medium map 

onto the trichromatic perception of colour space. A mathematical technique known as Multidimensional scaling 

(MDS) provides a solution in the form of a metric space to quantify the cognitive distance between colours. The 

underlying algorithm of MDS has proven to be reliant and consistent for both metric and non-metric data in 

numerous scientific areas. We use MDS as the primary tool to compare the cognitive structure of colour categories 

between trichromats, dichromats and the visually deprived brain. A semantic differential application is also 

employed to explore the semantic associations of colour terms and to provide prospective identifications of 

dimensions.      

 
1.11 General methodology 
 
The thesis consists of three primary experiments:  
 

1) A basic colour terms experiment involving trichromatic, adventitiously and congenitally blind adults. In 

this task all participants are presented with basic colour terms verbally. 

 

2) A descriptive colour terms experiment involving trichromatic, adventitiously and congenitally blind 

adults. In this task all participants are presented with descriptive colour terms verbally. 

 

3) A colour blind experiment involving trichromatic and dichromatic observers. The experiment is divided 

into four separate tasks: 

 

a) Observers are verbally presented with basic colour terms. 

 

b) Observers are verbally presented with descriptive colour terms matching the basic colour terms. 

 

c) Observers are presented with colour cards matching basic colour terms. 

 

d) Observers are presented with colour cards with respective colours printed on them. 

 

Participants are randomly presented with pairs of stimuli at a time, their task is to provide a numeric 

estimate indicating how dissimilar they believe each pair to be. Low values indicate small subjective differences 

and high values indicate large subjective differences between stimuli. Precise details of each experiment’s 

participants, methodology, and procedure are given in respective chapters. 
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The study consists of 36 trichromatic and 16 dichromatic observers; 13 congenitally and 16 adventitiously 

blind participants (Note: completely blind participants had zero vision). Colour vision and classification of 

trichromatic and severe dichromatic participants was evaluated using the online Ishihara (1977) test plates 

(http://www.color-blindness.com/). English was the native language for all participants. 

Trichromatic and dichromatic participants were recruited from the University of Auckland student, staff 

body and/or associates. Visually impaired participants were predominantly solicited from the Blind and Low 

Vision Education Network NZ, the Blind Foundation, and the Braille Authority of New Zealand. Other visually 

impaired participants were recruited by associates of completely blind participants. Ethics was obtained from the 

University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee and the Blind Foundation.   

The heterogeneity of blindness, in terms of aetiology, varied across completely blind participants. 

Amongst the congenitally blind causes of blindness included: leber congenital amaurosis, septo-optic dysplasia, 

retinal detachment, retrolental fibroplasia, and other congenital malformations. Amongst the adventitiously blind 

causes of blindness included: genetic retinal degeneration, glaucoma, diabetes, various degenerative genetic 

conditions, and eye injuries leading to complete blindness. Dichromatic observers were classified as severe 

deuteranopes or protanopes, rendering them incapable of distinguishing colours along the red-green visual light 

spectrum.  

 
1.12 Hypotheses 
 

1) Trichromatic observers will categorise basic colour terms and actual colours approximating the Newtonian 

colour circle, and will group descriptive colour terms based on their visual similarities. All tasks performed 

by trichromats will be highly correlated. Trichromats are only expected to show variance for the 

descriptive colour terms task. Blindfolding trichromats will not affect their categorical judgements of 

colour terms. 

 

2) Given that the adventitiously blind have had previous visual experience of colour and most likely rehearse 

colours via mental imagery cued by conversation or other text, their results ought to correlate with 

trichromats. Adventitiously blind participants are only expected to show variance in the descriptive colour 

terms task. We do anticipate that duration of blindness will have an effect on their categorical judgements 

of colour terms. 

 

3) Given the opportunity to learn the semantic and lexical associations of colour terms, the congenitally blind 

will categorise basic and descriptive colour terms to metaphoric reference to temperature and lightness 

and their results will correlate with the trichromatic colour space. High variance is expected for both tasks 

performed, particularly for the descriptive colour terms task due to the terms being less salient.  

 

4) Dichromatic observers which are unable to visually discriminate between the green-yellow-red and the 

blue-indigo-violet section of the visible spectrum will yield results illustrating small proximities between 

green and red, and blue and purple when actual colours are presented, however when only colour terms 
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are presented they will separate green and red, and show larger proximities between blue and purple as 

they will base their judgements on linguistic knowledge. When actual colours are presented along with 

their respective colour terms dichromatic observers will maintain to rely on their visual perception and 

bring green and red, and blue and purple back to close proximity. It is anticipated that dichromatic 

observers will arrange descriptive colour terms similar to their trichromatic counterparts as stimuli are 

colour terms and not actual colours. Large variance is expected for all tasks performed by dichromatic 

observers. 
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CHAPTER II 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING 

 
2.0 Introduction 
 
 The concept of (dis)similarity among things are pivotal to theories in cognitive science (Hout, Papesh, & 

Goldinger, 2013). The ‘likeness’ of somethings in the world are more easily quantified than other things; consider 

the distances between cities where an actual Euclidean measure exists (e.g., kilometres). However, the 

quantification of, say, the subjective difference between colours is more difficult to measure. The mathematical 

technique known as Multidimensional scaling (MDS) offers a tool by which to quantify (dis)similarity judgements 

between stimuli. Input can be direct measures (e.g., metric distances) or indirect measures (e.g., perceptual or 

conceptual judgements). The output of MDS is a map wherein similar items are located proximal to one another, 

and dissimilar items are located proportionately further apart. In this chapter I describe details and types of MDS, 

and its complementary components.     

 

MDS is a multivariate statistical analysis and exploratory method used for the dimensionality reduction 

and visualisation of similarities and dissimilarities in multidimensional data. MDS models of stimulus domains 

are extensively employed for the representation and quantification of cognitive processes (e.g., Lee, 2001; 

Paramei, 1996; Cavonius, Müller, & Mollon, 1990; Chang & Carroll, 1980; Offenbach, 1991; Stalmeier & de 

Weert, 1991; Helm, 1962). The technique uses (dis)similarity values among any kind of objects as input. The 

output is a spatial representation consisting of a geometric configuration of points, as on a map. Each point in the 

configuration25 corresponds to one of the objects/stimuli. The configuration reflects the hidden structure within 

the data and makes the large data sets comprehensible (Borg & Groenen, 1997; Kruskal & Wish, 1978). Proximity 

values reflect the distances between objects on a spatial map, hence if two objects are given (dis)similarity values 

indicating extreme similarity the smaller the corresponding distance is in the configuration as opposed to two 

objects given values indicating extreme dissimilarity, which will produce large distances between the two stimuli 

on the configuration. The advantage of MDS over singular value decomposition based methods such as Principal 

components analysis (PCA) is its superior fidelity in representing the distance between stimuli, specifically for 

high-dimensional geometric entities (Bécavin, Tchitchek, Mintsa-Eya, Lesne, & Benecke, 2011).  

 MDS serves two purposes: (1) as an exploratory technique it is used to study theoretically amorphous 

data, which is not associated to an explicit theory that predicts its magnitude or pattern. (2) When a considerable 

amount of information is already known about a field of interest, exploratory methods becomes less important, the 

subject of interest then turns to studying effects or structural hypotheses. The researcher now wants to understand 

whether different facets (e.g., dimensions, factors, and features) by which items are conceptually distinguished are 

reflected in corresponding differences among observations. The algorithm of MDS provides Euclidean distances 

for the psychological structure of items that are subjectively unmeasurable, therefore serving as a model for 

                                       
25 The terms configuration, common space, solution, and perceptual map are used interchangeable.  
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(dis)similarity judgements for items that have no actual metric distance (e.g., the cognitive distance between 

colours).  

 

There are two basic types of MDS procedures and their algorithms are contingent on the nature of the 

input matrix. Metric MDS (Togerson, 1952) produces a configuration of points in a reduced number of dimensions 

whose distance matrix of Euclidean distances approximates the original dissimilarity matrix as closely as possible. 

However, under certain circumstances trying to preserve the actual distances may be too restrictive or even 

pointless. For example, if there is large error in the dissimilarity estimates, if the dissimilarities or the data is based 

on ranks (ordinal), then the magnitudes of the distances are too crude to be preserved. In this case non-metric MDS 

(Shepard, 1962a, 1962b) is more appropriate as it preserves only the rank order of the dissimilarities. To place this 

in the context of our study, non-metric MDS is suitable because a) the data is ordinal, and b) the subjective distance 

between colours whether perceptual or conceptual is not defined by a metric (or Euclidean) space.  

An important point regarding non-metric MDS is that although the input data may not be Euclidean in 

nature, the output i.e., the distances between the points on a configuration can be made Euclidean. Shepard (1962a) 

proposed the use of any positive monotonic function as sufficient to achieve this analysis. A positive monotonic 

function is defined as a transformation which respects the rank order of the data (Giguère, 2007). Examples of 

metric and non-metric MDS are provided in sections 2.3 and 2.4. 

Further distinctions between MDS are weighted, replicated, and single matrix MDS. In replicated MDS 

several matrices of (dis)similarity data are analysed simultaneously. The matrices are provided by different 

participants or by a single participant tested on different occasions, it then creates a single MDS configuration 

which captures the (dis)similarity data of all matrices through separate metric or non-metric relationships for each 

matrix. Weighted and replicated MDS are the underlying procedures for the analysis of our data. Weighted MDS 

is performed to take into account individual differences in judgements (Steyers, 2003), and replicated MDS is 

performed to preserve and allow calculations of variance for each dimension using the Jack-knife procedure 

(Efron, 1982; Tukey, 1958). Finally there is a distinction between deterministic and probabilistic MDS. In 

deterministic MDS each stimulus is represented as a single point in multidimensional space (Borg & Groenen, 

1997), where as in probabilistic MDS (Zines & MacKay, 1983; Mackay, 1989) each stimulus is represented as a 

probability distribution in multidimensional space. Deterministic MDS is employed for the analysis of our data for 

a number of reasons. First and foremost, probabilistic MDS models are intrinsically metric, and our data is non-

metric. Second, unlike probabilistic MDS, deterministic MDS does not assume that distance data are erroneous. 

Third, deterministic MDS does not have distributional requirements such as normality of coordinates, but the 

probabilistic MDS with maximum likelihood estimations assumes that the coordinates are normally and 

independently distributed (Ding, 2013).  

                                                                                                                    

The types of data used in MDS are divided into two categories which fall under indirect and direct. Indirect 

data are obtained with techniques such as subjective sorting, ranking or rating of items, item comparisons or by 

creating item hierarchies; for example, Likert-type scales for rating (dis)similarities between colour cards 

(Jaworska & Chupetlovska-Anastasova, 2009). There is the direct distance method where actual distances are 

submitted to MDS, for example distances between cities in kilometres. In the direct cluster method where 
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participants are required to sort items into piles or examine naturally occurring aggregates, the researcher records 

zero if the items occur in the same group and one if they do not, and sums these counts over replications or 

participants. Finally there is the direct triad method where participants compare three objects at a time and respond 

by stating which two are most similar. This is performed across all possible triads of objects. The researcher 

computes dissimilarities by summing over all triads. 

Indirect, also known as derived or aggregate, data are computed from empirical measurements by 

correlations, associations, and contingencies (Davidson, 1983). Confusion data is an example of indirect data that 

is derived from perceptual mistakes. Acquisition of such data can be illustrated with an experiment where letters 

are briefly presented to a participant and their task is to identify them. Letters that are frequently confused with 

each other are rated as highly similar, as opposed to those that are not are highly dissimilar (Jaworska & 

Chupetlovska-Anastasova, 2009). Indirect data can be computed over a rectangular matrix whose columns are 

objects and rows are attributes (Wilkinson, 1994). 

 
2.1 MDS procedure and algorithm  

 

MDS achieves a solution by iterative approximations. The original dissimilarities or raw data (δij) are 

transduced into a distance matrix (dij). The elements of this matrix are then regressed against the elements of the 

dissimilarity matrix. Stimuli points are initially randomly placed into a high dimension configuration, with each 

repeated approximation MDS slightly rearranges the stimuli points in order that the points fit the dissimilarity 

matrix. It then re-calculates the distance matrix, measures the fit and calculates improvement. If there has been 

little or no improvement then the fit is adequate and solution has been found.  

 
The distance between stimuli i and j is defined as: 

 

(dij) = �∑ � 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 �
2𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1       
 
xi and xj specify the coordinates of stimuli i and j on dimension a, respectively, n is the number of dimensions. 
 

Goodness-of-fit 
 

An objective function must be defined. The objective function yields a value which indicates how well (or 

how poorly) δij fits dij – i.e., how well the configuration represents the data. Due to the nature of the data in this 

thesis we use Kruskal’s formula: STRESS-126 (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). To achieve a fit of the calculated distances 

to the observed, the estimated distances are regressed linearly through the origin, against δij in the distance matrix. 

The fitted values (d̂ij) are compared with the current distances between the points in the reduced configuration. 

The usual goodness-of-fit statistic is analogous to r 2. 

 

                                       
26 From henceforth we will refer to Kruskal’s STRESS-1 as Stress. 
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To calculate the Stress dij is regressed against d̂ij. Ideally these points would lie on a single line. Stress 

measures how far dijs are from the ideal (d̂ijs) i.e., the sum of the squared residuals. The algorithm to calculate 

Stress is defined as: 

Σ (dij − d̂ij) ² / Σ dij ² 
 

Although an attempt is made to minimise Stress values (e.g., creating an average dissimilarity matrix), 

high measures of dispersion accounted for and Tucker’s Coefficient of Congruence (TCoC) greater than .90 

indicate a good fit of the original distances to the derived distances.  

 

Both metric and non-metric MDS virtually employ the same formula, the only difference is that with non-

metric MDS the linear regression that fitted the estimated distances for the solution to the dissimilarities is now 

replaced with an order preserving regression – Kruskal’s least squares monotonic transformation (Kruskal, 1964). 

A Stress value ought to be less than 0.15 for a reasonably precise MDS solution (Borg and Groenen, 1997). Other 

literature state that a Stress value of 0.10 is excellent and anything above is becoming less acceptable. The 

guidelines of what is an appropriate Stress value have been found to be of limited utility because of the lack of 

comparability of Stress values for different numbers if dimensions and stimuli (MacCallum, 1981). As we will see 

further on in examples of MDS, these guidelines may be disregarded when the researcher interprets MDS solutions.  

 

In relation to our study, and other studies that explore cognitive or subjective differences between 

comparative stimuli, there are essentially two ways of submitting a (dis)similarity matrix to MDS. Individual 

(dis)similarity matrices (i.e., raw data from each participant), or an average dissimilarity matrix (i.e., the average 

of all raw data). In the former, MDS is averaging within the optimisation process, that is it is optimising the fit of 

the common space to the individual dissimilarity matrices; the latter creates a simple unweighted average distance 

matrix derived from the average (dis)similarity matrix (Commandeur & Heiser, 1993). Chapter four (section 4.1) 

will provide further details and implications of using either one.  

  
Scree plot 

 
A scree plot (e.g., figure 1.4) can assist in specifying the optimum dimensionality to depict the data. This 

is obtained by n - 1. As an example, consider nine stimuli to be compared to one another, setting n ≥ 9 would be 

an uninteresting choice, since dissimilarities among nine items can always be accurately represented in a space 

with m ≥ 9. Data in an MDS space are best represented in a considerably low dimensionality. The rationale for 

choosing a low dimensionality is the expectation that this will cancel out over-and-under estimation errors in the 

proximities, thus smoothing the representation (Borg and Groenen, 1997). MDS requests that the dimensions be 

entered; to take the above example, we enter the minimum dimension as 1 and the maximum as 8 (n -1).  
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Figure 1.4 The line segment of a Scree plot depicting two elbows (indicated by two red points) corresponding to 
dimensions two and three. This indicates that the data is best represented by a two or three dimensional 
configuration.  
 

Within the scree plot an elbow is sought after. Figure 1.4 displays two elbows corresponding to dimensions 

two and three. In such situations where two elbows are present the researcher should perform two separate MDS 

calculations, one with two dimensions and one with three. MDS provides the Stress value for each dimension; the 

configuration with the lowest stress value is often thought to be an indication of the number of dimensions that 

best represents the data. 

 
2.2 Identification of dimensions 
 

Following the creation of an MDS configuration, each dimension needs to be identified, at times this is 

intuitive when we identify what is varying as we move along the axes, at other times it is not clear and correlational 

procedures need to be carried out to predict and confirm what each dimension is measuring. In essence each 

dimension represents an attribute of the object. For example if a two-dimensional solution is required to represent 

the data then it could be predicted that two separate judgements were considered for each individual object. 

Another pattern that should be acknowledged are clusters of points on a configuration which may have practical 

significance. Furthermore, the orientation of the points within a configuration are arbitrary and thus the 

configuration can be legitimately rotated (holistically) to portray a meaningful perceptual map. This will become 

clearer after reviewing the following examples.  

 
 
 
 

Dimensionality 

St
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ss
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2.3 Example of metric MDS 
 

The distances between the cities of the world can be placed into a Euclidean space because they are metric. 

A dissimilarity matrix of ten cities separated by miles across Europe and Asia were submitted to metric MDS 

(figure 1.5). 

 

 
 
Figure 1.5 Two-dimensional MDS configuration of ten cities in Europe and Asia separated by air miles. Refer to 
appendix I for the original dissimilarity matrix, distance matrix and scree plot (adapted from Bartholomew, Steele, 
Moustaki, & Galbraith, 2011). Note: the superimposed map of Europe on the bottom right.   
 

By comparing the two-dimensional configuration of the 10 cities with the superimposed map of Europe, 

it becomes apparent that MDS has recreated the map and the distances between the cities fairly well. The scree 

plot for this example showed that iterative approximations stopped at two-dimensions (i.e., where the elbow is 

located). The Stress value being at .18 suggests that an additional dimension may need to be added. This is where 

the researcher needs to make a decision based on theory and/or observation. Although the globe is three-

dimensional, we know that air space is relatively travelled in two-dimensions, therefore the researcher may choose 

to preserve the two-dimensional configuration. Furthermore, the configuration need not be rotated as the original 

solution depicts the locations of each city appropriately. As for the identification of the dimensions, dimension-

one can be labelled west to east and dimension-two can be labelled north to south, or the measurements can be 

proportionally calculated to represent the miles between the cities as Bartholomew et al. (2011) have done, 

alternatively both can be inserted. Note that Beijing is not located on the superimposed map because it is too far 

east.  
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2.4 Example of non-metric MDS 
 

Unlike distances between cities which have Euclidean distances between them, subjective distances 

between items do not necessarily. In this case non-metric MDS is employed in analysing (dis)similarity 

judgements. A study described by Kruskal and Wish (1978) had 18 participants rate the degree of similarity 

between each pair of 12 countries on a scale from one (extremely dissimilar) to nine (extremely similar). An 

important point needs to be made here – for technical reasons, a majority of authors (e.g., Young & Harris, 2004) 

encourage the use of dissimilarities as opposed to similarities as input into MDS. The logic behind this is that the 

distances are direct and positive, that is the higher the dissimilarity the larger the perceived psychological distance. 

Bartholomew et al. (2011) calculated an average similarity matrix derived from the raw similarity matrices of each 

participant and non-metric MDS was performed creating a two-dimensional solution. We used their data to 

replicate the two-dimensional configuration (figure 1.6). 

 

 
 
Figure 1.6 Two-dimensional MDS configuration illustrating the subjective differences between 12 countries using 
non-metric MDS. Refer to appendix II for the average dissimilarity matrix, distance matrix, and scree plot (adapted 
from Bartholomew et al., 2011). 
 

Having an established reference assists the researcher to identify the dimensions. The actual map of Europe 

and air miles provided this reference for the metric MDS example. However, in most cases an established reference 

does not exist for non-metric data. The researcher must then infer the identities of the dimensions. The scree plot 

for the above example did not illustrate a clear elbow (refer to appendix II, figure 2.0), one elbow corresponded to 

Pro-communist 

Pro-western 

Developed 

Developing 
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dimension-two, the other to dimension-three, and despite the configuration yielding a Stress value of .18 at two-

dimensions, Kruskal and Wish (1978) maintained a two-dimensional configuration. Their rationale for this comes 

from rotating the configuration and obtaining a meaningful interpretation of the variables. The two red lines 

(showing the direction of rotation and new arbitrary axes) provides an inferred reference to how subjective 

judgements, either consciously or unconsciously were made. The red line parallel dimension-one appears to be the 

axis distinguishing developed and developing nations. The red line parallel dimension-two appears to be the axis 

distinguishing pro-communist and pro-western nations. Of course an additional dimension can be added, which 

satisfies the criterion for an acceptable Stress value, but if an identity for an additional dimension cannot be found 

with confidence it is better to do without. As Steyvers (2003) fittingly states, increasing dimensionality decreases 

readability and interpretation of MDS configurations, thereby rendering the model as complicated as the original 

data.       

 

Reducing (dis)similarity matrices into an average (dis)similarity matrix has advantages and disadvantages, 

these will be delineated later by exemplifying them in the context of the case studies of this thesis. For now we 

mention the immediate disadvantages. By submitting an average similarity matrix to MDS we are implicitly 

assuming that all participants are employing the same dimensions to make judgements and that they are giving 

them the same relative weight. This may not be the case, therefore it is beneficial to employ a method to discover 

whether this is actually the case. Such a method is known as Individual differences scaling (Bartholomew et al., 

2011).   

 
2.5 Individual differences scaling 

 
A component of MDS is Individual differences scaling (INDSCAL). Unlike an MDS configuration which 

suggests how judgements are being made, INDSCAL illustrates the degree to which judgments are being made by 

each individual, that is, to what extent is each dimension influencing an observer’s judgement. The technique, 

formulated by Carroll and Chang (1970), is concerned with analysing and comparing the differences between 

MDS configurations pertaining to the same number of stimuli observed by the same individuals (Unkel, Gower, 

& Trendafilov, 2013). The representation illustrates differences between subjects’ cognitions by a variant of the 

distance model. The stimuli are expressed as proximities positioned in a Master Stimulus space. This space is 

perceived differentially by the subjects in that each of them affords a different salience or weight to each of the 

dimensions of the configuration (Young & Hamer, 1987). Rotation of the axes is not permitted in INDSCAL as it 

will abolish the optimality of the configuration and will change the values of participant weights. The algorithm 

for INDSCAL is defined as: 

 

Let us assume J is the simultaneous analysis of (dis)similarity matrices between I stimuli. For example, 

the stimuli are colours and several participants evaluate (dis)similarities between the colours. INDSCAL provides 

a representation for each stimuli and for each subject’s weights for the dimensions of this representation.  

Sj is the I × I matrix of scalar products for the jth participant. Sj can be written X j M j X’j with X j being 

the matrix of standardised coordinates of stimuli for subject j and M j being the diagonal matrix of weights given 

by participant j to each of its dimensions.  
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Each participant is now observed as a set of variables (the columns of X j) defined on the stimuli. On this 

account, the INDSCAL algorithm can be defined as: 

 
Sj = ZW j Z’ + ɛ j = Ŝ + ɛ j 

 
where Z (I × N) is the matrix coordinates of the stimuli in a configuration of N dimensions and W j  (N × N) is the 

diagonal matrix of the weights of subject j.  

 
Whether the original (dis)similarity matrices are Euclidean or not is irrelevant as INDSCAL is intrinsically 

Euclidean and produces similar parameter estimations for either data input (Husson & Pagés, 2006). Refer to 

Carroll and Chang (1970) to see the INDSCAL configuration for the example presented in section 2.4.  

 
2.6 Interpreting participants’ weights in INDSCAL 
 

First, the identification of the INDSCAL configuration’s dimensions are derived from the MDS common 

space dimensions. To take the example in section 2.4 (figure 1.6), dimension-one was attributed to development 

level and dimension-two to political stance. Therefore, when INDSCAL is performed the same labels are attributed 

to the INDSCAL configuration’s dimensions respectively. Each point on the INDSCAL configuration represents 

a participant. An individual having higher weights on one dimension and low weights on another dimension 

indicates to what extent the participant is making subjective judgements. Again taking the example from section 

2.4, if a participant weighs heavily on dimension-one, we can assume they are making categorical judgements 

based on the country’s level of development. If a participant has shown relative weights between dimensions this 

demonstrates they are making judgements in accordance with both dimensions.  

INDSCAL can also predict the shape or orientation of an individual’s private space27 – participants who 

place higher weights on dimension-one for example have a horizontal solution and those who place higher weights 

on dimension-two will have a vertical solution; for these reasons the rotation of an INDSCAL configuration is 

illegitimate.  

 

It has been acknowledged that participant weights in INDSCAL configurations are commonly 

misinterpreted (Takana, Young, & de Leeuw, 1977; McCallum, 1977). The proximity between the points (i.e., 

individuals) should not be an absolute indication that the individuals have created private spaces with stimuli 

located in similar positions. The identification of dimensions are inferred, therefore we cannot be absolutely certain 

that each participant has used our inferred identifications as his/her scale for subjective judgements. To be certain 

about how each individual has made categorical judgements, a private space can be created for each participant, 

the dimensions examined and confirmed by self-reports from the individual. If majority of participants’ method of 

judgements concur with the inferred identification of dimensions then the researcher can be confident that they 

have made the correct inferences. This procedure is seldom performed as MDS and INDSCAL have high fidelity 

and it is extremely rare for there not to be concordance between the researcher’s inferences and participants’ 

method of judgements.  

                                       
27 The term private space refers to an individual’s MDS solution.  
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A more accurate interpretation of the weights is that they represent the end of a victor directed from the 

origin of the weight space. The angle of each participant’s vector, relative to the dimensions of the configuration 

and relative to other participant’s vectors is interpretable. Thus, participant’s whose weight vectors are orientated 

in the same direction are also similar (Young, 1982). To assist the researcher to properly interpret participant 

weights, INDSCAL is accompanied by a Weirdness index.  The index indicates how unusual (or weird) a 

participant’s weights are relative to the weights of the typical participant being examined. The index ranges from 

0.00 to 1.00. A participant with a weirdness value of 0.00 has weights which are proportional to the average 

participant’s weights (to the mean weights), such a participant is a totally typical subject. As the weight ratios 

increase, the weirdness index approaches 1.00. Furthermore, when a participant has only one positive weight, and 

all the remaining weights are zero, the weirdness index is 1.00. Such a participant is extremely weird because they 

are only employing one of the dimensions of the analysis (Young, 1982).  

 

To exemplify the above we present a hypothetical participant and his weights. Figure 1.7 shows participant 

p’s weight vectors as the vector Wp directed from the origin of the INDSCAL configuration. The end-point of the 

vector, when projected onto dimensions-one and two has Cartesian coordinates (Wp1 & 2). p’s location ( ) shows 

that he favours dimension-two over dimension-one, accordingly as the dash red lines suggest, his private space 

will be vertically orientated. The 45 degree line represents equal weighting of both dimensions, as the participant’s 

weight vectors departs from this line they are detected by the weirdness index and categorised as unusual. If the 

participant’s weight is close to or near the 45 degree line we would consider the participant as a typical subject, 

however, their location ought to be close to the centre or over the half-way point of each dimension relative to the 

45 degree line; if the subject has low weights on both dimensions this suggests that he is not using either of the 

inferred judgment scales and/or is unsure as to how to discriminate between stimuli, in either case he will be 

regarded as weird.   

 
 

 
 
Figure 1.7 A hypothetical participant weight on a two-dimensional INDSCAL configuration predicting the shape 
of their private space and preference towards one dimension over another. If p was located at the edges of either 
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dimension or if p was located at the low ends of either dimension he would be deemed as an unusual (or weird) 
participant (adapted from Young, 1982). The two blue reference lines dissect the Master Stimulus space into four 
quadrants (Q) by intercepting the x and y axes, an explanation for this is provided below.  
 

In some cases participant weights on an INDSCAL configuration are convoluted, for instance there may 

be more than one orientation of weights or that within a predominant orientation there are distinct clusters. In such 

cases it is worthwhile to dissect the Master Stimulus space into quadrants. For example, on a two-dimensional 

Master Stimulus space a reference line can be placed along the x and y axes that intercepts the midpoint of each 

axis (figure 1.7). There are now four quadrants, participants located within the first quadrant (Q1) are said to be 

utilising dimension-two over dimension-one. Participants located in the second quadrant (Q2) are said to have 

comparable high weights on dimension-one and two, therefore are utilising both dimensions. Participants located 

in the third quadrant (Q3) have fairly low weights on both dimensions, therefore are not really using either 

dimension to make judgements, such participants may be making guesses because they may not have sufficient 

knowledge of the stimuli to categorise them. Participants in the fourth quadrant (Q4) are said to be utilising 

dimension-one over dimension two.  

 

INDSCAL can also calculate the distribution of weights on a Master Stimulus space; that is the importance 

of each dimension for each individual or group. The importance of a dimension for an individual is shown by the 

position (or coordinates) of their weight on the Master Stimulus space and this was explained above, but suppose 

we want to know the importance of a dimension for an entire group. In this case we perform INDSCAL for each 

group separately, then refer back to the MDS output showing subject weights where the overall importance for 

each dimension is given. Because the coordinates for each individual is provided, statistical comparisons is made 

possible by comparing the mean coordinates of each group on each dimension.  

 

Every day we make countless decisions and comparative judgements, whether minor or major these 

decisions teach us new things, reinforce previous actions or ideas, or help evaluate situations. Our decisions are 

based on individual perceptions and/or conceptions of the world around us. MDS offers an effective tool by which 

we can quantify (dis)similarity judgements about practically anything. We have chosen to use this versatile tool to 

measure the cognitive structure of colour categories in groups of people with varying visual abilities. What has 

been delineated and exemplified in the current chapter provides the essentials to understanding and interpreting 

MDS and INDSCAL models and it has demonstrated which methods of MDS are best suited for the analysis of 

subjective data. The following chapter reviews studies employing MDS to explore colour categorisation in the 

sighted, chromatically impaired and the completely blind. By placing MDS in the context of colour categorisation 

we pave the way to our own experiments exploring how a visual property such as colour is conceptualised in 

individuals who lack the appropriate visual mechanisms to perceive colour. 
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CHAPTER III 

APPLICATION OF MDS IN COLOUR CATEGORISATION STUDIES 

 
3.0 Introduction 
 

In this chapter I introduce studies that have employed non-metric MDS in colour categorisation tasks by 

way of direct visual experience and/or colour terms. Participants include trichromats, dichromats, and the 

completely blind. 

 

Our investigation is partially inspired by the discordant results between the MDS studies conducted by 

Shepard and Cooper (1992) and Marmor (1978)28. Despite commonalties in methodology and procedure, the 

former suggested that the congenitally blind have limited understanding of colour relations, whereas the latter 

indicated that the congenitally blind are able to categorise colour terms as well as their trichromatic counterparts.   

 
3.1 Colour space in the completely blind  
 

The study by Shepard and Cooper (1992) recruited 14 trichromatic, 11 colour deficient observers (seven 

deuteranopes and four protanopes), and six congenitally blind adults. Nine spectral hues were selected: red, orange, 

gold, yellow, green, turquoise, blue, violet, and purple. Four decks of cards were prepared, each consisting of 36 

cards: the colour-only deck (each corresponding to the 36 pairs of distinct colours, and each having two of the nine 

colours printed onto them). Two names-only deck (names of the colours were printed on the cards for sighted 

participants and in braille for completely blind participants). And a names + colours deck (these cards had both 

colours and printed names on them). Participants were given a shuffled deck for each task to examine and to 

reorganise the cards until satisfied that all 36 were ordered according to the similarity between the two colours 

displayed or named on each card. MDS was then employed to create perceptual maps.  

 

Trichromats showed high correlations between all three tasks demonstrating they are able to categorise 

colours in a uniform manner regardless of how they are presented. According to Shepard and Cooper MDS 

configurations approximated the Newtonian colour circle. Dimension-one was identified as the blue–yellow and 

dimension-two as the red–green opponent channels of human colour vision. Shepard and Cooper presented an 

MDS configuration for the three congenitally blind individuals (out of six who were tested) whose configurations 

correlated most strongly with those of trichromats (figure 1.8). Although the congenitally blinds’ MDS 

configurations did not resemble a colour circle, they did distinguish colours separating warm and cool colours. 

The remaining three congenitally blind participants were described as having created unorthodox private spaces, 

placing large proximities between similar colours such as red and orange, and placing small proximities between 

dissimilar colours such as yellow and purple.   

                                       
28 Note that the study by Shepard and Cooper (1992) was conducted before Marmor (1978) and results were summarised at 
a scientific meeting in 1975. 
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The MDS configurations for the colour deficient participants showed that in the names-only task they 

rated red and green as highly dissimilar, suggesting that they know that red and green are perceived quite 

differently by trichromats. In the colour-only task, red and green are placed in close proximity, this is not surprising 

as deuteranopes and protanopes cannot visually distinguish red and green. A MDS configuration in the names + 

colour task is not presented for the colour deficient participants. Nonetheless, Shepard and Cooper state that the 

MDS configurations for the colour-only and name + colour task were highly correlated, indicating that when 

colours and their respective colour terms are presented simultaneously colour deficient participants rely on their 

visual experience to make similarity judgements.  

 

D2 

 D1 

Figure 1.8 Non-metric MDS configuration of three congenitally blind adults based on an average similarity matrix 
(adapted from Shepard and Cooper, 1992).  
 

INDSCAL was employed to obtain a spatial representation of individual differences for all participants. 

In the colour-only task, trichromats placed high weights on both dimensions, whereas deuteranopes and protanopes 

had lower weights on the red-green dimension (dimension two), this is not surprising considering that dichromatic 

observers cannot visually distinguish reds from greens. In the names-only task, colour deficient participants have 

points close to trichromats (hence, a colour circle is revealed in their MDS configuration); it was only in the colour-

only task that they deviated from trichcromats. Of the six congenitally blind participants, three clustered together 

and were weighted highly on dimension one, two clustered together mid dimension one and one mid dimension 

two. 

 

Marmor’s (1978) study consisted of 16 congenitally blind, 16 adventitiously blind, and 16 trichromatic 

adults. She presented the participants with the same colour terms used in Shepard and Cooper (1992). Marmor’s 

procedure was slightly different from that of Shepard and Cooper’s. All colour terms were paired resulting in 36 

pairs presented to participants in the form of a shuffled deck of cards. The deck was presented in one of eight 

random orders to participants, they were asked to first examine the cards while concentrating on the extent of 

similarity between colours in each pair. The participants were given an example of how and why colours could be 

perceived as similar: “…since white blends through grey to into black, white and grey should be considered more 

similar than white and black.” Participants were then asked to rate each colour-pair on a nine-point similarity scale 
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where nine indicated greatest similarity and one indicated least similarity. The reason for a nine-point scale is not 

defined, however, we assume because there are nine stimuli to be compared to one another. Participants were 

asked to rank the 36 colour pairs in order of similarity. Participants were then asked to select seven or eight most 

similar colour pairs and seven to eight least similar colour pairs, and then divide the remaining cards into three 

categories: the leftovers with greatest similarity, the least similarity, and those intermediate in similarity. Finally 

by rank-ordering the pairs within each group and combining groups, each participant created a rank order of the 

36 pairs arranged from most similar pair at the top of the deck to least similar at the bottom of the deck.  

 

As with Shepard & Cooper the average rank-order for each group were submitted to non-metric MDS. 

The MDS configurations for all three groups approximated Newton’s colour circle and manifested the opponent-

process of human colour vision. The MDS configurations of the trichromats and adventitiously blind persons were 

highly correlated. What was interesting was the extent to which the congenitally blinds’ common space (figure 

1.9) concurs with that of trichromats and therefore, differs from Shepard and Cooper’s congenitally blind 

participants. 

 
D2 

 D1 
 
Figure 1.9 Non-metric MDS configuration of 16 congenitally blind adults based on an average similarity matrix 
(adapted from Marmor, 1978). 

 
INDSCAL was performed to illustrate the extent of judgments made by participants. The adventitiously 

blind and trichromats cluster closely to one another and show high weightings on dimension-one and two; the 

congenitally blind showed the largest variability in the INDSCAL configuration. Four of the 16 congenitally blind 

are located at the high end of the 45 degree line (where majority of trichromatic and adventitiously blind 

participants are located). This suggests that they are possibly making similar categorical judgements as the sighted 

and once sighted.  

 

The two studies have commonalities and differences. First, Marmor’s sample size of 16 congenitally blind 

participants compared to Shepard and Cooper’s six (of which only three were presented) is most likely the reason 

why the two studies produced contrasting results. Second, Marmor appears to employ a more stringent procedure 

by having participants subcategorise colour terms. Third, Marmor uses the less commonly used Stress formula II 

whereas Shepard and Cooper uses Stress formula I. Both are extremely complicated functions of the MDS 
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configurations. Stress-I and II differ in the normalising constant used in the denominator. One obvious advantage 

Stress-I has over Stress-II is that it yields a substantially smaller Stress value (refer to De Leeuw and Stoop, 1984 

for detailed distinctions). As for commonalities, both submitted an average similarity matrix to non-metric MDS, 

both used a similarity (as opposed to a dissimilarity) scale, and both allow participants to examine stimuli prior to 

commencing data collection, in fact Marmor provided participants with an example demonstrating how to assign 

similarities between colour terms that are perceived to blend into one another.  

 

Shepard and Cooper’s study found that similarity rankings of colour terms provided by trichromats (in all 

tasks) and dichromats (in the name-only task) approximated the Newtonian colour circle, whereas only three of 

their congenitally blind participants produced a common space clearly separating warm and cool colours, but 

which reflected little information concerning other colour associations. Their data indicated that direct visual 

experience of colour may be a prerequisite to the development of an adequate conception of colour relations. Based 

on the results from their dichromatic participants, Shepard and Cooper suggested that although dichromacy need 

not be an obstacle, without direct visual experience of at least some colours most of the information regarding 

colour relations which is implicit in language goes unassimilated.  

By contrast Marmor’s study revealed that congenitally blind participants produced a common space 

(figure 1.9) that almost mirrored the trichromatic colour space. Further analysis demonstrated that the common 

space of the congenitally blind participants is not the product of uniform knowledge, but rather variations of 

categorical judgements. This was supported by INDSCAL and the private spaces of the majority of congenitally 

blind participants. Marmor asserts that direct visual experience is not a prerequisite nor does it preclude an accurate 

conception of colour relations. The ages of participants were not reported in Shepard and Cooper’s study, which 

is odd considering lexical and semantic knowledge of colour terms may vary as a function of age. Another peculiar 

aspect of Shepard and Cooper is that they did not present an MDS configuration depicting all six congenitally 

blind participants, instead opting to present only the three that correlated the highest with trichromats. Marmor 

addresses these issues by performing Pearson product-moment correlations between age-year at onset of blindness 

and variance accounted for by INDSCAL for the adventitiously blind, where no evidence of an association was 

found. Marmor also recruited more than twice the number of congenitally blind individuals and provides an MDS 

configuration derived from all congenitally blind participants. Marmor also asked congenitally blind participants 

to provide self-reports on how they acquired knowledge of colour relations. According to their self-reports, the 

congenitally blind stated in the course of conversations about colourful objects, being instructed in practical 

activities such as dressing, as well as education, contributed to their knowledge of colour relations. An interesting 

self-report in Shepard and Cooper’s study came from a protanope stating that his mental imagery of red and green 

was much more vivid and different from each other than any colour sensations he experiences when he actually 

looks at green and red objects. Shepard and Cooper (1992) believe that an understanding of colour relations (as 

experienced in trichromats) tends to develop in individuals who have never had direct visual experience of the full 

range of the colour spectrum (i.e., dichromats); they go further and state that such individuals may achieve this in 

part by virtue of an innate opponent-process mechanism for representing colour.  

Both studies conclude that knowledge of colour relations in the congenitally blind arises from pairwise 

comparisons derived from linguistic input, be it text or conversation.   
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In the following chapter, where our empirical studies begin, we explain how our study delivers an 

enhanced methodological and procedural vantage over the above studies. More importantly, we will demonstrate 

how our statistical analysis provides a better understanding into the cognitive structure of colour categories in 

humans with visual impairment. Our improvements include (but are not limited to) how and why submitting 

average similarity matrices (for each group) results in loss of variance; why INDSCAL, although an indicator of 

variance between participant’s perceptual maps does not provide variance measures for stimuli on each dimension; 

why a large sample size of congenitally blind participants is necessary; why it is better to use a dissimilarity scale 

over a similarity scale; and why BCT and DCT should not be presented simultaneously as stimuli. For now we 

continue to introduce studies that have employed non-metric MDS in colour categorisation studies.  

 

3.2 Dichromatic colour space 
 

In a study by Bonnardel (2006) dichromatic observers were able to label colours accurately, even though 

they could not discriminate hues ranging from red to green. The results were attributed to a normative language 

system that dichromatic individuals develop by learning subtle visual cues to compensate for their impoverished 

colour vision. To achieve this concordance it is believed that dichromats learn to associate colour terms with their 

own visual experience of hues. They perform this by correlating visual cues such as luminance with those hue 

differences perceived by trichromats. It has been demonstrated that when dichromats categorise the colours of the 

Farnsworth dichotomous test (Farnsworth, 1943), they alternate the greenish and reddish colours; however, when 

colour terms are used they appropriately categorise the colours (Jameson & Hurvich, 1978). This appropriate 

allocation of colour terms was also shown in the study by Shepard and Cooper, in which the dichromats’ 

configuration approximated the Newtonian colour circle. These results suggest that parallel systems are involved 

in allocating colours by verbal and non-verbal stimuli.  

Bonnardel (2006) recruited five dichromats29 and designed three tasks with varying degrees of linguistic 

input to explore the role of language in dichromatic colour categorisation. In two sorting tasks, Munsell colour 

samples were in constant view, categorisation was exclusively performed by direct visual judgements. Firstly, in 

a “free sorting task” the number of categories was unlimited, while in a second, “constrained sorting task” the 

number of categories is restricted to eight; which is the proposed number of basic colour terms (BCT) used by 

English-speaking trichromats (Davidoff, Davies, & Roberson, 1999). In a third task – the “colour-naming task” a 

verbal strategy is explicitly required and categories result from the attribution of one of eight BCTs to each sample 

presented in isolation. Non-metric MDS was used to compare colour categorisation spaces of dichromatic and 

trichromatic participants performing these tasks. A direct cluster method was used and raw categorisation data for 

each task and each participant was submitted to MDS. To derive a single colour categorisation space for the two 

groups and all three tasks a three-dimensional MDS configuration was created for dichromats and trichromats with 

                                       
29 Dichromats were classified as deuteranope, strong deuteranomalous, and mild deuteranomalous. Results were compared 
to 5 of 39 trichromats which had been tested previously with the same tasks.   
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normalised Stress values30 of 8.2% and 7.7% respectively31; the three-dimensional configurations of trichromats 

was derived from five of the 39 trichromats to match the five dichromats. Considering each task individually, a 

three-dimensional MDS scaling solution for the 10 participants provided Stress values of 7.1%, 7.2%, and 9% for 

the constrained naming task, constrained sorting task, and the free sorting task respectively. The first two 

dimensions were attributed to the red–green and blue–yellow opponent-processes of human colour vision, for both 

dichromats and trichromats. However, the third dimension which was attributed to luminance was only 

appropriately present in the trichromatic three-dimensional configuration. INDSCAL did not reveal group 

differences in the sorting tasks (where colours were exclusively discriminated by visual experience) nor in the 

colour naming task. As anticipated concordance remained the highest in the colour naming task between the two 

groups.  

The results of this study are consistent with other studies showing that dichromatic participants may use 

non-chromatic visual cues (i.e., luminance) to differentiate hues along the red-green colour spectrum. It may very 

well be that they are associating the slight visual differences, which they perceive between reds and greens, with 

colour terms appropriate for red and green. These results underscore the need to stringently control for luminance 

when dichromats perform colour naming tasks (e.g., Nagy, Németh, Samu, & Ábrahám, 2014). As the luminous 

efficiency function32 varies among trichromats and dichromats, luminance values will vary for each stimulus for 

each participant when using the same stimulus radiance spectral distribution. Therefore, the generation of 

equiluminant stimulation without knowing the exact spectral luminous efficiency function of each participant can 

be complicated and spectral equiluminance based on normal trichromatic vision might produce significantly 

different perceived brightness for dichromatic participants at each wavelength.     

 

In another study MDS was employed to reveal the private colour dimensions of deuteranomalous 

observers.33 Boston, Robinson, Jordan, and Mollon (2005) presented coloured stimuli under controlled luminance, 

the study consisted of three deuteranomalous observers and four trichromats. Stimuli were disks (40 millimetres 

in diameter) painted with a mixture of two single-pigment acrylics. To trichromats these disks were perceived as 

desaturated greens, varying along the blue–yellow axis. Included were pairs of samples with spectral power 

distributions that were near-metamers34 for trichromats but were calculated to be comparable by deuteranomalous 

observers. Thus two distinct stimuli were presented: one labelled X, created from mixtures of cadmium yellow 

cobalt blue, and the other labelled Y, created from mixtures of yellow oxide and ultramarine blue. To select 

appropriate stimuli Boston and colleagues modelled the photon catches of individual photoreceptor types when 

                                       
30 Normalised Stress is equal to Stress-1 (i.e., Kruskal’s Stress-1) at a minimum and that the configurations only differ by a 
scale factor (Borg & Groenen, 1997). 
31 Some statistical programs or scientists report Stress values as percentages. These are simply converted into decimals by 
dividing them by 100. For example, the Stress values in Bonnardel (2006) would be .08 and .07 for dichromats and trichromats 
respectively.  
32 The luminosity function defines the average spectral sensitivity of visual perception of brightness. It is based on subjective 
judgements between pairs of coloured stimuli or lights. The luminosity function is also accounted for in the C.I.E chromaticity 
diagram (chapter I, figure 1.1).   
33 Also known as anomalous trichromacy is impaired normal trichromatic vision due to one of three cones receiving light 
slightly abnormally. Therefore, there are three different effect types depending upon which cone is defective.   
34 Metamerism is a perceived matching of colours that actually do not match based on differences in spectral power 
distribution. 
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exposed to light from a given stimulus under the experimental illuminant. Using a spectroradiometre at the position 

of a participant’s eye, the spectral power distribution was measured and multiplied in turn by the spectral 

sensitivities of short, middle, and two classes of long-wave cones. Integrating each product between 400-700nm 

provided the photon catches in the four classes of cones. The chromatic signals presented to trichromats and 

deuteranomalous observers are then modelled as ratios of cone activations. The final 15 selected stimuli were pairs 

varying in the unique dimension of the deuteranomalous observers that almost matched the trichromats’ 

dimensions of luminance and chromaticity. The initial input data submitted to non-metric MDS appears to be an 

average dissimilarity matrix where participants were required to rate the dissimilarities between each stimulus pair 

on a scale from zero (identical) to 10 (complete opposites); MDS provided two-dimensional configurations, Stress 

values do not appear to be reported in the study. Deuteranomalous observers clearly separate stimuli subsets (figure 

2.0) whereas trichromats (figure 2.1) have stimuli intertwined and fall along a single line. Coordinates of the 

stimuli are derived from the MacLeod-Boynton chromaticity diagram (McLeod & Boynton, 1979). Thus, 

approximation of subjective judgements are compared to the MacLeod-Boynton colour space.   

 
D2 

 D1 

Figure 2.0 Non-metric MDS configuration of three deuteranomalous observers’ subjective perception of the two 
(X and Y) stimuli subsets (adapted from Boston et al., 2005).  
 
D2 

 D1 

Figure 2.1 Non-metric MDS configuration of four trichromats’ subjective perception of two (X and Y) stimuli 
subsets (adapted from Boston et al., 2005). 
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Examination of individual private spaces of the three deuteranomalous observers showed a near identical 

pattern to figure 2.0 with dimension-one depicting a vivid separation between the X and Y stimulus subsets, this 

separation did not manifest for three (out of the four) trichromatic observers for whom private spaces were 

presented, where stimuli subsets were again intertwined. For each participant Spearman’s rank-order correlation 

was performed between the ranks of stimuli along their common space (figures 2.0 & 2.1) with those along their 

subjective dimensions revealed by non-metric MDS. For the deuteranomalous participants there was a significant 

correlation between dimension-one and two of their private space and dimension-one and two in their common 

space respectively. In contrast, dimension-one of all trichromats’ private spaces correlated with dimension-one 

and two of their common space, this was anticipated considering figure 2.1. Boston et al. state that because a two-

dimensional solution is imposed on trichromats’ dissimilarity ratings, one consistent axis emerges (as seen in figure 

2.1), however the second axis is not consistent and most likely represents noise. The study concludes that although 

deuteranomalous observers are thought to be colour blind, their colour space actually expands when suitable 

stimuli are presented. The study did not mention an INDSCAL procedure nor did it present figures to suggest 

otherwise.  

 

Colour perception was examined among a group of colour deficient participants using non-metric MDS 

and PCA (Bimler & Kirkland, 2009). The study consisted of 14 severe dichromatic males (six protanopes and 

eight deuteranopes), and 17 moderate anomalous trichromatic males (12 protanomals and five deuteranomals). 

Data was also collected from female family members of severe colour deficient participants35. They included 11 

mothers and daughters of severe cases (eight protanopes and three deuteranopes), and nine of moderate cases (four 

protanomals and five deuteranomals). These females constituted the heterozygous sample population. The study 

also included a sample of 49 trichromats.    

The direct triad method (or the odd-one-out technique) was adopted to elicit dissimilarity judgements. 

Cards were printed with triads of colour circles, the 16 stimuli were based on the colours used in the D15 panel 

test (Farnsworth dichotomous test). The 16 stimuli were modelled against the C.I.E chromaticity diagram 

approximating an incomplete colour circle. With the 16 stimuli, 560 different triadic combinations are possible. 

Participants were presented individual cards in random order, their task was to select the odd colour and their 

responses were recorded as a, b, or c.  

For all participants, PCA revealed a two factor (F1 & F2) solution accounting for 43% of the variance. 

The PCA solution showed that colour vision deficient males loaded highly on F2 (this is equivalent to high 

weightings on dimension-two in an MDS solution). These participants were then divided into two groups: 

dichromats and anomalous trichromats; both groups significantly deviated from “normal” trichromats. Female 

carriers of dichromacy also deviated significantly from trichromats. A more accurate reconstruction of the 

arrangement of stimuli in colour space is achieved by submitting triadic data to non-metric MDS. A two-

dimensional non-metric MDS configuration for trichromats depicted two clear divisions: stimuli varying from 

                                       
35 ~15% of women are heterozygous for some form of colour vision deficiency. That is, they possess a genetic abnormality 
on one of their two X chromosomes, affecting the photopigments which subserve colour vision. Being carries of colour vision 
deficiency, there is a 50% chance of transmitting the trait to the offspring. More specifically, the single X chromosome of a 
colour vision deficient male is directly inherited from his mother (Bimler & Kirkland, 2009). 
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green to red (dimension-one) and from blue to yellow (dimension-two). Relative to the trichromatic non-metric 

MDS colour space, the dichromatic colour space compresses the green–red axis, to the extent that red and green 

stimuli are adjacent (i.e., indistinguishable); dimension-two remains comparable to that of trichromats. As for 

dichromatic carriers, their colour space shows a mild compression along the green–red axis, but all still modelling 

the trichromatic colour space well. INDSCAL analysis revealed the severe colour deficiency in protanopes and 

deuteranopes. The two groups cluster together but deviate from the remaining groups, which are relatively in close 

proximity. The study concurs with previous research demonstrating that (severe) dichromacy results in difficulty 

in discriminating between reds and greens, and that heterozygotes have a slightly different visual perception of 

colours along the red–green direction of colour space. Bimler & Kirkland (2009) provide several explanations, the 

first is based on defective or absent photopigments resulting in severe dichromacy; the second is the shifting of 

the absorption spectrum pigments to coincide with another pigment (e.g., long-pigment shifting towards the 

medium-pigment, or vice versa) causing a much weaker long-medium signal in the affected males. The third, 

which accounts for males who express moderate dichromacy, is where the absorption spectrum of the long or 

medium pigment has been shifted to somewhere between that of the trichromats, causing a reduction, but not 

completely abolishing the contrast with its counterpart. 

 
3.3 Trichromatic colour space 
 

In chapter one (section. 1.5) a cross-cultural study was briefly introduced where two languages36 with 

considerable differences in colour terminology were compared on two colour judgement tasks (Heider, 1972). The 

aim of the study was to test an operational claim put forth by the Whorfian hypothesis, a claim proposing that 

verbal colour coding acts on mental imagery such that the structure of colours37 in memory will resemble the 

structure of colour terms in a particular language. The following will elaborate on and present the MDS analysis 

of the study. 

It was hypothesised that (a) the MDS solution derived from memory will resemble the MDS solution 

derived from naming within each culture but will not differ between cultures and (b) equally distant colours given 

the same name will have higher ‘confusion’ scores than those given different names38 (Heider & Olivier, 1972). 

Munsell colour chips were used and the derived MDS configurations were modelled on the coordinates of the 

C.I.E chromaticity diagram. The ten array of colour chips39 consisted of four brightness’s and were evenly spread 

around the spectrum. Separate similarity matrices were created for the memory and naming data for each language. 

In the memory matrix the entry was the number of times chip i as a stimulus elicited chip j as a response. In the 

naming matrix the entry was the number of participants who provided chip i and j identical colour terms. Three-

dimensional non-metric MDS configurations for each culture and each task was created. In the naming task the 

two configurations were quite different, which was anticipated due to large variation in colour vocabulary between 

the two languages; however in the memory task MDS configurations of the two cultures are relatively the same. 

                                       
36 Dani and American English 
37 i.e., the perceived distance between stimuli and the resulting grouping or dimensionality of the stimuli. 
38 The confusions of colour stimuli in naming task compared with the structure obtained from confusions in memory and a 
comparison between the extent of confusions in memory between equally distant colours given the same and different 
names. 
39 Hues = 7.5 R; 7.5 YR; 7.5 Y; 7.5 GY; 7.5 G; 7.5 BG; 7.5 B; 7.5 PB; 7.5 P; 7.5 RP. Luminance = 9/ 7/ 5/ 3/. 
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In the naming task the Dani MDS configuration depicted the brightest and darkest stimuli into two clusters at each 

end of MDS configuration, making the colour cylinder compact at each end. These stimuli were either called mola 

(bright/warm hues) or mili (dark/cold hues). Stimuli of intermediate luminance were dispersed, stimuli resembling 

red and purple were called mola and were situated closer to the upper end of the brightness axis than stimuli 

resembling blue and green situated at the lower end of the brightness axis and referred to as mili. In the English 

naming MDS configuration, hue discriminations were more salient than luminance discriminations, and in contrast 

to the Dani configuration stimuli of high luminance were widely dispersed than stimuli of intermediate luminance. 

This was a result of colour terms such as white, yellow, pink, and black being used to distinguish between stimuli 

of extreme brightness but rarely used for the discrimination of intermediate brightness. In the memory task, both 

cultures produced MDS configurations nearly identical to one another, with the stimuli varying luminance spaced 

almost equally among the luminance axis. Rather than reporting individual Stress values for each culture and each 

task, Heider and Oliver use a numerical measure devised by Schönemann and Carroll (1970) where a numerical 

measure of the difference between two configurations is calculated. Similar to our Stress, smaller values indicate 

a better fit. The values obtained are as follows:  Dani vs English naming task = .19; Dani vs English memory = 

.16; Dani naming vs memory = .13; American naming vs memory = .21. The numerical measures of fit indicates 

that Dani and English memory configurations (i.e., a measure of visual perception and memory) were most similar, 

than were the two cultures’ naming configuration. On this note, Heider and Olivier conclude that their results do 

not support the Whorfian hypothesis.  

 

Are there differences between males and females in their perception of colours? There are indications that 

the two sexes have varying cognitive processes and even differences at the retinal level (Mollon, 1992), suggesting 

that colours may be perceived differently between males and females. Numerous studies have examined and 

compared male and female colour vocabulary, the general consensus is that females have a greater colour lexicon 

than males, even to describe basic colours40 (Simpson & Tarrant, 1991), this pattern also emerges across a range 

of cultures and languages (Thomas, Curtis, & Bolton, 1978). It has been substantiated that in childhood girls learn 

primary colours earlier than boys (Anyan & Quillian, 1971), however this may be due to girls having superior 

language acquisition skills, or that females are superior to males at matching colours from memory (Pérez-

Carpinell, Baldoví, de Fez, & Castro, 1998). Cognitive and social factors may explain these variations between 

the sexes; it is possible that the divergent patterns in socialisation for males and females encourage a greater 

awareness of colour among women. Physiological differences between males and females also provide plausible 

explanations. Molecular biologists have revealed the existence of females possessing more than three distinct 

classes of retinal photopigments (Jameson, Highnote, & Wasserman, 2001). In another study using reflected-light 

stimuli to explore unique-hue judgements, it was found that judgements of unique-red from females formed a 

distribution with twice the variance as those made by males (Kuehni, 2001). Other literature demonstrate females 

having a greater response to the long-wavelength section of the spectrum in a colour discrimination task 

(McGuinness & Lewis, 1976). The range of the above studies demonstrates that sex differences in colour 

                                       
40 Age is also a contributing factor in an individual’s colour lexicon. Older males in the same study had a more elaborate 
colour vocabulary than younger females.  
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experience is complicated and that there are cognitive, psychophysiological, and social factors that contribute to 

the differences in visual colour perception between males and females. 

Bimler, Kirkland, and Jameson (2004) address the initial question by comparing the cognitive differences 

between males and females in colour perception, they do this with the application of MDS. Stimuli were 32 chips, 

16 were of the D15 (saturated hues) and 16 of D15DS (desaturated hues) colour vision panel tests. Each participant 

arranged the saturated stimuli into hue sequence, followed by desaturated stimuli. This constituted the standard 

panel tests for which the stimuli are designed. Stimuli were then mixed into five random triads with one left over 

at random each time. Participants indicated the most similar in each triad, by selecting the odd-one-out stimulus. 

This procedure was carried out separately for both D15 and D15DS stimuli, then repeated 12 times with a mixed 

set in which six D15 stimuli were replaced by their D15DS counterparts. Each participant performed 70 odd-one-

decisions. The study consisted of 37 male and 30 female trichromats (M age = 14 for both groups). A second group 

consisting of 11 male and 24 female trichromats (M age = 19 and 20 respectively) performed the same tests 

described above.   

For the preliminary task one three-dimensional non-metric MDS configuration was created since the 

stimuli vary in luminance. The data for this configuration was derived from the males and females from the first 

group only (only the first two dimensions of the three-dimensional configuration are presented). Both males and 

females produce very similar perceptual maps of D15 and D15DS stimuli, with dimension-one corresponding to 

the blue-yellow axis and dimension-two to the red-green axis. When data from older males were submitted to non-

metric MDS their configuration produced a similar perceptual map as the first group (r = .85); the same was 

observed for both groups of females (r = .87). In all non-metric MDS configurations, males obtained a lower Stress 

value than females, suggesting smaller variance within male participants when making similarity judgements. Two 

separate INDSCAL configurations were created, this was to remove any possibility of age effects. The vertical 

axis of the INDSCAL solution was attributed to luminance, while the horizontal axis was a balance between red–

green and blue–yellow. In each INDSCAL configuration, males placed significantly less weight on the red–green 

axes and more on luminance compared to females. These findings are consistent with literature stating that males 

compared to females, have limited colour lexicons and semantics, and/or physiological differences, and social 

factors may result in or influence differences in colour perception between sexes. 

 

 Are there differences between tobacco smokers and non-smokers in colour vision? The consumption of 

tobacco is known to affect colour vision (Erb et al., 1999) considering the vulnerability of the optic-nerve and 

retina to anoxia or toxic exposure. The optic-nerve and retina are part of the complex central nervous system with 

highly specialised cells and high metabolic demands. Tobacco smoke contains various poisonous compounds such 

as nicotine, cyanide, and carbon monoxide (CO). Inhaling even low levels of CO increases dark-adaptation time41 

and the dark-adapted threshold of light detection (refer to the Duplicity theory). The extent of colour vision 

deterioration provides a clue as to the degree of damage. According to Köllner’s law42 discrimination of colours 

along the red–green axis becomes difficult to distinguish because of damage to the optic nerve.  

                                       
41 Vision adapting to low-light by activation of rods in the retina. 
42 The law states that outer retinal diseases and media changes result in blue-yellow colour defects, while diseases of the inner 
retina, optic nerve, visual pathway, and visual cortex result in red-green defects (Schwartz, 2009). 
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In a study by Bimler and Kirkland (2004) 43 non-smokers and 41 smokers were given the D15 and 

D15DS colour vision panel tests (the procedure and stimuli of this study closely matches that of the sex difference 

study reviewed above). Data from male and female participants in each group were analysed separately to rule out 

sex differences). A three-dimensional non-metric MDS configuration was created (but only dimension-one and 

two are presented). Dimension-one was attributed to the red–green axis, while dimension-two to the blue–yellow 

axis; the pattern resembled a coherent colour model. The vertical axis of the INDSCAL solution was attributed to 

luminance, while the horizontal axis was a balance between red–green and blue–yellow. The results indicated that 

smokers have a slight impaired colour vision compared to non-smokers. Among females, smokers placed less 

weight on the red–green axis (consistent with some form of optic nerve damage) and more on the luminance axis; 

male smokes placed low weights on all axes.   

 

The studies we have reviewed in the current chapter are a mere fraction of the studies that have employed 

MDS to quantify group and individual variations in colour perception and/or conception, others include but are 

not limited to: Paramei (1996), Cavonius, Müller, and Mollon (1990), Chang and Carroll (1980), Offenbach 

(1991), Stalmeier and de Weert (1991) and Helm (1962). Being an exploratory tool that takes (dis)similarity data 

as input, MDS is used by other scientific fields such as biology (Quinn and Keough, 2002); in market research 

(Babinec, 1989) and other industries such as law firms (Poturak & Goksu, 2012). In the following chapters we 

introduce our empirical experiments which we hope will contribute to the existing body of research encompassing 

the cognitive structure of colour categories in trichromatic and dichromatic observers, and the visually impaired. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE COGNITIVE AND SEMANTIC STRUCTURE OF BASIC COLOUR TERMS 
 
 
4.0 Introduction  
 

Humans are visual beings, we use and rely on our vision more than any other sense. The myriad forms of 

information vision offers humans demonstrates its crucial role in our lives. The absence of this sensory-modality 

not only impedes the quality of our life, but it drastically alters the way we experience the world around us. One 

unique experience vision delivers is colour, within this experience trichromatic observers (TRIs) attain an 

inimitable experience of entities and concepts. For TRIs the experience of colour is the result of interaction of light 

with photoreceptors within the eyes’ retina. The signal is then interpreted by the visual areas of the brain, 

particularly V4. Colour stimuli can be quantified with accuracy in form of radiometric functions of lights or 

transmittance and reflectance functions of lights. There are two prominent mathematical colour models that 

illustrate human colour perception. One model is the CIE colour space, it is concerned with the initial perception 

of colour as a function of different spectrums of light. The other model is the DKL colour space, it describes colour 

perception as a physiological response (refer to section 1.2).   

Yet there are those among us for whom colour never existed or no-longer exists; for such individuals the 

world is undoubtedly experienced and interacted with differently. Focussing on colour, we seek to understand how 

the congenitally blind (CB) construct conceptions of colour and how their conceptions compare with those that 

possess trichromatic vision. Considering colour is exclusively experienced by sight we intuitively rule out other 

sensory-modalities that may be thought of as a function to experience colour. It then seems reasonable to attribute 

any knowledge of colour that the CB have accumulated to language.  

A number of notions related to language were discussed in the general introduction. The first was the 

principle of linguistic relativity (PLR) which asserts that perceptions, opinions, and thoughts are determined, if not 

influenced by the language we speak. Nearly all the work undertaken to explore the PLR has been performed by 

colour categorisation tasks, particularly with groups of participants consisting of two distinct languages. By 

comparing languages vastly differing in their colour vocabularies, Heider (1972) and Berlin and Kay (1969) 

concluded that categorisation of colour terms were universal and that the language that we speak does not affect 

our perception of colour. They also believed there to be 11 BCTs in the English language: red, orange, yellow, 

green, blue, purple, pink, brown, grey, black, and white. Although their assertions achieved widespread influence, 

their methodologies, assumptions, theories, and conclusions were scrutinised and challenged (see Levinson, 2001; 

Roberson et al. 2000; Saunders, 2000). The theory that language determines perception remains open to question 

as studies provided contradictory results, but what was continuously demonstrated was that our dominant language 

at least influences our perception of the world (Harley 2001). Our intention is not to enter this paradigmatic debate 

in cognitive science, rather it is to establish what may define a basic colour term (BCT) and explore studies 

evaluating theories asserting that language determines or influences perception and conception. What is 

unanimously agreed upon from Berlin and Kay’s work is that the English language predominantly divides colours 

into BCTs (e.g., red, green and blue) and descriptive (or non-basic) colour terms (DCTs e.g., maroon, turquoise 
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and lilac).43 BCTs are ideally monolexemic, superordinate, non-overlapping, co-ordinately contrastive, 

exhaustive, and commonly used in speech and text.  

The notions of semantic and lexical fields were also discussed. A semantic field describes how a collection 

of related terms denote a phenomena, for example, red, green, blue, yellow, black, and white form a semantic unity 

of colour or the opponent-process of human colour vision. Categorisation of objects is deeply rooted in language 

and can be exemplified by a semantic field. For example: blue, green, or purple are perceived as cold colours. 

They are also perceived to be dark colours because of their low perceptual lightness. Red, orange, or yellow are 

perceived as warm colours. They are also perceived to be light colours because of their high perceptual lightness. 

The notion of lexical fields demonstrates how the presence of a particular term can change the meaning of a 

sentence or that the term itself has a different meaning depending on the sentence it is embedded. For example, 

“She feels blue” as opposed to “She appeared blue from the cold.”  

The notions of colour affordance and affectances were also described to provide an alternative view of 

how the CB can acquire an understanding of colour. Affordance essentially addresses how an organism interacts 

with its environment. To place and exemplify this notion in the context of colour provides a literal explanation. 

Certain colours directly and indirectly induce human action, for example, when charcoal is hot it glows bright red 

and it can offer an agent (e.g., a person) a source to cook food, however the agent cannot afford to directly touch 

the burning charcoal with his hand. Another example is with fruit, a red strawberry indicates ripeness and offers 

an agent food, an agent can afford to recognise the chromatic signal because he has trichromatic vision. The term 

affectances is based on the verb to affect. Colours are often said to evoke or express various emotional states or 

have an influence on one’s mind. For example, green has historically been associated to jealousy and blue with 

depression. Of course these metaphoric associations are context specific, describing someone’s complexion as 

blue suggests they are cold, but expressing someone’s emotional state as blue suggests they are sad. Vision is not 

a prerequisite for any of the above notions and theories. Given the opportunity to learn the semantic and lexical 

associations of colours there is no reason why a CB individual cannot appropriately categorise colour terms or to 

comprehend colour affordances and affectances. 

 

Two of the key mathematical techniques employed to construct geometric maps of cognitive processes 

and cognitive differences between individuals are Multidimensional scaling (MDS) and Individual differences 

scaling (INDSCAL), respectively. MDS produces a cognitive space of one or more dimensions, each dimension 

represents a scale of perception. The location of stimuli within the configuration relative to other stimuli represents 

the cognitive distance between the two, therefore if two objects are perceived to be similar they are positioned in 

close proximity to one another, whereas two objects perceived to be very difference will have a large proximity 

between them. Identification of dimensions can be inferential or they can be mapped onto a model or theory (refer 

to chapter three). The input data to MDS is primarily a (dis)similarity matrix comprised of values showing 

(dis)similarities between each pair of stimuli. To measure the cognitive differences between individuals or to 

explore how (dis)similarity judgements are made the researcher can perform an INDSCAL analysis. Rather than 

stimuli being represented as seen in a MDS configuration, the INDSCAL configuration represents participant’s 

                                       
43 Chapter five focusses on DCTs. 
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weights or judgements. The identification of the INDSCAL dimensions are derived from the identification of the 

MDS configuration. By examining an INDSCAL configuration and noticing that a participant’s weight is higher 

on one than another would suggest that judgements are primarily based on the identification of that dimension.      

 

The current chapter is divided into two sections. The first section explores the cognitive structure of basic 

colour categories by way of MDS. Here we examine how well the CBs’ conceptions of BCTs map onto the visual 

perception of colours in TRIs. Essentially we are comparing the perceptual colour maps of the two groups. If it is 

shown that the two colour maps are distinctly different then we can assume that the CB have no conception of 

colour categories and that linguistic factors play no role in assisting the CB in constructing an appropriate 

perceptual map of BCTs. We can assume otherwise if the CBs’ colour map exhibit a configuration resembling that 

of their trichromatic counterparts. The second section is aimed at providing further possible identifications of the 

configuration’s dimensions and to compare groups’ semantic associations to colour terms.  

 
4.1 Basic colour terms and Multidimensional scaling [section one] 
 

In the previous chapter (section 3.1) we presented a detailed review of two studies investigating the 

cognitive structure of colour categories in the CB by way of MDS. Here we briefly reconsider the two studies and 

emphasise how their methods and analyses can be improved. The studies conducted by Shepard and Cooper (1992) 

and Marmor (1978) have commonalities and differences among them. First, Marmor’s study included 

adventitiously blind (AB) participants, whereas Shepard and Cooper did not. Shepard and Cooper’s study included 

dichromatic or colour blind observers (ColBs) whereas Marmor’s did not. Marmor’s study also has more than 

double the sample size of CB participants than Shepard and Cooper’s study. Second Marmor had her participants 

subcategorise colour term similarities, allowing for further investigation as to how the CB and TRIs group colour 

terms. Third, Marmor uses the less commonly used Stress formula II whereas Shepard and Cooper use Stress 

formula I. Stress-I and II differ in the normalising constant used in the denominator. One advantage Stress-I has 

over Stress-II is that it yields a substantially smaller Stress value. Finally, Marmor investigates whether age-year 

of blindness is a function of variance in INDSCAL, where no evidence of an association was found. As for 

methodological and procedural commonalities both present participants with basic and descriptive colour terms 

concurrently. Participants in both studies were given separate shuffled decks of cards with each deck having cards 

that had either pairs of colours (not presented to blind participants), pairs of colour terms (typed in braille for the 

blind), or pairs of colours and their corresponding colour terms printed on them (only presented to TRIs and the 

ColB). Participants were asked to reorder each deck from most to least similar. As for analyses of data, both submit 

an average similarity matrix to non-metric MDS, yet they submit independent similarity matrices of each 

participant to INDSCAL. Both use a similarity (as opposed to a dissimilarity) scale, that is, higher values in the 

similarity matrix indicate most similar colour pairs and lower values indicate least similar pairs. Both allow 

participants to examine stimuli prior to official data collection, in fact Marmor provides participants an example 

demonstrating how to assign similarities between colour terms that are perceived to blend into one another. Despite 

these commonalities Shepard and Cooper concluded that the CB have limited understanding of colour relations, 

dividing colour terms only by reference to temperature, whereas Marmor argued that the CB are able to categorise 

colour terms as well as their trichromatic counterparts.   
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There are a number of limitations to Shepard and Cooper’s and Marmor’s studies, which are imposed by 

their methodology, procedure, and analyses. By outlining and improving these limitations we offer a modern and 

in-depth account of colour perception/conception in TRIs, the ColB (chapter five), the AB, and the CB.  

First, based on semantic, lexical, and metaphoric differences between basic and descriptive colour terms, 

it would be more appropriate to divide the two into two separate experiments allowing for a separate examination 

of colour lexemes. Furthermore, including achromatic colour terms: black and white into the task helps identify a 

possible dimension related to lightness.  

Second, the studies by Shepard and Cooper, and Marmor used similarity data, specifically the cluster 

method. Here participants were given cards with two objects on them to be compared. The participant is asked to 

sort the cards until satisfied that all the cards range from most to least similar. This ordering in the case of colours 

poses a few issues: a.) The cluster method is not as sensitive as the direct judgement method44 to individual 

variability; it is likely that TRIs will rank-order the colours in fairly the same order despite variability in their 

perception b.) The cluster method limits participants in the choices they can make, that is, each judgement has 

only one slot in the similarity pile to place a card and therefore an equal ranking cannot be given to two objects45, 

whereas in the direct judgement method participants are at liberty to give the same numerical estimate more than 

once c.) The nature of the cluster method is essentially rank-ordering which assumes that there are equal distances 

between objects, where in fact this is not the case in colour perception. 

Third, analysis of an average similarity matrix as opposed to a raw similarity matrix poses advantages and 

disadvantages. The former allows for an effective comparison between groups when performing correlational 

computations and yields a low Stress value, however the cost of this is informants’ individual differences are 

obscured. The latter reveals a direct view of cognitive distances between individuals, colour terms, and accounts 

for higher variance accounted for, but it does result in a higher Stress value. Most importantly, by analysing and 

creating a configuration yielded by an average similarity matrix, as Shepard and Cooper, and Marmor do, they are 

severely limiting the fidelity and interpretation of an INDSCAL configuration. The following provides support 

and rationale for analysing participants’ raw dissimilarity matrices. Some studies employing MDS create an 

average (dis)similarity matrix. That is, the final matrix submitted to MDS is the average numerical estimates across 

all individual dissimilarity matrices. For most subjective measures this maybe valid, first because the stimuli 

presented may have an actual Euclidian (or metric) distance such as the distances between cities. The final 

configuration, which is a product of the average (dis)similarity matrix can be superimposed onto a map illustrating 

the actual distances between selected cities thus, the researcher can confidently compare and measure the 

subjective distance between cities based on a geometric map. Second, participants of such studies ought to come 

from a homogenous population; the participants of our study (including Shepard and Cooper, and Marmor) do not 

(i.e., there are a number of groups and each have various visual abilities and/or memory of colour). Therefore it 

                                       
44 A direct judgement method is where participants are asked to give a numerical rating of dissimilarity. For technical reasons, 
majority of authors (e.g., Young & Harris, 2004) encourage the use of dissimilarities as input into MDS, the logic behind this 
is that the distances are direct and positive (that is, the higher the dissimilarity the larger the perceived psychological distance). 
45 For example, a TRI may perceive black and white as dissimilar as red and green, but because there is only one slot available 
to place each colour pair, their (dis)similarity matrix will show that they have placed higher or lower proximity between pairs 
of stimuli they actually perceive as equally distant from one another.   
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would only seem appropriate to create an average dissimilarity matrix for each group independently IF data is 

derived from homogenous sample population. But due to the very nature of this study – quantifying the subjective 

distance between colours, which in reality does not exist – there is no definitive Euclidian measure for the 

subjective or cognitive distance of colour. Thus it would be inaccurate to group individuals together regardless of 

their visual ability. Furthermore, the study employs INDSCAL to statistically point out the cognitive differences 

between individuals by taking into account individual dissimilarity matrices. It is rather misleading to present a 

perceptual map based on an average dissimilarity matrix and then create an INDSCAL configuration to 

demonstrate individual differences, because what has been created by INDSCAL is not a product of the average 

dissimilarity matrix, rather the individual dissimilarity matrices. Also considering the number of stimuli (nine) in 

Shepard and Cooper’s, and Marmor’s studies an average (dis)similarity matrices is not necessarily required (Hout, 

Papesh, & Stephen, 2013; Manly, 2005), the only benefit of creating one would be to obtain a small Stress-values 

which is at the cost of obscuring individual variability. It appears that this was overlooked in the studies by Shepard 

and Cooper and Marmor, resulting in questionable calculations and premature assumptions. 

Further improvements can be made to Shepard and Cooper’s and Marmor’s study. First, coordinates of 

configurations can be validated using the Jack-knife procedure (Efron, 1982; Tukey, 1958). The procedure also 

provides variance computations for each group which are indicated by error bars on each stimulus. Second, the 

rank order of stimuli varying along each dimension of each groups’ configuration can be correlated between 

groups, this provides a statistical measure of how each groups’ perceptual map compares with one another. Third, 

distance matrices and average dissimilarity matrices of each group can be correlated to show further insight into 

group differences. Fourth, rather than inferring identifications of dimensions it would be worthwhile to correlate 

dimensions on a visual scale, for example the cardinal direction of colour space, or a semantic scale showing colour 

connotations. This would make sense considering the CB acquire knowledge of colours via linguistic factors. 

Finally, a follow-up experiment can be performed where the CB and AB participants are re-interviewed after a 

duration of time. Time-one and time-two perceptual maps can be compared by employing the same analyses 

delineated above to explore whether there is a shift in their conceptions of colour categories.    

 

 To deliver a comprehensive account of how the visually impaired construct concepts of colour we have 

formulated improvements that enhance previous attempts to reveal the cognitive structure of colour categories in 

the visually impaired. 

 
4.2 Basic colour term experiment [MDS] 
 
Methods 
 
Participants 
 
 A total of 59 observers participated in this study. Of these, 30 had normal trichromatic colour vision (TRI: 

11 females, 4 males, M age = 33, range = 49). Half (15) of the trichromats performed the task blindfolded (bTRI: 

9 females, 6 males, M age = 32.2, range = 38). A further 16 observers were adventitiously blind (AB: 7 females, 

9 males, M age = 49.4, range = 49, average duration of blindness = 23.3 years) and 13 were congenitally blind 

(CB: 7 females, 6 males, M age = 40.4, range = 53). 
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Stimuli 
 
 Stimuli consisted of nine basic colour terms (BCTs): red, orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, 

black, and white. A total of 36 possible colour term pairs were presented to participants verbally. Each participant 

was given a separate random set of colour pairs.  

 
Procedure  
 
 The direct judgement method was employed. Participants were asked to judge the dissimilarities between 

pairs of BCTs presented to them verbally and respond with a numerical estimate ranging from 0 (identical) to 9 

(complete opposites). Each participant’s response was recorded in the lower triangular portion of a 9 x 9 matrix, 

each cell of the portion corresponded to a possible pair of BCTs. Participants were not asked to judge the 

dissimilarity of two identical colour terms, thus a response of zero was not anticipated. Participants were presented 

with each possible pairing only once and were at liberty to provide the same numerical estimate to more than one 

pair of stimuli. After the experiment participants were debriefed regarding the strategies they used to compare 

colours.      

 
Results 
 
 Individual raw dissimilarity matrices from each group were submitted to (SPSS - PROXSCAL) non-metric 

MDS. Ordinal MDS was used as dissimilarity matrices are based on subjective judgements. Table 1.0 displays the 

Stress values for raw dissimilarity matrices and an average dissimilarity matrix for each group. Stress values 

indicated a reasonable fit between original proximities (i.e., the raw data) and the derived distances for all groups 

at two-dimensions except for the CB. As expected Stress values reduce when raw dissimilarity matrices are 

converted into an average dissimilarity matrix; this is because individual variability is obscured. As we have 

emphasised, in such studies where groups do not come from homogenous samples it is beneficial to analyse raw 

dissimilarity matrices.    

  Examination of Scree plots46 derived from raw dissimilarity matrices for TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB 

suggested a two-dimensional configuration (also supported by their Stress values) that is, a two-dimensional 

configuration would best represent their data. All three were practically identical in that their plot’s elbow were 

pronounced on two-dimensions. The elbow for the CB was suggestive of a three-dimensional configuration, this 

is not surprising considering their high Stress value (.20) for a two-dimensional configuration. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                       
46 Refer to appendix three for a single Scree plot comparing all four groups’ optimum dimension, and two-dimensional 
configurations derived from group’s averaged dissimilarity matrix. 
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Table 1.0 Stress values for each non-metric MDS configuration derived from 
raw dissimilarity matrices and an average dissimilarity matrix for each group 
in the BCTs task. 
 
  Raw dissimilarity matrices  Average dissimilarity matrix   
TRI .14 .10 
bTRI .13 .08 
AB .14 .10 
CB         .20 (2D) .14 (3D) .08 (2D) 

 
 
 To test the reliability of the coordinates of the MDS configurations and calculate variance for each stimulus 

on each dimension the Jack-knife procedure was employed.  

 Statistical resampling methods are beneficial for parametric estimation, hypothesis testing, and validation 

of statistical models. The Jack-knife procedure is one of many resampling techniques (e.g., Bootstrap, which the 

Jack-knife procedure predates). The Jack-knife or leave one out procedure was developed by Quenouille (1949, 

1956). Tuckey (1958) later expanded the formula to include variance estimation and tailored the term Jack-knife 

because similar to a Jack-knife – a pocket knife akin to a Swiss army knife, this technique can be used as a quick 

and dirty replacement tool. The Jack-knife estimation of a parameter is an iterative process. First, the parameter is 

estimated from the entire sample. Second, each element is in-turn dropped from the sample and the parameter of 

interest is estimated from the smaller sample; this estimation is called a partial estimate. Third, a pseudovalue is 

calculated as the difference between the entire sample estimate and the partial estimate. These pseudovalues reduce 

the (linear) bias of the partial estimate (because the bias is eliminated by the subtraction between the two estimates). 

The pseudovalues are then used in lieu of the original values to estimate the parameter of interest, and their standard 

deviations used to estimate the parameter standard error, which can then be used for calculating confidence 

intervals (Abdi & Williams, 2010). The formula for above sequence can viewed in appendix three. 

 

The Stress value and Scree plot for the CB indicated that a three-dimensional configuration would 

adequately represent their data and although one was created47 we were unable to detect any meaningful pattern 

in the third-dimension. For this reason we retained their two-dimensional configuration. It should be noted that a 

three-dimensional configuration did not alter the arrangement of stimuli at the two-dimensional level. Figure 2.2 

displays a side-by-side comparison of the two-dimensional configurations for all groups. On first impression all 

perceptual maps appear quite similar. Colours varying along dimension-one seem to transform from dark to light, 

in this regard dimension-one can be inferred to be revealing a lightness axis. Dimension-two appears to be 

revealing a thermal axis as colours vary from warm to cool. All perceptual maps appear to approximate the 

Newtonian colour circle with the exception of the two achromatic colours. The DKL colour space also manifests 

depicting the three opponent colour axes (indicated by dashed lines).  

Error bars displaying variance for each colour on each dimension are extremely small for TRIs, bTRIs, 

and the AB; suggesting that these observers make similar categorical judgements between pairs of BCTs within 

                                       
47 Refer to appendix three for a three-dimensional configuration derived from the CB raw dissimilarity matrices. 
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their respective groups. Having current or previous visual experience of colour is most likely the basis of their 

agreement. On the other hand the CB never having visual experience of colours rely upon their semantic and/or 

lexical knowledge of BCTs. The larger error bars on their configuration is probably a reflection of variability in 

their semantic and lexical knowledge of BCTs.  

 

 
 
Figure 2.2 Non-metric MDS configurations yielded from individual raw dissimilarity matrices from each group 
(A: Trichromats; B: Blindfolded trichromats; C: Adventitiously blind; D: Congenitally blind) for the BCT task. 
The numerical values within the configurations are unit-less proximity values and represent Euclidian distances 
between the respective colours. The three dashed lines within each configuration depict the DKL colour space. 
The grey lines connect respective colours approximating the Newtonian colour circle. Error bars represent the 
standard error of the mean for the corresponding dimension derived from the Jack-knife procedure. 
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To measure the extent to which groups’ common spaces correlate with one-another we calculated four 

correlation coefficients. Spearman’s rank-order correlation was used to compare the rank order of stimuli varying 

along each dimension for each group (table 1.1A & B). Although the correlation coefficients are quite high between 

the CB and the other three groups, they pale in comparison compared to the correlation coefficients between TRIs, 

bTRIs, and the AB. 

 
Table 1.1A Correlations between groups when stimuli are  
rank ordered along dimension-one on the BCT configurations. 
 

D1 TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = .98    
AB r = 1 r = .98   
CB r = .90 r = .95 r = .90  
p < .001         

 
Table 1.1B Correlations between groups when stimuli are  
rank ordered along dimension-two on the BCT configurations. 
 

D2 TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = 1    
AB r = .98 r = .98   
CB r = .87 r = .86 r = .91  
p < .001         

 
 

Four average dissimilarity matrices were calculated by averaging all numerical estimates across all 

participants in each group. The four derived distance matrices displays the average Euclidean distance48 between 

each stimulus for each group. Looking back to figure 2.2 these Euclidean distances have been placed between 

respective colours approximating the colour circle. Pearson’s product-moment correlation was used to compare 

the average dissimilarity and derived distance matrices between each group. In order to calculate correlations, 

matrices were transformed into single columns allowing for correlational comparisons49. Tables 1.2A and B show 

the correlations of average dissimilarity and distance matrices between each group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                       
48 Distances are transformed to Euclidean distances using Togerson’s (1958) procedure. 
49 There are four average dissimilarity matrices and four derived distance matrices – one for each group. Each cell within the 
matrices corresponds to each pair of BCTs. Transforming each matrix to a column and preserving the order of BCT pairs 
allows for correlational comparisons between each group.     
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Table 1.2A Correlations between groups’ average dissimilarity  
matrices for the BCT task. 
 
μ dissimilarity 
matrix TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = .94    
AB r = .94 r = .93   
CB r = .76 r = .80 r = .72   
p < .001         

 
Table 1.2B Correlations between groups’ distance matrices for  
the BCT task. 
 
Distance matrix TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = .98    
AB r = .96 r = .94   
CB r = .65 r = .66 r = .62   
 p < .001         

 
 

These results indicate that on average TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB provide very similar numerical estimates 

between BCTs and as expected their derived distance matrices are also highly correlated with one another. The 

CB group show reduced correlation coefficients with the other groups. Although perceptual maps appear quite 

similar and indeed this is the case for the sighted and once were sighted, the CB appear to standout as the most 

dissimilar of the four groups.  

 

We now turn to the INDSCAL (Master Stimulus space) analysis to show individual differences in 

categorical judgements of BCTs. Recall that the INDSCAL configuration illustrates the cognitive differences 

between all observers, more specifically it shows the degree of influence each dimension has on an observer’s 

judgement. 
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Figure 2.3 Two-dimensional Master Stimulus space of TRIs, bTRIs, the AB, and CB performing the BCT task. 

 
Before we examine the INDSCAL configuration a few of points need to be made. First, the Stress value 

of the Master Stimulus space (.15) appears reasonable in representing the data of all observers. Second, recall that 

dimension-one of the MDS configuration was attributed to lightness and dimension-two to a thermal axis. These 

inferences are transposed on to the dimensions of the INDSCAL configuration. Third each point on the INDSCAL 

configuration represents an observer’s weight on each scale, that is, if an observer weighs heavily on one dimension 

over another we could assume that she is making categorical judgements based on the identification of that scale. 

Lastly, the INDSCAL analysis provides a weirdness index, which indicates to what extent individuals deviate from 

the general consensus and the extent they deviate from the 45 degree line representing equal weighting of both 

dimensions (refer to chapter two, section 2.6). Weirdness values range from 0 (a typical participant) to 1 (an 

extremely unusual or weird participant). 

 

Two clusters emerge in the INDSCAL configuration – one dominated by the CB (lower left) and the other 

with the remaining participants (mid space) intertwined. A common pattern pertinent to all observers is that their 

weight vectors are orientated in the same direction, this is an indication of similarity between observers and as can 

be seen the CB follow the dominant orientation of the other three groups. It is also apparent that the CB have 

relatively lower weights on dimension-one and two compared to the other three groups. Together the INDSCAL 

analysis indicates that judgements predominantly vary along each dimension – going by our initial inferences it 

appears that some observers prefer making pairwise comparisons based on a lightness scale, while others prefer to 

make comparisons based on a thermal scale. Those that have relative weightings on dimension-one and two are 
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said to be making categorical judgements based on both inferred scales. As mentioned earlier, although the CB 

make categorical judgements similar to their sighted and once were sighted counterparts, their locations on the 

INDSCAL configuration shows it is at a lower level (i.e., the CB overall have lower weights than the other groups). 

Considering the only discernible difference between the CB and the remaining three groups is direct visual 

experience of colour, it seems logical to assume that vision is the impetus that elevates the experience of colour. 

 

The INDSCAL model not only shows individual differences at the cognitive level but also shows 

differences at the configural level (i.e., private space). For these reasons a statistical comparison of observer’s 

weights on an INDSCAL configuration allows for an effective measure of group differences. Each observer has a 

set of coordinates indicating their weight on each dimension on the INDSCAL configuration (D₁ʷ & D₂ʷ), by 

calculating the difference between D₁ʷ and D₂ʷ for each observer we obtain a single value, this reflects the relative 

weighting of dimensions (if dimensions are equally weighted this value will tend towards zero). Observers are 

then separated into their respective groups. By employing the Kruskal-Wallis H test which is analogous to a One-

way ANOVA on ranks (Kruskal & Wallis, 1952), a statistical comparison between the groups’ averages can be 

made. This procedure was carried out to examine whether a difference exists between groups; the results indicated 

that there were no statistical differences between groups in the BCT experiment (refer to appendix three, table 

1.0). 

 
In the INDSCAL configuration two CB participants can be seen to be embedded within the cluster of 

TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB (one marked as CB4). Their positions indicate that they make categorical judgements 

resembling that of sighted and once were sighted observers. Their weights are also comparable along dimension-

one and two, this suggests they are taking in to consideration both dimension-one and two when making 

comparable decisions. Another CB participant also marked on the INDSCAL configuration (CB11) is located at 

the high end of dimension-one. His position suggests that he is inclined to make categorical decisions that are 

heavily influenced by dimension-one. By creating a private space for CB4 and 11 we exemplify a point that was 

made in chapter two – INDSCAL predicting the shape of an individual’s private space and subjective judgements. 

Based on her weight INDSCAL predicts that CB4’s private space will be circular and/or approximates the colour 

circle. CB11 on the other hand weighs heavily on dimension-one over dimension-two, and he deviates from 

majority of TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB. These observations indicate he will exhibit a horizontally elongated private 

space and suggests that his private space may not categorise BCTs approximating the colour circle. Although we 

can be confident in the INDSCAL configuration predicting the orientation of an individual’s private space, our 

decision that he/she has created an incomprehensible colour map should be reserved until after we have examined 

their private space (figure 2.4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 2
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Figure 2.4 Side-by-side comparison of CB4’s and CB11’s private space. Weirdness value = .19 and .60 
respectively.  
 

INDSCAL has successfully predicted the shape of CB4 and 11’s private space. CB4 having comparable 

weightings on dimension-one and two has a circular configuration that approximates the colour circle which also 

depicts the DKL colour space. CB11 weighing heavily on dimension-one has a horizontally elongated 

configuration depicting a distorted colour circle and DKL colour space. 

 

An attempt was made to see whether age and/or duration of blindness may covary with the two-

dimensional Master Stimulus space created independently for the AB and CB participants. The procedure was 

performed with Pearson’s product-moment correlation – each participant’s weight varying on dimension-one and 

two was correlated with their age and duration of blindness. Only one significant correlation was found between 

the ABs’ age and dimension-two (r = -.67, p = .001). Note that is it is illegitimate to rotate or transpose the 

INDSCAL configuration, therefore a negative correlation will remain as is. The results indicates that as the age of 

the AB increases their categorical judgements on the dimension-two decreases. 

 
Two-year interval 
 

After a duration of nearly two-years we re-interviewed all completely blind participants. The purpose of 

this was to observe any changes that may have occurred to their perceptual maps in the course of this time. Figure 

2.5 shows a side-by-side comparison between the original configurations (time-one) and those created ~two-years 

later (time-two). Stress values of time-two configurations (CB = .19 and AB = .13) are nearly identical to time-

one configurations (CB = .20 and AB = .14). Correlational analyses for the two time-lines indicated each respective 

set of configurations perfectly correlated in regards to rank order of stimuli on dimension-one and two (r = 1, p = 

.001) and highly correlated in regards to average dissimilarity and distance matrices (r  ≥ .94, p = .001), 

demonstrating that that after ~two-years neither group has significantly changed in their ability to conceptualise 

BCTs. Error bars remain observable for the CB and very small for the AB. Comparative examination between 

time-one and time-two private spaces of all completely blind participants showed only a moderate difference 
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between the two in that there was an expansion of some stimuli; this is reflected in their time-two common space 

where it is apparent that the configurations (for time-two) has more spread between stimuli. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.5 Side-by-side comparison between original MDS configurations (time-one) and two-year interval (time-
two) configurations for completely blind participants for the BCT task. 
 
4.3 Discussion 
 
 While Stress values and Scree plots indicated that a two-dimensional solution would adequately represent 

perceptual maps of TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB, they suggested a three-dimensional solution for the CB. However, 

the third dimension of the CB solution did not convey any meaningful pattern and was suggested to be a result of 

high variance and noise. Furthermore, the arrangement of stimuli on a two-dimensional configuration was 

maintained even when a three-dimensional configuration was created; providing further evidence that the third-
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dimension is mere noise in the data. For these reasons we opted for a two-dimensional configuration to represent 

the CBs’ perceptual map. All four perceptual maps approximated the Newtonian colour circle and the DKL colour 

space displaying three opponent-axes. Dimension-one was attributed to a lightness axis as colours varying along 

this dimension changed in perceptual lightness from dark to light. Dimension-two was attributed to a thermal axis 

as colours varied from warm to cool.  

 
At first glance all four perceptual maps (figure 2.2) appear quite similar and although this is true between 

TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB, an in-depth analysis revealed that configurable similarities between the CB and the 

remaining three groups is only superficial. 

Error bars displaying variance for TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB are extremely small. This indicates a strong 

consensus within these groups on comparable judgements between pairs of BCTs. A likely explanation is that 

current or previous visual experience of colours maintains to be the primary factor for making categorical 

decisions. The configuration of the CB displays the largest error bars. This is possibly revealing lexical and/or 

semantic variability of BCTs within the CB group that stems from limited or abundant linguistic encounters with 

BCTs.  

Three correlation coefficients were calculated to examine the extent to which all four configurations 

correlated with one-another. Spearman’s rank-order correlation showed that the order of BCTs along dimension-

one are almost identical between TRIs and bTRIs, and are identical along dimension-two (rD1 = .98, rD2 = 1). The 

same analysis between TRIs and the AB again yields substantial correlations, except that they are identical on 

dimension-one rather than dimension-two (rD1 = 1, rD2 = .98). Although correlations maintain to be high between 

TRIs and the CB there is a reduction in the correlation coefficients (rD1 = 90, rD2 = .87). A number of points can 

be taken from these results: a) as expected, blindfolding trichromatic observers did not have an impeding affect in 

their ability to categorise BCTs; b) by correlating the rank order of two trichromatic groups (TRIs and bTRIs) we 

obtain a sense of reliability of the configurations produced by MDS. Because the CB yield perceptual maps 

resembling that of TRIs it is important to determine whether these differences between the two groups are 

meaningful or are they of similar magnitude to the differences one would find with any two sample populations. 

If the two trichromatic groups yielded correlation coefficients similar to the TRIs’ and the CBs’ correlations we 

might be tempted to conclude that there is no meaningful difference between the two groups, and that the CB are 

only different because they are a different sample of people. However, this was not the case – the correlation 

coefficients between TRIs and the CB pales in comparison with the correlations between the two trichromatic 

groups. Thus we can be fairly confident that the difference between the TRIs and the CB is not just a result of 

natural variation. c) The AB yielded a perceptual map that nearly mirrors that of TRIs, this demonstrates that 

absence of direct visual experience50 of colour does not seem to impede the ability to categorise colour terms; d) 

absence of direct visual experience of colour since birth appears to only have a slight effect in one’s ability to 

categorise colour terms. 

The next two analyses performed by Pearson’s product-moment correlation was to explore the extent to 

which groups correlate with one another in regards to their average dissimilarity and distance matrix. Correlation 

                                       
50 The AB have been completely blind on average for 23.3 years. 
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coefficients between TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB are very high between their average dissimilarity matrices (r ≥ .93) 

and their distance matrices (r ≥ .94). Yet comparisons between the CB and the remaining three groups show an 

immediate reduction in correlation coefficients (r ≤ .80; r ≤ .66, respectively). These results show that on average 

TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB place very similar numerical estimates between pairs of colours and therefore also 

produce very similar distance matrices. Nonetheless, on average the numerical estimates the CB provide are still 

similar to that of the other three groups; as a result they create an impressive and comprehensible colour space 

despite never having direct visual experience of colour.  

These three correlations demonstrate the potent role language plays in conveying colour categories to the 

CB. Through linguistic properties such as similes, metaphors, and metonyms, they have learned colour 

associations, and through semantic and lexical fields they have come to know how colours are placed into context. 

By simply visually comparing the four perceptual maps one may have difficulty distinguishing which belongs to 

which group.  

 

INDSCAL – interpretation of cognitive differences among observers 

 

 An INDSCAL configuration illustrates the cognitive differences between observers, it does this by placing 

each observer’s weight along one or more dimensions. The location of an observer’s weight represents the extent 

to which an observer is influenced by the identification of a dimension. The identification of the INDSCAL 

configuration’s dimensions are derived from the MDS configuration. A low weighting would indicate that the 

observer is scarcely making judgements based on the identification of that dimension, whereas a high weight would 

suggest the opposite, and relative weightings suggests they are considering both dimensions fairly equally. We 

intuitively identified dimension-one as a lightness axis, as colours gradually increased in perceived brightness 

from left to right. Dimension-two was identified as a thermal axis, as colours gradually decreased in perceived 

temperature from top to bottom.  

 Two clusters are identified in the INDSCAL configuration (figure 2.3), one consisting of TRIs, bTRIs, 

and AB observers, and the other the CB. It is evident from the INDSCAL configuration that that there are 

individual differences within TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB. This demonstrates that their individual judgements vary, 

that is, some of these observers place higher weights (or base their judgements) on dimension-one and some on 

dimension-two, and there are those that are located near the centre of the configuration, this indicates that their 

judgements are comparable on dimensions-one and two.  

INDSCAL also showed that the sighted and previously sighted intertwine on a continuum with one another 

and their weight vectors are orientated in the same direction which denotes the degree of similarity between 

participants (MacCallum, 1977). Interestingly the CB also orientate in the same linear direction, this suggests that 

the CB possess an understanding of colour relations similar to their sighted or once sighted counterparts; yet their 

weights on both dimensions are muted compared to the other three groups suggesting that their understanding is 

at a lower level. This may possibly be showing the difference between judgements based on direct visual 

experience of colour and those based on semantic/lexical knowledge of colour.   

Despite the vast differences between experiencing colour visually and constructing a conception of it 

linguistically, two CB participants are seen to be embedded in the cluster predominantly occupied by the sighted 
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and previously sighted. CB4’s weight is comparable on both dimensions, meaning she is making categorical 

judgements based on both dimensions. CB11’s weight is located at the high end of dimension-one, this indicates 

that his categorical judgements are predominantly based on dimension-one. INDSCAL predicts that CB4’s private 

space will approximate the colour circle and the DKL colour space, and CB11’s private space will show a distorted 

colour circle and be horizontally elongated. Both predictions were correct (refer to figure 2.4). The following are 

self-reports given by the two CB participants: 

 

CB4: “I know some colours are more similar to one another through what others have told me. I know 

some colours are warm because they are the same colour as the sun. I also know which colours if mixed 

make another colour, but more from what I have learned from physics.” 

 

CB11: “They [colours] are something I rarely think about. I know that some colours are bright and others 

are dark, but this makes no sense to me.”  

 

Their self-report concur with their private space. CB4 has a rich understanding colour relations, she has 

learned the physical properties of colours (hue, saturation, and intensity) and is familiar with the visible spectrum 

of light. CB11 showed much less interest in colour relations, his judgements were based on which colours are dark 

or light. 

Recall that a weirdness value indicates to what extent individuals deviate from the general consensus, but 

also the extent they deviate from the 45 degree line representing equal weighting of both dimensions. The 

INDSCAL configuration consists of 30 trichromatic and 16 AB participants which constitutes 78% of the sample 

population that has or once had vision. Therefore, any participant deviating from the vast majority or one that 

demonstrates extreme bias towards one dimension over the other will be easily detected by the weirdness index. 

CB4 had a weirdness value of .19 (suggestive of a typical observer) and CB11 .60 (unusual or weird observer).   

 

An attempt was made to see whether age and/or duration of blindness may covary with the two-

dimensional Master Stimulus space created independently for AB and CB participants. The results indicated that 

as the age of the AB increased their weightings on dimension-two on their Master Stimulus space decreased (r = 

-.67, p = .00). Mental imagery in the AB has been demonstrated by a number of studies (Loomis et al., 1993; Kerr, 

1983; Marmor & Zaback, 1978), but in the case of colours mental imagery has been shown to deteriorate in the 

AB (Humphreys & Riddoch, 1987) or change in the way of thinking about concepts (Hollins, 1985). It could be 

the case that as the age of the AB increases aspects of colour slowly diminishes because their visual semantic 

memory is no-longer being updated; reducing their conceptions to a basic internal representation – lightness 

(dimension-one). For some AB participants the cognitive process of imagining colours seemed simple and for 

these participants their descriptions of colours were more accurate than for those who had difficulty imagining 

colours. The following are self-reports given by the two AB participants: 

 

AB3: “I have a good memory of colours. I can imagine them when people talk about them [can you give 

some examples?] When people talk about fruits, I still remember the colours of strawberries, bananas, 
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watermelons [can you tell me the colours of some fruits?] apples are red, there are green apples too, strawberries 

are red, and lemons are yellow.” 

 

AB12: “I don’t think about them anymore, I can’t see them so they are not important. [What do you 

remember about colours?] Some are bright like yellow, orange and green.” 

 

Trichromatic observers reported that perceived brightness of colours played an important role in 

categorising colour terms. Colour temperature also influenced their judgements as brighter colours conjured mental 

images of entities emitting heat: 

  

TRI9: “Some colours are obviously more similar than others. Colours like blue and purple are similar 

because they are both dark, I think of purple as a dark blue. Colours like orange and yellow are bright 

like fire or the Sun.”  

 

bTRI6: “It’s easy for me to imagine a colour, it’s an everyday experience. I don’t really look at a colour 

and imagine what it is similar to. [What comes to mind when you hear colour terms like red, green, blue, 

and yellow?] My favourite dress is blue, red and yellow remind me of a sunset, and green reminds me of 

green chillies.”  

 

After a period of nearly two-years the CB and AB were re-interviewed. By carrying out the same 

correlational analyses as to explore configurable differences between groups, we found that the CB and AB time-

one and time-two configurations perfectly correlated in regards to rank order of stimuli along each dimension (r = 

1, p = .00) and highly correlated in regards to average dissimilarity and derived distance matrices (r  ≥ .94, p = 

.00). The only difference between the time-one and time-two perceptual maps was a slight expansion of stimuli 

(refer to figure 2.5). These results indicate that either mental imagery and/or semantic/lexical knowledge of colour 

is persistent. 

 
The extreme cases explored in this chapter – from the normally sighted, to the AB, to the CB, defines a 

space in which people’s visual experience varies. Given that perceptual maps of the completely blind groups highly 

correlated with those of TRIs, we would do not anticipate that variations in blindness, for instance, types of residual 

visual function, would yield results distinctly different to ours. 

 
4.4 Cardinal direction task and Semantic differential application [section two] 
 

Initial examination of each groups’ perceptual map suggested that dimension-one can be attributed to 

lightness and dimension-two to metaphoric reference to colour temperature. This was intuitive based on visual 

examination of perceptual maps. However, the identification of dimension-one and two in an absolute sense is 

problematic because colour cannot be defined solely by perceptual, conceptual, or linguistic measures and that the 

identification of MDS dimensions are intrinsically arbitrary by way of inferences on behalf of observers. 

Furthermore, MDS configurations can be rotated to the satisfaction of a model, theory, or the scientist’s inferences. 
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Rather than identifying dimensions with an absolute label, two approaches were implemented to elucidate further 

identifications of dimensions.  

The cardinal direction (CD) task was designed to measure the extent to which configurations conform to 

the three opponent axes of the DKL colour space. The semantic differential (SD) application was employed to 

explore the differences between groups’ semantic connotations of BCTs. By mapping the results of these 

techniques onto the four perceptual maps we attain further identifications of dimensions. 

 
4.5 Cardinal direction task 
 
Methods 
 
Participants 
 
 6 trichromatic observers (3 females, 3 males, M age = 27.3, range = 22.5), none of whom participated in 

the BCT experiment. 

 
Stimuli and procedure  

Each participant was presented with the three cardinal directions of the DKL colour space: black-white, 

blue-yellow, and red-green. Each opponent pair was printed on a sheet of paper and separated by nine marked 

spaces. Participants were asked to write in the indicated spaces where they believed the remaining seven BCTs 

would be situated according to each cardinal direction. Tie ranks were not permitted.  

 
Results 
 
 Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (Kendall’s W) was used to determine consensus among the six 

trichromatic observers. While statistical procedures such as the Pearson’s product-moment correlation of 

coefficient assumes normally distributed values and compares two sequences of outcomes at a time, Kendall’s W 

makes no assumptions regarding the nature of the probability distribution and can accommodate an infinite number 

of distinct outcomes. Furthermore, Kendall’s W is associated to the average value of the Spearman’s rank-order 

correlation coefficients between all pairs of the rankings over which it is calculated (the formula for Kendall’s W 

can be viewed in appendix three). 
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Table 1.3 Six trichromatic observes arranging the remaining  
seven BCTs approximating the cardinal directions of the  
DKL colour space corresponding to the black-white, 
blue-yellow, and red-green axes of the opponent-process.   
 
Black   Blue   Red 
Blue  Purple  Orange 
Purple  Green  Brown 
Green  Black  Yellow 
Red  Red  Black 
Brown  Brown  White 
Orange  Orange  Purple 
Yellow  White  Blue 
White  Yellow  Green 
W = .84   W = .83   W = .89 
p < .001     

 
Spearman’s rank-order correlation was performed to investigate the degree to which dimension-one and 

two of the TRIs’, bTRIs’, the ABs’, and CBs’ configurations (figure 2.2 A, B, C, & D) correlate with the cardinal 

directions of colour space judged by the six trichromatic observers. The rank order of each BCT according to the 

three opponent-axes was correlated with the rank order of BCTs varying along dimension-one and two for each 

group (table 1.4). 

 
Table 1.4 Correlations between cardinal directions and  
dimension-one and two of all groups’ BCT configurations. 
 

Cardinal 
directions 

TRI D1 D2 
 

Red - Green r = .18 r = .97**  
Blue - Yellow r = .77* r = .36  
Black - White r = .92** r = .17   

bTRI D1 D2  
Red - Green r = .13 r = .97**  
Blue - Yellow r = .68* r = .35  
Black - White r = .85** r = .18   

AB D1 D2  
Red - Green r = .18 r = .98**  
Blue - Yellow r = .77* r = .38  
Black - White r = .92** r = .30   

CB D1 D2 D3 
Red - Green r = .20 r = .93** r = .25  
Blue - Yellow r = .37 r = .70* r = .27  
Black - White r = .70* r = .38 r = .23 
Note: * p < .05; **p < .00     

 
Table 1.4 shows that TRIs’, bTRIs’, and the ABs’ dimension-one correlates significantly with both the 

blue-yellow and black-white CDs, while dimension-two only correlates significantly with the red–green CD. In 

the case of the CB configuration only dimension-one correlates significantly with the black–white CD, while 

dimension-two accommodates and significantly correlates with the red–green and blue–yellow CDs. The CBs’ 
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third dimension did not reach significance for any CDs providing further support that their third dimension is 

possibly due to high variance and noise. 

A couple of points need to be emphasised, first, all groups which consisted of participants that are or once 

were sighted have correlated the CDs of colour space onto their two-dimensional configuration consistently; the 

only group that did not show this consistency were those that have never had sight. These results imply that 

categorical judgements made by TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB is predominantly influenced by perceived brightness of 

colours, whereas for the CB their categorical judgements are predominantly influenced by metaphoric reference 

to colour temperature. The outcome of the CD task supports our initial inferences on the identification of the 

dimensions, but more importantly it has shown that current or previous perception of colour plays a pivotal role in 

discriminating colour categories by virtue of how a hue is visually perceived – dark vs. light. For those that have 

never had visual experience of colours, discrimination of colour categories is primarily based on semantic and 

metaphoric knowledge – warm vs. cool colours.  

The CD task has provided support for the inferred identification of dimensions, but of course colours can 

be categorised by numerous scales, which are not necessarily based on vision. To explore further possible 

interpretations of dimensions and differences between the groups in their semantic associations of BCTs we turn 

to the SD application.  

 
4.6 Semantic differential application 
  
 The semantic differential (SD) application created by Osgood (1960) is a scale used for measuring the 

meaning of things and concepts. There are two aspects of meaning: (1) denotative: what a term or concept refers 

to, and (2) connotative: the suggestive significance of a word apart from its explicit and recognised meaning. The 

SD application measures connotative meaning. Consider the following example, the term ‘tiger’ denotes a 

particular large cat, its connotations can be powerful, predator, majestic, and other related attributes or aspects. To 

perform the application a scale is created with polar adjectives (opposite-meaning terms) at each end: 

 
Weak 1____:____:____:____:____:____:____7 powerful 
 

The participant is asked to rate an object, person, or any concept by placing a mark on one of the seven 

spaces along the scale. Note that more than one scale can be used for an object, person, or concept. Osgood 

identified three: potency (strong-decisive), evaluation (good-cheap), and activity (active-lazy). Typically a seven 

point scale is used, however this is not necessary, nor is it necessary to use specific adjectives or even to cover all 

three dimensions. The scale can accommodate any number of points and any set of adjectives depending on the 

focus of the research. The spaces are numbered from one to seven and responses are averaged for each scale. The 

average is plotted on a separate scale and provides a profile of the connotation of the target concept. By having 

two or more groups of people performing the SD application on numerous scales we can statistically analyse group 

differences using the analysis of variance technique.  
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Methods 
 
Participants 
 

20 TRIs (10 females, 10 males, M age = 29, range = 2.3), 13 CB and 16 AB observers, all of whom 

participated in the BCT experiment.  

 
Stimuli and procedure  
 

A list of 17 bipolar adjective scales were created relating to emotional, visual, haptic, and preferential 

measures: Happy–sad, calm–angry, submissive–aggressive, relaxed–tense, exciting–dull, self-less–jealous, 

active–passive, like–dis-like, alive–dead, fast–slow, new–old, ripe–un-ripe, soft–hard, light–heavy, fresh–stale, 

clean–dirty, and cold–hot.  

For the TRIs the list of bipolar adjectives were printed on a piece of paper and separated by seven spaces. 

Nine acronyms representing the nine BCTs were also presented on the paper (R: red, O: orange, Y: yellow, G: 

green, B: blue, BR: brown, P: purple, BL: black, and W: white). TRIs were asked to place each acronym along the 

seven point scale indicating the extent they believed each BCT is associated to each polar adjective. For example, 

position one would indicate that a BCT is highly related to the adjective while seven would indicate is it unrelated 

(tie ranks were permitted in this task).  

Completely blind participants were verbally presented with the nine BCTs and asked to provide a numeric 

estimate from one to seven indicating to what extent they believed each BCT is associated to each polar adjective 

along the semantic scales. 

 
Results 
 

Spearman’s rank-order correlation was then performed to see to what extent does dimension-one and two 

of each groups’ configuration correlates with each of the SD scales. This was performed by rank ordering BCTs 

along each SD scale and correlating them with the rank order of BCTs varying along dimension-one and two. The 

third dimension of the CB configuration was also correlated with each SD scale to try and identify a description.  
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Table 1.5 Correlations between the 17 SD scales and dimension-one and two of the TRIs’, ABs’, and CBs’ BCT 
configurations. Note: no correlation was found between dimension-three of the CB configuration and the SD 
scales.  
 

Scales TRI D1 Scales D2 Un-correlated scales 
Happy - Sad r = .81** Calm - Angry r = .80** Self-less - Jealous 
Exciting - Dull r = .66* Submissive - Aggressive r = .79** Active - Passive 
Alive - Dead r = .68* Relaxed - Tense r = .81** Like - Dis-like 
New - Old r = .71* Un-ripe - Ripe r = .66* Fast - Slow 
Soft - Hard r = .76* Cold - Hot r = .85**  
Light - Heavy r = .80**    
Fresh - Stale r = .81**    
Clean - Dirty r = .73*       
  AB D1   D2 Un-correlated scales 
Happy - Sad r = .80** Calm - Angry r = .81** Self-less - Jealous 
Submissive - Aggressive r = .77** Relaxed - Tense r = .78** Active - Passive 
Exciting - Dull r = .69* Un-ripe - Ripe r = .68* Like - Dis-like 
Alive - Dead r = .67* Cold - Hot r = .82** Fast - Slow 
New - Old r = .76*  

 Light - Heavy 
Soft - Hard r = .79**    
Fresh - Stale r = .78**    
Clean - Dirty r = .80**       
  CB D1   D2 Un-correlated scales 
Happy - Sad r = .73* Un-ripe - Ripe r = .70* Calm - Angry 
Exciting - Dull r = .83** Cold - Hot r = .82** Submissive - Aggressive 
Fast - Slow r = .71*   Relaxed - Tense 
New - Old r = .79**  

 Self-less - Jealous 
Soft - Hard r = .73*  

 Active - Passive 
Light - Heavy r = .73*   Like - Dis-like 
Fresh - Stale r = .75*   Alive - Dead 
        Clean - Dirty 
Note: *p < .05; **p < .00 Absolute values are reported.     

 
 
 The correlations shown in table 1.5 provide additional interpretations for each groups’ dimensions. TRIs 

and the AB are practically identical in that dimension-one and two of their configurations correlate with the same 

SD scales respectively, the only difference was that the AB did not attribute the light–heavy scale to any dimension 

and the submissive–aggressive scale is switched between the dimensions. The CB correlate a subset of the TRIs’ 

SD scales with each their dimensions. The third dimension of the CB configuration did not correlate with any SD 

scales, and nearly half of the SD scales do not correlate with any of the CBs’ dimensions.51  

 In the CD task it was demonstrated that dimension-one correlated the highest with the black–white CD. 

The SD scales correlating with dimension-one may be superficially or physically resembling the relationship 

between the bipolar adjectives in regards to darkness and lightness. For example, the adjectives happy, exciting, 

fresh, or new are associated to bright colours, while sad, dull, old, or stale are associated to dark colours 

                                       
51 Refer to appendix three for plots illustrating the co-linear relationship between dimensions and the SD scales for TRIs and 
the CB.  
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metaphorically or perceptually. The red–green CD was shown to correlate the highest with dimension-two, looking 

at the SD scales correlating with dimension-two we can see that the same superficial or physical resemblance of 

adjectives associated to colours varying from red to green. For example, ripe vs. un-ripe, hot vs. cold, or calm vs. 

angry. Our original inferences were not only supported by the CD task but also by the SD application. 

 

 So far neither of our tasks aimed at identifying the dimensions was successful in recognising the third 

dimension of the CB configuration. Our final attempt was to investigate whether BCT frequency may be the 

underlying function of their third dimension. The English Lexicon Project (ELP) is a vast database of descriptive 

and behavioural data, along with a search engine that affords access to this data base (Balota et al., 2007). The 

ELP involves a multi-university collaborative effort to provide a massive database of words and non-words, it also 

reveals the frequency of words and helps to investigate lexical usages in society. The ELP also makes use of corpus 

– a collection of texts, written and spoken stored in a computer database. Written text in corpora are drawn from 

books, newspapers, and magazines that have been scanned or downloaded electronically (McCarthy, 2004). The 

BCTs in the current experiment were submitted to the ELP website. The option ‘Generate Lists of Words with 

Specific Lexical Characteristics’ was selected, then ‘Submit Lists of Items to generate Lexical Characteristic’. The 

query scope ‘The complete ELP Lexicon’ was selected and ‘Browser’ was selected for query options – method of 

distribution. The output received from the ELP website was a table showing the highest frequent BCTs followed 

by the lowest. If dimension-three of the CB configuration is associated to word frequency then there should be an 

association between the rank order of each BCT on dimension-three and the rank order of colour terms produced 

by the ELP. Dimension-three of the CB configuration showed a weak insignificant correlation with the ELP output 

(r = .35, p = .36). The most probably explanation is that dimension-three is showing more noise than an essential 

structure in the data. 

 
 A Two-way ANOVA was conducted for each scale in the SD application, with group (TRIs vs. CB) and 

colour as factors. As can be seen in table 1.6 there was a significant main effect of colour for all 17 scales. This 

implies that colour for both groups has a significant association or effect on each SD scale. There was a significant 

main effect of group for only two scales (clean–dirty and alive–dead). This indicates that the two groups differ in 

the way they associate colours on these SD scales. There were significant group x colour (G x C) interactions for 

10 of the 17 scales, indicating that there were different associations between colour and SD scales for TRIs and 

the CB groups. Where the G x C interaction was significant, we followed up with a One-way ANOVA to evaluate 

the effects of colour separately for each group.  As can be seen in Table 1.6, there were strong effects of colour 

for all scales for the TRIs, with effect sizes (ES) ranging from .25 (active–passive) to .89 (cold–hot). For the CB, 

only five scales resulted in significant main effects of colour (happy–sad, exciting–dull, fresh–stale, clean–dirty, 

and calm–angry). For the remaining scales, the main effect of colour was not significant.  This suggests that for 

these scales, blind observers did not show a strong tendency to associate colour with a dimension. 
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Table 1.6 Displays the results of a Two-way ANOVA showing the effects of BCTs on 17 SD scales for TRIs and 
the CB. It then displays the results of a One-way ANOVA only when there is a group x colour interaction (G x C). 
Effect size (ES) shows how much variance in the dependent variable (SD scales) was a result of the independent 
variables (BCTs and participant categories). Note, (a) the scales correlating with dimension-one, two or neither 
are based on the TRIs’ correlations as we are primarily interested in how the trichromatic perception of colour 
maps onto the CBs’ conception of colour, and (b) that the AB were not included in the ANOVA for a number of 
reasons, first, besides the fact that these participants have had vision once in their life time, the AB are practically 
identical to their trichromatic counterparts in regards to their MDS configuration and identifications of their 
dimensions. In this sense, the AB would act more like a subset of the TRIs as did the bTRIs. Second, and most 
importantly, we are investigating how the conception of colour achieved purely by semantic and lexical knowledge 
maps onto the direct perception of colour, therefore, it would only be appropriate to compare TRIs with the CB.  
 

 
  

The following plots are where a main effect of colour exists for both TRIs and the CB52. As a general rule, 

a difference between TRIs and the CB for each colour term is determined if error bars for each group do not 

overlap. The size of error bars for each group are also an indication of group differences which are generally larger 

for the CB. For each plot the effect of colour appears to be muted for the CB compared to TRIs, this is demonstrated 

by the CB having reduced ES-values compared to TRIs. This also complements what was mentioned in the 

INDSCAL analysis with the vast majority of the CB having lower weights and situated below the dominant vector 

where the sighted and once were sighted participants are located. 

 

On the happy–sad scale the CB appear only to associate black and brown as distinctly sad colours, whereas 

TRIs show more variation. Blue is judged most differently by the two groups, while the CB associate blue as the 

happiest colour, TRIs perceive it as the saddest. It could be that TRIs are thinking about blue in a metaphoric sense, 

as an emotionally depressive state, while the CB have adopted the visual vibrant experience of blue that has been 

                                       
52 Refer to appendix three for the remaining plots where a main effect of colour does exist for both groups. 

Dimension-one                 Two-way ANOVA                                  One-way ANOVA
Scales Group F (1,31)   Colour F (df)      G x C TRI F (df)                  ES CB F (df)                        ES
Happy-Sad 0.76   19.05** (5.3, 158.7)   5.09**  27.47** (4.1, 78.8)   .59  4.15**    (4.9, 53.5)      .27
Exciting-Dull 7.84   12.09** (5.9, 179.4)      7.37**  19.00** (5.1, 95.7)   .50  3.86*      (4.5, 50.1)      .26
Fresh-Stale 7.27   34.97** (4.8, 146.8)    7.68**  52.52** (3.9, 74.9)   .73  6.89**    (4.2, 46.2)      .39
Clean-Dirty 14.94**   61.43** (5.1, 150.7)      5.95**  55.82** (3.9, 73.5)   .75  20.22**  (4.7, 51.9)      .65
Alive-Dead 13.88**   10.04** (5.4, 162.7)   5.16**  16.80** (4.2, 79.3)   .47  2.37        (5.4, 59.5)      .18
New-Old 0.24   14.15** (5.4, 161.8)   1.50
Soft-Hard 7.97   18.43** (5.5, 163.7)     3.21*  24.43** (4.3, 81.3)   .56  3.60       (4.1, 44.5)       .25
Light-Heavy 0.18   18.25** (5.6, 168.1)    5.52**  42.01** (4.6, 87.2)   .69  1.55       (4.6, 50.9)       .12

Dimension-two
Scales Group F (1,30)   Colour F (df)       G x C TRI F (df)                  ES CB F (df)                        ES
Calm-Angry 0.62  20.95**   (6.1, 180.7)  6.88**  33.43** (4.6, 88.4)   .64  4.60*      (4.3, 46.8)      .30
Submissive-Aggressive 0.47  12.42**   (5.5, 167.4)  2.75
Relaxed-Tense 1.30  11.40**   (5.4, 162.6)  5.54**  19.57** (4.3, 83.5)   .51  2.35        (4.4, 48.6)      .18
Un-ripe-Ripe 0.11  15.82**   (5.2, 154.6)  2.10
Cold-Hot 0.00  148.63** (4.4, 139.1)  3.16

Un-correlated
Scales Group F (1,30)   Colour F (df)      G x C TRI F (df)                  ES CB F (df)                       ES
Self-less-Jealous 1.38   8.11** (6.1, 182.1)    2.70
Active-Passive 9.74   3.48*   (5.9, 178.4)    1.62
Like-Dis-like 0.13   3.19*   (5.2, 156.9)    2.07
Fast-Slow 4.96   4.23** (5.4, 161.6)    3.34* 8.49** (4.2, 80.7)    .31  1.13        (4.7, 52.8)      .09
Note: *p  < .05; **p  < .001 Results are Bonferroni corrected. All repeated-measures effects are Greenhouse-Geisser corrected
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narrated to them. Surprisingly on the exciting–dull scale the CB conceptualise red, orange, and yellow as dull 

colours, while TRIs perceive them as exciting. Visual experience of vibrant hues such as red are said to have 

psychophysiological effects, we will discuss these in detail in the discussion of this chapter. On the fresh–stale 

scale and clean–dirty both groups appear to share a common colour effect, in that darker colours are associated to 

stale or dirty and lighter colours are associated to fresh and clean. However, yellow for the CB is conceptualised 

as a stale or dirty colour, possibly because yellow is often related to something being unclean. All the plots that 

we have briefly discussed thus far correlate appropriately with dimension-one in that lighter colours are 

superficially or physically perceived as happy, exciting, fresh, clean, and clean, while darker colours are perceived 

as sad, dull, stale, or dirty. The last plot which both groups show to have a colour main colour effect appropriately 

maps onto the red–green opponent-axis. On the calm–angry scale both groups judge red as the angriest colour, 

perhaps this is reflecting the modulation of skin complexion turning red particularly on the face when a person is 

angry. Green by both groups is judged as calm possibly because green is associated to neutrality or tranquillity. 

Further interpretations of the plots are provided in the discussion of this section.    

  

 
 
Figure 2.6A Plot showing where a main effect of colour exists for both TRIs and the CB for the Happy–sad SD 
scale (correlates with D1). Note: the following applies to figure 2.6A to E: blue plots display TRIs and red plots 
the CB. The horizontal axis is based on the rank order of colour terms varying along dimension-one or two of the 
trichromatic configuration.   
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Figure 2.6B Exciting–dull (D1). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.6C Fresh–stale (D1). 
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Figure 2.6D Clean–dirty (D1). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.6E Calm–angry (D2). 
 
 One of the primary objectives of this thesis was to explore how the CBs’ conception of colour derived 

from their lexical knowledge maps onto the trichromatic perception of colour. To observe this we performed 

Spearman’s rank-order correlation and correlated the SD scales of the CB with the TRIs’ perceptual map. By 

comparing tables 1.5 and 1.7 we can see that correlation coefficients are reduced for majority of the CBs’ SD 
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scales, which is not surprising considering the two MDS configurations of the two groups showed a smaller 

correlation between their dimensions compared with extremely high correlations between TRIs and the other two 

groups (refer to tables 1.1 & 1.2). Furthermore, the CB maintain their SD scales on each dimension, that is all the 

scales that were originally associated to their MDS configuration on dimension-one, two or neither dimension are 

consistent. These results indicate that if sufficient semantic knowledge of BCTs is possessed in the absence of 

direct experience a CB individual can construct appropriate concepts of colour which map onto the trichromatic 

colour space, it also shows that visual experience creates a richer scaffolding of colour connotations.     

 
Table 1.7 Displays the correlations between the rank order of BCTs along dimension-one and  
two of the TRIs’ configuration and the rank order of BCTs along the CBs’ SD scales. 
  
Scales D1 Scales D2 Un-correlated 
Happy - Sad r = .60* Un-ripe - Ripe r = .67* Calm - Angry 
Exciting - Dull r = .78* Cold - Hot r = .85** Submissive - Aggressive 
Fast - Slow r = .65*   Relaxed - Tense 
New - Old r = .85**   Self-less - Jealous 
Soft - Hard r = .63*   Active - Passive 
Light - Heavy r = .67*   Like - Dis-like 
Fresh - Stale r = .75*   Alive - Dead 
        Clean - Dirty 
Note: *p < .05; **p < .001       

 
4.7 Discussion 
 

The purpose of the CD task was to investigate the degree to which configurations conform to the three 

opponent-axes of the DKL colour space and to ascribe further identifications onto the dimensions. Six trichromatic 

observers, none of which participated in BCT experiment were asked to categorise the nine BCTs according to the 

three opponent-axes of the DKL colour space. As table 1.3 shows there is a high concordance between the six 

TRIs when categorising the nine BCTs (W ≥ .83, p < .001). To have an understanding of the degree to which 

dimensions of each groups’ configurations correlated with the CDs, the rank order of each opponent-axis was 

correlated with the rank order of BCTs varying along dimension-one and two of each groups’ configuration. TRIs, 

bTRsI, and the AB significantly correlated the blue–yellow and black–white opponent-axes with dimension-one 

and the red–green opponent-axis with dimension-two. The CB on the other hand significantly correlated the black–

white opponent-axis with dimension-one and the red–green and blue–yellow opponent-axes with dimension-two. 

The CB’s third dimension did not reach significance for any CDs providing further support that their third 

dimension is possibly a result of high variance and noise rather than any meaningful description. We suggested 

that these results indicate that the sighted and once were sighted base their categorical judgements on perceived 

brightness, while the CB base their judgements on colour temperature; the following provides further support for 

our explanation. 

The black–white opponent-axis correlated the highest with dimension-one of the TRIs’, bTRIs’, and the 

ABs’ colour space, dimension-one also correlated with the blue-yellow axis; visually a trichromatic observer 

would perceive blue as darker than yellow, thus dimension-one can be attributed to a lightness scale. Dimension-

two of these groups’ colour space only correlated with the red–green opponent-axis. Visually red and green are 
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more difficult to decipher as to which is darker or lighter than say blue and yellow, more importantly red and green 

for these groups occupy nearly identical coordinates on dimension-one, so obviously dimension-one (lightness) is 

unable to interpret the difference between these two opponent colours; thus MDS allocates data related to red and 

green onto another dimension. Now looking at the second dimension we can see that these groups have placed a 

vast space between red and green. If we are to consider the hierarchy of human senses, vision would undoubtedly 

be on top, hearing would be second, followed by the subordinate senses of touch, taste, and smell (San Roque, 

2015); with this in mind and the results provided by the CD task, the sighted and once were sighted have most 

likely initially evaluated the differences between colours according to perceived brightness. To try and identify 

the second dimension we must examine the order of colours varying on dimension-two and move down the 

hierarchy of human senses until a suitable candidate is recognised. After vision the sense of hearing is next, but 

colours are seldom associated to sounds. Amongst the subordinate senses, the sense of touch seems more 

appropriate because warm and cool entities are visually recognisable, but more importantly they exhibit the natural 

colour of warm or cool objects. For example, an object that emits heat (and therefore feels warm) exhibits colours 

along the red–yellow wavelength, while cooler entities display colours along the violet–green wavelength. 

Looking at figure 2.2 (particularly A, B, C) we observe a clear distinction between colours varying between red 

and yellow, and violet and green. In this sense the sighted and the once were sighted could tap into their visual 

experience of colour via their haptic experience. TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB yield extremely high correlation 

coefficients between the red–green opponent axis and dimension-two (rRG = .97; rRG = .97 rRG = .98, p < .001, 

respectively) and as mentioned for these groups only dimension-two correlated with the red-green opponent axis. 

The results of CD task provides support that language particularly semantics and metaphors, play a 

fundamental role in the architecture of colour conception for the CB. As with TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB, the CB 

correlated dimension-one with the black-white opponent axis (rBW = .70, p < .001), but un-like their trichromatic 

and AB counterparts, the CB correlate the blue–yellow opponent-axis with dimension-two, where the red–green 

axis is also present (rRG = .93; rBY = .70, p < .001). These results demonstrate that the CB have an understanding 

of lightness associated to colours, but their categorical judgements is influenced more by metaphoric reference to 

colour temperature. As aforementioned the colours varying from violet to green are linguistically and visually 

associated to cool entities, while colours varying from red to yellow are associated to warm entities. When we 

consider the notion of sense hierarchy and colour categorisation, the CBs’ conception of warm and cool colours is 

reinforced by their haptic sense. That is, since they are unable to utilise their primary sense (vision) to discriminate 

colours, they recall figurative impressions of different colours which are then reinforced by their thermoception.   

 

The SD application was employed to investigate whether potential semantic connotations of colours may 

provide additional identifications of dimensions, it would also give a measure of difference between a pure 

linguistic understanding of colour and the visual experience of colour. 20 TRIs, 16 AB, and 13 CB observers (all 

of which participated in the BCT experiment) were presented with 17 bipolar adjectives relating to emotional, 

visual, haptic, and preferential measures (refer to table 1.5). Dimension-one of the trichromatic configuration 

significantly correlated with scales ranging from: happy–sad, exciting–dull, alive–dead, new–old, soft–hard, light–

heavy, fresh–stale, and clean–dirty. Dimension-two significantly correlated with scales ranging from: calm–angry, 

submissive–aggressive, relaxed–tense, un-ripe–ripe and cold–hot. The SD scales: self–less-jealous, active–
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passive, like–dis-like, and fast–slow did not correlate with any dimension. The AB are practically identical to TRIs 

in respects to their dimensions correlating with the SD scales, the only difference was that the AB did not attribute 

the light–heavy scale to any dimension and that the scale submissive–aggressive is switched between the groups’ 

dimensions.  

The results of the SD task for TRIs and the AB demonstrates that their dimensions can potentially be 

correlated on a number of semantic associations (or bipolar adjectives). Going through the bipolar adjectives on 

dimension-one, one can notice commonalities between them which can be mapped onto perceived lightness. For 

example, the adjectives: happy, exciting, new, fresh, and clean are visually experienced or thought of as bright 

colours, while sad, dull, old, stale, and dirty are visually experienced or thought of as dark colours. Animate objects 

that are perceived to be alive generally exhibit brighter depictions compared to dead objects, which become dark 

due to decay. Soft and light [weight] objects may be perceived as bright compared to hard and heavy objects that 

are perceived as dark generally because they are thought to be more dense. On dimension-two the adjectives: calm, 

submissive, and relaxed could be associated to colours perceived to be natural, harmonious, or pleasant such as 

blue or green; while colours such as red, orange, and yellow may be perceived as more angry, aggressive or tense. 

The next two bipolar adjectives may define dimension-two more appropriately, the adjectives un-ripe and cold are 

visually associated to the colours ranging between violet and green, while the adjectives ripe and hot are associated 

to colours ranging from red to yellow. The CD task complements this particularly if we pay attention to the 

correlation coefficient between the red–green opponent-axis and dimension-two, and also the correlation 

coefficient between the hot–cold SD scale and dimension-two; in both cases the values indicate the highest 

correlations. If we are to look at the correlation coefficients between the black–white opponent-axis again we see 

that perceived lightness correlates the highest on dimension-one, even more so than any SD scale correlating on 

dimension-one. 

Dimension-one of the CBs’ configuration significantly correlated with the SD scales ranging from: happy–

sad, exciting–dull, fast–slow, new–old, soft–hard, light–heavy, and fresh–stale. Dimension-two only significantly 

correlated with the scales ranging from un-ripe–ripe and cold–hot. All other scales: calm–angry, submissive–

aggressive, relaxed–tense, self-less–jealous, active–passive, like–dis-like, alive-dead, and clean-dirty did not 

correlate with either dimension, including their third dimension. Interestingly, only the CB significantly correlated 

the scale fast–slow to dimension-one, no other groups associated this scale to any dimension;  this can be credited 

to linguistic factors, for example lighter colours can be figuratively attributed to faster colours while darker colours 

to slower colours. Going back to the conspicuous identification of dimension-one (lightness) and two (temperature) 

we can assume that the CB via linguistic input have learned pairwise comparisons between colours and adjectives 

similar to that of their trichromatic and AB counterparts; this explanation seems plausible when we see that 

majority of the CBs’ SD scales are a subset of the same SD scales correlating with dimension-one or two of the 

TRIs’ and ABs’ configuration. However there is a difference – while TRIs and the AB correlate lightness (i.e., the 

black–white axis) to dimension-one higher than any SD scale, the CB correlate all SD scales higher than lightness 

on the CD task, this is not surprising given that the CB have never experienced brightness. Although they possess 

an understanding of which colours are perceived as dark and light, their categorical judgements are better 

pronounced by semantic and metaphoric associations with colour.  
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In the CD task we stated that the CBs’ dual opponent-axis accommodated both the red–green and blue–

yellow CDs on dimension-two, this was interpreted as a thermal axis. The SD task provides support for this 

interpretation as the cold–hot scale is one of only two scales correlating with dimension-two (r = .82, p = .00), the 

other scale un-ripe–ripe unsurprisingly shares a co-linear relationship with the cold–hot scale as un-ripe fruits are 

generally green and ripe fruits are red. The results of the CB in the SD task also complements the hierarchy of 

human sense, the primary sense – vision is obviously unavailable to them, moving down the hierarchy the sense 

of touch would act as substitute for vision for the perception of cold and warm entities.    

 

A Two-way ANOVA demonstrated that the only SD scales measuring colour on the clean–dirty and alive–

dead scales were significant, that is, on average there is a group effect or difference between the TRIs and the CB 

for these two scales. It was shown that there was a significant main effect of colour for all scales; the main effects 

may suggest that colours have been metaphorically and figuratively woven into the fabric of human society by 

way of linguistic properties to the extent that even those who have never had visual experience of colour are 

affected by its connotations when they attempt to place colours on emotional, visual, haptic, and preferential 

measures. However, the scales related to self-less–jealous, active–passive, like–dis-like, and fast–slow yielded 

smaller F-values and ES-values compared to the remaining SD scales, this shows that there is a weaker colour 

effect for these scales; coincidently these are also the scales that did not correlate with either dimension.  

 

The G x C interaction showed that TRIs and the CB significantly differ in the way they associate colours 

on the scales related to happy–sad, exciting–dull, fresh–stale, clean–dirty, alive–dead, soft–hard, light–heavy, 

calm–angry, relaxed–tense, and fast–slow; for the remaining seven SD scales there is insufficient evidence to 

claim that either group is using the SD scales differently. For these cases two separate One-way ANOVAs were 

carried out, one for TRIs and one for the CB. While TRIs showed a main effect of colour on 10 out of 17 SD scales 

(happy–sad, exciting–dull, fresh–stale, clean–dirty, alive–dead, soft–hard, light–heavy, calm–angry, relaxed–

tense, and fast–slow), the CB showed a main effect of colour on only five (happy–sad, exciting–dull, fresh–stale, 

clean–dirty, and calm–angry). Although there are insignificant colour effects by way of One-way ANOVA for 

some scales for both groups, it is likely that these are due to large variance within groups or insufficient power for 

the effect of colour to reach significance. In either case we examined plots53 along with ANOVA results to try and 

explain why the two groups may or may not differ in the manner they associate colours with each of the SD 

scales.54 Note, colour effects for the two groups is evaluated by F and ES-values. TRIs consistently demonstrate 

higher colour effects and variation accounted for compared to the CB on all SD scales except for the un-ripe–ripe 

scale where the CBs’ ES-value is slightly higher than trichromatic observers’ (refer to table 1.6).  

Examination of the happy–sad plot shows that the only colours the CB think of as distinctly sad are black 

and brown, the remaining colours are not distinctly rated as different from one another. Two colours that stand out 

to be judged quite differently between the two groups are blue and yellow. TRIs perceived blue as the second 

                                       
53 The plots for the SD scales: happy–sad, exciting–dull, fresh–stale, clean–dirty, and calm–angry are displayed in figures 
2.6A-E. The remaining scales can be viewed in appendix three. 
54 Particular attention should be given to the direction of each scale. For example, the scale happy–sad indicates that lower 
values are associated to happy colours while higher values are associated to sad colours.  
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saddest colour (after black), while the CB conceptualise blue as the happiest colour. It could be the case that TRIs 

were thinking about blue in a metaphoric sense related to emotion. We have already provided explanations and 

examples of how the term blue can be used figuratively to denote sadness (e.g., feeling blue). On the other hand, 

visually blue is a vibrant colour and in the natural environment it evokes a pleasant visual sensation (e.g., blue 

skies or blue oceans); perhaps the CB were thinking of such scenes that have been narrated to them when making 

judgements. Yellow for the CB does not seem to have an effect on judgements, but for TRIs it is perceived as the 

happiest colour. Visually, yellow is the lightest hue of the visible spectrum, it is often associated to the colour of 

flowers and the brightness of the sun. TRIs may have been conceiving yellow’s illuminating affect when making 

their judgements. In the exciting–dull plot, the CB surprisingly conceive colours ranging from red to yellow as 

less exciting than TRIs, which perceive this range of colours as more exciting. The direct visual perception of 

bright colours, particularly red has psychophysiological effects. Humphrey (1976) lists five of these effects: 1) 

large fields of red light induce physiological symptoms of emotional arousal – changes in heart rate, skin resistance 

and the electrical activity in the brain. 2) In patients suffering certain pathological disorders, for instance cerebellar 

palsy, these physiological effects become exaggerated – in cerebellar patients red light may cause intolerable 

distress exacerbating the disorders of posture and movement, lowering the pain thresholds and causing a general 

disruption of cognition and behaviour. 3) When the affective value of colours are measured by a semantic 

differential application, trichromatic observers rate red as a heavy, powerful, active and hot colour (these findings 

are consistent with our own). 4) When the apparent weight of colours is measured directly by asking trichromatic 

observers to balance two discs of colour, red is consistently judged to be the heaviest. 5) When central brain lesions 

impair colour vision, the perception of red is most resistant to loss and quickest to recover. The psychological 

experience one obtains from the direct perception of colour is undoubtedly different from lexical or metaphoric 

knowledge of colour terms. This ought to be obvious considering the physiological mechanisms devoted to the 

transduction of light into the language of the brain. In this sense the mental imagery of red and like colours for 

TRIs has the potential to evoke potent psychological effects, whereas for the CB the qualia of colour does not 

exist, thus on this scale the effect of colour appears to be muted compared to TRIs. The next two SD scales: fresh–

stale and clean–dirty are similar in that on one side of the scale entities associated to fresh and clean are viewed 

as pure, while stale and dirty entities are perceived to be tainted. On both scales both groups view white as the 

freshest and cleanest colour, while black and brown are the most stale and dirtiest colours. In both scales the 

colours yellow and green contribute to the main difference between the groups. While TRIs perceive yellow and 

green as fairly fresh and clean, the CB conceptualise yellow and green as stale and dirty. Amongst a number of 

explanations, one may be that the colours yellow and green for the CB have been associated to mold on food or 

slime (green) or possibly the colour of excrements (yellow). It could be that the decaying smell of food or the 

potent smell of excrements reinforces their conceptions of these colours to be unclean. On the other hand visual 

experience of yellow and green by TRIs may be linked to pureness or natural scenes, for example, green is often 

viewed as a natural and harmonious colour. The alive–dead scale is noticeably muted for the CB compared to 

TRIs. Colours that are associated to live and dead entities are possibly more ambiguous, for example, a dead leaf 

may be described to a CB person as being brown or yellow, while a living leaf is described as green. Confusion 

may arise when the CB generalise the hues brown and yellow to all plants or fruits to mean they are dead, for 

example, daisies, sunflowers, lemons, bananas, or yellow capsicums. Describing an animate object as alive or dead 
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to a CB person based on its chromatic attributes is not straight forward because such judgements are initially made 

by several visual attributes, for example motion, physical degenerative changes, mutilation, and discolouration, 

then by non-visual attributes such as smell or touch, which are subordinate senses.  

The scales soft–hard and light–heavy can be placed under the category of density and sparsity. It had been 

mentioned that darker entities are intuitively perceived to be dense therefore assumed to be hard and heavy, while 

lighter entities are perceived to be sparse and thought of as soft and light. TRIs show variation between colours 

they perceive as soft–hard and light–heavy, in particular black being perceived as a hard and heavy colour and 

white as a soft and light. The plot for the CB concurs with this identification of black and white, all remaining 

colours show no effect for the CB on both scales. The final scale, new–old, according to the G x C interaction 

indicated that the two groups did not significantly differ in the way they associated colours along this scale. TRIs 

as usual demonstrate a colour effect, with black and brown being perceived as old and white as new. The CB also 

regard black and brown as old and white as new, however all remaining colours do not appear to have a noticeable 

effect on the scale.  

To this point we have covered the SD scales that concurrently correlate with dimension-one and show a 

significant G x C interaction (except the new–old scale). We now turn our attention to SD scales correlating with 

dimension-two and attempt to provide explanations as why the two groups may differ. Only two SD scales show 

a significant G x C interaction on dimension-two, calm–angry and relaxed–tense. Both these scales describe an 

emotional state of content or dissatisfaction. TRIs show consistency on both scales, the most calm and relaxed 

colours are yellow, white, blue, and green, while intense colours such as red and orange, and dark colours such as 

brown, black, and purple are perceived as tense and angry. The CB do not show this consistency; on the calm–

angry scale red is considered as an angry colour, while on the relaxed–tense scale red is considered as relaxed. It 

may be the case that anger is more frequently described to the CB by a change in facial complexion, as in it 

becoming red, compared to facial modulations in colour related to tensity. Two colours that are judged quite 

differently between the two groups on this scale are orange which is conceived as angry for the CB but not for 

TRIs. The other is white, which surprisingly leans towards an angry colour for the CB while perceived as a calm 

colour for TRIs. It may be that linguistic connotations encompassing these colours may not be well established for 

the CB. The remaining three scales, submissive–aggressive, ripe–un-ripe,55 and cold–hot, according to the G x C 

interaction the two groups did not significantly differ in the way they associate colours along this scale. The three 

scales measure an emotional, gustatory, visual, and haptic associations with colours, yet all three share a co-linear 

relationship between the order of colours varying along dimension-two. One possible explanation is that all three 

scales share an underlying bipolar adjective - active–inactive. The terms aggressive, ripe, and hot imply that an 

entity is active, for example, an aggressive being, a ripe fruit is active because it has reached maturity, or fire is 

active because it is alive. On the other end of the pole are inactive entities, for example, a submissive being, an 

un-ripe fruit, or ice and snow. Essentially an entity is active because it demonstrates the ability to effect, while an 

entity which is inactive does not. Generally speaking objects that are active are visually experienced along the red-

yellow colour spectrum, while inactive objects are visually experienced along the violet-green colour spectrum. 

                                       
55 Note the SD scale ripe–un-ripe was presented to participants as shown here. If the scale is reversed it is for the purpose of 
correlation coefficients being presented in figures and tables as an absolute value.  
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SD scales provided some support for this explanation – aggressiveness for both groups was attributed to red 

followed by black; these two colours for the CB seemed to be the only two colours showing an effect, the remaining 

colours did not appear to have a distinct effect on the scale. As with other SD scales measuring colour emotion, 

the CB show indifference between most colours compared to their trichromatic counterparts. Looking at table 1.5 

we can see that TRIs and the AB correlate five out of the six SD scales related to emotion on either dimension, 

whereas CB only correlate two (happy/exciting–-sad/dull with dimension-one). This is possibly a reflection of 

insufficient semantic and metaphoric knowledge of colours connoted with emotions.  

 For both groups the colours attributed to hot varied from red to yellow, and included black. White, blue 

and green were considered as cool colours. Colours varying from red to yellow were again attributed to ripeness. 

Green was considered as the most un-ripe colour for CB, whereas TRIs perceived black, white, and green as 

relatively un-ripe. An influence of direct visual perception seems to be at play here for TRIs – generally when a 

fruit is un-ripe it is green, as it matures it may vary between yellow and red, over ripeness results in the fruit 

becoming brown or black (for example a banana). It is possibly this is the sequence of chromatic change TRIs are 

portraying in their SD plot. The CB are of course visually unaware of this chromatic sequence, however their 

tactioception can assist in the understanding the stage a fruit is at. Again using a banana as an example, feeling 

that it is hard suggests it is green (un-ripe), if it is soft suggests it is ripe (yellow), and if it is too soft suggests that 

it is decaying (brown or black). Of course this is context specific – the CB individual would have to learn that not 

all fruits give the chromatic signal of red, orange, or yellow when they are ripe, nor does their texture signify 

ripeness, for example, blueberries, lime or green apples. Tactioception for the CB plays the same substitutive role 

for vision as it does for temperature (thermoception). In the natural sense, hot entities such as fire or the sun are 

visually perceived as red, orange, or yellow, physiologically when a person is warm or angry their appearance may 

be described as red; such visual depictions can be communicated to a CB person and the perception is experienced 

via an alternative medium – thermoception. More importantly, frequent encounters between colours and an 

alternative sense relevant to the stimuli, but otherwise exclusively experienced by sight (i.e., colour), is constantly 

reinforced, the same can be said regarding the ripeness of fruits. 

Finally we discuss the SD scales that the TRIs did not correlate with either dimension. Considering none 

of the following SD scales: self-less–jealous, active–passive, like–dis-like, and fast–slow correlated with either 

dimension, (except fast–slow which correlated with dimension-one of the CBs’ configuration), we created plots 

according to the dimension that best suits the scale. For example, dimension-one attributed to perceived lightness 

was intuitively correlated with the fast–slow scale. The remaining three scales were correlated with dimension-

two with respects to majority of emotional scales also correlating with dimension-two. Of course these are arbitrary 

and only serve the purpose of having a consistent axis to compare TRIs with the CB.  On the self-less–jealous 

scale TRIs perceive red as the most jealous colour, followed by black and green in equal place. Their plot displays 

more variance compared to the CB where green is conceived as the most jealous colour with all other colours 

showing little effect of colour. For the CB linguistic factors are most likely to be at play, for jealousy has 

historically been associated to the colour green (e.g., the personification of the green-eyed monster described in 

Shakespeare’s Othello). TRIs on the other hand associate jealousy with colours besides green; their judgements 

could be influenced not only by linguistic factors – the personification of green, but by chromatic changes on the 

skin, particularly facial complexion – a person’s face can be comparable to red due to intense emotions of anger 
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and/or jealousy. Black in regards to emotions often denotes a depressive state (e.g., black is the formal dress code 

at a funeral), but it can also symbolise sinister motives that can arise from envious sentiments (e.g., “Her dark 

intentions were fed by her jealousy.”) The fact that TRIs can visually experience colours may explain why they 

associate colours besides green to jealousy. Historically white has been a symbol for harmony, purity, and 

reverence. It is viewed as an un-tainted colour void of any influence or intention; in this sense both groups 

considered white as the most self-less colour. The SD scale active–passive yields the smallest ES-value as does 

the like–dis-like scale for the CB. This is reflected in their plots displaying very small colour effects. This is not 

surprising, particularly for the like–dis-like scale, for colour provides no direct experience for the CB; colour terms 

for them only hold meaning in relation to another word (recall the notion of lexical field). The scale active–passive 

may not have an effect for the CB because it is too broad in terms of adjectives. This was demonstrated by using 

the scale active–inactive as a general bipolar adjective to encompass the SD scales: submissive–aggressive, ripe–

un-ripe, and cold–hot to which neither group significantly differed in the manner they associated colours on the 

scales. This shows that when general bipolar adjectives are narrowed down, the CB perform exceptionally better. 

Although TRIs also yield smaller ES-values for the active–passive and like–dis-like scales compared to scales that 

correlate with a dimension, their plot still displays some colour effect. The most noticeable is red and orange being 

perceived as the most active colours; the remaining colours do not appear to be judged as distinctly different from 

one another. Probably the most idiosyncratic SD scale is like–dis-like, here TRIs preferred yellow and blue above 

all other colours and dis-liked brown and black the most. Amongst the four scales discussed above the fast–slow 

scale is the only one that yielded a significant G x C interaction. Looking back to table 1.5 we see that the CB are 

the only group to correlate fast–slow with dimension-one (lightness). One possible explanation is that they have 

learned lighter colours are fast because they are less saturated resembling white – the symbolic colour of light. 

TRIs on the other hand perceived red as the fastest and brown as the slowest colour. Again thinking back to an 

underlying bipolar adjective, the fast–slow scale can be placed under active-inactive, as the colour red has 

consistently shown to be figuratively and visually associated to entities that are lively. 

Based on these results we can conclude that TRIs and the CB do show an association with colours and SD 

scales, however the CBs’ associations are weaker in most and different for some SD scales. The SD scales also 

provided further interpretations of dimensions in a superficial (e.g., emotional scales) and physical sense (ripe vs. 

un-ripe and cool vs. hot), these complemented our original inferences and the results of the CD task by mapping 

onto the groups’ dimensions appropriately.    

 
Mapping vision onto language 

 
One of our primary objectives was to map the CBs’ conception of colour onto the direct perception of 

colour held by TRIs. To achieve this we needed to integrate two independent mediums that each group utilises as 

their primary tool to experience and/or understand colour – vision and language. Each dimension of the TRIs’ 

configuration was correlated with each of the CBs’ SD scales. The outcome is visual perception of colour as 

experienced naturally, interpreted by a pure linguistic understanding. Our analysis demonstrated that the CB are 

consistent in the way they conceive colours, that is the same SD scales that correlated with their own dimensions 

is maintained when their SD scales are correlated with the trichromatic dimensions (refer to tables 1.5 & 1.7). The 

cause of this conformity is that the configurations between the two groups are highly correlated in respects to the 
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rank order of colours varying along dimension-one and two (refer to table 1.1). What this demonstrates is that the 

CB with sufficient lexical and semantic knowledge of colours can essentially order colours (semantically) as well 

as trichromatic observers, yet the TRIs still hold a richer understanding of colour connotations because they 

correlate more SD scales onto their dimensions than the CB.  

 
4.8 General discussion and summary 
  

Nine BCTs were verbally presented to groups of TRI, bTRI, AB, and CB observers. Participants were 

asked to provide numerical estimates based on how dissimilar they believed each pair of BCTs to be. Dissimilarity 

matrices were submitted to non-metric MDS and four two-dimensional colour spaces (or configurations) were 

created, one for each group. All four configurations highly correlated with one another in regards to the rank order 

of stimuli varying along dimension-one and two (tables 1.1A & B), raw dissimilarity and proximity matrices (table 

1.2A & B). However, higher correlations were obtained between the sighted and once were sighted participants.  

Akin to a geometric map with coordinates along each dimension, a configuration created by non-metric 

MDS also has coordinates along one or more dimensions corresponding to the location of stimuli. One important 

distinction is that the coordinates and even the allocation of dimensions on a non-metric MDS configuration are 

arbitrary; hence why they are also referred to as ‘perceptual maps’ and why transposing and rotating the 

configuration is legitimate in order to align them in accordance to some theory or model. For our study this task 

was not unequivocal primarily because the subjective or cognitive distance between colours cannot be quantified. 

To identify the dimensions participants were given two tasks: a CD task where TRIs ranked each BCT along the 

three axes corresponding to the opponent-process of the DKL colour space, and a SD application where all 

participants ranked each BCT along 17 bipolar adjectives. The rank order of BCTs along each scale was then 

correlated with the rank order of BCTs along each dimension for each group. The results showed that dimension-

one of the TRIs’ and the ABs’ configuration correlates with the black–white and blue–yellow opponent-axes, while 

dimension-two correlates with the red–green opponent axis. Dimension-one of the CBs’ configuration only 

correlated with the black–white opponent-axis, while dimension-two correlated with the red–green and blue–

yellow opponent-axes. Apart from inferences, this was the first line of evidence suggesting that dimension-one is 

exhibiting a lightness axis and dimension-two is revealing a thermal axis, more importantly the dual opponent-

axes56 of each group suggested that while TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB were predominantly basing their categorical 

judgements on perceived lightness, the CB were basing their judgements in reference to colour temperature. The 

17 SD scales measuring colour on emotional, visual, haptic and preferential scales was used to explore further 

identifications of dimensions related to semantic and metaphoric associations. In this task TRIs and the AB 

coincided with the SD scales they attributed to dimension-one and two.57 Although the CB concurred with TRIs 

on which SD scales correlate with either dimension-one or two, these were only a subset of the TRIs’ SD scales. 

The SD task also provided further indications that dimension-one is identifying a lightness axis and 

dimension-two a thermal axis. A number of scales demonstrate a co-linear relationship with dimension-one, these 

scales superficially resemble lightness, for example, colours that vary from light to dark can also be conceptualised 

                                       
56 Referring to two opponent-axes correlating with one dimension. 
57 Apart from the SD scale submissive–aggressive which is switched between dimensions. 
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as happy–sad, exciting–dull, new–old, or clean–dirty. The same was observed for dimension-two, however here a 

SD scale that directly measures temperature exists: cold–hot which yielded the highest correlation with dimension-

two consistently for all groups.  

ANOVA was performed to investigate whether colour terms have an effect on judgements in the SD task 

and whether there is an actual difference between TRIs and the CB. It was shown that: (1) a main effect of colour 

exists for both TRIs and the CB; (2) TRIs and the CB differ in judgements on 10 out of the 17 scales; (3) for these 

differences a One-way ANOVA was performed where it was shown that TRIs maintained a colour effect for all 

10 SD scales, whereas for the CB a colour effect only reached significance for five out of the 10 SD scales. 

ANOVA indicated that colour effects for the CB was consistently muted compared to their trichromatic 

counterparts (refer to F and ES-values on table 1.8). ANOVA provided additional evidence suggesting that 

dimension-one was associated to lightness as both F and ES-values were the highest on the clean (related to light 

colours) to dirty (related dark colours) scale for both TRIs and the CB. The highest F and ES-values were again 

observed for the cold–hot scale on dimension-two for both TRIs and the CB. Based on these results we concluded 

that: a) TRIs and the CB have an association between the SD scales and colour terms, however the CBs’ association 

is weaker. This was also supported by INDSCAL showing that although the CB are orientated in the same direction 

as TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB, their weights on both dimensions are comparatively weaker. b) Both TRIs and the 

CB have an association between the SD scales and colour terms, however they are different. 

The CB and AB were re-interviewed after two-years. Their time-two perceptual maps are highly correlated 

with their time-one configurations demonstrating the validity and fidelity of non-metric MDS and that a two year 

interval did not drastically alter their conceptions of colour terms. Another way we explored whether duration of 

blindness and/or onset of blindness may have an effect on the completely blinds’ performance was by correlating 

duration of blindness and age with separate INDSCAL configurations created for the CB and AB. The results 

indicated that the age of the AB and dimension-two of their Master Stimulus space negatively correlated (r = -.67, 

p = .001), this suggests that as their age increases their reliance on a thermal axis diminishes (i.e., dimension-two 

decreases) and they rely more upon colour lightness (dimension-one) to make judgements. It is most likely that 

the AB maintain visual imagery of colour because the memory or imagination of colour is rehearsed when colour 

terms are spoken or read about, however because the template (i.e., direct visual experience of colour) is no-longer 

available, their conception of colour may begin to diminish to a basic internal representation – lightness.  

It is important to remember that observed variations along each dimension are arbitrary and that inferences 

are made on behalf of participants which are making idiosyncratic judgements. Although we, unlike other studies, 

made numerous attempts to appropriately identify each dimension, we do not identify a dimension in an absolute 

sense. Nonetheless, by visually examining each perceptual map it was intuitive to label dimension-one varying 

from light to dark and dimension-two varying from warm to cool colours. Our initial inferences were later 

supported by the CD task, the SD application as well as self-reports by participants. 

In accordance with the results accumulated and the scope of this study we propose that linguistic properties 

such as semantics and metaphors play a fundamental role in conveying colour to the CB. Language proves to be 

so effective that the CB form a perceptual map closely resembling the trichromatic colour space and it is only 

through in-depth analysis do slight differences manifest. Lastly, we propose that some associations between BCTs 

and adjectives are reinforced by the CBs’ intact sensory modalities (e.g., touch and taste).  
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In the following chapter we explore the cognitive structure of descriptive colour terms. They are words 

primarily referred to as objects in the world but secondarily as colours.  
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CHAPTER V 

THE COGNITIVE STRUCTURE OF DESCRIPTIVE COLOUR TERMS 
 
5.0 Introduction 
 

In the previous chapter we demonstrated that the congenitally blind (CB) not only form concepts of basic 

colour terms (BCTs) by way of semantic associations, but they yield multidimensional scaling (MDS) solutions 

that resemble that of trichromatic observers (TRIs) performing the same task. In the current chapter we explore 

the same notion except here we use descriptive colour terms (DCTs) as stimuli. Although the studies by Shepard 

and Cooper (1992) and Marmor (1978) also presented the visually impaired with DCTs, they were the minority of 

the stimuli presented (three DCTs amongst six BCTs). As we will come to see, there are vast semantic and lexical 

differences between basic and descriptive colour terms; considering the CB acquire their knowledge of colour 

categories primarily through linguistic means it would be appropriate to separately present basic and descriptive 

colour terms, as we have done. To our knowledge this is the first time DCTs have been presented to the CB with 

the use of MDS to explore the cognitive differences between them and TRIs.  

 

From the time human language began to develop, colour words or expressions have been used to first 

identify and then to describe colours. Some colour terms have persisted throughout the centuries and have left an 

indelible impression on human society and language, these we refer to as basic colours (e.g., red, green, blue). 

Colour terminology continues to develop to accommodate the demands of the expanding fields of art, science, 

industry and fashion. Some colour terms refer to the pigment or dye used such as Ochre red or Cochineal, or 

geographical location of its source such as Naples yellow or Byzantium. In fashion when it became apparent that 

particular colours were bought by or for women, many colour names transformed to become intriguingly obvious 

who the item was aimed for; colour terms such as French Nude, Heart’s Desire, or Vamp came to replace pinkish-

cream, saturated red or purple, respectively. Do not suppose that these names are without economic gain; for a 

dark reddish hat for a women will most likely sell better if advertised as Mauve Wine whereas it probably would 

not if the colour were called Paris Mud. Colour names such as Blue Turquoise or Golden Poppy are at the same 

time self-explanatory and also suited to the promotion of the sales of fabrics. Other colour names are not what they 

seem, for how would one know that African Green is in reality a blue or that Blue Fox will turn out to be a reddish 

grey? Our colour vocabulary has indeed become richer following the inventions of such descriptive colour terms 

as Cold Morn, Folly, Languid Lavender, Risigal, and Zedoary Wash. And just when you thought DCTs could not 

get any more elaborate and vague, specialised fields adopt different vocabularies for the same colour; for example, 

Griseo-Viridis (biology) = Serpentine (fashion) = Mint Green (mass market), or in everyday English green.   

The immense array and expansion of colour terms led to the formation of The Inter-Society Color Council 

in the 1930s. The council made up of delegates from various American trade and society organisations.58 Its 

primary goal was to create a colour name dictionary for the use in art, science, industry, and for the general public. 

In 1955 The Dictionary of Color Names was published, which cross-referenced terms from several colour systems 

and dictionaries (Kelly & Judd, 1955).  

                                       
58 Chemistry (oil, ceramics, textile), architecture, engineering, psychology, media, design and graphics.  
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DCTs59 in general primarily refer to an object or phenomenon in the world and secondarily to a colour. 

They are extremely culturally sensitive, this is because different cultures invent and adopt specific DCTs to suit 

their society or reflect elements of their environment. For example, in New Zealand Greenstone may be referred 

to as Jade in American, Australian or Canadian English. Yet both terms can be used to refer to the same colour or 

Serpentine stone. Unlike BCTs which are monolexemic, frequently employed in writing and speech, and are agreed 

upon by speakers of a language, DCTs can be simplex terms such as copper or lilac, compound terms such as 

grass-green or charcoal-black, and phrases such as tree-bark. DCTs can be idealisations of the entity’s colour, the 

concept of lime (colour) for example, has become the hue of a perfect lime of the variety most often perceived in 

a particular society. Biggam (2012) divides DCTs into three classes: (1) logical – the colour of the entity in the 

metonym directly refers to the colour of the paint, for example, lavender and terracotta. (2) Evocative – although 

the colour connection is present, there is an added non-colour element which the ‘sender’ attempts to evoke an 

emotion in the ‘receiver’. Colours such as Mediterranean Sea and lemon zest refer to blue and yellow respectively 

but are simultaneously likely to remind the receiver of summer holidays and zingy tastes. (3) Obscure – refers to 

colour terms which in literal terms are either non-specific or ambiguous, these include canvas and vellum which 

are logical names or evocative terms such as apple pie (pale green) or cheesecake (pale yellow). Obscure colour 

terms denote entities that are either not usually considered to have a typical colour or have no colour at all. For 

example, jetties (pale brownish-cream) and driftwood (pale brown) are taken from entities which can be found in 

a wide range of colours while the phrases homecoming (pale bluish-purple) and windswept (pale blue) are taken 

from abstractions which are void of colour. 

 

Colour categories and their interpretations date back to the time of Aristotle and Theophrastus. Unlike 

BCTs which have persisted throughout time, some DCTs have been invented and then forgotten. DCTs seem to 

become obsolete once they are seldom used in written and spoken language. Yet, some DCTs continue to persist 

in our language, for example forest-green, bark-brown, rose, orange, blueberry, lime, and ocean-blue. These DCTs 

have at least one characteristic in common – they are colours derived from nature, more so they are colours 

determined by nature and in the perpetual sense of nature these colour terms have been preserved in our vocabulary 

to the extent that some of them have become a BCT (e.g., orange – fruit vs. orange – hue, pink,60 or purple61). To 

deliver a historical account of every DCT is unrealistic, but as an example we provide one brief historic account 

of a term which was originally a DCT and then transformed into a BCT. The number of colour terms in a language 

is contingent on its morphological ability, English is a languages that has the ability to invent new words by joining 

two unrelated words together or by borrowing a term from another language and adapting it to its vocabulary by 

way of spelling and/or pronunciation. Before indigo62 became a major import (at the start of the 16th century), the 

                                       
59 The term descriptive colour terms is used loosely to include colour expressions and phrases. 
60 The colour pink was originally a DCT derived from the flower called pink (diathus). Due to the flower becoming extremely 
rare and the colour becoming increasingly common, the term pink maintained its status in the English vocabulary and became 
to be known as a BCT.  
61 A brief historic account of the term purple is given below. 
62 The colour indigo is named after the indigo dye derived from the plant Indigofera tinctoria. 
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most valued dye for cloth in much of Europe dating back to antiquity was Tyrian purple.63 The English name for 

this marine mollusc for the colourant, cloth dye, and many related but now obsolete and unfamiliar statuses (e.g., 

purpuress – a female seller of purple) are all derived from the Latin purpura. In the Middle Ages the substantive 

term purpur was only replaced by purpel in 15th century. Other adjectival forms in addition to the continuing 

purple persisted until the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries: purpereous, purpurine, and purescent. The shift in focus 

from animal form, to dye, to colour category, rests on firm historical documentation. Included in the range of 

colour meanings were brilliant, the colour of kings, crimson, and the colour of blood. The immense range of colour 

reference stems from the qualitative and quantitative variations in the actual dyes used in the pre-aniline era. 

Attested etymologies of a number of other contemporary English colour terms reveal similar shifts and 

replacements in regards to category and meanings (Conklin, 1973). 

A model for non-basic colours is not well established. The reason for this is that non-basic colours are 

mixtures of two or more basic colours, for example, turquoise is a mixture of blue and green, hence colourimetry 

for DCTs is not as well established as it is for BCTs. Also there are no set restrictions64 to DCTs and the colours 

they are attributed to are vague. For example aqua, teal, and turquoise are quite similar in colour. Nonetheless, 

descriptive colours can still be located on a colour model, granted that the model is rich and detailed, illustrating 

smooth transitions from one hue to another but still accounting for brightness and saturation. One suitable model 

is the Chevreul’s (1855) chromatic diagram (figure 2.7). The diagram is designed to reproduce the colours of 

nature as closely as possible. The diagram has 72 segments where there are 12 main colours in each segment, 

which are divided into six zones. Each zone is then divided into 20 sections to illustrate the levels of saturation 

and brightness.  

 

      
 
 
Figure 2.7 Chevreul’s chromatic diagram. The figure on the right is the diagram divided into 12 segments and 6 
zones (adapted from Chevreul, 1855).  
 
                                       
63 Obtained from the adrectal gland of the Mediterranean shellfish or gastropod.  
64 Unlike non-basic colours, a line can be drawn between basic colours indicating when a new hue begins or ends. 
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  In the general introduction of this thesis we presented the notions of semantic and lexical fields. A semantic 

field is a set of related words grouped together to denote a phenomena. For example, the words: stars, planets, 

solar system, and galaxy denote the subject of astronomy. The complexities of lexical and semantic fields 

applications result in inevitable overlaps, lexical fields better demonstrate how words affect other words in a 

sentence. The presence of a particular word can have implications on the entire meaning of a sentence, furthermore 

a lexical field takes in to account the theory of linguistic relativity. Consider the (conjoint) terms roller-coaster 

used in two independent sentences: (1) “The theme park had an awesome roller-coaster.” (2) My life seems to be 

like a roller-coaster.” The terms have completely different connotations in each sentence and are culturally 

specific (exemplified in sentence two). We now apply these linguistic theories to colour, paying particular attention 

to how they may assist the CB to construct conceptions of DCTs.  

The terms: (1) red, green, blue, yellow, black, and white form the semantic field of salient or basic colour 

terms. The terms: (2) salmon, charcoal, maroon, saffron, lilac, and copper at first impression are viewed as random 

objects belonging to no particular semantic field. It is only when the terms are placed within the context of colour 

do we identify them as descriptive (or non-basic) colour terms. The second list of words can also demonstrate that 

the recognition of a semantic field is not dependent on sight, rather on the individual’s lexical knowledge of 

lexemes. Consider a CB individual with exceptional knowledge of DCTs and a trichromat with little knowledge 

of DCTs and asking both to identify the semantic field of the words in the second list. Despite the trichromat 

having visually experienced these objects she may have difficulty identifying their semantic field without being 

provided with some clue; whereas the CB individual would most likely identify the semantic field.  

Lexical items hold information regarding the category a word belongs to. Understanding the definition of 

a lexical item therefore means knowing the semantic entailments. However, it is possible to know only one word 

of a semantic field without having knowledge of other related words. For example, a taxonomy of plants and 

animals. This is also applicable to colours, for example understanding the word blue without knowing the meaning 

of indigo. A semantic field can be limited or abundant as seen with basic and descriptive colour terms; it seems 

that a semantic field is dependent on the level of contrast between lexical items and the individual’s lexical 

knowledge surrounding the terms. Again if a CB individual has a rich knowledge of related lexical items she can 

possibly identify them with a single lexical field.  

The field of visually discriminable hues is immense and goes far beyond the capability of any vocabulary. 

Rather than conveying a non-basic colour by its hue (apparent colour), brightness (intensity), and saturation 

(purity), we have borrowed nature’s colour palette and communicate colours that are intrinsic to the entities within 

the natural environment, for example increasing the amount of grey to red, the hue would transform along a 

continuum from saturated red (complete absence of grey) to grey (no red/hue at all). This continuum of saturation 

can be described in everyday language as blood or bright red to dull or dirty red. Vision provides first-hand 

experience of these colours and TRIs simply express the word that identifies the object. Thus, for the sighted 

communication of basic or descriptive colour terms begins with sight and ends with linguistic expressions. 

Understanding colour, particularly DCTs for the CB is clearly more complex, they must first learn what lexemes 

are used as DCTs (as do the sighted) and then learn which DCTs are considered to appropriately mimic BCTs. In 

this sense, the lexical field of a lexical item serves a more important role for the CB than it does for the sighted, 
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because a sentence provides the initial experience of a colour term, be it descriptive or basic. For example, to 

understand the lexical item scarlet the hue red must first be understood, and for the sighted this is made simple by 

visual experience. However, the CB having never visually experienced red, the lexical item scarlet needs to be 

placed within a lexical field that also includes red: “Red is the colour of strawberries, fire, and blood” → “scarlet 

is a brilliant red.” For the CB the comprehension of colour terms begins with language and ends with language, 

more precisely the meaning of colour for the CB is embedded in semantic and lexical relations, whereas for the 

TRIs colour is initially an internal psychological experience, then possibly influenced by language (recall the 

theory of PLR). 

 

We now introduce the notion of frame semantics (Fillmore, 1977, 1985). Frame semantics has been central 

to work in semantics and cognitive science. The main appeal of frame semantics is that it amalgamates the semantic 

and lexical fields into a conceptual frame. Frame semantics represents the idea that reality is an understanding or 

amorphous map which is divided by language. It is a conceptual schema, the collection of knowledge in a situation 

and context that underlies the lexical field and therefore structures it. It is the conceptual schema that is activated 

by linguistic expressions from a particular lexical field which serves the receiver to comprehend the meaning of 

words (Nerlich, & Clarke, 2000). The notion of frame semantics concentrates on the organisation of 

comprehensive, practical, and sociolinguistic knowledge and how it is used in interpretation. That is, the meaning 

is not so much dependent on the differences between words in a field but rather the interpretative outcome of the 

organisation of the interaction between the semantic field in which the word is embedded and the conceptual field 

that it evokes. To place frame semantics in the context of colours, consider trying to convey to a CB person what 

colour is. It would certainly be futile to express colour by visual comparisons, saying “A banana is yellow or that 

lime is green” has very little meaning to a person born without sight. These are merely the psychological 

experiences of colour that TRIs encounter when they perceive different objects. The difficulty lies in the fact that 

colour is exclusively experienced by sight and at most we can only create a semantic framework for each lexical 

item (e.g., a colour term) and then pass this framework onto the blind. Using indigo as an example, we place it 

into a chromatic semantic framework.  The term denotes a colour varying between blue and violet, it is named 

after the indigo dye derived from the plant Indigofera tinctoria. There are variants of indigo: electric, deep, light, 

and, tropical indigo, each varying in saturation and intensity. Assuming a CB individual has learned a collection 

of facts that specify the functions, characteristic features, and attributes of indigo, along with its relevant 

interactions with items necessarily or typically associated with indigo, we would then be confident that she possess 

a coherent semantic framework that permits her to not only discriminate indigo from other DCTs, but variant forms 

of indigo. This is one of the ideas the current chapter is interested in – by presenting DCTs that are distinctly 

different in their physical make-up thus having variations in their semantic frames, yet chromatically similar, (e.g., 

saffron, copper, orange, and gold). The outcome of the DCT experiment provides an outlook into the linguistic 

experience of DCTs in the CB, and it will demonstrate as it did in the BCT experiment, how knowledge of colour 

derived by pure linguistic means maps onto vision.    

 
The experiment essentially follows the same methodology and analyses as chapter four.   
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5.1 Descriptive colour term experiment [MDS] 
 

Methods 
 
Participants 
 

The DCT experiment consists of same observers as in the BCT experiment: 30 trichromatic observers 

(TRIs), half (15) of whom performed the task blindfolded (bTRIs), 16 adventitiously (AB) and 13 congenitally 

blind (CB) participants.   

 
Stimuli 
 
 Stimuli consisted of 12 descriptive colour terms (DCTs): Salmon, charcoal, rose, copper, saffron, gold, 

lilac, turquoise, orange, pearl, maroon, and cream. A total of 66 possible DCT pairs were presented to participants 

verbally. Each participant was given a separate random set of DCT pairs. 

 
Procedure  
 
 The procedure of the DCT experiments follows exactly that of the BCT experiment with the only 

difference being that numerical estimates ranged from 0 (identical) to 12 (complete opposites). 

 
Results 
 

Individual raw dissimilarity matrices from each group were submitted to non-metric MDS. Ordinal MDS 

was selected as dissimilarity matrices are based on subjective judgements. Table 1.8 displays the Stress values for 

raw dissimilarity matrices and an average dissimilarity matrix for each group. 

 
Table 1.8 Stress values for each non-metric MDS configuration derived from  
raw dissimilarity matrices and an average dissimilarity matrix for each group  
in the DCTs task.  
 
 Raw dissimilarity matrices      Average dissimilarity matrix   
TRI .17 .13 
bTRI .17 .14 
AB .16 .09 
CB .23 (2D) .17 (3D) .14 

 
 

As expected Stress values for DCT configurations are higher than the BCT configurations. There are two 

possible reasons for this, (1) there are more stimuli to be compared to one another, and an expanded scale. (2) 

DCTs have more of an idiosyncratic meaning to observers not only visually but also linguistically, which may 

account for higher variability.  

 Scree plots65 and Stress values for TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB suggest either a two or three-dimensional 

solution. The high Stress value for the CB is suggestive of a three-dimensional solution. Three-dimensional 

                                       
65 Refer to appendix four for a single Scree plot comparing all four groups’ optimum dimension, and two-dimensional 
configurations derived from group’s averaged dissimilarity matrix. 
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configurations were created for all groups.66 As in the BCT configurations we were unable to identify any 

meaningful pattern in the third-dimension for any group. For this reason we retained their two-dimensional 

configurations (figure 2.8). The four configurations are similar to the configurations derived from the BCT 

experiment in that dimension-one appears to reveal a lightness axis as DCTs vary from light to dark and dimension-

two seems to reveal a thermal axis as DCTs vary from cold to warm. The perceptual maps of DCTs do not 

approximate the Newtonian colour circle in the practical sense this is because the colours are not basic but are 

variations or mixtures of BCTs. To map the DCTs onto a chromatic diagram requires a copious model that affords 

to illustrate variations and mixtures of colours. Chevreul’s chromatic diagram (figure 2.7) is one model that is able 

to facilitate and accommodate DCTs. The model displays 72 colours, grouped into 12 segments, the colours are 

divided into six zones or groups, there are then twenty lines showing the gradual changes in brightness (centre) to 

darkness (outer edge). When the configurations of DCTs are mapped onto the Chevreul’s chromatic diagram each 

descriptive colour can be located within a zone with its brightness and saturation accounted for; this clustering is 

apparent on all groups’ perceptual maps (e.g., orange-yellow DCTs group together).      

  

Error bars (calculated by the Jack-knife procedure) are more visible on some DCTs configurations for 

TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB compared to the error bars on their BCT configurations that seemed absent. Perhaps here 

the error bars are showing variations in their visual perception (TRIs and bTRIs), visual memory (AB) or semantic 

memory of objects representing a colour. For instance, the perception of lilac is not identical for all perceivers, 

this is not to imply that visual perception of the same lilac flower for example is different between two perceivers, 

but it is different in the sense that perceivers may have experienced and internalised the colour lilac based on 

different entities that are referred to as lilac (e.g., flowers, paint, or dyes, which again have subcategories). The 

CB have noticeably larger error bars than any other group and their own BCT configuration (compare figures 2.2 

& 2.8D). These may reflect variations in semantic memory and frame semantics encompassing DCTs. The term 

salmon appears out of place in the CBs’ perceptual map, this misplacement exemplifies variations in knowledge 

or frame semantics of DCTs. The colour salmon for majority of TRIs refers to a colour ranging from pale pinkish 

to orange, which is based on the flesh of the animal, and although some CB individuals may have an understanding 

of this, they may also have encountered salmon under different contexts. For example, the body of the fish is silver 

or red (when it is spawning), the method of cooking also changes the colouration of the flesh from yellow to 

orange.  Besides salmon being out of place, the CB demonstrate an accurate comprehension of descriptive colour 

relations which resembles that of their trichromatic counterparts.  

                                       
66 Refer to appendix four for three-dimensional configurations derived from the TRIs’, bTRIs’, ABs’, and CBs’ raw 
dissimilarity matrices. 
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Figure 2.8 Non-metric MDS configurations yielded from individual raw dissimilarity matrices from each group 
(A: Trichromats; B: Blindfolded trichromats; C: Adventitiously blind; D: Congenitally blind) for the DCT task. 
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean for the corresponding dimension derived from the Jack-knife 
procedure. 
 
 The extent to which groups’ configurations correlate with one-another was examined by performing three 

correlational tests, these follow the exact same procedure as the BCT experiment. Spearman’s rank-order 

correlation was used to compare the rank order of stimuli along dimension-one and two for each groups’ 

configuration. The TRIs and bTRIs show the highest correlations (tables 1.9A & B), however they are not as high 

as their correlations in the BCT experiment (refer to tables 1.1A & B). This may be reflecting the idiosyncrasy of 

DCTs and/or the variations in visual experience of entities symbolising a DCT. 

In the BCT experiment the AB yielded correlation coefficients demonstrating nearly perfect correlations 

with their trichromatic counterparts, but here their correlation coefficients are reduced to the level that the CB 
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correlate with TRIs. Two possible explanations are deterioration of visual and/or semantic memory of DCTs. But 

because the ABs’ correlation coefficients are comparable with the CB we can assume that it is their visual memory 

deteriorating and not their semantic memory of DCTs. 

 
  

Table 1.9A Correlations between groups when stimuli are rank ordered  
along dimension-one on the DCT configurations. 
 
D1 TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = .87**    
AB r = .58* r = .69*   
CB r = .69* r = .69* r = .67*  
Note: *p < .05; **p < .001     

 
Table 1.9B Correlations between groups when stimuli are rank ordered  
along dimension-two on the DCT configurations. 
 
D2 TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = .85**    
AB r = .66* r = .69*   
CB r = .60* r = .69* r = .69*  
Note: *p < .05; **p < .001     

 
 Pearson’s product-moment correlation was performed to analyse the extent to which average dissimilarity 

and distance matrices of each group correlate with one another (tables 2.0A & B). Recall that an average 

dissimilarity matrix is the average of all numerical estimates across all participant in each group. The distance 

matrices are unit-less Euclidean distances between stimuli.    

 
Table 2.0A Correlations between groups’ average dissimilarity  
matrices for the DCT task.  
 
μ dissimilarity 
matrix TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = .89    
AB r = .79 r = .83   
CB r = .64 r = .68 r = .72   
p < .001         

 
Table 2.0B Correlations between groups’ distance matrices 
for the DCT task. 
 
Distance matrix TRI bTRI AB CB 
TRI     
bTRI r = .82    
AB r = .80 r = .77   
CB r = .66 r = .69 r = .68   
 p < .001         
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As in the BCT experiment, TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB on average provide very similar estimates between pairs of 

DCTs, consequently their distance matrices will also be highly correlated. However, their correlation coefficients 

are not as high as the BCT experiment; suggesting that judgements between DCTs has higher variation.  The CB 

have reduced correlation coefficients with the other groups, which was also seen in the BCT experiment.  

Here it appears that as visual experience decreases, so do correlation coefficients with TRIs. As with the 

configurations in the BCT experiment that appeared similar to one another here again the CB standout as the most 

dissimilar group after correlational procedures are carried out.  

 

The INDSCAL analyses displays individual differences in categorical judgements of DCTs. The 

identification of the dimensions of the Master Stimulus space are derived from the common spaces of all groups. 

Dimension-one was attributed to lightness and dimension-two was attributed to temperature.  

 
 

   
 
Figure 2.9 Two-dimensional Master Stimulus space of all participants performing the DCT task. The configuration 
is dissected into four quadrants allowing for detailed interpretation of participants’ weights along each dimension. 
 
 
  The INDSCAL configuration’s Stress value for DCTs is slightly higher compared to that of BCTs (.18 vs. 

.15) which is not surprising considering the idiosyncratic nature of DCTs causing larger variance not only between 

groups but within groups. In the BCT Master Stimulus space (figure 2.3) all participant weights were orientated 
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towards the same direction. Two clusters were apparent – one dominated by the sighted and once were sighted, 

both of which intertwined (mid space), and the other dominated by the CB (lower left). In the DCT Master Stimulus 

space two orientations can be seen, one negatively orientated and one positively orientated. Majority of participants 

regardless of visual ability are clustered within the negative orientation.  

To provide a detailed analyses of the DCT Master Stimulus space we partitioned the configuration into 

four quadrants (Q1-4). Two reference lines placed at the midpoint of the x and y axes dissects participants’ weights 

to reveal the influence of each dimension.67 Located in Q1 are three TRIs, one AB, and two CB observers, these 

participants are assumed to be influenced more by a thermal axis than a lightness axis when making categorical 

judgements. Located in Q2 are four TRIs and four bTRIs, these observers are assumed to be making comparable 

categorical judgements based on both colour temperature and lightness. Located in Q3 are three CB observers and 

one AB observer. These participants have fairly low weightings on both dimensions indicating that neither 

dimension-one nor dimension-two has a strong effect on their judgements. It is in Q4 that majority of observers 

congregate: eight TRIs, 11 bTRIs, 14 AB, and seven CB observers, these participants are assumed to be influenced 

more by dimension-one than dimensiom-two when making categorical judgements. 

 In the BCT experiment we found a negative correlation between the ABs’ age and dimension-two of their 

INDSCAL configuration (r = -.67, p = .00), this indicated that as these participants’ age increased their weightings 

on dimension-two (attributed to a thermal axis) decreased, in other words as they got older colour lightness has 

become the basis of their categorical judgements of basic colours. In the DCT Master Stimulus space all but two 

AB observers are located within Q4, this complements the notion of visual memory deteriorating in the AB to a 

basic state of lightness. 

The CB show the most variance, this was previously acknowledged by their large error bars. Their 

variation manifests again in the DCT Master Stimulus space (recall that the orientation of participants’ weights 

are an indication of how similar they are to one another). In the Master Stimulus space the CB are the most divided 

of all groups, six are positively orientated and seven conform to the predominant negative orientation.  

In the previous chapter we emphasised that the INDSCAL configuration shows individual differences at 

the cognitive and the configural level, hence allowing for an effective measure of group differences. As in the BCT 

chapter where a statistical analysis (Kruskal-Wallis H test) was carried out to investigate whether a statistical 

difference exists between groups and their locations on the Master Stimulus space, the same was performed for 

DCTs. Again we found no significant difference between the four groups (refer to appendix four, table 1.0).  

 

 Two private spaces were created for two CB participants in the BCT experiment (figure 2.4). Both 

participants (CB4 and 11) are marked in figure 2.9. Their private spaces for DCTs are recreated to see how well 

they conceptualise descriptive colour relations (figure 3.0). As aforementioned INDSCAL can predict the shape 

of an individual’s perceptual map. CB4’s weight is located in Q4 but also close to Q2, INDSCAL predicts that her 

private space is circular, suggesting that she is making judgements mainly based on colour lightness but is also 

                                       
67 Partitioning the BCT Master Stimulus space would not provide any further information than what can already be observed 
without partitioning. It was apparent that TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB are scattered throughout the mid space and there was no 
clustering within the cluster, therefore dissecting the configuration would not show any pattern that is not already obvious – 
the clustering of the CB in the lower left portion of the Master Stimulus space.  
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influenced by colour temperature. CB11’s weight is located at the lower portion of Q4, INDSCAL predicts his 

private space will be horizontally elongated and is heavily influenced by colour lightness. Note the similarity of 

their positions in both Master Stimulus spaces (figures 2.3 & 2.9), hence the similar predictions and interpretations.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.0 Side-by-side comparison of CB4’s and CB11’s private space. Weirdness value = .09 and .50 
respectively. Notice that the weirdness value for CB4 is smaller than her weirdness value in the BCT experiment 
(.19), this is because in the DCT Master Stimulus space her weight located close to majority of observers clustered 
in Q4, whereas in the BCT Master Stimulus space her location is amongst the scattering of the majority. The same 
explanation can be used for CB11, his weirdness value is reduced because his weight is closer to majority of 
observers.  
 
 An attempt was made to see whether age and/or duration of blindness may covary with the two-

dimensional Master Stimulus space created independently for the AB and CB participants. The procedure followed 

that of the BCT experiment. No significant correlation was found between either groups’ age and/or duration of 

blindness with dimension-one or two. This suggests that the completely blinds’ age and/or duration of blindness 

did not have an effect on how they make categorical judgements for DCTs. 

 
Two-year interval 
 
 Completely blind participants were re-interviewed after a duration of nearly two-years. The purpose of 

this was to explore any changes that may have occurred to their perceptual maps in the course of this time. Figure 

3.1 shows a side-by-side comparison between the original configurations (time-one) and those created ~two-years 

later (time-two). Stress values of time-two configurations (CB = .20 and AB = .14) are slightly reduced compared 

to time-one configurations (CB = .23 and AB = .16). Correlational analyses for the two time-lines indicated each 

respective set of configurations nearly perfectly correlated in regards to rank order of stimuli on dimension-one (r 

= .99, p = .001) and two (r ≥ .96, p = .001). The configurations also highly correlated in regards to average 

dissimilarity and distance matrices (r ≥ .89, p = .001), demonstrating that that after ~two-years neither group has 

significantly changed in their ability to conceptualise DCTs. Error bars remain observable for the CB and very 

small for the AB. Time-two private spaces of the completely blind was compared with their time-one private 

spaces; majority of the CB showed reduced proximity between pearl and cream, besides that proximities between 
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stimuli were relatively maintained. The AB private spaces in general also showed pearl and cream in closer 

proximity but also turquoise and lilac further away from warmer colours. Accordingly these observations manifest 

in their common spaces below.   

   

 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Side-by-side comparison between original configurations (time-one) and two-year interval (time-two) 
configurations for completely blind participants for the DCT task. 
 
5.2 Semantic differential application 
 
 In the BCT experiment a semantic differential (SD) application was performed by participants where they 

were presented with a list of bipolar adjectives and asked to place each colour along a scale; the aim was to measure 

the semantic connotations of BCTs. Prior to this participants performed a cardinal direction task where they 
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ordered BCTs according to the three opponent-axes of the DKL colour space. The rank order of BCTs was then 

correlated with the rank order of stimuli varying along dimension-one and two of each group’s perceptual map. 

Dimension-one correlated with the black–white opponent-axis, and dimension-two correlated with the red–green 

opponent-axis for all groups (refer to table 1.4). The SD application complemented these results as bipolar 

adjectives superficially or physically relating to dark and light colours also correlated with dimension-one (e.g., 

happy–sad, fresh–stale, exciting–dull, and clean–dirty). The same was observed for bipolar adjectives superficially 

or physically relating to red and green colours which correlated with dimension-two (e.g., calm–angry, un-ripe-

ripe, and cold–hot). ANOVA was then carried out to explore the effects of colour on each SD scale.   

 Given that the dimensions of the DCT configurations appear to display lightness (dimension-one) and a 

thermal pattern (dimension-two) we repeated the SD application for DCTs to see if there is support for these 

attributes. The methodology follows that of the BCT experiment, with the exception of participants being presented 

with two SD scales: dark–light and cold–hot. Spearman’s rank-order correlation was used to examine the 

correlation between the rank order of DCTs on the two SD scales, and the rank order of DCTs on dimension-one 

and two of their configuration (table 2.3). The results provide support for our inferences but also show a consistent 

theme – colour terms whether basic or descriptive appear to be categorised according to lightness and metaphoric 

reference to temperature.  

 
Table 2.1 Correlations between SD scales and dimension-one  
and two of the TRIs’ and the CBs’ DCT configurations.  
Note: no correlation was found between dimension-three of the TRIs’  
or the CBs’ configurations and the SD scales.  
 
Scales TRI D1 CB D1 
Dark - Light r = .92 r = .81 

 TRI D2 CB D2 
Cold - Hot r = .75 r = .78 
p < .001   

 
 The 12 DCTs were submitted to the ELP in an attempt to investigate whether colour term frequency may 

be the underlying function of the third dimension. The procedure follows that of the BCT experiment. No 

significant correlation was found between the ordering of stimuli varying along dimension-one, two, or three with 

the order of DCTs provided by the ELP. 

 

 A Two-way ANOVA was conducted for each scale in the SD application, with group (TRIs vs. CB) and 

colour as factors. As can be seen in table 2.2 there was a significant main effect of colour for both scales (dark–

light and cold–hot). This demonstrates that DCTs (for both groups) has a significant association or effect on each 

SD scale. There was also a significant group x colour (G x C) interaction, indicating that there are differences 

between the two groups on how they associate DCTs with the SD scales. Because there was a significant G x C 

interaction we followed up with a One-way ANOVA to evaluate the effects of colour separately for each group. 

As can be seen in table 2.4 there were strong effects of descriptive colours on both SD scales. 
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Table 2.2 Displays the results of a Two and One-way ANOVA showing the effects of DCTs on two SD scales for 
TRIs and the CB. Effect size (ES) shows how much variance in the dependent variable (SD scales) was a result of 
the independent variables (DCTs and participant categories). 
 

 
 
 The following plots (figures 3.2A & B) were created to illustrate the main effect of colour for both groups. 

As a general rule, a difference between TRIs and the CB for each DCT is determined if error bars of each group 

do not overlap; the size of error bars for each group are also an indication of group differences. For each plot the 

effect of descriptive colours appears mostly muted for the CB compared to TRIs, this is also demonstrated by the 

CB having reduced ES-values compared to TRIs. On the dark–light scale both groups appear quite similar in the 

manner they associate DCTs varying in lightness – charcoal, copper, and maroon are judged as the darkest colours, 

DCTs after rose are progressively judged as light colours. The effect of DCTs for TRIs is nearly twice as large as 

the CB (ES = .81 vs .43) this can be seen in their plot having more variability compared to the CB plot which 

becomes fairly muted after rose. Pearl is associated as the lightest colour for the CB with salmon as the second 

lightest. TRIs judge pearl and cream as nearly identical as the lightest colours. The combination of pearl being 

white and having a reflective property may be the reason for it being associated to the lightest DCT. Cream is 

judged most differently between the two groups, while TRIs perceive it as the lightest colour the CB do not. Error 

bars for the CB are consistently larger than the TRIs’ indicating larger variance within the CB group.  

On the cold–hot scale the two groups are again quite similar, with the exception of salmon for the CB, 

their plot resemble the clustering of stimuli observed in their perceptual maps – gold, saffron, copper, orange, and 

salmon are judged as warm/hot colours, afterwards their plots show a major dip when cream and pearl are judged 

indicating they are perceived and/or conceptualised as cool colours; their plots rise again when rose, maroon, and 

charcoal are being judged and finally fall again when turquoise and lilac are judged. There is a discrepancy between 

the two groups in regards to salmon; TRIs perceive the DCT as a warm colour, but the CB conceptualise it as a 

cool colour. Perhaps TRIs are contemplating the flesh of the animal (pinkish-orange) when making semantic 

judgements while the CB are thinking about what they know about the animal’s exterior complexion – silver, or 

they are generalising the flesh of all fish to be white. Although error bars maintain to be large for the CB, the effect 

of DCTs on the scale is strong (ES = .69) but still less than that of TRIs (ES = .88). 

 

Dimension-one                 Two-way ANOVA                          One-way ANOVA
Scales Group F (1,31) Colour F (df) G x C TRI F (df)                     ES CB F (df)                  ES
Dark-Light 8.98** 51.49** (7.5,232.4) 3.34** 81.92** (5.7,108.3)      .81 9.05** (6.1,73.6)      .43

Dimensions-two Group F (1,31) Colour F (df) G x C TRI F (df)                     ES CB F (df)                  ES
Cold-Hot 19.37** 109.92** (6.7,208.1) 13.89** 142.68** (5.7,107.9)    .88 27.51** (5.1,60.3)    .69
**p  < .001 All repeated-measures effects are Greenhouse-Geisser corrected 
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Figure 3.2A Dark–light (D1). Note: the following applies to figure 3.2 A and B: blue plots display TRIs and red 
plots the CB. The horizontal axis is based on the rank order of DCTs varying along dimension-one or two of the 
trichromatic configuration.  
 

 
  
Figure 3.2B Cold–hot (D2). 
 

One of the primary objectives of this thesis was to observe how the CBs’ conception of colour derived 

from their lexical knowledge maps onto the trichromatic perception of colour. In the previous chapter we explored 

this by correlating the rank order of BCTs along the SD scales of the CB with the rank order of BCTs varying 
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along dimension-one and two of the TRIs’ perceptual map. The same analysis is performed again for DCTs. By 

comparing tables 2.1 and 2.3 we can see a reduction in correlation coefficients for the CB, which is not surprising 

considering the CBs’ configuration did not highly correlate with the TRIs’ configuration in regards to the rank 

order of stimuli on dimension-one and two (refer to tables 1.9A & B). Nonetheless, the fact that the rank order of 

DCTs on the CBs’ SD scales significantly correlated with the rank order of DCTs varying along dimension-one 

and two on the TRIs’ configuration demonstrates that the CBs’ semantic knowledge of DCTs is sufficient to map 

onto the visual experience of DCTs, albeit with some slight variation.    

 
Table 2.3 Displays the correlations between the rank order of  
DCTs along dimension-one and two of the TRIs’ configuration  
and the rank order of DCTs along the SD scales for the CB. 
 
Scale D1 Scale D2 
Dark - Light r = .58 Cold - Hot r = .52 
p = .05       

 
 
5.3 Discussion and summary 
 

12 DCTs were verbally presented to groups of TRIs, bTRIs, AB, and CB observers. Participants were 

asked to provide numerical estimates based on how dissimilar they believed each pair of DCTs to be. Dissimilarity 

matrices were submitted to non-metric MDS, Stress values and Scree plots suggested three-dimensional solutions 

to represent each groups’ data. After the creation of three-dimensional solutions only dimension-one and two 

showed a meaningful pattern related to lightness and temperature respectively. As seen in the previous chapter the 

third dimension may be a result of high variance within groups and be displaying noise rather than any meaningful 

pattern; for this reason we retained two-dimensional solutions to represent groups’ perceptual maps (figure 2.8A-

D). Error bars maintained to be the largest for the CB but were also more apparent for the other three groups, this 

is possibly due to the idiosyncratic nature of DCTs. 

A number of correlational analyses were carried out to examine the extent each groups’ configuration 

correlated with one-another. The rank order of stimuli varying along dimension-one and two was compared 

between the groups (tables 1.9A & B). The highest correlations were between the TRIs and bTRIs. Correlation 

coefficients immediately dropped once the rank order of stimuli of the sighted was compared with the completely 

blind. Further correlational analyses revealed that all groups correlated in regards to average and distance matrices 

(table 2.0A & B). TRIs and bTRIs maintain to correlate the highest with one another, followed by the AB. Though 

the CB also correlated with the other groups, their correlations were smaller. These results statistically indicate 

that the CBs’ perceptual map resembles the perceptual map of TRIs, it also demonstrates that absence of direct 

visual experience of colours does not impede one’s ability to appropriately categorise them.  

 
INDSCAL – interpretation of cognitive differences among observers 
 

The purpose of a Master Stimulus space (or INDSCAL configuration) is to show the cognitive differences 

between observers, it does this by placing each observer’s weight along one or more dimensions. The location of 

an observer’s weight indicates the extent to which an observer is influenced by the identification of a dimension. 
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A low weighting would indicate that the observer is scarcely making judgements based on the identification of 

that dimension, whereas a high weight would suggest the opposite. The identification of the INDSCAL 

configuration’s dimensions are derived from its respective MDS configuration. As in the BCT configurations 

which showed stimuli on dimension-one varying from light to dark, and hot to cold on dimension-two, the DCT 

configurations appeared to show the same variation of stimuli along the respective dimensions. Accordingly, the 

identification of the DCT INDSCAL dimensions are lightness (dimension-one) and temperature (dimension-two). 

The INDSCAL configuration for DCTs (figure 2.9) compared to the BCTs configuration (figure 2.3) is 

slightly more complex. The BCT INDSCAL configuration showed a single predominant orientation of all 

participants’ weight vectors, indicating that all participants regardless of visual experience are similar in their 

categorisation of BCTs. Furthermore, the INDSCAL configuration depicted two clusters – one dominated by the 

CB and the other with the remaining participants intertwined and showing comparable scatter throughout the space, 

thus no group (except the CB) showed any particular clustering. In contrast the INDSCAL configuration for DCTs 

shows two orientations – one negatively orientated and one positively orientated. Nearly all TRIs, bTRIs, and AB 

participants’ weights are located not only within the negative slope, but at the higher end of dimension-one. The 

CB on the other hand appear to be divided – six are located within the positive slope and seven in the negative 

slope. These observations indicate that TRIs, bTRIs, AB, and seven CB participants make similar decisions when 

categorising DCTs, more precisely their decisions are primarily based on colour lightness than colour temperature. 

The remaining six CB participants are assumed to be different in their categorisation of DCTs. To investigate these 

differences and to examine the DCT Master Stimulus space in more detail we divided the configuration into four 

quadrants (Q1-4). Q1 represents observers that are inclined to make categorical decisions based on temperature, 

here there are three TRIs, one AB, and two CB observers. Q2 represents observers that make comparable 

categorical decisions based on colour lightness and temperature. Here there are only sighted participants (four 

TRIs and four bTRIs). Q3 represents observers that have fairly low weightings on both dimension-one and two, 

here there is one AB observer and four CB observers. It is assumed that these observers are not strongly influenced 

by a lightness or temperature axis. It is in Q4 where majority of observers are located, here there are eight TRIs, 

11 bTRIs, 14 AB, and seven CB participants, these participants are assumed to be heavily influenced by colour 

lightness when making categorical decisions. Q4 supports a finding in the previous chapter – as the ABs’ age 

increased their weights on dimension-two decreased, indicating that they rely less on colour temperature and more 

on colour lightness when making judgements as they get older. In the DCT Master Stimulus space we can see that 

14/16 AB participants are located in Q4 – the quadrant representing high inclination to make categorical 

judgements based on colour lightness. In the BCT experiment the CB showed the most variance, this is seen again 

in the DCT experiment with their MDS configuration displaying the largest error bars for each stimuli and in the 

INDSCAL configuration where they are the most divided group.  

Two CB participants were selected in the BCT experiment, they were marked on the INDSCAL 

configuration and a private space was created for each individual to demonstrate how knowledge of colour terms 

is reflected on a cognitive map. Based on her self-report CB4 was confident that she understood BCT relations 

through what she has learned from school. CB11 reported he had a basic understanding of BCT relations limited 

to lightness; both self-reports concurred with their private spaces (figure 2.4). The two CB participants are marked 

again in the DCT INDSCAL configuration, their weights are located in similar positions as in the BCT INDSCAL 
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configuration. Accordingly INDSCAL predicts CB4 will have a circular private space as she has comparable 

weights on dimension-one and two, and CB11 will have a horizontally elongated private space as he favours 

dimension-one (lightness) over dimension-two (temperature). Their private spaces for DCTs (figure 3.0) concurs 

with INDSCAL’s prediction and self-reports. 

 

Completely blind participants were re-interviewed after a period of nearly two- years to explore any 

changes in their conceptions of DCTs. Figure 3.1 shows a side-by-side comparison between their original 

configurations and their time-two configurations. The CBs’ time-two configurations yielded a slightly smaller 

Stress value compared to their time-one (.20 vs. .23), the same was observed for the AB (.16 vs. 14) indicating a 

better fit. Correlational analyses between each groups time-one and time-two configurations revealed that each 

pair are practically identically in regards to rank order of stimuli varying along dimension-one (r = .99, p = .001) 

and two (r ≥ .96, p = .001). The configurations also highly correlated in regards to average dissimilarity and 

distance matrices (r ≥ .89, p = .001), demonstrating that after ~two-years neither group has significantly changed 

in their ability to conceptualise DCTs. Error bars remain observable for the CB and very small for the AB. However 

one attribute that is noticeable is that the CB show a reduced proximity between pearl and cream in their time-two 

configuration, it could be they have learned the two DCTs are more similar than they previously thought. Turquoise 

and lilac for the AB has shifted further away from the remaining DCTs, the two are now judged as cooler colours. 

Despite salmon being a pinkish-orange colour the CB and the AB maintain their decision that it does not resemble 

a warm colour. We proposed that the CB may be basing their judgements on the exterior complexion of the fish 

which is silver rather than the flesh, or that they are generalising the flesh of all fish to be white. 

 

Participants performed a semantic differential (SD) application where they rank ordered DCTs on two 

scales ranging from dark to light and cold to hot. Two SD scales were selected to validate our interpretation of 

dimensions, but also because lightness and temperature yielded the highest correlation coefficients with 

dimension-one and two respectively on the BCT configurations. DCTs varying along dimension-one strongly 

correlated with the dark-light SD scale for TRIs (r = .92) and the CB (r = .81). DCTs varying along dimension-

two strongly correlated with the cold-hot SD scale for TRIs (r = .75) and the CB (r = .78). The larger correlation 

coefficients observed between dimension-one and the dark-light SD scale complements the DCT INDSCAL 

configuration as majority of observers regardless of visual experience had their weights located within Q4 

indicating a strong inclination to make categorical judgements based on colour lightness. Another cross-validation 

that is observed is when the correlation coefficient of dimension-one is compared with  that of dimension-two for 

the CB – the difference is not significantly different, INDSCAL supports this by showing that nearly half the CBs’ 

weight vectors are orientated in the opposite direction from the other half.  

When interpreting a Master Stimulus space, particularly at the individual level it is important that the 

coordinates of dimensions are consistently taken into consideration. We have stated that observers in Q3 have low 

weightings on both dimensions and therefore do not particularly favour either dimension when making categorical 

judgements and although this is true, even within Q3 an individual may show they favour although slightly, one 

dimension over another, for example the CB participant located on the far right of Q3 slightly favours dimension-

one over dimension-two, while only one AB participant shows to have a weighting comparable on dimension-one 
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and two. What this ultimately means is that the cognitive space can consecutively be dissected, but for our purposes 

and the complexity of the present Master Stimulus space, four quadrants is sufficient to elucidate any meaningful 

interpretation. 

 

A Two-way ANOVA was conducted for the dark–light and cold–hot SD scales, with group (TRIs vs. CB) 

and colour as factors. Table 2.2 shows there was a significant main effect of colour for both SD scales. This 

indicates that colour for both groups has a significant association or effect on each SD scale. There was a significant 

main effect of group for the two SD scales indicating that the two groups differ in the way they associate colours 

on these SD scales. There was also a significant group x colour (G x C) interaction for both SD scales, indicating 

that there were different associations between colour and SD scales for TRIs and CB groups. A One-way ANOVA 

was conducted to evaluate the effects of colour separately for each group. As can be seen in table 2.2, there were 

strong effects of colour for both scales for TRIs and the CB with effect sizes68 (ES) being .81 and .88, and .43 and 

.69 for the dark–light and cold–hot SD scales respectively. 

Two plots were created to illustrate the main effect of colour for both groups (figures 3.2A & B). In both 

plots the effect of descriptive colours is mostly muted for the CB compared to TRIs, this was expected as the TRIs 

had larger ES-values than the CB. On the dark–light scale both groups are quite similar in the manner they associate 

descriptive colours varying in lightness – charcoal, copper, and maroon are judged as the darkest colours, while 

colours after rose are progressively judged as light. The effect of DCTs for TRIs is nearly twice as large as the CB 

(ES = .81 vs .43) this can be seen in their plot having more variability compared to the CBs’ plot which becomes 

fairly muted after rose. Pearl is associated as the lightest colour for the CB with salmon as the second lightest. 

TRIs judged pearl and cream as nearly identical as the lightest colours. The combination of pearl being white and 

having a reflective property may be the reason for it being associated to the lightest DCT. Cream is judged most 

differently between the two groups, while TRIs perceive it as the lightest colour the CB do not, in fact they place 

salmon as the second lightest colour after pearl, this supports what was proposed earlier regarding the CB 

contemplating the exterior of the animal which is silver rather than its flesh which is pinkish-orange, another 

explanation may be that the CB are generalising the flesh of fish (white). Error bars for the CB are consistently 

larger than the TRIs’ indicating larger variance within the CB group.  

With the exception of salmon, the two groups are quite similar on the cold–hot scale. Their plots resemble 

the clustering formation of stimuli observed in their perceptual maps – gold, saffron, copper, orange, and salmon 

are judged as warm/hot colours, then their plots show a major dip when cream and pearl are judged indicating they 

are conceptualised as cool colours; their plots rise again when rose, maroon, and charcoal are being judged and 

finally fall again when turquoise and lilac are judged. There is a discrepancy between the two groups in regards to 

salmon; TRI perceive the DCT as a warm colour, but the CB conceptualise it as a cool colour. Perhaps the TRIs 

are contemplating the flesh of the animal (pinkish-orange) when making semantic judgements while the CB are 

thinking about what they know about the animal’s exterior complexion – silver.  

 

                                       
68 Recall the ES is a value that indicates the degree to which an independent variable (colour and participant category) has 
affected the dependent variable (semantic scales).  
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When we consider the hierarchy of human senses it is intuitive to assume that colour temperature provides 

the most realistic template for the CB to contemplate when making categorical decisions between colours. In the 

BCT experiment two tasks supported this; the first was the CD direction task where the CB were the only group 

to correlate the red–green and blue–yellow CDs to dimension-two (rRG = .93; rBY = .70), this strongly suggested 

their decisions are more influenced by colour temperature than colour lightness which correlated with dimension-

one (rBW = .70). Further evidence came from the SD task where the CB correlated BCTs the highest with the cold–

hot SD scale (r = .82). In the DCT experiment the CBs’ correlation coefficients between the dark–light and the 

cold–hot SD scale with dimension-one and two respectively are not distinctly different (rD-L = .81, rC-H = .78), this 

demonstrates an important point which is although the CB have no perceptual experience of colour lightness, 

language is persuasive enough to convey information about colour lightness to the extent that it rivals their ability 

to categorise colours according to temperature (which is reinforced by haptic experience). Not only does this 

concur with their perceptual map (figure 2.8D) but also the INDSCAL configuration where just over half of the 

CB participants are located in Q4. However, when ordering DCTs by semantic connotations colour temperature 

maintains to have more of an effect for the CB (ESD-L = .43, ESC-H = .69). Note no significant difference was found 

between TRIs and the CB when categorising BCTs along the cold–hot SD scale (refer to table 1.6). 

When the sighted and previously sighted observers’ dimensions were correlated with the CDs of colour 

space, dimension-one correlated with the black–white and blue–yellow CDs (rBW = .92; rBY = .77) , this suggested 

that for these observers colour categorisation of BCTs is influenced more by colour lightness than colour 

temperature, which solely correlated with dimension-two (rRG = .97). Similar results are found in the DCT 

experiment where judgements were influenced more by colour lightness than colour temperature (rD-L = .92, rC-H 

= .75), this is also supported by the INDSCAL configuration showing a vast majority of these participants’ weights 

are located in Q4. These observations concur with what was discussed in the previous chapter regarding the notion 

of the hierarchy of human senses – vision is first, followed by hearing, then the subordinate senses – touch, taste, 

and smell. Considering these individuals have or once had visual experience of colours it makes sense that visual 

capture is the basis of their decision-making. For obvious reasons the notion of visual capture is not applicable to 

the CB, therefore we move down the hierarchy of human senses until an appropriate sense is recognised, which is 

touch. For the CB colour temperature is not only semantically constructed but it is haptically experienced; this 

haptic experience not only reinforces their lexical knowledge of colours but it provides a form of perception, albeit 

non-visual. 

 
Mapping vision onto language 
 
 As in the BCT experiment we examined how the CBs’ conception of colour, derived from their lexical 

knowledge maps onto the trichromatic perception of colour. The procedure follows that of the BCT experiment, 

basically the rank order of DCTs varying along the trichromatic perceptual map on dimension-one and two is 

correlated with the rank order of DCTs varying along the CBs’ SD scales. Although the same observations are 

seen – a reduction in correlation coefficients (compare tables 2.1 & 2.3), the reductions were much larger than 

what was observed when the procedure was performed in the BCT experiment. These outcomes provide further 

insight into how basic and descriptive colour terms are conceptualised by the CB, specifically how they map onto 

visual perception. First, the large reductions of correlation coefficients complements the correlational analyses 
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performed to examine how similar perceptual maps are between groups where it was shown that the CB showed 

a large reduction in correlations in regards to the rank ordering of stimuli along dimensions, average, and 

dissimilarity matrices (refer to tables 1.9A & B, 2.0A & B). Second and more importantly, if we are to compare 

the extent of the correlation coefficient reductions between the BCT experiment and the DCT for this procedure it 

is apparent that the CBs’ SD scales fit better onto the perceptual map of the TRIs’ BCT configuration than it does 

for the DCT configuration. This may be showing the variability of DCTs when placed into a semantic or lexical 

field. For instance when a BCT such as blue is described to a CB individual the semantic and lexical fields which 

the term in embedded in are more likely homogenous, that is, there are less variations not only between the two 

fields but also less variation between different sources of information. DCTs on the other hand would undoubtedly 

produce larger variations not just in semantic but in lexical fields. For example, the term turquoise (a greenish-

blue colour) may be described heterogeneously between sources of information; one observer may describe 

turquoise as visually more green while another may describe it as more blue. The implications of this was seen 

with the term salmon, the CB on their perceptual map placed the colour at the high ends of dimension-one and two 

indicating that it is conceptualised as a light and cool colour (figure 2.8D). This was unlikely a judgement error as 

a follow-up examination showed that even after two-years the CB maintained the location of salmon (figure 3.1). 

Furthermore, in the SD application the CB considered salmon as a cool colour. These outcomes support what was 

mentioned above concerning the variations of DCTs. The CBs’ conception of the colour salmon is not completely 

inaccurate, in fact if they were contemplating the exterior complexion of the fish (silver) then the location of 

salmon on their perceptual map is fairly accurate. Another explanation and one that is most likely the case is that 

the CB are generalising the colour of the flesh of fish, which is light-pink and often turns white when cooked. It 

could be that the CBs’ frame semantics describes the flesh of salmon as white because it is type of fish, this 

explanation concurs with the location of salmon as it is in close proximity to pearl in both their time-one and two 

configurations.      

 

In a final attempt to identify dimension-three of each groups’ configuration, the 12 DCTs were submitted 

to the ELP to explore whether dimension-three varies as a function of word frequency (the procedure follows that 

of the BCT experiment). No significant correlation was found between the rank order of DCTs varying along the 

third dimension and the order of DCTs provided by the ELP. Again it is most likely the case that dimension-three 

is presenting noise rather than any meaningful pattern in the data. 

 

The CB have demonstrated they can and do learn DCT relations. Their perceptual maps resemble their 

trichromatic counterparts and it is only by thorough correlational analyses do we see moderate differences between 

the CB and TRIs. Once again we attribute the CBs’ ability to categorise colour terms to linguistic factors. In this 

chapter we introduced the notion of frame semantics where lexical and semantic fields are integrated to provide a 

detailed account of how language creates conceptions.  

 Unlike the BCT experiment where the ABs’ configuration highly correlated with the TRIs’, in the DCT 

experiment their correlation coefficients were comparable with the CB. We proposed the reason for this is that the 

AB over time rely more on their knowledge of colour lightness than colour temperature when making categorical 

decisions. This hypothesis was supported in the BCT experiment where a negative correlation was found between 
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the ABs’ age and dimension-two (temperature) of the INDSCAL configuration. This demonstrated that as they got 

older their colour judgements were based more on dimension-one (lightness). Further support came from the DCT 

INDSCAL configuration where nearly all ABs’ weights were located in Q4 – the quadrant representing observers 

that are heavily influenced by colour lightness. Also, TRIs and bTRIs showed reduced correlation coefficients 

between one another in the DCT experiments, which may be revealing the idiosyncratic nature of DCTs as they 

are more ambiguous than BCTs.  

 

In the next and final empirical chapter we will explore colour term categorisation in dichromatic observers 

(protanopes and deuteranopes). Dichromatic observers are presented with BCTs under three conditions: verbal, 

visual, and both where BCTs are mounted on cards with the respective colour terms printed on them. DCTs that 

map onto the BCTs are also presented to dichromatic observers. The same conditions are presented to TRIs and 

cognitive maps of groups are analysed and compared to one another. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE COGNITIVE STRUCTURE OF COLOUR CATEGORISATION IN 
DICHROMATIC OBSERVERS 

 

6.0 Introduction 

Colour is arguably non-existent, colour does not exist in the real world beyond our eyes. Instead, the 

psychological experience of colour is created by the visual areas of the brain. Our brain converts a certain range 

of electromagnetic spectrum into colour. Colour can neither be measured nor observed inside the mind through an 

objective point of view. In this sense colour is completely subjective and in terms of colour perception we are all 

alone in our minds.  

In chapters five and six we demonstrated how lexical and semantic knowledge of basic and descriptive 

colour terms plays a fundamental role in the categorisation of colour terms in the congenitally blind; to the extent 

that the congenitally blind with sufficient linguistic understanding of colour terms are able to create perceptual 

maps of colour terms closely resembling the trichromatic perception of colour. In the current chapter we explore 

the same notions in dichromatic observers and examine the competition between visual input and linguistic 

knowledge of colours.  

 

 Unlike trichromatic observers which have three functioning colour photoreceptors, dichromatic observers 

have only two functioning photoreceptors in their retina. Consequently their chromatic experience is reduced as 

they can only see with a mixture of no more than two pure spectral lights. Of particular interest to this study are 

two types of dichromacy: protanopia – a severe form of chromatic deficiency whereby the affected individual 

(protanope) has a complete absence of red retinal photoreceptors. The implications of this is that a protanope can 

only perceive wavelengths of light ranging from 400-650 nm (rather than 700 nm). They cannot perceive pure reds 

instead they are perceived as dark hues; purple hues are indistinguishable from blue hues; orange-reds are 

experienced as dim yellows, and all orange-yellow-green shades are experienced as yellowish hues (refer to figure 

3.3). Protanopes may learn to distinguish reds from yellows and greens primarily on the basis of their apparent 

brightness or lightness, not on any perceptible hue difference. Deuteranopia – is another form of dichromacy 

whereby the affected individual (deuteranope) experiences similar hue discrimination impairments as a protanope, 

however without the abnormal diming of hues. Colour terms such as red, orange, yellow, and green have little 

meaning to these dichromatic observers except that they are different hue terms that others (trichromatic observers) 

use and agree on. 
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Trichromat  
 
 
Protanope 
 
 
Deuteranope 

      700        650       600       550        500       450       400nm 
 
Figure 3.3 Colour spectrums of trichromatic and dichromatic observers (adapted from Flück, 2006). 
 

There are different severities of colour blindness; what has been explained above is dichromacy, 

(specifically protanopia and deuteranopia) which are severe forms of colour blindness. A less severe form of colour 

blindness is referred to as anomalous trichromacy. Anomalous trichromats have all three cones and use them to 

perceive light, however one cone is dysfunctional this results in three different types of colour blindness depending 

on which cone is defective. The three anomalous conditions are: protanomaly – a reduced sensitivity to red light. 

Protanomalous observers have a weak visual perception of red in terms of saturation and brightness. 

Deauteranomaly – a reduced sensitivity to green light. Deuteranomalous observers suffer from similar colour 

deficiencies as protanomalous observers – difficulty in distinguishing small differences in hues in the red, orange, 

yellow, and green region of the visible light spectrum. One difference between the two mentioned anomalous 

conditions is that deuteranomalous individuals are not affected by the loss of brightness when perceiving hues. 

The third condition is tritanomaly – an extremely rare condition which is characterised by a reduced sensitivity to 

blue light. Tritanomalous observers have difficulty distinguishing yellow and blue hues.  

 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) along with Individual differences scaling (INDSCAL) have been 

employed in comparative visual studies to explore perceptual categorisation of hues in colour blind individuals. A 

number of these studies were discussed in detail in chapter three, here we briefly review these studies again to set 

the stage for our own examination. 

MDS configurations in a colour blind study consisting of deuteranomalous observers and deuteranopes of 

various severities revealed a dimension associated to the red–green and a dimension associated to the blue–yellow 

opponent axes of trichromatic colour vision. INDSCAL did not reveal a difference between the colour blind and 

trichromatic observers in the sorting tasks (where colours were exclusively discriminated by visual experience) 

nor in the colour naming task (Bonnardel, 2006). The notion of normative language was attributed to the colour 

blinds’ performance and was believed that they learn subtle visual differences (e.g., lightness/brightness) between 

colours to compensate for their impoverished colour vision. In other words the colour blind learn to associate 

colour terms with their own visual experience of hues. It is only when they are specifically tested for colour 

blindness (e.g., Farnsworth dichotomous test) do visual scientists observe a chromatic discrimination impairment 

(Jameson & Hurvich, 1978). Visual scientists (e.g., Nagy, Németh, Samu, & Ábrahám, 2014) assert that luminance 

needs to be carefully controlled when colour blind individuals perform colour naming or categorisation tasks. In a 

study where luminance was controlled for (Boston et al., 2005) and where stimuli was designed to be 
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distinguishable for deuteranomalous observers, MDS revealed that colour blind participants separated stimuli 

subsets (refer to figure 2.0).  

Colour categorisation was explored in a sample of severe dichromatic and anomalous trichromatic 

observers using colour cards (Bimler & Kirkland, 2009). Trichromatic observers yielded a MDS configuration 

clearly separating stimuli varying from red to green and blue to yellow. In comparison, the dichromatic 

configuration showed that the dimension attributed to the red–green axis is compressed (i.e., the two hues are 

indistinguishable), which is what is expected. As for anomalous trichromatic observers their configurations 

showed a mild compression of the red–green axis. In another study (Shepard & Cooper, 1992) dichromatic 

observers were presented with colour terms; both protanopes and deuteranopes yielded configurations that 

approximate the trichromatic colour space with red and green clearly separated on opposite ends of a dimension. 

When colour cards were presented to dichromatic observers they placed red and green in close proximity. Yet 

when colours and their respective colour terms were presented to dichromats simultaneously, dichromatic 

observers base their decisions on visual input rather than semantic knowledge resulting in red and green coming 

back in to close proximity. These results reveal the competition between linguistic knowledge and visual 

experience of colours, more importantly MDS demonstrates that visual capture prevails even in dichromatic 

observers where they know the colours they are seeing (e.g., red and green) are not actually similar.  

 

 The notion of bottom-up and top-down processes are relevant to our ability to categorise or discriminate 

hues. Bottom-up processing refers to sensory input and in the context of colour perception it is visual information 

that is processed. Top-down processing refers to higher cognitive processes which contain information from other 

sources and in the context of colour it is semantic and lexical knowledge encompassing colour terms (i.e., 

language). Hence, in tasks where colours are presented and asked to be categorised the flow of information is said 

to be bottom-up and where colour terms are presented the flow of information is said to be top-down. 

For trichromatic observers the flow of information is dependent upon how the stimuli is presented. For 

example, if basic colour terms are presented we would expect a top-down process to occur because the observer 

may be performing mental imagery or drawing on visual and/or linguistic memory to categorise colour terms. If 

the stimuli are colours then we would expect a bottom-up process to occur because the observer has first-hand 

experience of the colours. If colours and their respective colour terms are presented simultaneously to trichromats 

we should not expect a competition between the two processes but rather the two working in union; this is because 

normal trichromats possess an intact and rich chromatic experience coupled with an abundant colour vocabulary 

(given that the individual has a copious colour vocabulary).  

Competition between the two processes arises when the primary sense to experience colour is 

dysfunctional as in the colour blind. When a colour blind individual performs a colour categorisation task the two 

processes do not work completely independently of one another, nor in complete union (as in trichromatic 

observers), there is competition by virtue of which process affords to provide the most detailed and reliable 

information. Given that visual perception represents the immediate present, hence why vision it is at the top of the 

sensory hierarchy we would expect the bottom-up process to take on a primary role and the top-down process to 

take on a secondary role in the categorisation of colours that are paired with their respective colour terms; in other 

words the colour blind particularly dichromatic observers ought to be influenced more by vision than linguistic 
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information. The studies we have reviewed above, particularly those involving severe dichromatic observers and 

their ability to categorise colours with their respective colour terms concur with this notion.  

If the theory of bottom-up and top-down processing is placed into the context of complete blindness one 

may argue that in the case of colour categorisation a bottom-up process does not exist because a visual experience 

does not exist therefore how can the flow of information ever be bottom-up? For the completely blind the flow of 

information can only be top-down. This idea fits what we believe to be the dichotomy between perception and 

conception, which we defined and exemplified in chapter one. Perception requires sensory input and in this sense 

it is analogous to bottom-up processing, while conception is the process of thinking about an idea (or entity) based 

on what we know and in this sense it is analogous to top-down processing. Thus for the congenitally or 

adventitiously blind the categorisation of colours is based on conceptual judgements and the flow of information 

is top-down. 

 

In the previous two chapters we explored these ideas through a conceptual framework by presenting 

observers with colour terms. We found that the trichromatic MDS configurations of (basic and descriptive) colour 

terms were highly correlated with the completely blinds’ configurations indicating that direct perceptual 

experience of colours maps fairly well onto a pure conceptual sense of colours, or the congenitally blind through 

semantic and lexical knowledge of colour terms can reproduce the trichromatic colour space in the absence of 

direct visual experience.  

 

Following the same methodological procedure as the previous two chapters here we explore the 

competition between vision (perception/bottom-up processing) and language (conception/top-down processing) 

by assessing colour categorisation in dichromatic observers. In comparison with other studies exploring colour in 

colour blind observers here we also present dichromats with descriptive colour terms. 

Given that dichromatic observers cannot distinguish between the red–green, and the blue–violet section 

of the visible spectrum we hypothesise that when actual colours are presented to them their MDS configurations 

will show red and green in close proximities with one another, and when colour terms are presented to them red 

and green will have large proximities between one another resembling the trichromatic colour space. However, 

when colours and their respective colour terms are presented to them simultaneously dichromatic observers will 

make judgements based on their visual perception rather than their semantic knowledge and therefore bring red 

and green back in to close proximity. Also when dichromats are presented with descriptive colour terms which 

map onto the basic colour terms, we hypothesise that they will appropriately categorise stimuli in a fashion similar 

to trichromatic observers by virtue of the stimuli being terms and not actual colours. As for trichromatic observers 

we hypothesize that the presentation of stimuli, whether actual colours, (basic and descriptive) colour terms, or 

colour + terms will not have an effect in the manner they categorise stimuli.  
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6.1 Colour blind experiment 
 

Methods 
  

Participants 
 
A total of 46 observers participated in this study. Of these, 30 had normal trichromatic vision and are the 

same trichromatic observers (TRIs) that participated in the previous experimental chapters. The remaining 16 are 

colour blind observers (ColBs)69 11 of which were classified as severe protanopes (10 males, 1 female, M age = 

36, range = 23) and 5 severe deuteranopes (5 males, M age = 42.6, range = 24). Visual classification of all observers 

was evaluated using the online Ishihara (1977) test plates (http://www.color-blindness.com/). TRIs and ColBs 

were recruited from the University of Auckland student, staff body and/or associates. 

 
Stimuli 
 
Four sets of stimuli were presented to each observer: 
 

1) Basic colour terms (BCTs): red, orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, black, and white. A total 

of 36 possible BCT pairs were presented to participants verbally. Each participant was given a separate random 

set of colour pairs. 

2) Each basic colour was mounted on an 8 x 6.5 cm card and presented to observers in pairs on a grey A4 

background. The hues were selected from the World Color Survey (WCS) stimulus array70. Each colour was 

selected based on the general consensus of 10 TRIs. Colour cards were presented under normal florescent room 

lighting conditions. Absolute luminance measurements were taken for each colour card using a Konica Minolta 

Luminance Meter LS-110. Candela per square metre (cd/m²) is used as the unit for luminance. Each colour card 

was placed on the grey A4 background and cd/m² for each card was measured. The average reading from three 

measurements for each card is as follows: red = 18.5; orange = 34.4; yellow = 64.1; green = 20.6; blue = 16.8; 

brown = 22.6; purple = 13; black = 3.3; white = 76.4. The grey background has the coordinate D on the WCS 

stimulus array and a luminance of 50.2 cd/m². 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                                       
69 The acronym ColBs and dichromatic observer(s) are used interchangeable. 
70 WCS coordinates assigned to Munsell stimuli. Letter coordinates (A…J) indicate 10 degrees of Munsell values (lightness); 
numerical coordinates indicate 40 equally space Munsell hues (Cook, Kay, & Regier, 2002). Refer to appendix five to view 
the WCS stimulus array.  
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Figure 3.4 Colour cards presented to TRIs and the ColB. At the top left corner is the coordinates of each colour 
on the WSC Stimulus array, below that is the consensus given as a percentage. At the bottom left is the DCT 
associated to the BCT, beside it is the consensus given as a percentage.   
 

3) Colour cards were presented in pairs to observers with their respective colour terms printed on each 

card on a grey A4 background. 

4) Descriptive colour terms (DCT): rose, gold, lemon, lime, sky, bark, lilac, charcoal, and pearl. A total 

of 36 possible DCT pairs were presented to participants verbally. Each DCT was selected based on the general 

consensus of the 30 trichromatic observers which participated in the experiment. 

  

Procedure 

 

To obtain a consensus on which basic colour TRIs identified with a specific colour term we presented ten 

TRIs (none of which participated in any experiment/task) with the WCS stimulus array and asked them to give the 

coordinates of a hue they thought to best represent red, orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, black, and 

white. DCTs were mapped onto BCTs by asking the same ten TRIs to replace each BCT with a salient DCT.71 

                                       
71 DCTs other than the ones specified were: red – cherry and blood. Orange – fire and Sun. Yellow – banana. Green – leaf 
and pear. Blue – ocean and water. Brown – wood and dead leaf. Purple – iris flower, eggplant, and grape. Black – soot and 

G4 D6 C10 F16 

F29 H6 H36 

A J 

70% 80%  80% 80% 

70% 70% 80% 

100% 100% 

Rose 70% Gold 70% Lemon 80% Lime 70% 

Sky 70% Bark 70% Lilac 70% 

Charcoal 70% Pearl 70% 
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Four tasks were performed: 

 
1) The procedure for the verbal task follows exactly that of the BCT experiment. Note: TRIs having 

already performed this task in the previous experiment, their results will be re-presented in the results section of 

this chapter. 

2) In the hue task each possible pair (36) of the colour cards are placed in the centre of a grey horizontal 

A4 paper (figure 3.5). The direct judgement method was employed where each observer was asked to provide a 

numerical estimate ranging from 0 (identical) to 9 (complete opposites) as to how dissimilar the two hues appeared.  

 

 
 
Figure 3.5 Displays an example of how colour cards were presented to TRIs and the ColB. 
  

3) The procedure for the hue + term task follows exactly as the hue task with the exception of colour 

cards having their respective colour terms printed on them (figure 3.5). 

 4) The procedure for the DCT task follows exactly as the verbal task with the exception of BCTs being 

replaced with DCTs. 

 
Results 

 
Individual raw dissimilarity matrices from each group were submitted to (PROXSCAL) non-metric MDS. 

Ordinal MDS was used as dissimilarity matrices are based on subjective judgements. Table 2.6 displays the Stress 

values for raw dissimilarity matrices and an average dissimilarity matrix for each group in each task. Stress values 

indicated a good fit between original proximities (i.e., the raw data) and the derived distances for both groups at 

two-dimensions. As expected Stress values reduce when raw dissimilarity matrices are converted into an average 

dissimilarity matrix; this is because individual variability is obscured. 

                                       
coffee. White – snow and cream. Note: the DCT orange (fruit) was not permitted. Consensus was obtained using Kendal’s 
W (refer to appendix three). 

[Green] [Red] 
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 Examination of Scree plots72 derived from raw dissimilarity matrices depicted an elbow at two-dimensions 

indicating that two-dimensional configurations are suitable to represent both groups’ data for all four tasks. All 

Scree plots are practically identical for both groups except the Scree plot for the hue task. While the trichromatic 

plot rejects a one-dimensional configuration, the dichromatic plot comes very close to accepting a one-dimensional 

configuration. This should not be surprising considering dichromatic observers have difficulty discriminating 

colours between the red-green and the blue-violet regions of the visible light spectrum resulting in the collapse of 

a dimension, thus their perceptual map as dictated by their Scree plot for the hue task should be narrow, almost 

one-dimensional and indeed this is the case when we observer the configurations below (figure 3.6).    

 
Table 2.4 Stress values for two-dimensional non-metric MDS configurations derived  
from raw dissimilarity matrices and an average dissimilarity matrix for TRIs and the ColB  
in each task. 

 
  Raw dissimilarity matrices   Average dissimilarity matrix 
TRI   
Hue task                                      .09 .07 
Hue + term task                                      .10 .07 
Verbal task                                      .14 .10 
DCT task                                      .11 .09 
ColB     
Hue task                                      .08 .09 
Hue + term task                                     .13 .11 
Verbal task                                      .09 .07 
DCT task                                     .10 .08 

 
To test the reliability of the coordinates of the MDS configurations and calculate variance for each stimulus 

on each dimension the Jack-knife procedure was employed. The Stress values and Scree plots both indicated that 

two-dimensional solutions are adequate in representing both groups’ data in each task. Figure 3.6 displays a side-

by-side comparison of the two-dimensional configurations for both groups for each task. Visual examination of 

the TRIs’ configurations shows consistency throughout each task, that is each of their perceptual maps (figure 

3.6B, D, F, & H) are similar which suggests that presentation of stimuli did not have an effect on their ability to 

categorise colours, even when the BCTs are replaced by matching DCTs. Their error bars displaying variance for 

each colour on each dimension are also extremely small demonstrating that TRIs have very little within group 

variability. 

Dichromatic observers on the other hand do show variability between their perceptual maps for each task. 

Their variability reveals a pattern that is dependent on the presentation of stimuli. In the hue task where only 

colours are presented the ColBs’ perceptual map (figure 3.6A) collapses on dimension-two bringing colours 

ranging from red to green on the colour spectrum in very close proximities. This was expected considering severe 

dichromats cannot visually distinguish hues varying along red to green, this was also hinted by their Scree plot. 

This collapse on dimension-two substantiates our claim that dimension-two is indeed displaying the red–green 

                                       
72 Refer to appendix five to view Scree plots comparing both groups’ optimum dimension for each task, and two-dimensional 
configurations derived from group’s averaged dissimilarity matrix. 
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opponent axis on the DKL colour space (or a thermal axis that maps onto colours varying from red to green). The 

identification of dimension-one is also maintained as colours vary from dark to light. In the hue + term task where 

colours and their respective colours terms are presented simultaneously, the ColBs’ perceptual map (figure 3.6C) 

begins to expand, resembling the trichromatic colour space and displaying larger proximities between red and 

green. It appears here colour terms (i.e., language) has had an influence on their judgements. In the verbal task 

where colours are presented verbally, their perceptual map (figure 3.6E) highly resembles the trichromatic colour 

space. This was expected because the ColB can now only make categorical judgements based on semantic and 

lexical knowledge of BCTs and not on visual perception. The DCT task, where stimuli are presented verbally 

reinforces this notion by showing that their perceptual map for DCTs (figure 3.6G) again resembles the TRIs’ 

perceptual map for DCTs (figure 3.6F), again stimuli are presented verbally and not visually. Error bars on the 

dichromatic configurations are more apparent demonstrating larger within group variability particularly for the 

hue, hue + term, and DCT tasks (figure 3.6A, C, & G). The reason for larger variance in the hue task could be due 

to variability in visual perception, for example severity of dichromacy or the difference in perceived lightness of 

hues that is used as the basis to distinguish colours. In the hue + term task large error bars may be a result of 

dichromats being confused on whether to make categorical judgements based on their visual perception or their 

semantic/lexical knowledge of colours. The largest variability is observed in the DCT task, here dichromats may 

have been indecisive on whether to base their judgements on visual memory of the objects colour to which 

discrimination is difficult (e.g., rose - red and lime - green), or to base their judgements according to what they 

have learned (e.g., the colour of a rose and lime are distinctly different). Looking at the ColBs’ DCT configuration 

(figure 3.6G) we can see that rose and lime have large error bars.  
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Figure 3.6 Non-metric MDS configurations yielded from individual raw dissimilarity matrices from each group 
for each task (A/B: ColB/TRIs hue task; C/D: ColB/TRIs hue + term task; E/F: ColB/TRIs verbal task; G/F: 
ColB/TRIs DCT task). The numerical values within the configurations are unit-less proximity values and represent 
Euclidian distances between the respective colours. The three dashed lines within each configuration depict the 
DKL colour space. The grey lines connect respective colours approximating the Newtonian colour circle. Error 
bars represent the standard error of the mean for the corresponding dimension derived from the Jack-knife 
procedure. Note: F. Trichromats – verbal is copied from chapter four. 
  

The DKL colour space manifests in both groups’ configurations where BCTs are presented. Dimension-

one depicts the black–white and blue–yellow opponent colour axes and dimension-two depicts the red–green 

opponent colour axis. To further substantiate this observation we correlated each groups’ dimensions to the 

cardinal directions (CD) of colour space previously established in chapter four.  
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Table 2.5 Correlations between cardinal directions and dimension-one  
and two of the TRIs’ and the ColBs’ configurations. 
 
Cardinal directions TRI Hue D1 D2 
Red - Green r = .32 r = .97** 
Blue - Yellow r = .80** r = .40 
Black - White r = .93** r = .18 
  Hue + term D1 D2 
Red - Green r = .29 r = .85** 
Blue - Yellow r = .88** r = .11 
Black - White r = .98** r = .12 
  Verbal D1 D2 
Red - Green r = .18 r = .97** 
Blue - Yellow r = .77* r = .36 
Black - White r = .92** r = .17 
  ColB Hue D1 D2 
Red - Green r = .11 r = .68* 
Blue - Yellow r = .65* r = .10 
Black - White r = .82** r = .13 
  Hue + term D1 D2 
Red - Green r = .17 r = .75* 
Blue - Yellow r = .77* r = .25 
Black - White r = .96** r = .02 
  Verbal D1 D2 
Red - Green r = .16 r = .82** 
Blue - Yellow r = .88* r = .21 
Black - White r = .97** r = .23 
Note: * p < .05; **p < .001   

 
Our interpretation of groups’ dimensions are supported by the results in table 2.5. The labels are consistent 

with the identification of dimensions in chapter four’s MDS configurations. However, by correlating the order of 

colours along each dimension with the CD of colour space has failed to show the ColBs’ impaired ability to 

distinguish colours ranging from red to green; this is because the rank order of colours on their perceptual maps, 

regardless of the task at hand, is appropriately preserved. In other words the ordering of colours varying along 

each dimension still resembles that of the trichromatic colour space. It is the distances between colours that is 

essential to statistically demonstrate their impaired chromatic experience. But before we delve into this, table 2.5 

reveals an interesting pattern, as the presentation of stimuli varies so do the ColBs’ correlations; notice the gradual 

increase of correlation coefficients as information of colours is narrowed down to a common and established 

medium (language) between trichromatic and dichromatic observers.  

 

To statistically compare the similarities between the TRIs’ and ColBs’ configurations for each task we 

conducted a number of correlational tests. Spearman’s rank-order correlation was used to compare the rank order 

of stimuli varying along each dimension (table 2.6A &B) and Pearson’s product-moment correlation was used to 

compare the average dissimilarity and derived distance matrices between each group in each task (table 2.7A & 

B. The procedures follows that of section 4.2). 
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Table 2.6A Correlations between the TRIs’ and the ColBs’ configurations  
when stimuli are rank ordered along dimension-one. 
 
D1 Hue Hue + term Verbal DCT 
Hue r = .93**    
Hue + term r = .95**   
Verbal   r = 1**  
DCT       r = .77* 
Note: * p < .05; **p < .001     

 
Table 2.6B Correlations between the TRIs’ and the ColBs’ configurations  
when stimuli are rank ordered along dimension-two. 
 
D2 Hue Hue + term Verbal DCT 
Hue r = .40    
Hue + term r = .45   
Verbal   r = .85**  
DCT       r = .88** 
**p < .001         

 
The correlation coefficients in table 2.6A indicate that both groups’ configurations highly correlate when 

colours are ranked ordered along dimension-one, in fact colours their verbal configurations (figure 3.6E & F) 

correlate perfectly. Colours also nearly correlate perfectly on their hue and hue + term configurations (figure 3.6A, 

B, C, & D). These results were expected because dimension-one was attributed to the black–white and blue–yellow 

CDs of colour space, given that our dichromatic observers are not severely impaired in distinguishing black from 

white or blue from yellow these results make sense. However we would not expect the same outcome for 

dimension-two as our dichromatic observers do have a severe visual impairment in distinguishing colours varying 

from red to green. Table 2.8B confirms this expectation by showing that dichromatic observers do not significantly 

correlate with their trichromatic counterparts in the hue and hue + term task when colours are rank ordered on 

dimension-two, but they do in the verbal task. Ultimately these correlational analyses indicate that the ColB have 

no issue in categorising colours where a chromatic deficiency does not exist (black–white and blue–yellow), but 

where a chromatic deficiency does exist (red–green) then a discrepancy between the ColB and the TRIs is apparent, 

however this discrepancy is diminished in tasks where stimuli are presented verbally; this is because they know 

colour terms such as red and green are visually different to TRIs, therefore they provide numerical estimates that 

reflect this contrast. Interestingly when the ColB are presented with actual colours and their respective colour 

terms simultaneously majority of dichromats base their decisions on vision rather than language even when they 

know the two colours they are perceiving (red and green) are visually different.    

 

By correlating groups’ average dissimilarity and distance matrices we obtain a better insight into the 

differences between the two groups. As aforementioned correlating the rank order of stimuli varying along 

dimension-one and two cannot effectively compare the two groups nor their performance, this is because the rank 

order of stimuli ignores the distances between each colour, which is essentially what we are interested in when 

comparing dichromacy with trichromacy in different experimental conditions.  
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There are two groups, each performed four tasks, thus each group will have four average dissimilarity 

matrices and four distances matrices. Each matrix of a group is correlated with the matrix of another group. For 

example, the average dissimilarity and distance matrix of the trichromatic group for the hue task will be correlated 

with the average dissimilarity and distance matrix of the dichromatic group respectively (the procedure and 

mathematical technique follows that of section 4.2). Tables 2.9A and B below show the correlations between each 

group. 

 
Table 2.7A Correlations between the TRIs’ and the ColBs’ average dissimilarity matrices. 
 
μ dissimilarity matrix Hue  Hue + term Verbal DCT 
Hue r = .54*    
Hue + term  r = .79*   
Verbal   r = .92**  
DCT    r = .91** 
Note: *p < .05; **p < .001       

 
Table 2.7B Correlations between the TRIs’ and the ColBs’ distance matrices. 
 
Distance matrix Hue  Hue + term Verbal DCT 
Hue r = .56*    
Hue + term  r = .76**   
Verbal   r = .94**  
DCT    r = .87** 
Note: *p < .05; **p < .001       

 
Recall that an average dissimilarity matrix is the average across all numerical estimates (calculated for 

each group for each task). Table 2.7A basically shows the correlation between the average dissimilarity matrices 

of the two groups for each task. The correlation coefficients are in favour of our hypothesis that stimuli presented 

to the ColB verbally will yield results that are most similar to TRIs (r = .92). Indeed this was already evident when 

examining their perceptual maps (compare figures 3.6E, F, G, & H). It was also hypothesised that when stimuli 

are presented to the ColB visually their results will be least similar to TRIs (r = .54), again this is obvious when 

comparing figures 3.6A and B.  

The correlation coefficients observed in table 2.7B show the extent to which groups’ distance matrices 

matrices correlate with one another (i.e., the distance between colours). Again we can see the same pattern with 

dichromatic observers correlating the highest with trichromatic observers when stimuli are presented verbally, but 

correlating much less when stimuli are presented visually. These results illustrate the influence language has on 

judgements when colour vision is impaired to the extent that when two colours such as red and green are 

indistinguishable are made distinguishable by semantic and lexical knowledge. This is probably most noticeable 

in the hue + term task where the dichromatic colour space begins to resemble the trichromatic colour space 

(compare figure 3.6C & D) and where correlation coefficients for this task show an immediate increase after the 

hue task (r = .54 vs. r = .79 & r = 56 vs. r = .76). The correlations between the two groups for DCTs is also very 

high, this is most likely because the terms were presented verbally, however it is possible that correlations may 

have decreased if actual colours were shown to the ColB as their judgements would have been based on visual 
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perception rather than semantic knowledge. Considering this was the case when BCTs are presented verbally 

versus visually, chances are the same discrepancy would have been observed.  

 

We now examine the INDSCAL configurations (Master Stimulus spaces) to show individual differences 

in categorical judgements of basic and descriptive colour in trichromatic and dichromatic observers in each task. 

Recall that the INDSCAL configuration illustrates the cognitive differences between all observers, more 

specifically it shows the degree of influence each dimension has on an observer’s judgement. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Two-dimensional Master Stimulus space of TRIs and the ColB performing the hue task. Note, when 
examining INDSCAL configurations special attention needs to be given to the scales on each dimension. 
INDSCAL occasionally places disproportional values along each axis in order that individual differences are 
maximised. In all the Master Stimulus spaces presented here dimension-one ranges from 0.7 to 0.9 whereas 
dimension-two ranges from 0.2 to .06, this means that all observers will weigh more on dimension-one than 
dimension-two.     
 
 The Stress values for the INDSCAL configurations range from .13 to .15, thus are acceptable to represent 

the data, and variance accounted range from 82% to 87%.  Recall that the identification of an INDSCAL 

configuration is derived from the identification of its respective MDS configuration. Dimension-one was attributed 

to the black–white and blue–yellow opponent axes of the DKL colour space (or lightness) and dimension-two to 

the red–green opponent axis of the DKL colour space (or a thermal axis); therefore when examining the individual 

or cognitive differences of each observer on an INDSCAL configuration it is essential that each observer’s weight 

is taken in to consideration.  
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The Master Stimulus space showing individual differences in the hue task (figure 3.7) demonstrates that 

dichromatic observers place more importance on dimension-one compared to dimension-two, this suggests they 

are more inclined to make categorical judgements based on the black–white and blue–yellow opponent axes than 

the red–green opponent axis. This would be expected considering that dichromatic observers have difficulty 

distinguishing colours along the red–green axis, therefore when actual colours are presented to them they make 

categorical judgements based on what they can perceive as different – colours varying from black to white and 

blue to yellow. Furthermore, the conglomeration ColB observers at the high end of dimension-one indicates that 

their perceptual map should be horizontally elongated, looking at figure 3.6A we can see that this is the case.    

   

 

Figure 3.8 Two-dimensional Master Stimulus space of TRIs and the ColB performing the hue + term task.
   

The Master Stimulus space displaying individual differences in the hue + term task (figure 3.8) shows that 

ColB observers have slightly more variability (but still weigh more on dimension-one relative to dimension-two). 

This indicates that the introduction of additional information, in this case the associated colour term, has had an 

influence on the ColB observers. This influence is reflected in their perceptual map (figure 3.6C) where it begins 

to resemble the trichromatic colour space. However, unlike the trichromatic colour space for the same task (figure 

3.6D) red and green remain fairly close to one another. This suggests that although the appearance of the colour 

terms has had an effect on their judgements, they maintain to rely more upon their visual perception more than 

their semantic and lexical knowledge of colour terms when making dissimilarity judgements. 
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 In both Master Stimulus spaces displaying individual differences in the verbal and DCT task (figures 

3.9 & 4.0), ColB observers show similar variability as their trichromatic counterparts along both dimensions, and 

as with the other two INDSCAL configurations their weight vectors are orientated in the same predominant 

direction as TRIs indicating similar response to stimuli. Looking at the dichromatic perceptual maps for these two 

tasks (figures 3.6E & G) they highly resemble the trichromatic perceptual maps (figures 3.6F & H). The reason 

for this concordance is most likely due to the manner stimuli were presented – verbally. When basic or descriptive 

colour terms are presented responses are no longer based on visual capture but on semantic conceptions. 

Dichromats therefore may be tapping into their semantic/lexical knowledge of these colour terms which are the 

same as trichromats, thus similar responses are provided. It is interesting that although dichromatic observers 

cannot visually distinguish an object’s colour that is red (e.g., rose) or green (e.g., lime) they maintain to provide 

responses as if they could visual distinguish the hues. This reinforces the notion that the manner stimuli is presented 

plays an important role in how a dichromatic observer responds. Yet when they are presented with a physical 

colour and its associated colour term simultaneously they favour their visual perception over their semantic 

conception. As for TRIs their responses are consistent regardless of how stimuli are presented, this is evident in 

their perceptual maps highly resembling one another and in the INDSCAL configurations for each task where their 

weights are consistently negatively orientated in the same direction; also their variability along both dimensions 

is stable, that is they do not show any particular clustering. 

 

Figure 3.9 Two-dimensional Master Stimulus space of TRIs and the ColB performing the verbal task. 
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Figure 4.0 Two-dimensional Master Stimulus space of TRIs and the ColB performing the DCT task. 
 

In the previous two chapters we examined whether a statistical difference exists between groups on an 

INDSCAL configuration. The same analysis was performed for the above four Master Stimulus spaces. The results 

of the Kruskal-Wallis H test revealed that a difference between the two groups exists only when physical colours 

are presented – hue and hue + term tasks (table 2.8). 

 
Table 2.8 Displays the mean values of dimension-one minus dimension-two  
(D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ) and the standard deviation for each group (sd). p-values are 
calculated using the Kruskal-Wallis H test.  
 
  TRI ColB    
  D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) p-value 
Hue 0.39 (.03) 0.52 (.02) < .001 
Hue + term 0.41 (.04) 0.53 (.03) < .001 
Verbal 0.48 (.06) 0.45 (.07) .468 
DCT 0.32 (.06) 0.35 (.07) .234 

 
 These results illustrate the contrast between the ColBs’ and the TRIs’ perceptual maps in the hue task 

(figures 3.6A & B) as a consequence of dimension-two collapsing for the ColB. The results also reflects the degree 

to which the ColBs’ weights cluster in the INDSCAL configuration as opposed to the TRIs’ weights, which are 

more variable. Although not to the same extent, the perceptual maps and the INDSCAL configuration for the hue 

+ term task displays a similar contrast between the two groups, thus yielding results indicating that the dichromatic 
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and the trichromatic observers are also different. No statistical differences was found between the two groups for 

the verbal and DCT tasks.  

 
6.2 Discussion and summary 
 
 The previous two chapters explored the cognitive structure of colour categories in the congenitally and 

adventitiously blind. It was demonstrated that absence of visual experience of colour since birth, or loss of visual 

perception for over two decades, does not impair one’s ability to develop or maintain a perspicacious understanding 

of basic and descriptive colour terms. The congenitally blinds’ success in appropriately categorising colour terms 

was attributed to their semantic and lexical knowledge encompassing colour terms. 

 In the current chapter we presented individuals with colour vision deficiency with colour categorisation 

tasks to further explore the influence of language on perception and to observe the competition between language 

and vision. 16 severe dichromatic observers were presented with physical colours and/or colour terms under four 

conditions. The first was the hue task where observers were presented with pairs of colour cards derived from nine 

basic colours73 (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, black, and white). The second condition was the 

hue + term task, here observers were presented with pairs of colour cards that had their associated colour term 

printed on them. The third condition was the verbal task, here observers were presented with pairs of the same 

basic colours verbally. The fourth condition was the DCT task, here observers were presented with pairs of 

descriptive colour terms that mapped onto the basic colours.74 In each task each observer was given a total of 36 

pairs of stimuli to be compared with one another. They were asked to provide a numeric estimate ranging from 0 

(identical) to 9 (complete opposites) as to how dissimilar they believed the two colours were. Each observer’s 

estimates for each condition was inserted into a dissimilarity matrix and analysed by non-metric MDS and 

INDSCAL. The same conditions were presented to and performed by 30 TRIs.  

  
Hue task 
 

The contrast between the two groups’ configurations for the hue task is immediately noticeable. The TRIs’ 

configuration (figure 3.6B) approximates the Newtonian colour circle. Dimension-one correlates with the black– 

white and blue–yellow opponent-axes of the DKL colour space (r = .93; r = .80 respectively) and dimension-two 

with the red–green opponent-axis (r = .97). The ColBs’ configuration (figure 3.6B) depicts a distorted colour circle 

with colours varying along the red–green colour spectrum in close proximity to one another. Dimension-one of 

the ColBs’ configuration also correlated with the black–white and blue–yellow opponent-axes (r = .82; r = .65 

respectively) and dimension-two with the red–green opponent-axis (r = .68). However these correlations fail to 

demonstrate at least statistically, a colour vision deficiency in the ColB because the rank order of stimuli varying 

along dimension-one and two of the ColB configuration still resembles the trichromatic colour space and tells us 

nothing about the proximities between stimuli in the configurations. The next statistical procedure was to correlate 

the rank order of stimuli varying on each dimension of the TRIs’ configuration with the rank order of stimuli 

varying on each dimension of the ColB configuration. As shown in table 2.6A dimension-one of both groups 

                                       
73 Hues were selected based on the consensus of 10 trichromatic observers selecting hues from the WCS stimulus array. 
74 The mapping of descriptive colour terms onto basic colour terms was based on the consensus of 10 trichromatic observers 
(refer to section 6.1). 
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highly correlate with one another (r = .93). But this should not be surprising, recall that dimension-one was 

attributed to the black–white and blue–yellow opponent-axes of the DKL colour space, since dichromatic 

observers have no visual impairment in distinguishing colours along these axes we should not expect the two 

groups to differ. It is on dimension-two (the red–green axis) where a difference ought to be expected. Table 2.6B 

shows an insignificant correlation (r = .40) between the two groups based on the rank order of stimuli varying 

along dimension-two.  

The INDSCAL configuration provides a compendious account of observers’ cognitive differences and 

private spaces. In this sense a statistical comparison between groups on a Master Stimulus space allows for a more 

effective measure of group differences. The INDSCAL configuration for the hue task (figure 3.7) shows that the 

ColB weigh heavily on dimension-one75 this suggests that they are making categorical judgements based on the 

black–white and/or blue–yellow CDs. Their weightings concur with their chromatic impairment – since they 

cannot make dissimilarity judgements based on the red–green CDs (dimension-two) they favour dimension-one to 

distinguish colours. TRIs on the other hand show clear variability along both dimensions, yet one observation that 

is clear is that both groups favour dimension-one over dimension-two, this is evident when we examine the 

disproportional scales on dimension-one and two. A statistical analysis (Kruskal-Wallis H test) was employed to 

examine whether a group difference exists; more specifically is there a difference between the groups’ averages 

when dimension-one is subtracted from dimension-two (D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ). Table 2.8 shows that a group difference does 

exist when making decisions (p = .001) and the fact that both groups single values derived from D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ is 

positive supports that the Master Stimulus space indicating that both groups favour dimension-one over dimension-

two.   

 
Hue + term task 
 
 Probably the most interesting condition is the Hue + term task particularly for the ColB. Here where 

physical colours are presented along with their associated colour terms the dichromatic perceptual map (figure 

3.6C) begins to resemble the trichromatic perceptual map (figure 3.6D). This resemblance can only be attributed 

to the introduction of additional information – colour terms. Although the ColB cannot distinguish colours varying 

along the red–green opponent axis of the DKL colour space, the corresponding colour terms has an element of 

influence on their dissimilarity judgements. Yet this influence proves to be insufficient to persuade the ColB to 

make dissimilarity judgements that mirror their trichromatic counterparts. Tables 2.6A and B show that although 

the two groups highly correlate in their rank ordering of stimuli along dimension-one (r = .95), they maintain to 

yield an insignificant correlation on dimension-two (r = .45). When we reported these correlation coefficients for 

the hue task we explained why the results were not surprising – the ColB are making categorical judgements solely 

based on vision, which in their case colours varying along the red–green axis are perceived alike. Yet despite of 

providing them with the corresponding colour terms they are inclined to make dissimilarity judgements based on 

their visual perception. These results demonstrate that when there is a competition between visual perception and 

semantic conception, vision comes on top (i.e., visual capture). A likely explanation is that vision represents the 

immediate present, whereas semantics represents information learned in the past. 

                                       
75 Recall that the identifications of the INDSCAL dimensions are derived from their respective MDS solutions. 
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 The INDSCAL configuration for the hue + term task (figure 3.8) shows that the ColB have slightly more 

variability. This variability (due to the introduction of colour terms) has had an expanding effect on their 

configuration. Their weights on the Master Stimulus space show that they maintain to favour dimension-one 

considerably more than dimension-two and the Kruskal-Wallis H test revealed that a group difference does exist 

(p = .001). The TRIs’ weight vectors maintain to be orientated in the same direction and their perceptual map is 

practically identical as the hue tasks. These observations demonstrates that the introduction of colour terms has 

not changed the manner in which TRIs make categorical judgements. 

 
Verbal and DCT tasks 
 
 In the verbal and DCT tasks the ColBs’ perceptual maps highly resemble that of their trichromatic 

counterparts. The verbal configurations (figures 3.6E & F) perfectly correlated in regards to the rank order of 

stimuli varying along dimension-one (r = 1) and correlated highly on dimension-two (r = .85). The same is 

observed for the DCT configurations (figures 3.3G & H); the rank order of stimuli correlated highly on dimension-

one (r = .77) and dimension-two (r = .88). These substantial correlations are likely due to how the stimuli is 

presented – verbally, and how they are processed – via semantic knowledge. The congruity between the 

dichromatic perceptual maps and the trichromats’ raises a few points: first, we should not expect the TRIs’ 

configurations to drastically alter between tasks as mental imagery and semantic knowledge of colour categories 

is reinforced by their direct visual experience, hence regardless of the task at hand their perceptual maps ought to 

be consistent and indeed that was the case. And it should not be surprising that the ColB yield configurations 

resembling the TRIs’ because they are essentially tapping into the same lexicon. However, what is interesting is 

that unlike BCTs which represent a particular colour by itself, DCTs represent the colour of a physical object; 

objects such as a typical rose (red) or lime (green) are judged very differently in regards to their colour by the 

ColB, despite of their vision unable to distinguish physical colours along the red–green spectrum. One may then 

argue that they (dichromatic observers) are told that a rose and lime are opposite colours and this knowledge is 

reflected in their perceptual map, but then why is it that in the hue + terms task where the associated colour term 

is also presented do they not place large proximities between red and green where again they also have prior 

knowledge that red and green are opposites? A possible explanation, and one that was mentioned before is the 

notion of visual capture. Humans are visual beings, they rely and trust their sense of sight more than any other 

sense, apparently even when they know they have a colour vision deficiency.  

 The INDSCAL configuration for the verbal and DCT tasks (figures 3.9 & 4.0) shows much more 

variability in the ColBs’ weights. Their weight vectors orientate in the same direction as the TRIs and are 

intertwined with the weights of TRIs. These observations demonstrate that on average the ColB are providing very 

similar dissimilarity estimates as the TRIs, hence why their perceptual maps resemble one another. The Kruskal-

Wallis H test revealed no significant difference between the groups for the verbal task (r = .468) or for the DCT 

task (r = .234).  

 
 In the previous empirical chapters we demonstrated how a Master Stimulus space has the potential to 

predict the shape of an individual’s private space. Although in the current chapter we did not create a private space 

for any individual, here we demonstrated how a group of observers’ weight bearings yield a solution that is 
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predicted by a Master Stimulus space. This is probably best exemplified by the INDSCAL configuration for the 

hue task (figure 3.7). Here we can see that the ColB, as a group, weigh heavily on dimension-one, thus we would 

expect that their configuration to be horizontally elongated and indeed this is the case where dimension-two 

collapses along the red–green boundaries (refer to figure 3.6A). In the hue + colour term INDSCAL configuration 

the ColBs’ weights show slightly more variability, the effect of this is seen in their configuration slightly 

expanding, this is because the higher weights on dimension-two stretch the solution to reflect the importance of a 

second dimension (or the effect of introducing colour terms). In the verbal INDSCAL configuration a larger 

variability is observed in weights, now we would expect to see the respective MDS configuration to be circular or 

noticeably expanded; this is because the now larger weights on the second dimension somewhat rival the weights 

on the first dimension. This equilibrium is the effect of colour terms being categorised solely by their semantic 

connotations. When examining the verbal configuration one may point out that it is vertically orientated, however 

this is an error because the grey lines that we have placed in the configuration only serve for the purposes of 

approximating the Newtonian colour circle and to show the proximities between each respective colour of the 

colour circle. If we were to draw the same lines and ignore a colour relations model and simply concentrate on the 

stimulus closest to the next, we would include the stimuli black and white, this would then create a more circular 

solution.   

 

 Two other analyses were performed to explore group differences, one was a correlational analysis76 

between average dissimilarity matrices and the other was between the distance matrices of the two groups. Recall 

that an average dissimilarity matrix is the average numerical estimate across all members of a group; this matrix 

was created for each group (2) and for each task (4), thus there are eight average dissimilarity matrices. A distance 

(or proximity) matrix shows the proximities between stimuli77 (there are also eight distance matrices). Each 

groups’ matrix for each task is correlated with the respective matrix of the other group. This is achieved by 

converting each matrix into a single column and preserving the order of stimuli pairs (refer to section 4.2 for 

details). Before we discuss the results it is important to bear in mind that an average dissimilarity matrix and its 

derived distance matrix are directly related (refer to chapter two). 

 Table 2.7A shows that the average dissimilarity matrices of the two groups for the hue task correlate (r = 

.54, p < .05), expectedly their distance matrices (table 2.7B) also correlate (r = .56, p < .05) for the hue task.78 This 

moderate correlation coefficient is due to the ColB inability to visually distinguish colours varying along the red–

green spectrum. However, given physical colours coupled with semantic information their correlation coefficient 

immediately increases as seen in the hue + term task (r = .79, p < .05; r = .76, p < .001). Given only semantic 

information (verbal and DCT tasks) their categorical judgements are nearly identical as their trichromatic 

counterparts (r = .92, r = .94, p <.001; r = .91, r = .87, p < .001).  The pattern of correlation coefficients gradually 

increasing on tables 2.7A and B is represented in the MDS configurations gradually appearing more and more 

similar to one another (figure 3.6A-H).  

                                       
76 Correlation coefficients are based on the Pearson’s product-moment correlation. 
77 These unit-less Euclidian values are placed within all MDS configurations in this thesis. 
78 The two average distance matrices (one for each group) are moderately correlated. This means on average the two groups 
are providing similar numerical estimates between stimuli. 
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The primary interest of this chapter was to explore the influence of language in colour categorisation tasks 

in dichromatic observers. It was found that the manner in which colour stimuli are presented to the ColB predicts 

their response. If they are presented with physical colours they yield perceptual maps merging on one-dimension 

as their vision cannot distinguish colours varying from red to green. If they are presented with colour terms they 

yield two-dimensional perceptual maps highly resembling their trichromatic counterparts. What is interesting is 

when given a choice to make categorical decisions based on what they know to be true (semantic knowledge) and 

what they know to be impaired (their colour vision), they choose their sense of sight, demonstrating the dominance 

of vision. The experiments in this chapter, specifically the hue task has provided strong evidence that dimension-

two is, at least visually, depicting the red–green opponent-axis of the DKL colour space as it can be seen to collapse 

in the dichromatic observers’ perceptual map.   
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CHAPTER VII 

OVERALL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

 
In 1688 William Molyneux proposed a question to John Locke, in brief Molyneux asked whether a man 

born blind and has learnt to name and distinguish a globe and a cube by haptic experience, would be able to identify 

the same objects only by sight if his vision was restored. Locke replied “Your ingenious problem will deserve to 

be published to the world.” (Degenaar & Lokhorst, 2014; Morgan, 1977). The current thesis asked similar 

questions: can a person born without vision appropriately categorise basic and non-basic colour terms as well as a 

trichromatic observer? Can a person that has lost their sight for over two decades still remember how colours are 

ordered? And how does a person born with severe colour deficiency perform in a colour categorisation task where 

the physical colour and the associated colour term is presented simultaneously? 

 

 Three independent experiments were devised to explore these questions. The answer to the first and second 

question is yes, direct visual experience need not be a prerequisite for the comprehension of colour relations and 

absence of vision even after two decades does not impair the recollection of colour relations. Presented with pairs 

of basic colour terms (BCTs) the congenitally (CB) and adventitiously blind (AB) appropriately categorised stimuli 

as well as their trichromatic counterparts. The second experiment examined the ability of completely blind 

individuals to categorise descriptive colour terms (DCTs or non-basic colours); the results again showed that they 

are capable of appropriately categorising DCTs as well as trichromatic observers (TRIs). The answer to the last 

question is – given the choice colour blind observers (ColBs) are inclined to make categorical judgements based 

on their visual percept rather than their lexical and semantic knowledge despite the fact that they are aware of their 

colour deficiency.  

In essence what is being quantified is the dichotomy and competition between perception and conception.   

Perception requires some form of sensory input that gives rise to qualia. Conception on the other hand stems from 

acquired knowledge that can be obtained independently from sensory input. Therefore, the perception of colour is 

defined as experiencing it in its pure sense – by light entering the eyes. Conception of colour can be defined as a 

cognitive or thought process, derived from a medium that is not necessarily modal in nature (e.g., language). The 

competition between the two can be demonstrated by measuring the performance of severe colour deficient 

observers categorising physical colours coupled with their respective colour terms. Although the CB have no 

perception of colour, their conceptions of it which are derived from linguistic properties are stable and reliable, 

demonstrating that congenital blindness only impairs one’s ability to feel colour and lack of colour perception does 

not entirely impair one’s ability to learn colour relations. The AB although once having perception of colour now 

rely on mental imagery and language to reinforce their prior knowledge of colour relations. The ability to directly 

perceive colours appropriately is only applicable to the sighted with normal colour vision. And the victor between 

perception and conception in colour categorisation is perception as it represents the immediate present.  
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7.0 The dichotomy between colour perception and colour conception  
 

Despite never having vision the CB perform surprisingly well at categorising basic and descriptive colour 

terms and it is only by meticulous statistical analysis did we observe some variations between the CBs’ colour 

space and the colour spaces of the TRIs and the AB. The CBs’ knowledge of colour relations is a product of 

linguistic input; it is via this faculty that we exchange abstract and concrete ideas. Language creates a bridge 

between the sighted and the blind. Information regarding colour relations and the meanings they possess can be 

conveyed via linguistic properties by the sighted to the CB. For example, the hypernym – colour, has a relationship 

with its hyponyms (blue, red, green, etc.) The CB learn similes related to colours (‘The bird’s feathers were as 

white as snow”); metaphors (“James was green with envy”); and metonyms (“She was wearing a rose-colour 

lipstick”). The various forms of colour associations learnt by the CB serves as a reference not just for abstract 

concepts (e.g., metaphors) but concrete concepts (e.g., metonyms). In turn the CB create semantic79 and lexical80 

fields that embody each colour term. Of course the abstractions of colours are not exclusive to metaphors and the 

like, we have explained the relative abstraction of colour to temperature and pitch/tone (Miller, 1990). Dark colours 

are often associated to low tones while light colours are associated with high tones. All these colour connotations 

and abstractions are embedded in language. Consider the example of colour and tone, there is no particular reason 

why dark colours should be associated with low tones yet when we consider sentences such as ‘deep blue sea’ it 

creates a mental image of dark waters for the sighted and connects the terms deep and blue for the blind. The 

figurative expression ‘feeling blue’ signifies an emotional state of depression. Sounds that we associate to a 

depressive state are often low in pitch too, for example the music genre Blues nearly always has a bass component 

to its melody.  

 
 
7.1 The competition between colour perception and colour conception 

 
What has been revealed so far is the dichotomy between perception and conception in the context of 

colour. The sighted represented colour perception by virtue of visual experience, and the CB represented colour 

conception via pure linguistic experience. To quantify the competition between colour perception and conception 

we needed a group of observers that possess adequate colour knowledge yet are severely impaired in their visual 

chromatic experience. Colour blind observers (ColBs), particularly protanopes and deuteranopes cannot 

distinguish colours varying along the red–green colour spectrum. When presented with pairs of colour cards,81  the 

ColB provided numerical estimates indicating that they perceive colours ranging from red to green on the visible 

spectrum as quite similar, this was reflected in their hue task configuration. The implication of this is dimension-

two collapsing, making the solution appear one dimensional. Such an outcome was anticipated due to their colour 

vision deficiency and it was predicted by their Scree plot where their dimension-one point is located close to the 

trichromatic dimension-two point82  (refer to appendix five, figure 5.1). Most importantly though, by having ColBs 

perform the hue task we found strong evidence that dimension-two is portraying the red–green opponent-axis of 

                                       
79 A semantic field is a set of related words grouped together to denote a phenomena. 
80 Lexical fields demonstrate how words affect other words in a sentence. 
81 The same basic colours used in the previous experiments were presented to dichromatic and trichromatic observers.  
82 Scree plots indicate optimum dimensionality. 
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the DKL colour space. In the hue + term task the ColB immediately show an expansion of their solution. Colours 

varying along the red–green visible spectrum are now somewhat more separated (compared to the hue task). The 

presence of colour terms certainly had an effect on categorical judgements to the extent that dimension-two 

becomes apparent. Put simply, ColBs are now providing numerical estimates indicating larger dissimilarity 

between colours ranging from red to green. The expansion of their solution illustrates the influence of language 

espoused by the PLR. A likely explanation as to why ColBs’ configurations gradually takes the form of the 

trichromatic colour space is because at each consecutive task information varies and so do the ColBs’ ability to 

interpret information. In other words each task offers a specific type of stimuli and the ColB afford a specific type 

of interpretation. For example in the hue task what is offered are physical colours, what is afforded is visual 

discrimination, which the ColB lack thus, their perceptual map is distorted and does not resemble the trichromatic 

colour space. In the hue + term task what is offered is both visual and semantic information, here the ColB now 

afford the knowledge to categorise colour according to what they have learned, thus their perceptual map begins 

to take on the form of the trichromatic colour space. Yet, it seems lexical information is not convincing enough 

for the ColB and that their categorical judgements are dominated by their vision even though they are aware of 

their impaired colour vision. This particular task demonstrates the competition between perception and conception, 

in which perception is the victor. Colour judgements in the absence of visual information fall upon our knowledge 

(i.e., frame semantics) which seem to be less credible when sight is also available. However, when visual 

information is completely absent and only semantic information is offered as in the verbal and DCT tasks, ColBs 

perform exceptionally well and their perceptual maps nearly mirror their trichromatic counterparts’ colour spaces. 

What has just been explained was also statistically demonstrated; looking at tables 2.7A and B we can see that as 

information regarding colour relations increases to a medium that ColBs can appropriately afford (i.e., semantic 

and lexical knowledge) so do their correlation coefficients with TRIs. Table 2.8 shows that statistical differences 

exists between the two groups only in the hue and hue + term tasks, which are also quite apparent in the INDSCAL 

configurations for these tasks (refer to figures 3.7 & 3.8).   

 
7.2 Colour perception as an adaptation 

 
Humans are visual beings, even in our dreams where we are unconscious vision prevails. We use and trust 

our sense of vision more than any other sense as information derived from this modality is instantaneous and 

represents the immediate present. For humans sight plays an essential role in the verification of the other senses. 

For example, in the dark if we smell an unknown odour we are driven to seek light to see where the source of smell 

originates from. If we hear an unfamiliar sound in the dark we seek light to help us locate the source. If we touch 

an unfamiliar object in the dark we find the sudden urge to obtain light to see what the object truly is.  

Light is an integral part of the way we perceive the world. For centuries understanding what light really is 

has been one of sciences most enduring questions. Perceived through light we experience the spectrum of colour; 

colours intrinsically hold meanings for organisms that possess the capacity to experience it. The associations we 

have developed with colours are rooted in nature, humans have borrowed nature’s colour palette and its 

representations. Humans did not impose their metaphors upon nature’s colour palette, rather nature imposed it on 

us and our visual system evolved and adapted accordingly. 
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Colour is fundamentally a psychophysiological construct and not a physical property of objects or surfaces 

in the world. The experience of colour arises in the interaction of light with retinal photoreceptors in the eye and 

post-receptoral processing in the brain. Our ability to perceive the world in colour can be traced back to our 

mammalian ancestors. Addressing the question: why do we have trichromatic vision helps recognise the 

importance of colour perception and the implications of its absence. By having a rich colour experience we acquire 

vital information about our environment without the cost of exerting too much energy. Consider the identification 

of food, rather than travelling to a food source such as a fruit tree to inspect the ripeness of fruit (e.g., by smell or 

touch) our visual system has evolved to become finely tuned to distinguish red (ripe fruit) embedded in green 

foliage. Geneticists have shown that the emergence of trichromatic vision for humans’ correlates with the reduction 

in olfactory perception (Gilad et al., 2004). A popular theory and one that has been supported by computational 

models, is that colour vision and the expression of pigments in fruit co-evolved (Parraga, Troscianko & Tolhurst, 

2002; Regan et al., 2001; Osorio & Vorobyev, 1996). The evolution of trichromatic vision has also been said to 

signal emotional states, socio-sexual signals, and threat displays in conspecifics (Changizi, Zhang, & Shimojo, 

2006).  

Colour can be thought of as an unspoken language. The meaning of colours are emergent properties of 

nature, it is nature’s way of constructing a message and delivering it to an audience that can afford to interpret it. 

In the animal kingdom the language of colour is universal, for example, the poison dart frog displays bright colours 

to repel and warn predators of the consequences of eating it. These chromatic signals are understood by a range of 

predatory animals. The venomous eastern Coral snake flaunts the pattern of colours: black, yellow/white, and red 

across the length of its body. Potential predators actively try to evade this snake to avoid harm. Another serpent, 

the Scarlet King snake has adapted the Coral snake’s warning colouration yet it is harmless. These false warning 

colourations (or Batesian mimicry83) and adaptations are observed both within and between species of animals and 

even plants (refer to Bakerian and Dodsonian mimicry).  

As with non-human species, we have learned to communicate, model, and adapt to the natural language 

of colour. The warning stripes black and yellow seen on bees and wasps are used for our own caution, warning, 

and hazard signs, or our perception of temperature which is founded on what we perceive as cool, warm, or hot in 

the natural world. Humans throughout history have adopted and integrated the natural language of colour for their 

own communication, for example we have attributed the colour red to romance and is the colour of choice for 

Valentine’s Day. Visually red is energising, vibrant, and warm, it is associated to the colour of the heart and red 

roses are often gifted by admirers. Black is associated with death and is the dress code at funerals. Visually black 

is void of colour, this chromatic vacuum symbolises emptiness, sadness, and lifeless. Blue on the other hand 

symbolises life most likely because it represents the colour of water which is the bearer of life. Green symbolises 

purity because it is the intrinsic colour of the natural world. These two colours are frequently used by people to 

represent peace and harmony, for example the colour of the United Nation’s flag is light blue. However, colours 

do not always denote the same meaning in different cultures. The colours and their associations we have provided 

above are mainly considered by Western countries, in other countries the same colours may have different 

connotations. Countries that are more isolated from Western influence deviate profoundly from Western traditions 

                                       
83 As opposed to Müllerian mimicry – when both dangerous species mimic one another (e.g., bees and wasps).  
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when it comes to the colours worn at funerals. For instance, instead of black some African societies usually wear 

red and white (Hirschman, 2007). 

 

We are equipped with five senses to explore the world, with each sense offering a unique experience. Of 

course other non-human species are also equipped with these senses and some have evolved to have more than 

five (e.g., ampullae of Lorenzini and the lateral line found on sharks). Yet we have one unique capability, one that 

is arguable exclusive to us – words that capture human experience, language that influences our thoughts, and the 

ability to communicate our sentient experience in the absence of any direct perception.  

 
7.3 Language and cognition  

   
 The world offers its observers an immense array of sights, sounds, smells, tastes, sensations, and events.  

The added capacity of language allows us to selectively encapsulate these experiences into words and thereby 

receive and transmit information about the world through a symbolic system. This system facilitates 

communication between people and is a tool for the mental manipulation of information.  

 In the introduction of this thesis we gave an in-depth account of the principle of linguistic relativity (PLR) 

and showed that it can be divided into three notions: a strong hypothesis which firmly asserts that language 

determines thought; a weak hypothesis which views language as influential in thought processes; and the weakest 

hypothesis which claims that language only influences memory. We rejected a deterministic position because to 

accept it is to espouse to the idea that people of different languages actually perceive/see colours differently. A 

deterministic stance also implies that words are the units of thought and that language precedes thought; neither 

seem plausible for if words were the units of thought, new words could not be invented and if language precedes 

thought then communication does not require thinking. These arguments imply that there exists a medium of 

thought that is independent of language (Malt & Wolff, 2010; Pinker, 1994; Fodor, 1975). I therefore maintain 

that thought can be at most influenced by language.  

  

 Through language people possess the ability to convey visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and haptic 

experiences, as well as abstract concepts such as emotions, beliefs, and theories. The language system must be 

connected in one form or another to all these systems in the brain; even in the CB the visual cortex has been 

observed to respond to spoken language and input from other sensory-modalities (Bedny, Richardson, & Saxe, 

2015; Amedi, Merabet, Bermpohl, & Pascual-Leone, 2005).  

 The comprehension of messages received from other people involves an interface between language and 

other systems, that is, the flow of information is not one directional nor is the information restricted to one system 

that is concerned with the interpretation of the sensory input. This is exemplified with colour and temperature or 

colour and sound. To say to a CB individual “red, orange, and yellow are warm colours” or “blue and purple are 

associated to deep tones”, we are basically transducing a visual property into a haptic or auditory experience which 

are sensually comprehensible by the CB. Language acts as a bridge, the strength of the bridge is dependent on the 

receiver possessing the appropriate sensory modalities to feel the message. Consider the following scenarios: if a 

sighted person was to tell a CB person “the sky is blue” this would only create semantic connections (e.g., 

metaphor, metonym, simile), basically one word (blue) has been associated to another word (sky) with no real 
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world or sensory experience. Here the bridge can is fragile as the term blue can be simply used to describe another 

object that is also blue, basically the association for the CB is arbitrary. In the next scenario the bridge is more 

stable, if a CB person was told “the sun is orange/yellow” they now not only create a semantic association but 

also a sensory association (warmth). The bridge is most stable when both sender and receiver share a common 

modality that can provide a sensual experience of the phenomenon.   

 

Language provides a window into our thoughts and facilitates a medium for us to express concrete and 

abstract concepts. Our ability to communicate through language also enables us to form accurate abstractions of 

phenomena to which we are incapable of feeling; this was illustrated by the CB yielding colour spaces resembling 

that of their trichromatic counterparts. 

 The debate of where knowledge comes from has spanned throughout history and continues today with 

modern cognitive scientists. On the conservative side it is argued that knowledge is acquired through sensory 

interactions with the world; on the liberal side it is said that knowledge is innate. Neither of these explanations 

seem to provide a suitable framework into how the CB develop their knowledge of colour relations. The former 

dismisses any chance of learning colour relations if a visual system is impaired and the latter would agree that our 

knowledge of colour relations is hardwired and does not rely on past or present visual experience. Possibilities in 

the middle of the two extremes seem more appropriate – some knowledge that is inherent in the developing mind 

can be realised through sensory experience. And even if knowledge is obtained via sensory experience in the 

world, there must be a form of filtering because not all information we encounter is encoded. In either case 

language may play a role – language may coordinate the interpretation of experiences or it may serve as a releasing 

factor that allows knowledge to emerge and become connected to our conceptual system (Malt & Wolff, 2010). 

This explanation supports the PLR, in particular how language can influence our perceptions and how it feeds into 

our conceptual system. This explanation also provides a view into how the CB curate information regarding colour 

relations. More importantly, it complements linguistic models such as semantic and lexical fields which 

demonstrate how groups of words can denote a common subject or how the meaning of words are changed in a 

sentence depending on the context they are placed in and what words the sentence contains. We now provide 

examples and then show how a conceptual system is akin to frame semantics (the combination of semantic and 

lexical fields). When the words: blue, green, red, yellow, and brown are presented to a CB person the semantic 

field of colour is activated. When the sentences “John’s face turned red in anger” or “Victoria’s complexion 

turned red because she was embarrassed” is said to CB person, both sentences entail an emotional state, but the 

meaning of red denotes a different state of emotion because of the other words in the sentence. That is, each lexical 

field in which red is embedded in conveys the term differently (anger and embarrassment). The result of this is a 

CB individual learning the emotional association of red in the context of facial complexions. The extent of a CB 

person’s colour knowledge is often a good indicator of their ability to identify a semantic field and comprehend 

the message in a lexical field. Again using the terms: blue, green, red, yellow, and brown as examples, if a CB 

person were to identify the terms not just as ‘colours’ but as ‘basic colour terms’ it would imply she has above 

average knowledge of colour terms. A higher degree of knowledge would be demonstrated if she could identify 

the terms: saffron, copper, turquoise, and lilac as ‘descriptive or non-basic colour terms’. If a CB person is able to 

comprehend the sentence “James was green with envy” it would indicate that she grasps the lexical field in which 
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the term green is embedded in, that is she understands that green in this context is metaphorically used to denote 

the colour of jealousy and that James did not actually turn green. A proficient understanding and application of 

semantic and lexical fields entailing colour terms suggests that the frame semantics has been well established. 

What this basically means is that a CB person’s conceptual system can be as rich as a TRI’s conceptual system, 

minus the qualia. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) and the semantic differential (SD) application clearly illustrated 

this by showing that the colour spaces of TRIs and the CB resembled one another and that the CB correlated a 

subset of the TRIs’ SD scales onto their dimensions. Yet subtle differences do exist between the two groups, the 

individual differences scaling (INDSCAL) configuration for BCTs showed majority of the CB have smaller 

weights than TRIs, we propose that the CBs’ smaller weights are due to lack of qualia or it is displaying the 

difference in how a conceptual system is fed. Though both groups hold information regarding colour relations, the 

trichromatic group are the only ones that can feed their conceptual system with direct (i.e., vision) and indirect 

information (language), while the CB can only feed their conceptual system with indirect information. It is 

inevitable that entropy84 will occur in the process of conveying colour to the CB via linguistic properties. Not only 

was this hinted at in the INDSCAL configuration, but also by ANOVA which consistently showed that the CB 

have smaller effect sizes compared to TRIs in the SD application. Yet, despite of this it is apparent that a pure 

linguistic experience of colours is sufficient to appropriately describe a colour system which is otherwise 

exclusively perceptible with the eyes. 

      

The relationship between language and thought has long been recognised in cognitive linguistics. In the 

domain of the lexicon, one approach regarding how knowledge of words relates to general knowledge of the world 

is to think of the connection as akin to the relationship between a dictionary and an encyclopaedia (Evans, Bergan, 

& Zinken, 2007; Clark & Clark, 1977). The mental lexicon is analogous to a dictionary as it specifies syntactic 

characteristics, pronunciation, and the definition of a term with meaning conceived of as limited in content (such 

as a set of defining features). General world knowledge is analogous to the encyclopaedia, it contains a broader 

knowledge of the world and connects the limited content of word meanings to more elaborate associated 

knowledge. For instance, the dictionary definition of blue is the primary colour between green and violet in the 

visible spectrum, an effect of light with a wavelength between 450 and 500 nm, the colour of a clear sky (Ammer, 

2002). The definition is placed within the context of physics and is comparatively exemplified. The encyclopaedia 

adds that blue may denote an emotional state of depression, a physical state of coldness, or the music genre Blues 

(Prinz, 2016; Maund, 2012; Gale, 2008). An alternative encyclopaedic approach is that definition of words are not 

collections, rather words serve as prompts to construct meaning using general encyclopaedic knowledge. The 

construction begins with elements of meaning conventionally associated with the term and factors in surrounding 

words, grammatical units, and non-linguistic context to arrive at a comprehensive interpretation (Evans et al., 

2007; Clark, 1983). In this perspective, there is no principled distinction either between semantics and pragmatics 

or between lexical semantics and encyclopaedic knowledge. In this sense the CB use their general knowledge to 

create a conceptual representation of each colour they encounter. According to a memory organisation or 

                                       
84 In data transmission and information theory the term ‘entropy’ refers to the level of information needed to describe a system, 
entropy is a measure of the loss of information in a transmitted signal or message. 
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connectionist approach, the general conceptual system is created through statistical associations of experiences 

(Burgess & Graham, 1999; McClelland, 1994). A conceptual representation of colours was demonstrated by the 

SD application where all participants, regardless of visual experience, organised colour term meanings not only 

appropriately but homogeneously. This supports the notion that direct visual perception of colours need not be a 

prerequisite in ascertaining the semantic associations of colours. Statistical analysis also showed that MDS 

configurations of TRIs and the CB significantly correlated, thus in terms of perceptual representation it can be said 

that absence of direct visual experience does not impair one’s ability to learn and appropriately organise colour 

terms. For the CB the input to their representation is language which serves as a grouping tool (e.g., which colours 

are perceptually (dis)similar, or which colour terms are basic and non-basic), and as a descriptive tool (e.g., what 

colours denote or how they are associated to abstract concepts). 

Speaking of a conceptual system, an interesting observation with the AB was that it is prone to 

deterioration. As they got older AB participants appeared to show a shift in their judgements. This was suggested 

to be the case when a correlational analysis was performed to see whether the age of AB participants covaried with 

their location on the INDSCAL configuration. What was observed was that as the AB got older their weights on 

dimension-two (thermal axis) decreased and their weights on dimension-one (lightness) increased. In terms of 

INDSCAL this indicates that they are placing more weight or are inclined to make categorical judgements based 

on colour lightness as they progressively age. We propose and explain how this may be a consequence of their 

visual memory and conceptual system deteriorating: both systems are intrinsically linked, for example our 

concepts can be obtained or influenced by our perceptions, likewise our perceptions can be influenced by existing 

concepts (recall the PLR). The AB no-longer have perception of colour, therefore their conceptual system now 

relies on other factors, such as mental imagery and linguistic input. Mental imagery of colour in the AB is prone 

to deterioration (as demonstrated by Humphreys & Riddoch, 1987), in this sense their visual memory of colours 

associated to hot, warm, or cool may slowly diminish and regress to a more simple mental imagery of light and 

dark colours; this is what INDSCAL seems to be showing. However, the second factor – language, should still 

have a reinforcing effect on their conceptual system as to how colours are ordered metaphorically to temperature. 

Our final explanation as to why the AB show this shift in judgement is interest and motivation. Some AB 

participants reported that they had lost interest in colours, for example: AB12 said “I don’t think about them 

anymore, I can’t see them so they are not important. [What do you remember about colours?] Some are bright like 

yellow, orange and green.” Visual experience of colours continuously provides a concrete template to verify 

mental images, it also plays an important role in shaping conceptions, the mental imagery of colours that the AB 

have is susceptible to deterioration because they no-longer have a visual template to refer to, the lack of motivation 

by some AB participants exacerbates this deterioration because they may no-longer feel the need to internally 

rehearse colours or even confirm what they think they know by conversation or text. Despite of this the AB yield 

configurations that is nearly identical to their trichromatic counterparts. It is important to emphasise that the shift 

in judgement is by no means an absolute indication of how majority of AB participants are making their decisions. 

In fact the distribution of the ABs’ weights on figure 2.3 indicates that dimension-two is indeed reflecting and 

contributing considerably to how judgements are being made.  
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Each group offers a unique perspective into the relationship between language and thought. However, the 

ColB in particular provide a preeminent frame to evaluate the effect of language on thought, more specifically the 

effect language has on colour perception/categorisation. Their results challenge the PLR as an absolute concept 

(i.e., the strong hypothesis – language determines thought as advocated by Whorf, 1972), but supports it as a weak 

hypothesis (language influences thought). Looking at figure 3.6A, C, and E we see can that each perceptual map 

progressively expands, the expansion is due to the method in which stimuli is presented: in the hue task ColBs 

yield a solution that is nearly one dimensional, this is because their decisions are solely based on their visual 

perception which cannot distinguish colours ranging from red to green (thus dimension-two shows to exert little 

affect). Yet when colour terms are presented alongside their respective physical colours (hue + term task) there 

emerges an immediate expansion of their solution. Their conceptual system is now activated, thus comparative 

judgements are now based on two systems. Though their perceptual system is flawed, their conceptual system is 

not (i.e., where they retrieve information/knowledge of colours is accurate). However, even in this condition it is 

apparent that their judgements lean towards a visual discrimination rather than a linguistic discrimination; this is 

revealed when the TRIs’ configuration (figure 3.6D) is compared to the ColBs’ configuration (figure 3.6C) for the 

same task. It is interesting that even though the ColB are aware of their severe colour deficiency they maintain to 

rely more upon their vision than their linguistic knowledge (conceptual system) when making categorical 

judgements, which they possibly know is far more accurate. It is only in the verbal and DCT tasks do the ColB 

yield configurations that take on the form of the TRIs’ colour space (compare figure 3.6E, F, G, & H). This is 

because categorical judgements by the ColB are now exclusively based on their colour knowledge. 

   

Colour is fundamentally a visual property, thereby the primary route in which humans acquire knowledge 

of colours is through their visual experience; any other form of colour experience is metaphoric in nature (i.e., 

secondary). The CB are introduced to and learn about colour via language, more specifically by structural 

metaphors – one concept is metaphorically structured in terms of another85 (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). Both 

primary and secondary experiences can be subcategorised, for instance TRIs can visually experience colour under 

different conditions of light or saturation and the CB can learn about colours under various semantic and lexical 

conditions. There is, however, another form of metaphorical concept, one that does not structure one concept in 

terms of another, but instead organises an entire system of concepts with respect to another. Lakoff and Johnson 

(2003) refer to these as orientational metaphors because majority of the examples are relevant to spatial 

orientations: up–down, in–out, front–back, on–off, deep–shallow, or central–peripheral. These spatial orientations 

are partially due to how our bodies are orientated, for example, happy is UP, the fact that the concept happy is UP 

leads to English expressions like “I’m feeling up today” likewise but in contrast sad is DOWN giving rise to the 

expression “I’m feeling down today.” Such metaphorical orientations are not arbitrary, they are intrinsic to our 

physical and cultural experiences. Though structural and orientational metaphors offer a substantial basis for 

understanding concepts, they have limits. Our experiences of physical objects and substances are more fittingly 

                                       
85 Structural metaphors provide the richest source of concept elaboration. They allow us to do so much more than simple 
orient them, refer to them, and quantify them etc., as we do with orientational and ontological metaphors. Structural metaphors 
allow us in addition to use one highly structured and clearly delineated concept to structure another (Lakoff and Johnson, 
2003).   
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explained by ontological metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). By interacting and reacting with objects and 

substances in our environment we select parts of our experience and treat them as discrete entities or substances, 

we are able to refer to them, categorise them, and quantify them; by doing so we reason about them.  

In essence each of these metaphoric constructs serves to describe how one concept is understood in terms 

of another. This was the one of the objectives of the SD application – to examine how the concept of colour is 

experienced and represented by another concept. The other objective of the SD application was to compare the 

CBs’ metaphoric understanding of colour with the TRIs’ understanding, which we saw was quite similar. 

Considering that the CB represent a pure linguistic understanding of colour, which was shown to map surprisingly 

well onto the TRIs’ visual experience, it can be said that language, at least in regards to colour, is metaphorically 

structured in the absence of direct visual experience.  

 

It is almost impossible to ignore the field of embodied cognition when contemplating how the CB construct 

notions of colour, or why the ColB are inclined to make categorical judgements based on their vision despite 

having the opportunity to make an accurate decision based on their colour knowledge (referring to the hue + term 

task). In the following section we place colour in the context of embodied cognition to delineate possible 

explanations to the above questions.      

 
7.4 Colour as embodied cognition 
 
 Embodied cognition is the notion that our minds are not only connected to our bodies, but our bodies 

influence our minds. As a simple example, consider the metaphor “the presence of my children gives me a warm 

feeling.” The subjective judgement of affection is nearly always associated with the sensation of warmth 

(McNerney, 2011). Another example is the phrase “It is over my head” the expression implies the feeling of 

uncertainty both in terms of physical inability and/or mental comprehension. Because embodied cognition has a 

very brief history, at this stage it is better considered as a ‘research paradigm’ than a well-defined theory (Shapiro, 

2011). The impetus behind this distinction becomes apparent when embodied cognition is compared to cognitive 

science – which is firmly and clearly circumscribed (perception, memory, attention, language, problem solving, 

learning). Nonetheless, Shapiro (2011) identifies three central themes of embodied cognition; providing a finer 

understanding of its substance:  

1.) Conceptualisation: The physical properties of an organism’s body limit the concepts it can acquire. 

That is, the concepts on which an organism relies on to understand its environment is dependent on its physical 

capabilities, thus if organisms were to differ with respect to their own bodies they would also differ in how they 

conceive the world.  

2.) Replacement: An organism’s body in interaction with its environment replaces the need for 

representational processes thought to have been at the core of cognition. Thus, cognition does not depend on 

algorithmic processes over symbolic representations. It can take place in systems that do not include 

representational states, and can be explained without appeal to computational processes or representational states.  

3.) Constitution: The body or the world plays a constitutive rather than a casual role in cognitive 

processing. To illustrate this distinction in a different context, consider constitutive versus casual roles of oxygen. 

Oxygen is a constituent of water, because water consists in atoms of oxygen conjoined with atoms of hydrogen. 
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On the other hand, oxygen might be a cause of an explosion, because without the presence of oxygen the fuse 

would not have ignited. Likewise, according the constitution claim the body or world is constituent of, and not 

merely a casual influence on cognition.  

 

Each of the above themes have been treated as an independent hypothesis and as Shapiro (2011) states 

they are not incompatible. However, the research that has gone into embodied cognition has often shown support 

for one hypothesis over another (e.g., Wilson & Golonka, 2013). I am not interested in entering this debate nor do 

I advocate one hypothesis over another, but rather I wish to apply the theory behind each theme to my own study 

in an attempt to understand how the CB conceive of colour, and understand why ColBs are inclined to make 

categorical judgements based on their impaired chromatic vision when they have the opportunity to make an 

accurate response based on their colour knowledge. The first theme was conceptualisation, which expressed that 

the concepts an organism can acquire are determined or limited by the properties of the organism’s body. This 

theme would predict that the CB will have a limited understanding of colour concepts. Though this is true in some 

aspects it is not in others. According to our results, the CB (as well as the AB) yielded MDS configurations highly 

resembling their trichromatic counterparts in both the BCT and DCT studies (figures 2.2 & 2.8). This implied that 

absence of visual experience, either at birth or later in life, does not significantly impair one’s ability to 

appropriately categorise colours. However, the INDSCAL model for the BCT task revealed that majority of the 

CBs’ weights were at a lower level on dimension-one and two compared to all other groups (figure 2.3). We 

suggested that their reduced weights were an indication of uncertainty or due to the lack of colour qualia. The 

INDSCAL model for the DCT task revealed something similar – nearly half of the CBs’ weights deviated from 

the dominant orientation (figure 2.9), suggesting that their categorical judgements somehow differ from TRIs.     

The experience (or the qualia) of colour is unique in the sense that there really is no substitute for feeling 

colour, at least normally, when the visual system is impaired. As we know there are variations in colour perception 

and therefore variations in feeling colour, for instance there are different degrees of colour blindness and there are 

instances where colour perception goes beyond trichromatic perception (e.g., tetrachromacy – where four 

independent cone signals are available). Because there exists differences in colour perception, there will also exist 

differences in colour experience. These experiential disparities manifest in perceptual maps and we have already 

demonstrated this by comparing ColBs with TRIs. What the ColB experience visually (in terms of colour) is 

analogous to what TRIs experience when their perceptual maps are compared to tetrachromatic observers (Jordan, 

Deeb, Boston, & Mollon, 2010). In essence what differs is the qualia of colour and in turn what it affects is the 

conceptualisation of colour. Now consider this: a tetrachromat can try and explain to a trichromat what colour she 

sees, but no matter how much detail is conveyed, the trichromat will never feel what the tetrachromat feels (this is 

known in philosophy as the explanatory gap). This situation is analogous to a trichromat attempting to explain to 

a severe dichromat what hues she sees along the red–green visible light spectrum; a more stringent example would 

be a trichromat trying to describe to a CB individual the sensation of colour. In neither case would the trichromat 

be completely successful. All these situations are similar to the hypothetical situation of Mary the scientist 

(originally introduced by philosopher Frank Jackson). Mary, knows everything there is to know about colour but 

has lived her entire life in a black and white room (Chalmers, 2002); so then what distinguishes her from a 

trichromatic observer? One answer is that Mary only lacks the qualia of colour.  
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Let us now look at what are the implications of conceptualisation on the AB. Conceptualisation would 

predict that their concepts of colour will alter as a result of complete loss of vision. According to our results this 

appeared to be somewhat true. A correlational analysis revealed that there was a significant negative correlation 

between the ABs’ weights and their age. That is, as the AB got older their weights on dimension-two (red–green) 

decreased but increased on dimension-one (black–white). This suggested that as the AB got older their judgements 

on colour categories progressively leaned towards decisions based on colour lightness rather than colour 

temperature. This is in favour of the conceptualisation theme stating that the loss of (or even the impairment) of a 

modality can change the way an organism conceptualises the world.  

 

So far our results seem to support the conceptualisation theory, however our results also show something 

contrary to what the theory expresses. This is seen when we consider the perceptual map of ColBs for the hue + 

term task. Given the opportunity to respond correctly ColBs prefer to make categorical judgements based on their 

vision rather than their colour knowledge. This observation challenges the conceptualisation theory because what 

should be seen is ColBs basing their answers on their colour knowledge (i.e., their conceptual system) which they 

know is accurate. Therefore, in this case a deficient visual system has not “limited conceptualisation,” but has been 

dominated by perception.  

 

The second theme is replacement, which states that cognition can be explained without the appeal to 

computational processes or representational states. In other words, cognition is not symbol processing, but a 

dynamic system that is dependent on the outside world and the body. To apply this theme to the CB, let us begin 

by stating that perception of colour in the CB, if it can be called perception in the literal sense, is not decisive. 

According to a symbol processing theory, colour would depend on some internal “node” or circuit normally 

activated by a given wavelength projected on a light-sensitive surface (retina). Hence, a CB person might perceive 

colour if that circuit was activated by some other route (e.g., from an input associated with the network). Otherwise, 

the theory of embodiment would suppose that colour for the CB is understood in terms of the various associated 

bodily sensations, such as temperature (warm vs. cold), sound (pitch), and emotions (happiness, love, envy, etc). 

The replacement hypothesis excludes mainly representations, which is thought to be essential for cognitive 

processes. For example, thinking of the colour red does not necessitate a red stimuli – we can imagine red without 

red being present. But what a trichromat can imagine is irrefutably different to what a CB person can imagine. 

Having previous visual experience of red a trichromat by way of mental imagery can see red in her mind’s eye. At 

most what a CB person can imagine is secondary associations that embody red (e.g., warmth) and of course 

semantic associations (e.g., love). In regards to the ColB and symbol processing, it can be thought of their brains 

to be a dysfunctional computer in that the system incorrectly encodes input (i.e., light). This was demonstrated in 

the hue task where their configuration deviated from the TRIs’ configuration by collapsing on dimension-two. But 

because they possess another internal system (a conceptual system) based on another form of input (colour 

knowledge) that is not flawed, they are able to appropriately encode colour. This was demonstrated in the verbal 

and DCT tasks where they yield perceptual maps that closely resemble that of their trichromatic counterparts.  
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The third and final theme is constitution, which states that the body or the world plays a constitutive rather 

than a casual role in cognitive processing. How we think about concrete and abstract concepts is a product of 

complex factors; our cognitive abilities and perspectives develop through our experiences with the world. Colour 

is one of many constituents of the world, not just in a physical sense (e.g., wavelength of light) but also in a 

conceptual sense (semantic associations). How we experience colours has direct effects on how we think about 

colours. Trichromatic vision grants access to colour perception not just normally but directly; dichromatic vision 

grants access to colour perception directly, but deficiently. In both cases the body has played an essential (or 

constitutive) role in encoding the various wavelengths of visible light, but because there are variations in colour 

perception there will be differences in cognitive processes. For TRIs the colours red and green are perceived to be 

opposites by virtue of an internal opponent mechanism, thus their perspectives (or cognitive processes) towards 

the two hues should be different from ColBs, which cannot visually distinguish the two hues. Our results appear 

to support the constitution hypothesis. When presented with physical colours ColBs demonstrated their inability 

to distinguish red and green (figure 3.6A), while TRIs showed a robust difference between the two hues (figure 

3.6B). When presented with physical colours along with their respective colour terms, the ColBs’ perceptual map 

expanded. The added information resulted in the separation of the red and green stimuli, though the separation is 

nowhere near as robust as the separation TRIs place between the two hues (compare proximities between red and 

green in figure 3.6C & D). These observations demonstrate the constitutive role the body (in this case visual 

perception) and the world (e.g., language) play not only in cognitive processes, but how they can be the cause for 

differences between cognitive systems. These results also indicate that different types of input produce different 

effects on the cognitive system. For example, although the adding of colour terms expanded the ColBs’ perceptual 

map, the expansion pales in comparison with the expansion of the TRIs’ perceptual map, or even their own 

perceptual map for the verbal task (figure 3.6E). Therefore, it could be said that visual perception plays a greater 

constitutive role in cognitive processes than language in colour categorisation; this also sits well with the notion 

of visual capture.  

For the CB colour is still a constituent of the world as it includes experiences derived from their intact 

sensory modalities, (e.g., haptics: warm vs. cool, auditory: low vs. high tones). The fact that they do not have nor 

ever had direct visual perception of colour, suggests that their cognitive processes in regards to colour should be 

different from TRIs. Yet, when a comparison is made between their MDS solutions with those of TRIs’ there 

appears to be no distinct difference (compare figure 2.2A, D & 2.8A, D). The reason for their accurate conception 

becomes clear when we consider the most potent medium through which the CB learn about colour – language. 

Through this faculty the CB can and have learnt both the physical disparities between colours (as demonstrated in 

the CD task, refer to table 1.4) and the semantic associations of colour (as demonstrated in the SD task, refer to 

tables 1.5 & 1.6). All our experiments aimed at elucidating what the CB know about colours have systematically 

shown that their conceptual system can acquire and process information about colour without vision. In this 

respect, the constitution theory seems to be justifiable when claiming that the world (in this case language) plays 

an essential role in cognitive processes.    

 

According to Varela, Thompson, and Rosch (1991) the best illustration of embodiment is through colour 

perception. They claim that colour offers a detailed insight into cognitive science, and it has immediate perceptual 
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and cognitive significance in human experience. Therefore, colour provides a domain in which the interaction 

between science and human experience can be effectively observed. 

Varela et al., explicate three facets of colour experience: 

1.)  How colours appear (the structure of colour appearance): there are two vital features of the structure 

of colour appearance. First, all colours that humans can perceive are a combination of six basic colours: red, green, 

yellow, blue, black, and white. Second, characteristics of colour vary along three dimensions: hue, saturation, and 

brightness (the three dimensions of colour space substantiated by the opponent-process and trichromatic theory). 

2.) Colour as a perceived attribute of entities in the world: The colours that we perceive in the world are 

not simply due to the reflection of light wavelengths off objects, but also because of contrast. For instance, when 

we experience the hue green there is a high percentage of middle-wave light and a low percentage of long and 

short-wave light detected by the eyes. However, colours are part of a complex scene; we almost never view hues 

in isolation but rather perceive them in contrast with surrounding colours and illumination. Even so, we maintain 

to view the area of focus as green. This relative independence of perceived colour from locally reflected light is 

manifested by two complementary phenomena. In the first, perceived colours of entities remain relatively constant 

despite changes in illumination; this phenomenon is known as approximate colour constancy (e.g., we will 

perceive a green apple as green despite the amount of illumination). In the second, two areas that reflect light of 

the same spectral composition (i.e., the same hue) are perceived to be two different colours depending on the 

surroundings in which they are placed in. This phenomenon is known as simultaneous colour contrast or chromatic 

induction, for example, the colour cube illusion (Lotto & Purves, 2002). Both phenomena demonstrate that colour 

perception is not simply due to intensity and wavelength composition, but also the context in which we perceive 

colour (e.g., illumination).  

3.) Colour as an experiential category: Our experience of colour is not exclusively perceptual; it is also 

cognitive – we organise colours by hue, saturation, and brightness. Language for humans, plays the primary role 

of categorising colours, for example, in English colours can be categorised into basic and non-basic colour terms, 

dark vs. light, warm vs. cool. Colours can be further characterised by abstract concepts, for example black is 

associated with death, red with love, and green with envy.   

  

Unlike the themes: conceptualisation, replacement, and constitution, which are more philosophical in 

nature, the three facets of colour experience are grounded in psychophysiology, particularly facets one and two. 

The first was the structure of colour appearance, here colour encoding and processing was described in terms of 

the trichromatic and opponent-process theories. An attempt to apply this facet to the CB is redundant, for neither 

of these mechanisms serve a purpose for the CB. In regards to the ColB, components of these mechanisms are 

dysfunctional or absent, giving rise to their deficient colour perception. The second facet, colour as a perceived 

attribute of entities in the world, two phenomena were expressed:  approximate colour constancy and chromatic 

induction, again neither of which seem to be applicable to the CB. A study may be able to explore these colour 

experiences/attributes in the CB if it can structure sentences rich enough in metaphoric and semantic meaning. Our 

experiments were not aimed at exploring these phenomena in TRIs or ColBs, though there are studies showing 

that ColBs show colour constancy similar to TRIs along all three opponent-axes, though with higher variability 

along the red–green cardinal axis (Rüttiger, Mayser, Sérey, & Sharpe, 2001). The final facet of colour experience, 
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colour as an experiential category states that our experiences of colours are not just perceptual but also cognitive. 

Humans, through language, organise all the various hue, saturation, and brightness combinations that are visually 

perceptible into a limited set of colour categories and assign names to these categories. The CB become intimately 

acquainted with these categories through various semantic and lexical fields. Their distillation of colour is 

metaphorically and comparatively structured in language. Unlike the normally sighted where the experience of 

colour arises through vision and is influenced by language, for the CB the understanding of colour begins and ends 

with language and can be complemented by other sensory modalities (e.g., thermoception). The philosophical 

notion of tabula rasa86 or blank slate suddenly becomes appealing, for colour is truly a blank slate for the CB and 

what fills the slate can only be a network of words based on metaphors.  

 
7.5 Metaphor as embodied cognition  
 

Ideas are objects; language is a container in which the object (idea) is placed in; communication is the act 

of sending the container (Lakoff, 2014). To place this in the context of colour, consider the colour red as the idea 

(or object), the object is embedded in language (metaphorically if red is to be conveyed to a CB person); 

communication of the object could be, for example: red is a warm colour [sensation], similar to yellow and orange 

[chromatic comparison/appearance]. Red is the colour of blood, roses, strawberries [attribute of an entity], and is 

associated with love and vibrancy [abstract concept]. Red is one of the primary colours, it is visually experienced 

when the eyes see light with a wavelength between 620 and 740 nm [physical properties]. The communication of 

red is progressively more effective when the receiver is able to comprehend each representation.  

Direct visual experience of colour allows for an understanding of it in terms of a physical concept; any 

other form of colour experience is an abstraction, thus forming an abstract concept of it. In this sense the embodied 

experience of colour will inevitable vary between persons with different sensory capabilities. Going back to the 

above examples of colour representations, for normally sighted persons the communication of red as an attribute 

of an object (e.g., strawberry) may evoke mental imagery of red or a strawberry, in this sense there is an actual 

embodied experience of the object or colour. On the other hand the communication of red to a CB person would 

not induce any form of mental imagery per se, but will tap into their conceptual system to provide them with an 

abstract representation (e.g., red is a warm colour); in this case their embodied experience could be said to be 

secondary. As a parallel example consider a person that has no thermoception, communicating to this individual 

that red is a warm colour is analogous to telling a CB person wavelength of light between 620 and 740 induces the 

sensation of red.  Thus, embodied experience in terms of metaphors are dependent on a person’s sensory capability, 

“the peculiar nature of our bodies shapes our very possibilities for conceptualisation…” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, 

p. 19).  

To understand the unfamiliar or unknown we often try to understand it in terms of something else. Colour, 

for the CB, is a convenient example. If we already know that a CB person understands A, B, and C, we can use 

their pre-existing knowledge to help them arrive at an understanding of a new phenomenon, D (colour). For 

instance, to explain colour to a CB person we resort to metaphors that tie into colours, we have already provided 

                                       
86 The theory claims that individuals are born with no concepts and that all knowledge is derived from experience or perception 
(Locke, 1995). 
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some examples for red above. Rather than simply elucidating concepts, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) claim that 

metaphors determine, at least in part, the meanings of concepts. The metaphor red is the colour of love imposes a 

structure on how we think about love by virtue of other semantic attributes of red (passion, lust, the heart). 

Metaphors for red sanction some descriptions of love, or inferences about love, while prohibiting others. A 

passionate lover may describe his lover’s lips to be red like roses, we make sense of this remark because we know 

roses are typically red and are seen as objects of beauty. In contrast a lover would not describe his lover’s lips to 

be a dark shade of purple like an eggplant. Our lips are not naturally purple nor is an eggplant exactly an object of 

beauty. The former is a metaphor one may use to inform conceptions of love, the latter is not. Thus, metaphors 

contribute to the meanings of concepts insofar as they license certain ways of using, describing, and understanding 

concepts.  

 Metaphors can also insinuate themselves, as Lakoff and Johnson (2003, p. 115) state: “metaphors 

pervades our normal conceptual system…so many of the concepts that are important to us are either abstract or 

not clearly delineated in experience…we need to get a grasp of them by means of other concepts that we understand 

in clearer terms.” Concepts such as time, God, peace, life, infinity, and many others are nearly impossible to 

comprehend without resorting to metaphors. Take the concept of God as an example, we are often introduced to 

Him as the omnipotent, the all-mighty, the unrivalled, we are informed of His character as the all-wise, the all-

knowing, the all glorious. All these attributes of God are metaphors in themselves, but they are metaphors that are 

better known to us, thus allowing us to understand God in terms of concepts or attributes we are familiar with. Just 

as God is allusively expressed and elusive, colour for the CB is also allusive and elusive.  

But not all concepts depend on metaphorical explications. Concepts at some stage must bottom out or else 

the metaphors we employ to give meaning to new concepts would themselves involve concepts that would have 

to depend on metaphors for their meaning. The solution to this problem lies in embodiment. Those concepts that 

we learn without the need to resort to metaphor – basic concepts derive from direct physical experience. Lakoff 

and Johnson provided the example of UP (which was explained in section 7.3), basically we understand this 

concept through our physical orientation, that is, the concept of UP is understood by virtue of our embodiment. 

Basic concepts, then do not depend on other concepts, but are embedded in our physical structure and the actions 

they perform. Features of our bodies endow our psychology with a distinctive suite of familiar concepts, which in 

turn influence the meanings of familiar concepts, which in turn will influence the meanings of more abstract 

concepts. This trickle-up effect, according to Lakoff and Johnson, explains the sense in which our bodies determine 

our concepts. Lakoff and Johnson (2003) provide a hypothetical situation, one that is parallel to our own question 

regarding how the CB conceptualise colour. They say: “Imagine a spherical being living outside of any 

gravitational field, with no knowledge or imagination of any other kind of experience. What would UP possibly 

mean to such a being?” (p. 57). In this instance, they claim that the basic concept of UP is only understood by an 

organism that possess a physical structure orientated upwards. Is this analogous to the CB understanding colours 

such as red, orange, and yellow in terms of warmth? That depends on whether colour is defined as a basic concept 

or not. In section 1.9 we stated that both John Locke and René Descartes’ believed colour to be a simple idea as it 

originates from one sense and cannot be divided any further (Moore & Bruder, 2001). If this is the case then we 

must accept that the CB have no understanding of colour since their bodies cannot afford direct visual experience 

of it, thus they have no concept of it. But of course this, as we have demonstrated, is not true. The CB can and do 
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develop concepts of colour that actually mimic that of TRIs. So then rather than espousing to the idea that an 

organism’s body predicts or determines the concepts it can acquire, we believe that basic concepts, such as colour 

can be conceptualised by other sensory modalities. The example given by Lakoff and Johnson above places very 

strict limitations to how the spherical organism can experience UP and in their stringent criteria they may be right, 

but of course humans do not live in isolation, they are endowed with a handful of senses and language which 

contributes to their conceptual understanding. Furthermore, concepts that can be acquired modally can also be 

acquired amodally. As we have seen the CB form conceptions of colour not by a modal experience (vision), but 

by an amodal experience (language). This brings us to our next section: perceptual symbols.   

 
7.6 Perceptual symbols 
 

Psychologist Lawrence Barsalou (1999) developed the notion of perceptual symbols, which distinguishes 

modal and amodal symbols. Perceptual symbols are, according to Barsalou, modal and analogical. They are modal 

because they are represented in the same systems as the perceptual states that produced them. For example, the 

areas of the visual system that represent colour in perception, also represent the colours of objects in perceptual 

symbols. Therefore, a common representational system underlies perception and cognition, not independent 

systems. In contrast, an amodal symbol system transduces a subset of a perceptual state into a completely new 

representational language that is non-perceptual. As amodal symbols become transduced from perceptual states, 

they enter into larger representational structures, such as feature lists, frames, schemata, and semantic networks. 

These structures in turn constitute a fully functional symbolic system with a combinatorial syntax and semantics, 

which supports all of the higher cognitive functions, including memory, knowledge, language, and thought. It is 

important to understand that symbols in these systems are amodal and arbitrary. They are amodal in the sense that 

their internal architecture do not correspond to the perceptual state that produced them. For example, the amodal 

systems that represent the colours of objects in their absence reside in a different neural system from 

representations of these colours during perception itself. Because the symbols in these systems are amodal, they 

are associated only arbitrarily to the perceptual states that create them; analogous to how words have arbitrary 

relations to entities in the world, amodal symbols have arbitrary relations to perceptual states.  

When perceiving entities in the world, we perceive them through various modalities. Consider camping in 

the rainforest surrounded by hundreds of canopies and seeing an American harpy eagle but not hearing it, or 

hearing it but not seeing it. Both perceptual experiences lead to the belief that an eagle is present. In the first case 

the eagle is perceived through (or in) the visual mode; in the second, through (or in) the auditory mode. The word 

eagle is also a representation, but it is amodal insofar as it does not present its content (an eagle) as appearing 

visually or aurally. The word eagle takes one directly to eagles without the need of visual or auditory 

intermediaries. As Barsalou (1999), Glenberg and Robertson (2000) describe standard cognitive science, the 

symbols over which cognitive processes range are conceived as amodal. The stimulation that hits various sensory 

surfaces is translated into a neural code that is then processed further into amodal and arbitrary symbols in language 

and thought. Thus, while the sound or the sight of an eagle must initially take the form of distinct codes, one for 

the auditory system and the other for the visual system, subsequent cognitive stages unify these modal 

representations into a single representation that no longer bears resemblance of its sensory origins. From the 

various modal experiences (sights, sounds, etc.) comes the deliverance of an amodal and arbitrary eagle symbol. 
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Put simply, perceptual symbols are reconstructions, for the purpose of later cognitive processing of representations 

as they manifested in their original perceptual state and coding.  

The notions underpinning perceptual symbols, in particular amodal symbol systems, appear to be relevant 

to the CB and how they construct concepts of colour. The CB have an arbitrary conceptual representation of 

colours, this representation is shaped by language and in this sense their understanding of colour is amodal. When 

information about colour is acquired by the CB it enters into a symbolic system consisting of feature lists, frames, 

schemata, and semantic networks. Symbolic thought is assumed to be analogous in many important ways to 

language. Just as language processing involves the sequential processing of words in a sentence, so conceptual 

processing is assumed to involve the sequential processing of amodal symbols in list-like or sentence-like 

structures. In this respect, the communication of colour to the CB and the internalisation of it is symbolic in nature.  

 
7.7 Summary and future directions    

 
When we speak of colour we are speaking of a subjective experience, borne by light entering our eyes and 

translated into the neurological language of the brain. 

 

But if a phenomenon such as colour can only be felt by sight, then what concepts of colour develop in a 

mind that cannot feel it, and how are they constructed? What happens when a colour deficient person is presented 

with pairs of colours she cannot visually distinguish, yet is shown by labels that the two are indeed different?   

 

These questions were partially inspired by Shepard and Cooper’s (1992) and Marmor’s (1978) study 

looking at colour conception in TRIs, ColBs, the AB and the CB. Though both studies used the same mathematical 

technique (MDS), and employed nearly identical methods and procedures, the outcome of their results were 

different. While Shepard and Cooper showed that the CB have a very limited understanding of colour categories, 

Marmor demonstrated that the CB have an elaborate understanding of colour order; one that rivalled TRIs. 

Our study took on a contemporary approach in exploring the above questions. These included (but not 

limited to): a large sample size of completely blind and severely colour blind individuals; separate experiments 

focussing on BCTs, DCTs, and physical colours. Meticulous statistical analysis of MDS and INDSCAL 

configurations; conducting a SD and CD task to elucidate identification of dimensions and to explore semantic 

associations of colours. Submitting raw dissimilarity as well as average dissimilarity matrices to MDS; re-

interviewing participants after a duration of ~ two-years and comparing their MDS configurations.  

 

What we found was that a pure linguistic understanding of colour, derived from the CB, mapped 

surprisingly well onto visual perception of colour, derived from TRIs. MDS configurations of both groups highly 

correlated with one another in both the basic and descriptive colour term tasks where participants were required to 

provide numerical estimates between pairs of colour terms. After correlating the CDs of colour with the two 

dimensional solutions of each group (for the BCT solutions) we found that while TRIs, bTRIs, and the AB 

correlated the black–white and blue–yellow opponent axes with dimension-one, and the red–green opponent axis 

with dimension-two, the CB correlated the red–green and blue–yellow axes with dimension-two, and the black–

white opponent axis with dimension-one. These results suggested that while the sighted and once were sighted are 
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inclined to make comparative judgements based on colour lightness, the CB favoured a thermal axis when making 

comparative judgements. A SD application showed that the CB correlated a subset of the trichromats’ semantic 

scales onto their dimensions, demonstrating that the CB can and have learned semantic associations of colours. 

The INDSCAL configuration for the BCT task revealed that majority of the CBs’ weights were orientated in the 

same direction as the other groups, but had relatively smaller weightings than the other groups. These observations 

suggested that the CB make similar comparative, but less confident judgements. This interpretation is supported 

by the CB always having larger within-group variation and smaller effect-size in the SD task. Seeing colour or 

having seen it before the onset of blindness, one maybe more confident in their comparative decisions than one 

who has never seen colour and can only rely on various sources of information that has placed colour terms in the 

context of metaphors or metonyms. As an example, consider the location of the DCT salmon on the CBs’ 

configuration, rather than being located close to similar DCTs such as orange, copper, and saffron, the CB place 

salmon close to DCTs such as pear, lilac, and turquoise. When contemplating about the colour of salmon some 

CB participants may have been thinking about the exterior complexion of the fish rather than the flesh which the 

non-basic colour term salmon refers to. Another explanation could be that some CB participants were generalising 

that all fish have white flesh. Whether these explanations are correct or not, what they demonstrate is that sources 

of information regarding colour terms will inevitably vary, thus the concepts that the CB create for colour terms 

will also vary. 

Nearly half the CBs’ weights in the DCT INDSCAL configuration were orientated in the opposite direction 

of the other groups (indicating difference in comparative judgements). Given the idiosyncratic nature of DCTs and 

how the composition of non-basic colours can be conveyed to the CB differently, this was not surprising. Despite 

of this, the CBs’ configuration still mapped fairly well onto the trichromats’ configuration. In each INDSCAL 

model, two CB individuals were labelled (CB4 and CB11). CB4 yielded a private space approximating the 

Newtonian colour circle, her self-report also indicated that her colour knowledge was extensive, hence we see her 

weight embedded within the trichromats’. CB11 on the other hand had a horizontally elongated private space, 

indicating he favours colour lightness when making comparative judgements, his self-report also coincided with 

this. It seems clear that language, being the only route through which information about colours can be conveyed 

to the CB, is a reliable measure of their performance. The CB don’t just perform well in our colour categorisation 

tasks, they perform surprisingly well, to the extent that one would not be able to distinguish their perceptual maps 

with those of TRIs. The fact that the CB can form accurate concepts of colours is testament to language playing a 

fundamental and effective role in shaping their colour concepts. Though malleable, the effect of language proves 

to be stable over time. Re-interviewing and presenting the completely blind with the same colour categorisation 

tasks after a period of ~two-years, their MDS configurations showed no significant difference from their initial 

configurations; this also demonstrated the fidelity of MDS.  

So then, if language has such a potent influence on the CBs’ formation of colours concepts, what role does 

language play in colour perception and categorisation in those with deficient colour perception? 

 

To explore the influence of language on deficient colour perception, four colour categorisation tasks were 

performed by a sample of severe ColBs. When presented with pairs of colour cards (hue task), ColBs yielded 

configurations as expected with colours varying along the red–green spectrum in close proximity. This caused 
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dimension-two to collapse, making their solution nearly one dimensional, in fact the Scree plot for this solution 

proposed that a one dimensional configuration could be sufficient to interpret the input matrix accurately. More 

importantly, the collapse of dimension-two substantiates our inference that dimension-two is indeed portraying 

the red–green opponent-axis. The fact that the trichromats’ configuration places the black–white and blue–yellow 

opponent-axes on dimension-one also supports our inference that dimension-one is portraying a lightness axis. In 

the following task, ColBs were presented with the same colours, however this time the respective colour terms 

were also printed on the cards (hue + term task). The influence of language clearly showed to have an effect on 

their judgements as their solution expanded at the two-dimensional level (i.e., the red–green axis expanded). In 

the next task, where ColBs were presented with the same colours verbally (verbal task), they yielded a fully 

expanded configuration highly resembling the TRIs’ configuration. This full expansion and resemblance with the 

TRIs’ configuration was also observed in the DCT task (where BCTs were replaced with corresponding DCTs). 

These results have implications on the PLR being viewed as a deterministic theory (or linguistic determinism) and 

supports what we have stated about language only influencing our perceptions, not determining it; for if our 

language did determine our perceptions, ColBs would have immediately shown a full expansion of their solution 

as soon as the colour terms were presented to them; but what was actually observed is visual perception (even 

when it is flawed) triumphs over colour knowledge, supporting the notion of visual capture. 

Another interesting observation is that ColBs appropriately place a large proximity between rose and lime 

– two objects that they should have difficulty distinguishing in respects to their colour (thus the two ought to be 

close together on their solution). Yet they judge rose and lime as very different, which indicates they are basing 

their judgements on colour knowledge and not on their visual perception; but if this was the case then why do they 

not behave the same in the hue + term task, where the correct colour term is also presented? Visual capture seems 

to again provide a plausible explanation: because we presented the ColB with the DCT and not the actual colour, 

which in this case would have been the objects rose and lime, they opted to make their decisions based on the 

immediate present stimuli – colour term. Error bars for both rose and lime appeared to be largest for ColBs, this 

may be because some ColBs are envisioning the object, while others are thinking about what they have been told 

about rose and lime being very different in their complexions. The four INDSCAL configurations (one for each 

task) illustrated how different ColBs are from TRIs when making comparative judgements. We performed a 

Kruskal-Wallis H test to examine whether a statistical difference exists between the two groups. A statistical 

difference was only found in tasks where physical colours were presented – hue and hue + term tasks; providing 

further support for colour capture. 

 

The outcome of our study has revealed some intriguing observations underlying some themes in cognitive 

linguistics and embodied cognition. 

 

Our ability to experience colour stems exclusively from one modality – vision. Any other form of colour 

experience is secondary and associative in nature. It is these secondary embodied experiences and semantic 

associations of colour that the CB learn. Language encapsulates these experiences and associations in a rich 

conceptual framework, in turn, the CB possess perspicacious knowledge of colour. 
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 Through spoken and written language we can take our experiences anywhere we go and through language 

we can express both concrete and abstract concepts, we can convey both subjective and objective ideas. Yet, 

despite of language having a profound impact on our lives, shaping our experiences, and providing a potent 

medium for communication, our five senses remain at the forefront of our understanding. This is even expressed 

in our language when we say: “you won’t believe it until you see it.” Reality, in terms of perception, is intriguingly 

observer dependent; so much so, that even those with a severe colour deficiency base their colour order judgements 

on their vision, even when they know it is inaccurate, even when they are given the opportunity to respond 

correctly. We speculate that this is because vision represents the immediate present and that we trust our sense of 

vision more than any other sense.    

  For the sighted colour is first encountered by the eyes and can be later influenced by language. For the 

CB colour is initially encountered through and subsequently modulated by language. Colour for the CB is an 

abstraction, metaphorically structured by language. When it comes to colour, language acts as a “synthetic eye” 

for the CB 

  

Our ability to conceptualise phenomena without any form of perception, our ability to convey subjective 

experiences through language, and our boundless imagination, all serve as the impetus behind our cognitive 

evolution.  

 
Future directions 
  
We have explored the cognitive structure of colour categories in the completely blind and severe 

dichromatic observers. We now propose two future studies; the first we refer to as neural substrates underlying 

colour conceptualisation in the congenitally blind and the other as semantic adaptation after effect.   

The first seeks to explore whether there are corresponding activations of brain areas between TRIs and the 

CB. A number of neuroimaging studies have localised the colour centre of the human brain (McKeefry & Zeki, 

1997; Zeki et al., 1991; Lueck et al., 1989). The colour centre consists of two subdivisions, a posterior one which 

is known as V4 and an anterior one, which is known as V4α, together they comprise part of the V4-complex (Bartel 

& Zeki, 2000). The conceptualisation of colours, specifically the colour of objects activates areas near V4 

(Barsalou, Simmons, Barbey, & Wilson, 2003).  

In brief, what we propose is a neuroimaging study with TRIs performing our colour categorisation (verbal 

task) while brain activity is being monitored by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). TRIs will perform 

a subsequent task during fMRI that bears no resemblance to the initial colour task (e.g., comparative judgements 

between animal sizes). The results should show V4 activation in the colour task, but no activation in the non-

colour task. This part of the study will define the average location of V4 in our trichromatic sample. The second 

part of the study is conducting the same tasks with a sample of CB individuals and observing whether there are 

corresponding brain activations between the two groups associated to the colour categorisation task. Another area 

that may be of interest is the mesial temporal region of the left hemisphere; the integrity of this region is associated 

with the processing of semantic information about colour (Miceli et al., 2001). A more recent study has also 

demonstrated that the ventral-temporal cortex in congenitally blind individuals shows robust discriminatory 

responses representing different categories (van den Hurk, Van Baelen, & Op de Beeck, 2017). One potential issue 
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with our proposed study is that it assumes that the CB brain has not undergone any form rewiring or cross-modal 

plasticity, which seems unlikely (e.g., Bedny, Richardson, & Saxe, 2015; Richardson,  Lingnau et al., 2012; 

Lederman & Klatzky, 2009; Cattaneo et al., 2008; Amedi, Merabet, Bermpohl, & Pascual-Leone, 2005; Burton, 

2003; Glass, Crowder, Kennerdell, & Merikangas, 1977), thus a baseline for the CB would be difficult to measure.  

 

 The semantic adaption after effect study seeks to explore whether prolonged exposure to colour semantics 

related to the three opponent-process axes, induces an after effect on a MDS configuration. In brief, what we 

propose is that groups of trichromatic, dichromatic, AB, and CB participants, read a script abundant in metonyms, 

similes, and metaphors relating to either black, white, blue, yellow, red, or green; after which they will perform 

our colour categorisation tasks. It would be interesting to observe whether an after effect manifests after prolonged 

exposure to one of the above colours. That is, if an observer was exposed to a script reinforcing semantic 

connotations of red for example, would their colour space push all other colours towards green? It would also be 

interesting to observe whether different stimuli presented in the categorisation task has an effect on adaptation; for 

example, presenting colour pairs verbally or physically. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Tables and figures in appendix one refer to the metric example given in chapter two. 

 

Tables: 

1.0 Original dissimilarity matrix of the 10 
cities. 
1.1 Distance matrix of the 10 cities. 
 

Figures: 

1.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum 
dimensionality. 
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Table 1.0 Original dissimilarity matrix (δij) between the 10 cities separated by air miles. Adapted 
from Bartholomew, Steele, Moustaki, & Galbraith (2011). 
 

 
 

Table 1.1 Transformed distance matrix (dij) between the 10 cities (TCoC = .97). 
 

 

London Berlin Oslo Moscow Paris Rome Beijing Istanbul Gibraltar Reykjavic
London 0
Berlin 570 0
Oslo 710 520 0
Moscow 1550 1000 1020 0
Paris 210 540 830 1540 0
Rome 890 730 1240 1470 680 0
Beijing 5050 4570 4360 3600 5100 5050 0
Istanbul 1550 1080 1520 1090 1040 850 4380 0
Gibraltar 1090 1450 1790 2410 960 1030 6010 1870 0
Reykjavic 1170 1480 1080 2060 1380 2040 4900 2560 2050 0

London Berlin Oslo Moscow Paris Rome Beijing Istanbul Gibraltar Reykjavic
London 0
Berlin 0.23 0
Oslo 0.289 0.208 0
Moscow 0.629 0.407 0.417 0
Paris 0.114 0.201 0.339 0.606 0
Rome 0.359 0.297 0.502 0.596 0.246 0
Beijing 2.037 1.841 1.76 1.449 2.042 2.04 0
Istanbul 0.61 0.422 0.597 0.432 0.518 0.334 1.792 0
Gibraltar 0.434 0.584 0.717 0.975 0.387 0.426 2.421 0.758 0
Reykjavic 0.478 0.589 0.426 0.821 0.59 0.828 1.988 1.009 0.837 0
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Figure 1.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality for distances between the 10 cities. 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Tables and figures in appendix two refer to the non-metric example given in chapter two.

 

Tables: 

2.0 Average similarity matrix of 12 countries. 
2.1 Distance matrix of the 12 countries. 

                                                                   

 

Figures: 

2.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum 
dimensionality.    
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Table 2.0 Average similarity matrix (δij) between the 12 countries separated by subjective 
judgements. Adapted from Bartholomew et al. (2011). 
 

 
 

Table 2.1 Transformed distance matrix (dij) between the 12 countries (TCoC = .92). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brazil Congo Cuba Egypt France India Israel Japan China Russia USA Yugoslavia
Brazil 0.00
Congo 4.83 0.00
Cuba 5.28 4.56 0.00
Egypt 3.44 5.00 5.17 0.00
France 4.72 4.00 4.11 4.78 0.00
India 4.50 4.83 4.00 5.83 3.44 0.00
Israel 3.83 3.33 3.61 4.67 4.00 4.11 0.00
Japan 3.50 3.39 2.94 3.83 4.22 4.50 4.83 0.00
China 2.39 4.00 5.50 4.39 3.67 4.11 3.00 4.17 0.00
Russia 3.06 3.39 5.44 4.39 5.06 4.50 4.17 4.61 5.72 0.00
USA 5.39 2.39 3.17 3.33 5.94 4.28 5.94 6.06 2.56 5.00 0.00
Yugoslavia 3.17 3.50 5.11 4.28 4.72 4.00 4.44 4.28 5.06 6.67 3.56 0.00

Brazil Congo Cuba Egypt France India Israel Japan China Russia USA Yugoslavia
Brazil 0.00
Congo 0.79 0.00
Cuba 1.12 0.58 0.00
Egypt 1.01 0.74 0.34 0.00
France 0.67 1.09 1.06 0.77 0.00
India 0.70 0.66 0.54 0.31 0.52 0.00
Israel 1.08 1.49 1.35 1.02 0.43 0.87 0.00
Japan 1.35 1.61 1.34 1.00 0.69 0.96 0.36 0.00
China 1.62 1.25 0.67 0.62 1.28 0.92 1.36 1.17 0.00
Russia 1.38 1.35 0.92 0.62 0.84 0.75 0.78 0.55 0.63 0.00
USA 0.95 1.51 1.47 1.16 0.42 0.94 0.28 0.64 1.59 1.04 0.00
Yugoslavia 1.41 1.34 0.89 0.61 0.88 0.76 0.84 0.61 0.57 0.06 1.09 0.00
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Figure 2.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality for subjective judgements between the 12 
countries. 
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APPENDIX III 

  

Figures in appendix three refer to supplementary output related to MDS computations, statistical comparisons 
between groups, the Jack-Knife formula to calculate variance for stimuli, and plots related to the semantic 
differential task in chapter four. 

Figures: 
3.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality 
derived from TRIs’, bTRIs’, ABs’, and CBs’ 
individual raw dissimilarity matrices.  
3.1 Non-metric MDS configurations yielded from 
averaged dissimilarity matrices from each group. 
3.2 CBs’ three-dimensional non-metric 
configuration. 
3.3A-B & 3.4A-B Semantic differential scales which 
correlate with either dimension-one or two of the 
trichromatic or congenitally blind configurations.   
3.5A-L Remaining plots comparing TRIs and the CB 
on 12 semantic differential scales.  

Formulas:  
1.0 Jack-knife estimate of standard error 
1.1 Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W) 
 
Table 
1.0 Kruskal-Wallis H test showing differences 
between groups in the BCT experiment. 
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Figure 3.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality derived from TRIs’ (blue), bTRIs’ (orange), the AB 
(green), and the CB (red) raw dissimilarity matrices for the BCT task. Note: for the CB two separate configurations 
were created on the account of a high Stress value (a two and a three-dimensional configuration). After failing in 
our attempts to correlate three separate models (SD and CD task, and the ELP) onto the third-dimension, 
dimension-three remains open to interpretation. 
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Figure 3.1A-D Non-metric MDS configurations yielded from averaged dissimilarity matrices from each group for 
the BCT task. The values within the configurations are proximity values and represent Euclidian distances between 
the respective colours. The three dashed lines within each configuration depict the opponent-process dimensions 
of human colour vision. The grey lines connect respective colours approximating the Newtonian colour circle. 
Note, examination of proximity values should be considered in relation to the coordinates on the vertical and 
horizontal axes, for example the axes in the above figure vary from -1.0 to 1.0 whereas the axes in figure 2.2 (in 
chapter four) vary from -2.0 to 2.0, thus proximities between BCTs will be at least doubled.    
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Figure 3.2 Three-dimensional non-metric MDS configuration of CB observers yielded from their individual raw 
dissimilarity matrices. Note the red lines depicting the two-dimensional configuration in figure 2.2D. 
 
 
Table 1.0 Displays the mean values of dimension-one minus dimension-two (D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ)  
and the standard deviation for each group (sd). p-values are calculated using the  
Kruskal-Wallis H test. 
 
  TRI bTRI AB CB 
 D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) 
  0.22 (.18) 0.27 (.19) 0.28 (.17) 0.33 (.23) 

TRI     
bTRI p = 0.191    

AB p = 0.453 p = 0.664   
CB p = 0.134 p = 0.800 p = 0.569   
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Figure 3.3A Co-linear relationship between semantic differential scales and dimension-one of the trichromatic 
configuration.   
 

 

Figure 3.3B Co-linear relationship between semantic differential scales and dimension-two of the trichromatic 
configuration.   
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Figure 3.4A Co-linear relationship between semantic differential scales and dimension-one of the CB 
configuration.   
 

 

Figure 3.4B Co-linear relationship between semantic differential scales and dimension-two of the CB 
configuration.   
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Figure 3.5A Alive–dead (D1). Note the following applies to figure 3.5 A to L: Blue plots display TRIs and red 
plots the CB; the horizontal axis is based on the rank order of colour terms varying along dimension-one or two 
of the trichromatic common space.   

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.5B New–old (D1) 
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Figure 3.5C Soft–hard (D1) 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.5D Light–heavy (D1) 
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Figure 3.5E Light–heavy (D2) 

 

 

Figure 3.5F Relaxed–tense (D2) 
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Figure 3.5G Ripe–un-ripe (D2) 

 

 

Figure 3.5H Cold–hot (D2) 
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Figure 3.5I Self-less–jealous (Un-correlated) 

 

 

Figure 3.5J Active–passive (Un-correlated) 
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Figure 3.5K Like–dis-like (Un-correlated) 

 

 

Figure 3.5L Fast–slow (Un-correlated) 
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Formula 1.0 Jack-knife estimate of standard error 
 

Suppose we have a sample of 𝑥𝑥 = (𝑥𝑥1 ,𝑥𝑥2, … 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛) and an estimator  𝜃𝜃� = 𝑠𝑠(𝑥𝑥). We wish to estimate the 
bias and standard error of 𝜃𝜃�. The Jack-knife then focusses on the samples that leave one observation out at a 
time: 

 
𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖) = (𝑥𝑥1 ,𝑥𝑥2, … 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 1 ,𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖  + 1 , … 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛)    
 
for i = 1, 2, … n, are referred to as Jack-knife samples. The ith Jack-knife sample consists of the data set with the 
ith observation removed. Let 
 
𝜃𝜃� (𝑖𝑖) = 𝑠𝑠(𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖)) 
 
be the ith Jack-knife replication of  𝜃𝜃�. The Jack-estimate of bias is defined by 
 
𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 �𝑗𝑗𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = (𝑛𝑛 − 1)(𝜃𝜃� (.) −  𝜃𝜃�) 
 
where 
 

𝜃𝜃� (.) =  �𝜃𝜃� (.) − 𝑛𝑛.
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 

 
The Jack-knife estimate of standard error is then defined by: 
 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠� jack =  [
𝑛𝑛 − 1

—
𝑛𝑛

 �( 𝜃𝜃� (𝑖𝑖) −  𝜃𝜃� (.) )²] ½  

 
(Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). 
 
Formula 1.1 Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W) 
 

S is calculated first from the row-marginal sums of ranks 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 obtained by the objects: 
 

𝑆𝑆 =  �(𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖  −  𝑅𝑅�
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

)² 

 
where S is a sum-of-squares statistics over the row sums of ranks 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 and 𝑅𝑅� is the mean of the 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 values. Following 
that, Kendall’s W statistic can be obtained from: 
 

𝑊𝑊 =  
12𝑆𝑆

𝑚𝑚²(𝑛𝑛3 − 𝑛𝑛)
 

 
where m is the number of variables (or number of judges²) and n is the number of objects³. W ranges from 0 to 1, 
the closer to 1 the higher the concordance between judges. 
Note: this task did not consist of tied ranks – participants were not permitted to place equal rankings to two (or 
more) BCTs, therefore, no correction procedure was performed.  
 

To test the significance of W:  Friedman’s chi-square statistic is obtained from Kendall’s W by the 
following formula:  

 
𝑋𝑋2 = 𝑚𝑚 (𝑛𝑛 − 1)𝑊𝑊 
 
(Lengendre, 2010). 
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APPENDIX IV 

 
Figures in appendix four refer to supplementary output related to the MDS computations and statistical 
comparisons between groups in chapter five. 

Figures: 

4.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality 
derived from TRIs, bTRIs, the AB, and the CB 
individual raw dissimilarity matrices.  
4.1A-D Non-metric MDS configurations yielded 
from averaged dissimilarity matrices from each 
group. 
4.2A-D Three-dimensional non-metric MDS 
configuration yielded from group individual raw 
dissimilarity matrices. 

Table 
 
1.0 Kruskal-Wallis H test showing differences 
between groups in the DCT experiment. 
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Figure 4.0 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality derived from TRIs’ (blue), bTRIs; (orange), the AB 
(green), and the CB (red) raw dissimilarity matrices. 
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Figure 4.1A-D Non-metric MDS configurations yielded from averaged dissimilarity matrices from each group for 
the DCT task.  
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Figure 4.2A Three-dimensional non-metric MDS configuration of TRIs yielded from their individual raw 
dissimilarity matrices. 
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Figure 4.2B Three-dimensional non-metric MDS configuration of bTRIs yielded from their individual raw 
dissimilarity matrices. 
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Figure 4.2B Three-dimensional non-metric MDS configuration of the AB yielded from their individual raw 
dissimilarity matrices. 
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Figure 4.2D Three-dimensional non-metric MDS configuration of the CB yielded from their individual raw 
dissimilarity matrices. 

 

Table 1.0 Displays the mean values of dimension-one minus dimension-two (D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ)  
and the standard deviation for each group (sd). p-values are calculated using the  
Kruskal-Wallis H test. 
 

  TRI bTRI AB CB 
 D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) D₁ʷ - D₂ʷ (sd) 
  0.27 (.14) 0.29 (.12) 0.31 (.24) 0.23 (.10) 

TRI     
bTRI p = 0.326     

AB p = 0.124  p = 0.429    
CB p = 0.730  p = 0.552  p = 0.118    
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APPENDIX V 

 

Figures in appendix five refer to supplementary output related to MDS computations and physical colours selected 
by trichromatic observers from the World Color Survey (WCS) used in the hue and hue + term tasks in chapter 
six. 

Figures: 
5.0 WCS stimulus array. 
5.1-5.4 Scree plot illustrating optimum 
dimensionality derived from TRIs’ and ColBs’ 
individual raw dissimilarity matrices.  
5.5A-H Non-metric MDS configurations yielded 
from averaged dissimilarity matrices from each 
group for each task. 
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Figure 5.0 WCS coordinates assigned to Munsell stimuli. Letter coordinates (A…J) indicate 10 degrees of 
Munsell values (lightness); numerical coordinates indicate 40 equally space Munsell hue (adapted from Cook, 
Kay, & Regier, 2002).  

 

 

Figure 5.1 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality derived from TRIs’ (blue) and the ColBs’ (red) raw 
dissimilarity matrices for the hue task. 
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Figure 5.2 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality derived from TRIs’ (blue) and the ColBs’ (red) raw 
dissimilarity matrices for the hue + term task. 
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Figure 5.3 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality derived from TRIs’ (blue) and the ColBs’ (red) raw 
dissimilarity matrices for the verbal task. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Scree plot illustrating optimum dimensionality derived from TRIs’ (blue) and the ColBs’ (red) raw 
dissimilarity matrices for the DCT task. 
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Figure 5.5A-H Non-metric MDS configurations yielded from averaged dissimilarity matrices from each group 
for each task.  
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